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1
Textile biomechanical engineering

Y. LI1,  X.  ZHANG 2 AND X-Q. DAI 1,3

1 The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, China
2 Xian University of Engineering Science & Technology, China

3 Soochow University, China 

3

1.1 Background

Health and disease-prevention have been and are of major concern to 
humans, particularly for 21st century consumers regarding their apparel 
products. Biological health and psychological happiness are critical indexes 
refl ecting quality of life, in which clothing plays very important roles. 
Clothing is one of the most intimate objects associated with the daily life 
of individuals, as it covers most parts of our body most of the time. 
Consciously or unconsciously, our physiological/biological status and psy-
chological/emotional feelings are closely associated with the clothing we 
wear. A signifi cant proportion of modern consumers understand the impor-
tance of clothing and they demand apparel products with higher added 
values in terms of functional performance to satisfy various aspects of their 
biological and psychological needs in communication, protection, health-
care, medicine and sensory comfort during wear. Naturally, engineering 
apparel products for biological and psychological health has become an 
integrated part of the concept of bioengineering.

What, then, is bioengineering? In February 1998, the United States 
National Institutes of Health organized a Symposium on bioengineer-
ing, at which a defi nition of bioengineering was formulated as follows: 
‘Bioengineering integrates physical, chemical, or mathematical sciences and 
engineering principles for the study of biology, medicine, behavior, or health. 
It advances fundamental concepts, creates knowledge from the molecular 
to the organ systems level, and develops innovative biologics, materials, 
processes, implants, devices, and informatics approaches for the prevention, 
diagnosis, and treatment of disease, for patient rehabilitation, and for 
improving health’.1

Angnew pointed out that bioengineering is rooted in physics, mathemat-
ics, chemistry, biology, computational sciences, and various engineering dis-
ciplines.1 It is the application of a systematic, quantitative and integrative 
way of thinking about and approaching solutions of problems important in 
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human biology, physiology, medicine, behavior and health of human popula-
tions. From this defi nition, it is clear that the biological problems are too 
complex to be solved by biologists alone: partners are needed in many dis-
ciplines, including physics, mathematics, chemistry, computer sciences, and 
engineering. Bioengineering integrates principles from a diversity of fi elds. 
The creativity of interdisciplinary teams results in a new basic understand-
ing, novel products and innovative technologies. Bioengineering also crosses 
the boundaries of academia, science, medicine, and industry.

Considering that clothing has a signifi cant impact on the health and pre-
vention of diseases, and creating appropriate microclimates for living and 
appearances that infl uence the perceptions and behaviors of human beings, 
clothing bioengineering can be defi ned in a similar way: ‘Clothing bioengi-
neering integrates physical, chemical, mathematical, and computational 
sciences and engineering principles to design and engineer clothing for the 
benefi ts of human biology, medicine, behavior and health. It advances fun-
damental concepts; creates knowledge from the molecular to the body–
clothing systems level; and develops innovative materials, devices, and 
apparel products for a healthy lifestyle fashion with functions of comfort, 
protection, prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of disease, and for improv-
ing health.’

Such a defi nition shows that clothing bioengineering is rooted in physics, 
mathematics, chemistry, polymer sciences, biology, computational sciences, 
and engineering disciplines in polymers, fi bers, textiles and clothing. It is the 
application of a systematic, quantitative and integrative way of thinking 
about and approaching the solutions in problems of how clothing and 
textiles can be engineered to the benefi ts of biology, physiology, medicine, 
behavior and the health of human populations. From this defi nition, it is 
clear that clothing bioengineering needs knowledge and close collaborative 
research of experts from a diversity of fi elds, including physics, mathematics, 
chemistry, polymer science, computer sciences, biology, physiology and psy-
chology, as well as engineering disciplines from such industries as polymer, 
fi ber, textile and clothing. The creativity of interdisciplinary teams can result 
in new basic understanding, novel products and innovative technologies in 
a number of areas such as: (i) clothing bio-thermal engineering; (ii) clothing 
biomechanical engineering; (iii) clothing biosensory engineering; (iv) cloth-
ing biomedical engineering; and (v) clothing biomaterial engineering.

Clothing biomechanical engineering is defi ned as the application of a 
systematic and quantitative way of designing and engineering apparel prod-
ucts to meet the biomechanical needs of the human body and to maintain 
an appropriate pressure and stress distributions on the skin and in the 
tissues for the performance, health and comfort of the wearer. Clothing 
biomechanical engineering involves not only the design and engineering of 
fabrics, but also the measurement of body geometric profi les, and the design 
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and engineering of garments to achieve the required biomechanical func-
tions. Fundamental research to achieve the biomechanical functions involves 
a number of areas: (i) development of theories, data and models to describe 
the mechanical behaviors of fi ber, yarns and fabric; (ii) development of 
theories, data and models to describe the geometric and biomechanical 
behavior of the human body; (iii) development of theories, data and models 
to describe the dynamic mechanical interactions between the body and 
garments; (iv) development of computational methods, computing visuali-
zation techniques, and engineering databases to integrate all the elements 
systematically; (v) design and engineering of materials and clothing to 
achieve desirable biomechanical functions; (vi) development of techniques 
to characterize the biomechanical functional performances from basic 
materials to fi nal apparel products.

1.2 History of clothing biomechanical 

engineering design

Engineering design is an iterative decision-making process in which the 
basic sciences, mathematics, and engineering sciences are applied to convert 
resources optimally to meet a stated objective.2 It is the link between sci-
entifi c discoveries and commercial applications by applying mathematics 
and science to research and to develop economical solutions to practical 
technical problems. Engineering design has been successfully applied in a 
number of engineering areas such as machine manufacturing, civil engineer-
ing, and bridge construction. In 1986, the concept of sensory-engineering 
(Kansei-engineering) was developed by the Mazda Company in Japan as a 
development of human factors. Sensory means the psychological feeling 
or image of a product, and sensory engineering refers to the quantitative 
translation of consumers’ psychological feeling about a product into per-
ceptual design elements. This technique involves determining which sensory 
attributes elicit particular objective responses from people, and then design-
ing a product using the attributes that elicit the desired responses. Sensory 
engineering has been applied with great success in the automotive industry, 
the Mazda Miata (MX-5) being a notable example, and is being extended 
to other product domains including development of new fi bers.3

Textile products have been designed by trial and error for thousands of 
years. However, in the last few decades, industrial and academic experts4–9 
have recognized the importance of systematic engineering design of textiles 
and textile processes. In 1994, Hearle7 presented the concept of textile-
product design with fabric mechanics as a design tool. He described the 
different approaches available to tackle fabric mechanics in a hierarchical 
way and developed the concept of a computer-aided total-design system 
based on three frameworks: a database of information on fi ber and fabric 
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properties; a knowledge-based system using the pool of available expertise 
and historical data; and a deterministic suite of programs in structural 
mechanics. In the 1990s, Matsuo and Suresh8 proposed the concept of fi ber-
assembly-structure engineering (FASE) for total material design. Total 
material design refers to the design of a textile product starting from the 
conceptual design and going up to the devising of the manufacturing 
method. The design has three stages: (i) aesthetic-effect or functional design; 
(ii) basic structure design; (iii) basic manufacturing design.

The close relationship between garment design and fabric selection 
means that fabric representation and design is a fundamental part of any 
clothing engineering design system. Fabric is a complex media to model, 
owing to its complicated microstructure. In the past two decades, cloth 
modeling has drawn wide attention both from the textile engineering and 
the computer graphics communities. The textile engineering approach con-
centrated on the relationship between fabric structure and measurement 
data. In the 1990s, a series of papers by Dastor et al.4,10,11 presented the 
computer-assisted structural design of industrial woven fabric, which illus-
trated the possibility of creating a CAD environment to aid structural 
design and evaluation of industrial fabric economically. The goal is the 
engineering design of the ideal quality of suiting on the basis of fi ber 
science, textile mechanics and the objective measurement technology devel-
oped. Today, there are numerous existing design programs with various 
software tools and a wide choice of design functions. For example, Lectra12 
and NedGraphic13 offer the textile industry a range of CAD/CAM software 
packages to meet the different requirements of various woven and knitted 
fabrics, printed fabrics and garment design. However, in such software, 
the focus is the image effects rather than the geometrical and mechanical 
models of fabrics and garments. Many existing apparel CAD systems 
provide assistance in pattern design, grading, marker making and cutting 
processes. Most of the systems work only two-dimensionally, and the ma -
terials’ mechanical behavior is not taken into account.14

While the textile engineering approach offers precise details of modeling 
cloth at a microscopic level,15 the computer graphics approach treats fabric 
as a deformable object, to develop visually-realistic cloth deformation 
and animation. Clothing modeling and garment simulation has grown from 
basic shape modeling to the modeling of cloth complex physics and behav-
iors. A trend of employing a multidisciplinary approach has started, the 
two communities having begun to combine their expertise to come up with 
solutions that can satisfy both of them. With their efforts, 2D apparel CAD 
systems are extending to 3D. A 3D apparel CAD system often incorporates 
a suitable fabric model, and enables the designer to assess how a particular 
type of fabric would interact with the 3D body form. The fabric model may 
include links to objective data and surface visualization techniques which 
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allow a fabric design or structure to be superimposed on the garment. Rodel 
et al.14 pointed out that an excellent CAD system for the clothing industry 
should comprise three modules: a fabric library relating easy-to-determine 
fabric mechanical properties; a 3D model for the human body, which can 
be adapted for people of different sizes; and routines to construct garments 
from 2D patterns of specifi c fabrics on the human body with use of the 
fabric library. A common approach to constructing a garment is to accept 
2D pattern shapes from a conventional CAD system, assemble them into 
a garment and drape or fi t it onto a body form for further assessment and 
adjustment.

Early in 1992, Okabe et al.16 presented details of a 3D CAD system with 
an energy-based fabric modeler incorporated. They showed examples of 
simulated garments fi tted on a mannequin. The Asahi17 apparel CAD 3D-
PDS system, released in 1995, was also a 3D system that allowed designers 
to model patterns incorporating a fabric stiffness parameter. Both these 
systems accept the mechanical properties of fabrics. More recently, Kang 
and King18,19 presented details of their 3D apparel system including fl at-
garment pattern generation, resizable human body modeling and garment-
drape shape prediction. There was no evidence that actual mechanical 
parameters of fabric were used. The computer graphic community seems to 
be more advanced in 3D clothing modeling. There are many virtual fashion 
systems developed by different research teams from the computer graphics 
area, such as the Virtual try on system from the Miralab team (Geneva), 
DressingSim from Digital Fashion Ltd (Japan), and ‘MayaCloth’ from Maya, 
Spain. Most of these systems focus on generating cloth-like simulation and 
quick response and animation; accurate interpretation of mechanical prop-
erties and real-time performance are of secondary importance.

Although a 3D human body model is essential in all 3D apparel CAD 
systems, it is often assumed to be rigid, and acts as a geometrical constraint 
for the garment to drape or closely fi t on it. The body deformation due to 
contact with the garment is rarely taken into account. Modern consumers 
demand clothing products with superior multi-functional and comfort per-
formance to satisfy their physiological and psychological needs. Garment 
mechanical comfort such as pressure comfort has been identifi ed as one 
of the important attributes. For example, Denton20 pointed out that the 
discomfort level of clothing pressure was found to be between 20 and 
40 g/cm2, depending on the individual and the part of the body concerned, 
which is similar to the blood pressure in the capillary blood vessels near the 
skin surface. Tight-fi t sportswear is reported to provide the body with suit-
able support and compression to accelerate blood circulation, hence improv-
ing sports performance.18 However, the compression exerted on the human 
body by some medical clothing, such as pressure garments and compression 
stockings, has been utilized as a kind of physical therapy in clinical practice 
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for burn rehabilitation21 and various venous disorders.22 The biomechanical 
interaction between the human body and clothing is complicated, involving 
many aspects. Therefore, engineering design of clothing mechanical per-
formance demands a different kind of logical structure to that of a textile 
product. An important difference is that human factors (physiological and 
psychological) have to be accounted for in the engineering design of cloth-
ing mechanical performance, because the human is the master in presenting 
clothing’s aesthetic and functional effects.

However, there has not been any CAD system developed for the engi-
neering design of clothing mechanical performance, especially for 3D simu-
lation of the mechanical interaction of the deformable human body and 
clothing, and sensory evaluation of clothing mechanical comfort. There are 
not many studies available to express a design methodology and a design 
process for the engineering design of clothing mechanical performance. Li 
and Zhang23 presented a mechanical sensory engineering design system for 
textile and apparel products, which was developed based on a consideration 
of human factors. The system had three functional models, namely design, 
analysis and evaluation. The fundamental work to achieve the system func-
tions was detailed, including the development of mechanical models, devel-
opment of an engineering database and investigation of psychophysical 
relationships between mechanical stimulation and comfort perception. The 
application of the system was illustrated through an example on the design 
of jeans for mechanical sensory performance. However, there is much room 
for improvement in this system. Biomechanical engineering design of cloth-
ing products is still at the development stage.

1.3 Biomechanical engineering design for 

fashion products

1.3.1 Clothing design based on human factors

The study of people as a component of an engineering system is called 
human factors engineering. Human factors engineering is an interdis-
ciplinary science for fi tting the product to the person rather than fi tting the 
person to the product, involving specifying design with the requirements of 
people as the starting point and as the main criterion for effectiveness.24 It 
includes taking knowledge from anatomy, anthropometry (the science of 
dimensions of humans), applied psychology, biomechanics, bioengineering 
and physiology.

In the concept of mechanical sensory engineering design of clothing 
performance, human factors are concerned in two design processes: fashion 
design and clothing materials design, to achieve the desired clothing 
aesthetic and functional effects. The human factors are mainly concerned 
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with fi ve aspects: (i) Geometry (such as the body size and the shape); (ii) 
biomechanics of the human body (such as the deformation of the muscles, 
skin and soft tissue at different body parts); (iii) physiology (formulating 
sensory signals from the interactions of the body with the clothing and sur-
rounding environments); (iv) neurophysiology; and (v) psychology (subjec-
tive perception of sensory sensation from the neurophysiological sensory 
signals and leading to formulated subjective overall perception and prefer-
ences). The four factors of geometry, biomechanics, physiology and neuro-
physiology must be considered in pattern design and material design, and 
the psychological factor must be taken into account in designing aesthetic 
effects of clothing.

Sensory engineering design of clothing mechanical performance should 
be based on quantitative investigations of the relationship between clothing 
mechanical performance and human sensory (physiological and psychologi-
cal) factors. There are three fundamental investigations required to achieve 
the concept. The fi rst is the quantitative translation of consumers’ psycho-
logical feelings about a product into perceptual design elements that will 
be important attributes in the evaluation of fashion and material design. 
The second is the investigation of the dynamic mechanism involved in the 
contact interface between the human body and clothing, which bridges the 
relationship between human biomechanics and fashion design. The third is 
deduction of the clothing mechanical characteristics from the dynamic 
analysis, such as its deformation magnitude, stretch-recovery properties and 
rheological behavior during wear. These physical and mechanical charac-
teristics of clothing materials are the basic information required for the 
engineering design of clothing materials. 

1.3.2 Computer aiding the iterative 
decision-making process

Clothing design means creating new clothing by enhancing existing designs 
or by altering existing ones to perform new functions. The clothing design 
task consists of selecting the style, color and materials to meet specifi ed 
functional requirements for the clothing. The conventional procedure of 
designing clothing without CAD technology is largely based on the ex -
perience and intuition of the designer, which has several disadvantages. 
Firstly, much reliance is placed upon individual designers but not on the 
knowledge-based design model. It is diffi cult to require a designer to 
communicate with interdisciplinary professionals to achieve the developed 
concept, and the training of new design ‘apprentices’ is a lengthy, tedious, 
and costly process. Secondly, it is diffi cult to achieve an iterative decision-
making process in a short design time. Thirdly, the designer does not 
have the means to make a parametric analysis of the clothing mechanical 
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performance before it is produced. Finally, it is diffi cult to maintain a con-
sistently updated information system involving multiple sets of data at 
several locations within an organization.

A CAD system should overcome these disadvantages by the devel-
opment of fundamental frameworks. It requires the development of 
knowledge-based design procedures to guide the user in designing clothing 
mechanical performance based on human sensory factors. The design starts 
with a product specifi cation to identify a type of garments (e.g. jeans or 
bra), followed by selection of garment style and human body parameters 
from the human factor database and the product database. From the input 
parameters of the human body and the garment, the deformation charac-
teristics of clothing should be identifi ed, based on mechanical analysis of 
the dynamic contact between the human body and the garment, which will 
govern the next steps of selecting fabric structure and selecting mechanical 
properties of the fi ber–yarn–fabric. The selection is a revision of design 
achieved by searching or reworking some previous fabric structure that 
reasonably approximates to the current design requirements. Next comes a 
mechanical model of the body–garment, allowing a numerical simulation 
and analysis of the mechanical performance of garment and body. The 
iterative procedure has to be done before the garment is produced, if the 
design does not satisfy through the simulation and evaluation steps. The 
iterative design cycle will be shortened through the CAD environment, 
which is supported by four engineering databases and based on a number 
of fundamental researches. Through the design process in the CAD system, 
a sample is manufactured for a wear trial. This aims to further modify the 
design according to subjective evaluation of the garment before formal 
production.

1.3.3 Analysis based on 3D virtual prototypes

The design phase determines feasible style and materials parameters; the 
analysis phase is used to calculate and visualize the mechanical perform-
ance of the textile and clothing system, such as distributions of stresses and 
strains in the garment, the deformation of the skin and soft tissues, and the 
garment pressure distributions on the skin. This analysis involves computa-
tional experiments of the design to test whether it meets the desired func-
tional criteria of clothing. To analyze clothing mechanical performance 
based on 3D virtual prototypes requires the development of 3D mechanical 
models of clothing and human body that can simulate the mechanical inter-
actions between them in different wear situations. The saying of ‘A picture 
is worth a thousand words’ is still true. Visualization of the 3D prototypes 
undeformed or deformed, and mechanical parameters, such as various 
strains, stresses and pressure, can give the designer immediate feedback on 
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design decisions. Based on the visible simulation results, various functional 
analyses can be carried out. For some special garment items, biomechanical 
prediction can be obtained.

1.3.4 Sensory evaluation

During wear, clothing comes into contact with the skin at most parts of the 
body. Li25 pointed out that the contact has three features: (i) large contact-
ing areas with varying sensitivity; (ii) changing physiological parameters of 
the body (such as skin temperature, sweating rate, and humidity at the skin 
surface); (iii) a moving body that induces new mechanical stimuli from the 
contact between the body parts and clothing. The mechanical stimuli in turn 
induce responses from various sensory receptors and formulate various 
perceptions, such as touch, pressure, prickle, itch and infl ammation, which 
affect the mechanical comfort of the wearer. The study of the psychophysi-
cal process of perception on clothing mechanical behavior makes it possible 
to predict and evaluate mechanical sensory comfort of clothing from the 
mechanical properties and structural features of fi bers, yarns and fabrics, as 
well as garments.

Mechanical comfort should be one of the criteria to decide which design 
is optimal among several alternatives in the design process. The designer 
can judge whether the product meets the comfort requirements by compar-
ing the predictions with desirable values, such as desirable pressure distribu-
tions and psychological perceptions of comfort pressure. Therefore, in 
addition to the design and the analysis functions, the system should provide 
the function of sensory evaluation of mechanical comfort.

Clothing comfort is very subjective. Evaluation of pressure comfort must 
combine the predicted pressure and the sensation index from a large volume 
of experiments involving wear trials. It needs much work on psychological 
evaluation of garment pressure, from which a series of psychophysical 
models will be developed based on the investigation of the relationship 
between objective stimuli and psychological perceptions and the investiga-
tion of the relationship between the predictions and the objective measure-
ments. For medical clothing items, there are often criteria of specifi c physical 
parameters to be met. The evaluation of medical effects is very complicated, 
and requires more cooperation with clinical practice in a long-term project.

1.4 Fundamental frameworks in clothing 

biomechanical engineering

To develop Clothing Biomechanical Engineering Design (CBED) systems 
with the required functions, a series of fundamental developments need to 
be made by integrating science, engineering and information technologies. 
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The research involves a number of aspects: material modeling of textile 
materials of different level (fi ber–yarn–fabric); mechanical modeling for 
the contact system of the human body and clothing; a clothing engineering 
database; and investigation of the psychophysical relationship between 
mechanical stimulation and psychological comfort perception.

1.4.1 Textile material modeling

Clothing is made of fabric, which is a fl exible material that behaves with 
complicated deformation. Due to the complicated deformation of fabric 
and different pattern assemblies, garments show aesthetic appearance of 
infi nite variations. Since fabric is a complicated structure, hierarchically 
built on yarns and fi bers, the investigation of textiles’ micro-mechanics is a 
stratagem whose objective is to achieve the engineering design of clothing 
performance from fundamental parameters of fi ber–yarn–fabric structures. 
Models of different levels in the hierarchical structure are necessary for the 
material engineering design. It is also important to understand the relation-
ship between clothing mechanical performance and fabric mechanical 
properties in simple deformations, such as tension, shearing, bending and 
compression, because these fabric properties are the basic parameters used 
in mechanical models of clothing.

1.4.2 Contact model between human body and garment

Clothing mechanical behavior is related to both fabric mechanical proper-
ties and the space allowance between the body and the garment during 
body movement. According to the degree of space allowance, garments can 
be classifi ed into three types: (i) foundation garments, in which the garment 
area is less than the body area; (ii) perfect fi tting garments, where the 
garment area is equal to the body area; (iii) loose garments, where the 
garment area is larger than the body area. Foundation garments are designed 
to apply a certain level of pressure on the appropriate body part when the 
body is both active and at rest. Perfect fi tting garments have a fi gure-
shaping function but are not designed to apply pressure on the body. 
Because the body movement can reduce the space allowance, loose gar-
ments may also exert pressure on the body in the contact areas. Therefore, 
the development of 3D geometrical models of human bodies and garments 
is fundamental for numerical analysis and visualization of clothing mechan-
ical performance.

Generally, clothing behaves mechanically in a non-linear way and is 
subject to multi-directional stress/strain components. In approaching the 
complex clothing mechanics, it is usually assumed that the clothing material 
is a continuum of plate (planar when unstrained), or shell (naturally curved), 
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or membrane (perfectly fl exible plate or shell). This is due to the fact 
that many studies mainly focused on its macroscopic mechanical behavior 
that occurs under an external force or prescribed curvatures from a 
human body.

The mechanical interaction between human body and garment varies 
signifi cantly for different wearing situations, depending on four factors: (i) 
garment style; (ii) garment space allowance; (iii) dynamic wearing or pattern 
assembling processing; (iv) posture of the human body. These factors have 
to be approached by providing different boundary conditions in the devel-
opment of contact models. The mechanical system of the contact, which is 
often non-linear due to the large deformation and complicated contact 
condition, is usually solved numerically using a fi nite element method and 
other discretized methods.

1.4.3 Visualization of the 3D prototypes

A CBED system needs to provide a virtual prototyping environment to 
enable the designer to visualize a garment prior to making a physical sample. 
As mentioned previously, geometrical models are essential for the mechani-
cal simulation. Various 3D prototypes need to be generated, positioned 
properly, and discretized for the further mechanical analysis. Once the 
mechanical analysis has been completed, the results need to be evaluated. 
The 3D garment fi tted to the human body needs to be visualized for assess-
ing the garment aesthetic shape and fi t. The displacements, stresses and 
other fundamental variables in clothing objects as well as the human body 
that have been calculated, need to be visualized and plotted for appraising 
fabric suitability and wearing comfort, and other functional analysis and 
evaluation. The visualization is generally done interactively utilizing the 
specifi c visualization modules for the analysis solvers used, some general 
graphic tools, or other specifi cally developed pre- and post-processors.

1.4.4 Clothing engineering database

To support the design, analysis and evaluation phases in a systematic design 
process with various types of information, it is necessary to develop an 
engineering database. An engineering database has several important dif-
ferences from an administrative database or a business database. Firstly, 
engineering design is an iterative-decision process with analysis and syn-
thesis based on knowledge of basic sciences, mathematics, and engineering 
sciences. Secondly, engineering design needs a dynamic database that 
involves two kinds of information: the design environment (rules, methods, 
standard elements, etc.) and data that are not known previously but defi ned 
during the design process. The volume of information increases with the 
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progress of a design. Thirdly, engineering design deals with a number of 
data types (text, numbers, equations, diagrams, graphical, photographic 
images, etc.).

An important characteristic that must be considered in the development 
of a clothing engineering database is that the clothing design process com-
municates frequently with the information from the hierarchical construc-
tion of a fi ber–yarn–fabric–garment and a 3D human body. The structural 
geometry of textiles is central to all aspects of the computer-aided design 
and prediction, which should be presented to the designer during the design 
process. Therefore, the clothing engineering database should support user-
friendly program packages to input, store and display the information of 
fi ber–yarn–fabric–garment quickly and effectively in time and space.

1.4.5 Investigation of psychophysical relationship between 
stimulation and perception

To visualize the sensory perception in the CAD environment, a series of 
psychophysical experiments have to be carried out to study mechanical 
comfort of the garment in different wear situations by conducting mechani-
cal sensory comfort perception trials and objective measurement of dynamic 
pressure distribution. Further, psychophysical models of mechanical comfort 
have to be developed in different wearing situations, by using statistical 
methods, neural networks, etc.

1.5 Clothing biomechanical engineering design 

system: an example

Advances in technology, computer performance and cloth simulation 
research make the development of a CBED system possible. Now that cloth 
simulation has been addressed widely from 1D fi ber level to 3D garment 
level, and the physical testing techniques of textiles have been advanced, 
the challenge is then to integrate these modeling and information tech-
niques logically and effectively and build an interactive and creative system 
for the engineering design.

The system conceived and developed in the Institute of Textile and 
Clothing, Polytechnic University of Hong Kong, for the biomechanical engi-
neering design for textile and clothing products is briefl y outlined.23 This 
system integrates clothing design process, clothing–body biomechanical 
models, numerical solutions, analysis and evaluation of clothing sensory 
mechanical performance into a CAD environment based on a collection of 
well-integrated software tools. There are eight working modules in the 
system: (i) user interface; (ii) design processing algorithms; (iii) generation 
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of 3D geometrical primitives, realized using pre-processing software or 
graphic tools; (iv) defi nition of boundary conditions of the contact system, 
performed using preprocessors; (v) mechanical analyzers – can be com-
mercial software, such as LS-DYNA (Livermore Software Technology 
Corporation), ANSYS (MSC.Software, USA), ABAQUS (Hibbitt, Karlsson 
& Sorensen Inc., USA) and specifi cally-developed solvers; (vi) result visu-
alization, performed by using some post-processors; (vii) sensory evalua-
tion; (viii) engineering database. There is also a control communication 
module connecting with each of the eight working modules, indicating the 
broad division of the information communication among the working 
models and the software environment of the system. Each working module 
accomplishes its purpose with suitable software. A key feature is the inte-
gration of relevant software components into the CBED system, because 
many of the software packages have been developed independently in 
different industries for their specifi c purposes, with little knowledge of 
mechanical engineering design of textiles.

The originality of this system is evident in four major aspects: (i) consid-
eration of human factors (physiological and psychological) in engineering 
design of clothing products; (ii) simulation and visualization of clothing 
mechanical comfort performance before the garment is produced; (iii) inte-
gration of a range of software components into the system for computer-
aided engineering design; (iv) provision of a platform with an engineering 
database to input, store and display information about the hierarchical 
mechanical properties and structural features of garments and human 
bodies. The system aims to provide a design methodology and a tool for 
fashion designers and textile scientists, engineers and product developers 
to design new products effi ciently with consideration of mechanical 
performance.

1.6 Outline of this book

This book is divided into fi ve parts. Part I is this chapter as an overall intro-
duction. In Part II, the fundamental scientifi c theories, principles and models 
behind the mechanical sensory design technology are described. There is 
a hierarchical interrelation among textile products, from fi ber, yarn and 
fabrics, to clothing. Two sets of parameters are involved – properties of the 
constituents and structural geometry. All of these features must be taken 
into account in garment product design. Micromechanics and macrome-
chanics are the usual tools in tackling the problems of mechanical perform-
ance for textile products. Micromechanics covers predicting the fundamental 
constitutive relations for any textile structure in terms of the two sets of 
parameters mentioned above, while macromechanics is concerned with 
predicting the complex response of a material subject to the collection of 
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forces imposed in practical situations. A fundamental understanding about 
these micro- and macromechanics in textiles is introduced. The modeling 
techniques are also overviewed. As the subject for clothing, the human 
body’s geometrical and biomechanical features and sensation, and its 
contact problem with clothing are also introduced.

In Part III, the brief development history, structural features and mechani-
cal properties of textile materials are described from fi bers, yarns, and 
also the fabrics to clothing, and also the mechanical properties of the 
biomaterials of the human body. The parameters relevant to clothing 
mechanical performance are introduced and the major measurements for 
these properties are reviewed. These parameters will be included in the 
database for the design system.

In Part IV, the clothing biomechanical engineering design system is 
discussed, with a detailed explanation of the system construction, including 
integration of mechanical models, numerical solution approaches, pre- and 
post-processing and the database constitution.

Finally, in Part V, several practical examples of product development, 
such as jeans, sports bras, compression stockings, socks, shoes and aerobic 
sportswear, are provided to illustrate how to carry out the biomechanical 
engineering design.

This book is the result of the contributions from the authors and the work 
of other researchers on the important topics of the textile and clothing 
biomechanical engineering. The authors hope that the book will help inter-
ested beginners to carry out research in the area and to motivate current 
researchers and developers in this area towards further development and 
applications.
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2.1 Introduction

Fibers are the fundamental and the smallest elements constituting textile 
materials. The biomechanical functional performance of garments and 
devices are very much dependent on the fi ber mechanical and surface 
properties, which are largely determined by the constituting polymeric mol-
ecules, internal structural features and surface morphological characteris-
tics of individual fi bers. Scientifi c understanding and knowledge of the fi ber 
properties and modeling the mechanical behavior of fi bers are essential for 
biomechanical engineering of clothing and textile products. In this chapter, 
we review the knowledge and processes developed in the area of fi ber 
mechanics in relation to biomechanical engineering.

2.2 Fiber morphology

The morphology of fi bers includes macrostructure, microstructure, sub-
miscroscopic structure and fi ne structure of fi bers.

2.2.1 Macrostructure

The features of a textile fi ber that are discernible to the human eye consti-
tute its macrostructure; these include width, length, and crimp.

Fiber size Fiber size, often referred to as fi neness, is one of the most impor-
tant properties of fi bers. It is usually specifi ed in terms of diameter or linear 
density. The size of natural fi bers is often given as a diameter in micrometer 
units. It refl ects the average width along the fi ber’s length. The sizes of silk 
and manufactured fi bers are usually given in denier or tex units, which 
specify the linear density based on weight per unit length. Denier is the 
weight in grams of 9000 m of a fi ber; tex is the weight in grams of 1000 m of 
a fi ber. Tex is one-ninth of 1 denier.
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Fiber size has a very important infl uence on fi ber stiffness, which then 
affects the stiffness of the fabric made from the fi ber and hence the way it 
drapes and how soft it feels. The fi ber stiffness also affects how soft or how 
prickly the fabric feels when it is worn next to the skin.

Fiber length After size, fi ber length is the most important property of a 
fi ber. Fiber length is critical in processing of fi bers and yarns and in the 
translation of fi ber strength to yarn strength. In general, a longer fi ber 
length is preferred. Textile fi bers are either staple or fi lament length. Staple 
fi bers range from 2 to 46 cm; fi lament fi bers are of infi nite length. All natural 
fi bers except silk are of staple length. Silk and manufactured fi bers may be 
staple or fi lament fi bers.

Fiber crimp Crimp refers to waves, bends, twists or curls along the fi ber 
length. It is expressed as crimps per unit length. Some natural fi bers are 
linear, others form two-dimensional or three-dimensional crimps as shown 
in Fig. 2.2. Crimped fi bers tend to have higher elongation than linear 
fi bers.

2.2.2 Microstructure

Microstructure of fi bers includes their surface contour and cross-sectional 
shape. These features are observable through a light microscope. Surface 
contour, describing the surface of the fi ber along its length, may be smooth, 
serrated, lobed, striated, pitted, scaly, or convoluted. Surface contour may 
affect fi ber frictional properties and comfort when worn next to the skin.

Cross-sectional shape refers to the shape of a horizontally cut fi ber 
section. It may be round, triangular, dog-bone, kidney-bean, fl at, and so on. 
There is a characteristic shape for each type of natural fi ber. The shape of 
a fi ber’s cross-section is important in many applications. It has infl uence on 
bending stiffness and torsional stiffness of the fi ber. Consider the bending 
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stiffness of the solid fi bers, those with round cross-sections offer a high 
resistance to bending and, hence the fi bers are stiff. However, fi bers with 
ribbon-like cross-sections, such as cotton, offer the least resistance to 
bending.

2.2.3 Submicroscopic structure

Through an electronic microscope, more details of fi bers on the surface, as 
well as in the inner side, are observable. Figure 2.3 shows the schematic 
microscopic structure of wool fi ber.

2.2.4 Fine structure

All fi bers are assemblies of macromolecules, called polymers, in the form 
of hundreds or even thousands of individual chemical units, covalently 
bonded together one after the other as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. Fine structure 

Linear 2-D crimp 3-D crimp

2.2 Fiber crimp.
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2.3 Fiber submicroscopic structure (wool).
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describes the length, width, shape, and chemical composition of these poly-
mers. It largely determines the ability of a fi ber to withstand mechanical 
forces. There are three types of polymers comprising textile fi bers: homo-
polymers, copolymers, and block polymers. In homopolymers, the most 
common type, one monomer (one chemical compound) repeats itself along 
the polymer chain. In copolymers, two or more monomers comprise the 
polymer chain. In block polymers, blocks comprised of homopolymers are 
repeated along the polymer chain. Polymer length is specifi ed as the number 
of times the monomer is repeated along the chain, called the degree of 
polymerization. Polymer length plays a role in fi ber tensile properties. If 
two fi bers are alike except for polymer length, the fi ber comprised of longer 
polymers is generally stronger, extends a shorter distance at a given load, 
and requires more force to cause elongation.

Within fi bers, adjacent polymers are found tightly packed together in 
specially ordered crystalline regions and further apart in amorphous regions. 
The proportion of crystalline to amorphous regions determines the ‘degree 
of crystallinity’. The thousands of polymers within a fi ber lie more or less 
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the fi ber itself. When a relatively high 
proportion of polymers are aligned with the fi ber axis, the fi ber is said to 
be ‘highly oriented’. Orientation and crystallinity have a signifi cant impact 
on various fi ber behaviors. If two fi bers are alike except for degree of ori-
entation and crystallinity, the fi ber that is more crystalline and orientated 
is stronger and stiffer, and has lower elongation at break.

2.3 Mechanical behavior

The mechanical properties of fi bers are their responses to applied forces 
and to recovery from those forces. They contribute both to the behavior of 
fi bers in processing to yarns and to the properties of the fi nal products so 
that a knowledge of fi ber behavior is essential to an understanding of yarn 
mechanics and fabrics mechanics.

Path of break

2.4 Fine structure of fi ber.
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2.3.1 Tensile properties

Stress–strain curve: Because of the linear shape of a fi ber, the tensile prop-
erties (the behavior under forces and deformations applied along the fi ber 
axially) are the most important properties and are the most studied. Figure 
2.5 illustrates the tensile deformation. In general engineering, the tensile 
stress = force/area, s = F/A0; the tensile strain = change in length/original 
length, e = ∆l/l0.

When applying a gradually increasing force along the fi ber axis until 
the fi ber breaks, a stress–strain curve is created. It shows many important 
mechanical characteristics of the fi ber. In textile technology, a specifi c stress 
is often used instead of the general stress used in engineering area: Specifi c 
stress = force/linear density, ss = F/d1.

Figure 2.6 shows a model stress–strain curve. The curve begins with a 
straight-line segment that rises as stress is increased (AB) and then sud-
denly fl attens and rises at a slower rate (BC). Close to the failure point, the 
curve rises steeply (CD). The details of each of the regions is addressed as 
follows:

• In region AB, the deformation is a result of bond stretching and fl exing. 
It is completely reversible. Hooke’s law is obeyed: s = Ee, where E 
is the slope of the line, called Young’s modulus. In this region, the 
de formation is recoverable, and it is elastic. As the fi ber extends along 
the axial direction, it contracts laterally. Poisson’s ratio, defi ned as the 
ratio of lateral contraction to axial extension, is another important mate-
rial characteristic that deals with the behavior in the elastic region.

• After the yield point, deformation becomes nonlinear, and it is usually 
plastic. The deformation, a result of the polymers slipping by each other, 
is partially recoverable. In the region BC, the fi ber extends more easily. 

A0

l0

2.5 Schematic tensile deformation of a cylinder.
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The slope of the segment BC largely refl ects the strength of intrafi ber 
bonding.

• As the polymers become more compact, the fi ber reaches a deformation 
limit, harden point. Following the hardening, the internal structure of 
the fi ber begins to give way and the failure point is reached. The stress 
and strain at this point give the tenacity and the elongation at break 
respectively.

Elastic recovery: In the initial segment of the stress–strain curve (AB), the 
fi ber behaves like an elastic spring. Under the applied load, the polymers 
are being straightened, perhaps becoming more oriented within the fi ber. 
If the load is removed at any point from A to B, the fi ber will return to its 
original length because the polymers can revert to their initial positions. In 
this case, the elastic recovery is 100%. If the fi ber is stretched beyond the 
yield point but not to its hardening point, and the load is then removed, the 
fi ber will partially recover.

Work of rupture: Work of rupture or toughness is a measure of the ability 
of a fi ber to withstand sudden shocks of energy. The total amount of 
work required to deform a fi ber up to the failure point is indicated by the 
area under its stress–strain curve, the sum of areas x, y, and z, illustrated in 
Fig. 2.6.

2.6 Schematic stress–strain curve of a fi ber.
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Resilience: The resilience, also called work of recovery, of a fi ber is the ratio 
of energy returned to energy absorbed when a fi ber is deformed and then 
released. It may be extensional, fl exural, compressional, or torsional. In 
Fig. 2.6, the fi ber resilience of extension is the ratio of area x to area x + y.

Effects of time, temperature and moisture: The extension caused by a given 
applied force, or the stress resulting from a given strain in the fi ber, depends 
on how long the force or the strain has been present and on the earlier 
mechanical history of the fi ber; it also depends on the temperature. Time 
and temperature dependent mechanical behavior is a characteristic of 
fi bers. It is usually called viscoelastic (combined viscous and elastic) and is 
due to polymers not being ideal elastic solids – they also contain a viscous 
component. Creep and stress relaxation are the tests developed to probe 
their time-dependent behavior. In the creep test, the strain increases with 
time in a sample under constant load. In the stress relaxation test, the stress 
decays with time after the sample is given an instantaneous strain. Moisture 
also affects the mechanical behaviors of fi bers. Basically, the moisture lodges 
in the noncrystalline regions and plasticizes them, reducing the modulus.

2.3.2 Forces in various directions

Bending: When a fi ber is bent, the polymers must extend and compress to 
accommodate the bending force. As illustrated in Fig. 2.7, the polymers on 
the under curvature will compress; those on the upper curvature will extend; 
and those on the center plane will be unchanged in length.

Flexural rigidity (resistance to bending, stiffness) of a fi ber is defi ned as 
the couple required to bend the fi ber to unit curvature. Thus, in the elastic 

2.7 Bending of a fi ber.
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region there exists MB = BK, where MB = force couple, B = fl exural rigidity 
and K = bending curvature. The fl exural rigidity can be expressed in terms

of the Young’s modulus E as: B
ET= 1

4

2

π
η

ρ
, where, h is a shape factor

related to the cross-section of the fi ber, and r and T are the density and 
linear density of the fi ber respectively.1 It is convenient to introduce a 
quantity that is in dependent of the fi neness of the specimen to replace the 
fl exural rigidity. That is the specifi c fl exural rigidity, Rf, equal to the fl exura

rigidity of a fi lament of unit tex: R
E

f = 1
4π

η
ρ

.

Shear and torsion: Figure 2.8 shows the shear deformation of a solid cube 
unit. The shear stress t is expressed as F/A0 and the shear strain is calculated 
as δx/y. Then, in the elastic region, the shear modulus G can be defi ned as 
the ratio of shear stress to shear strain: G = t/g.

Figure 2.9 shows the twisting deformation of a fi ber of circular cross-
section. If we look at a small region, the fi ber is sheared. The torsional 
rigidity of a fi ber, its resistance to twisting, is defi ned as the couple needed 
to achieve unit angular defl exion between the ends of a specimen of unit 
length. Usually the specifi c torsional rigidity, Rt, the torsional rigidity of a 
specimen of unit linear density (in tex), independent of the fi neness of the 
particular specimen, is used. Since twisting has the same relation to shearing 
as bending does to stretching, the torsional rigidity can be obtained in terms 
of the shear modulus in the same way that the bending rigidity can be 
obtained in terms of the Young’s modulus: Rt = hn/r. Here, r and h are the 
linear density and the shape factor of the fi ber respectively. Details can be 
found in reference 1.

2.8 Shear deformation of a cube.
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Compression: Figure 2.10 (a) shows a cylinder under axial compression. A 
compression stress is simply negative to tensile stress and a compression 
strain is also a negative one. The initial compressive modulus is generally 
the same as the initial tensile modulus. However, as the compression force 
increasing, the fi ber will buckle easily. Figure 2.10 (b) shows a cylinder under 
transverse compression. The transverse modulus is used to refl ect the trans-
verse compressive property.

2.3.3 Friction

Fiber friction is the force that holds together the fi ber in a spun yarn and 
the interlacing threads in a fabric. Here, high friction is an advantage to 
enable a greater proportion of the strength of the individual fi bers to be 
obtained. However, lower friction of a fi ber may be desired in other cases, 

2.9 Shear or torsion on a cylinder.
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such as in minimizing wear of fi bers and fabrics, providing good fabric 
drape, and so on. Friction coeffi cient, m, is used to denote the friction prop-
erty of a fi ber.

2.4 Modeling of fi ber mechanical properties

2.4.1 Structural model

Various models have been proposed to represent the structure of polymers 
and fi bers, and further to calculate fi ber mechanical properties on the basis 
of the properties and arrangement of the components. Fiber scientists often 
envision a two-phase model, crystalline and non-crystalline, for the struc-
ture of polymers and fi bers. The three most useful two-phase models for 
fi ber structure are: the isostrain model, the isostress model, and the micellar 
model, as illustrated in Fig. 2.11. The isostrain model represents a fi ber as 
two continuous phases that are aligned parallel with each other. When the 
fi ber is stretched along the axial direction, the stress will be the appropriate 
weighted-mean stress contributed by the two components at the same 
strain, and the modulus of the fi ber is a volume-weighted average of the 
two phases, as the following equation shows: EC = E1V1 + E2V2. Here, EC, E1 
and E2 denote the Young’s moduli of the fi ber, and the two components 
respectively.

Figure 2.11(b) show the isostress model, which has the same structure as 
the isostrain model but is subjected to a stress normal to the fi ber direction. 
In this case, the behavior of the composite system is given by taking the 
weighted-mean strain with the same stress on each component. The modulus 
of the composite can be obtained as:

1/EC⊥ = V1/E1⊥ + V2/E2⊥,

(a) Isostrain model  (b) Isostress model  (c) Micellar model 

s s s

s s s

2.11 Structural models of fi ber.
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where ⊥ indicates that the modulus is measured normal to the axial direc-
tion. The micellar model is a little diffi cult to analyze, and it will give a result 
between the above two extremes. Details about these models can be found 
in reference 2.

The two-phase morphology is a reasonable assumption for most fi bers. 
However, there are some problems with these models; for example, the 
noncrystalline regions are not constant and other phases may be present. 
Thus, in some cases, three-or-more-phase models may be employed.

Bukosek3 developed a molecular, supramolecular, and morphological 
structural model of semicrystalline polymers and the structural factors that 
infl uence fi ber properties. The contributing effects of wool fi ber morphol-
ogy have been ignored in early mechanical behavioral models, in which the 
wool fi ber has been treated as a two-phase composite with parallel constitu-
ents.4 Liu and Bryson5 proposed a three-component model of the wool fi ber. 
The stiffness of a wool fi ber was derived from the stiffness of the three 
components: the cuticle, the orthocortex, and the meso/paracortex, and 
their proportions within the fi ber. The developed model may give new 
insight into the relevance of internal fi ber structure to single fi ber behavior 
affecting fi ber assemblies in yarns.5

2.4.2 Modeling the time-dependent properties

The viscoelasticity of a fi ber is often modeled using models composed of 
ideal springs for the elasticity and ideal dashpots for the viscosity. The 
springs follow Hooke’s law, s = Ee; the dashpots follow Newton’s law, t = 
hg.. Here, h is a constant, g. (equaling de/dt) is the rate of strain. As shown 
in Fig. 2.12, if a spring and a dashpot are arranged in series, they make up 
the Maxwell model; and if they are arranged in parallel, the composed 
element is called a Voigt–Kelvin model. The Maxwell model can show 

2.12 Spring and dashpot models.
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instantaneous extension under the applied load, followed by secondary 
creep at a constant rate; it can also show stress relaxation at constant length. 
The Voigt–Kelvin model can show primary creep. The simplest model that 
can show qualitatively all the features of instantaneous extension, primary 
and secondary creep and stress relaxation is the four-element model shown 
in Fig. 2.13(a).

By adding to the number and complexity of arrangements of the springs 
and dashpots, a complete representation of the mechanical behavior of 
fi bers, exhibiting not only the four effects mentioned above, but also the 
dynamic properties, which vary with frequency, and nonlinear relations 
between extension, load, and time, can be obtained. However, there is a 
limit to such an approach, if all the stress values of a given sequence are 
doubled, all the strain values will also double. It is often not true for a fi ber. 
Another approach to address this problem is to modify the elements them-
selves. The three-element system proposed by Eyring et al.9 is the most 
successful model following this approach. In this model, shown as Fig. 
2.13(b), the two springs obey Hooke’s law; but the dashpot shows non-
Newtonian viscosity, its behavior being represented by a hyperbolic sine 
law of viscous fl ow: de/dt = K sinh as. Here, K and a are constants. Thus, 
the rate of strain will increase more rapidly with increase of stress than it 
would do if it were proportional to stress, as in Newton’s law. More details 
about the theories of time-dependence can be found in reference 1.

Applying a three-element model, which has two Hookean springs and 
a dashpot containing a non-Newtonian power-law liquid, Kumar et al.6 
developed equations for creep recovery, stress relaxation and stress–strain 
behavior of textile fi bers. By analyzing the two-element, three-element, 
four-element and six-element viscoelasticity models, Zhang7 built up the 
regression equation of the relaxation curve of Tencel fi ber based on the 
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(a) Four-element model  (b) Eyring’s three-element model  

2.13 Viscoelastic models.
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six-element model and verifi ed the identity between the six-element model 
and the test result.

Cai8 proposed a nonlinear viscoelastic model to describe the time-
de  pendent deformation behavior of fi ber assemblies, including braided 
fi ber seals. The models were derived from the standard solid model, but 
modifi cations permitted the inclusion of three nonlinear spring and viscous 
damper elements. For a fi ber assembly under a compressive load, the fi ber 
volume fraction characterized the deformation status. The researchers 
assumed that the elastic spring and viscous damper elements in the pro-
posed model were nonlinear functions of the fi ber volume fraction. In the 
cases of creep and stress relaxation, general deformation solutions were 
obtained. Baltussen9 used the Eyring reduced time model to investigate the 
viscoelastic and yield deformations of polymer fi bers, covering the observed 
tensile behavior of linear polymers in the glassy state, extensions at a con-
stant rate of stress, creep and stress relaxation, and response to complex 
loading schemes. The experiments showed that the yield deformation and 
viscoelastic deformation of polymer fi bers are strongly related.

2.4.3 Other approaches

The fi nite element method was also applied to fi ber modeling. He et al.10 
used a linear elastic fi nite element model to study the mechanical behavior 
of irregular fi bers. They evaluated the tensile behavior of fi bers with 
simulated dimensional irregularities and determined that variations in 
fi ber diameter affected tensile behavior. They found that greater variation 
reduced breaking load, Young’s modulus, and breaking extension, and 
increasing the frequency of irregularity reduced breaking load and Young’s 
modulus, but increased breaking elongation.10

Komori et al.11 used a curved beam model to investigate the bending 
behavior of fi bers and the micromechanical aspects of fi ber compressibility. 
The analysis was able to reproduce the functional dependence of stress on 
the strain of a mass by using the structural quantities of assembly density, 
degree of fi ber crimp, and fi ber elasticity.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, fi rstly, the macrostructure, microstructure, sub-miscroscopic 
structure and fi ne structure of fi bers, which determine the fi ber mechanical 
and surface properties, have been introduced; then the mechanical proper-
ties of fi bers that contribute both to the behavior of fi bers in processing to 
yarns and to the properties of the fi nal products have been described; fi nally, 
several approaches to predict fi ber mechanical properties have been briefl y 
reviewed.
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3.1 Introduction

Yarns are the fundamental elements constituting fabrics. The biomechanical 
functional performances of garments and devices are very much dependent 
on the yarn mechanical and surface properties, which are largely deter-
mined by the constituent fi bers, internal structural features and surface 
morphological characteristics of individual yarns. Scientifi c understanding 
and knowledge of the yarn mechanical properties and modeling their 
mechanical behavior are essential for biomechanical engineering of cloth-
ing and textile products. In this chapter, the knowledge and processes devel-
oped in the area of yarn mechanics in relation to biomechanical engineering 
are reviewed.

There were several reasons for taking a modeling approach to solve yarn 
mechanical problems. Firstly, yarn models assist the understanding of the 
structure of yarn and permit exploration of the hidden potential applica-
tions of yarns. More importantly, the properties of new yarn structures can 
be estimated using yarn models, thereby assisting in the mechanical engi-
neering of new textile machines.

3.2 Yarn modeling

The fundamental considerations which were taken into account when deriv-
ing the yarn models include the initial yarn structure, material properties, 
deformed yarn structure, stresses/energy in the yarn, and solution method. 
In order to study the mechanical response of a yarn, it was necessary to 
defi ne the initial yarn structure, inclusive of the path and lateral distribution 
of the constituent fi bers.

3.2.1 The fi ber path

Most of the researchers in yarn modeling have concentrated on ring spun 
yarns, although Henshaw1 presented a model for self twist yarn, Xie et al.2 
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published a comprehensive paper on wrap spun yarns and Curiskis, Choi 
and Shih3 developed another wrap spun yarn model based on a fi ber bundle 
model.4 For ring spun yarn, the earliest5 and also the most popular assump-
tion was that fi bers follow a simple helical path. This assumption held that 
all the helices have the same pitch but have varying helix angles depending 
on the fi ber’s radial position in the yarn. According to Morton and Yen,6 
this idealized helical geometry in staple yarns is not practical since fi bers 
on the yarn surface will peel off easily and consequently the yarn will lack 
cohesion. Morton and Yen performed experiments to determine the yarn 
structure using a tracer fi ber technique. They found that the radial position 
of a single fi ber in the yarn changed along its length. This was termed fi ber 
migration. In contrast, the idealized helical geometry assumed that each of 
the fi bers has a constant radial position.

Morton and Yen6 explained, ‘As the fi bers emerge from the front roller 
of the ring spinning machine at the same rate, those fi bers at one instant in 
the outer layer will follow a longer path, and consequently they will develop 
a higher tensile stress. The highly tensioned fi bers will tend to move towards 
the yarn axis, displacing the less tensioned fi bers already there. When the 
inner fi bers migrate to the outer layer, their tension will build up continu-
ously and they, in turn, will migrate back to an inner position to release 
tension. As a result, the fi ber path is no longer a simple helix, but a helix 
with a variable helix radius.’ Hearle and Bose7 postulated a geometric 
mechanism (wrapped ribbon twisting) which explained Riding’s8 experi-
mental fi ndings: the correlation of the migration period in continuous fi la-
ment yarns with the period of producer’s twist. Hearle and Merchant9 
studied the mechanism of fi lament migration by constructing a seven-ply 
structure. The fi rst theoretical model relating the migrating frequency with 
the twist angle, the twisting tension, the free length in the twisting zone, the 
initial tensile modulus of the fi lament and the degree of buckling needed 
to initiate migration was developed. The migration model of the seven-ply 
yarn was valuable in providing an understanding of what was happening in 
more complex structures.

Patterns of ideal migration were formulated by Hearle et al.10 and Treloar 
and Riding,11 independently, both of them based on the assumption of 
uniform yarn packing density. The variation of radial position, r, along the 
yarn length, z, was found to be approximately parabolic, i.e. z ∝ r2. Van 
Luijk et al.12 applied the fi nite element method to model the long gauge 
length behavior of staple fi ber yarns with the consideration of fi ber migra-
tion. A V-shaped migration envelope with the fi ber ends at the yarn surface 
was assumed. In addition, the fi ber packing density distribution in a yarn 
cross-section was included in the formulation of the fi ber migration path. 
Treloar and Riding11 determined the yarn retraction and stress–strain pro-
perties based on ideal fi ber migration theory. Deviation from the coaxial 
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helix model was found to be insignifi cant. Similar work was done by Zurek,13 
and the conclusion did not differ much. As warned by Treloar though, while 
fi ber migration did not have a signifi cant effect on fi lament yarn retraction 
and stress–strain properties, for other yarn mechanical properties, fi ber 
migration may have very signifi cant effects.

3.2.2 The fi ber distribution

The fi ber distribution in the cross-section of an undeformed ring spun yarn 
depends primarily on the fi ber type and the twist level. For an unbulked 
continuous fi lament yarn, it was shown14 that the fi bers were virtually close-
packed and could be approximated by choosing a uniform packing density. 
In the case of staple yarns made from crimpy fi bers, such as wool worsted 
yarns, Hickie and Chaikin15 demonstrated that the packing density varies 
with the yarn radial position as an inverted parabola with a maximum at a 
region approximately on a quarter of the yarn radius from the yarn axis. In 
addition, as might be expected, a high-twist yarn was in general more closely 
packed than a low-twist yarn.

3.2.3 Material properties

The material properties that mostly affect the yarn’s mechanical properties 
include the fi ber stress–strain properties, inter-fi ber friction properties and 
the compressional properties of the fi ber mass. The stress–strain properties 
of fi bers have usually been determined by stretching a certain number of 
the fi bers directly using any general-purpose extension machine. The average 
stress–strain curve can then be obtained.

Staple yarns are the most popular yarn type in the textile and clothing 
sector. The main difference between staple yarns and continuous fi lament 
yarns is that the former are characterized by the discontinuities in fi ber 
length, hence fi ber ends will slip relative to the surrounding fi bers during 
yarn extension. The slippage of fi bers near their ends hinders the applica-
tion of energy methods in the yarn mechanical problem because of the 
energy dissipation against friction involved during fi ber slippage. However, 
it has been pointed out16 that the build-up of tension from the fi ber ends 
through friction with neighbouring fi bers is rapid in most commercially 
produced yarns, and hence the region of relative slippage of fi bers extends 
only a short distance from the fi ber ends. It has been shown that it is possible 
to make quite successful and accurate models of yarns by treating the fi bers 
as continuous fi laments which are arranged in a series of coaxial helices.

Frictional forces oppose relative movement between two contacting 
bodies. When considering the frictional forces on a fi ber in a yarn during 
yarn extension, the surrounding fi bers are moving in different directions 
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relative to that fi ber, so the determination of the resultant frictional force is 
not straightforward. Hearle17 introduced a correction factor to take account 
of the effect of fi ber relative movement. Carnaby and Curiskis4 extended 
the work further by involving the variation of fi ber length. Besides the dis-
continuity of fi ber length, rapid radial migration of fi bers also causes fi ber 
slippage. Van Luijk et al.12 worked out the inter-fi ber friction differently, and 
their correction factor for fi ber friction was dependent on the type of migra-
tion path. The frictional force acting on the fi ber surface is a function of the 
radial position, and its value is constantly changing along a migrating fi ber.

Compression properties of fi ber strands are highly related to the degree 
of fi ber crimp. Theoretical treatment of fi ber mass compression was origi-
nated by van Wyk.18 He fi rst derived the number of the contact points 
between fi bers in a random fi ber mass from the probabilistic idea used in 
the classical kinetic theory of gases. Then he estimated the resistance to 
compression of the fi ber mass from the bending defl ection of a fi ber segment 
as supported by two neighbouring contact points. Finally, the fi ber mass

compression equation was developed. That is: P
k Y m

V Vo

= ⋅ ⋅ −
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where Y is the Young’s modulus of the fi ber, m is the mass of the fi ber 
assembly, r is the density of the fi ber, P and V are the pressure and volume 
of the fi ber mass during compression, and V = Vo at P = 0.

In van Wyk’s equation, there is an unknown constant k which must be 
determined experimentally for any particular fi ber mass. Experimental 
studies19,20 have been carried out to relate fi ber properties such as diameter, 
length, crimp and coeffi cient of friction to the compressibility of the fi ber 
mass, but no exact relationship has been obtained.

Carnaby21 modifi ed van Wyk’s equation by replacing the bulk volume V 
by the compressible volume Vc, that is Vc = V − Vm, where Vm is the volume 
of the fi ber mass. A better fi t to the experimental data could then be 
obtained.

Stearn22 modifi ed van Wyk’s approach by taking into account the change 
in fi ber orientation during compression of the fi ber mass. Komori and 
Makishima23 made the fi ber mass compression problem more general by 
introducing the fi ber orientation function. Lee and Lee24 derived the initial 
compressional behavior of fi ber mass in terms of the packing density and 
a direction density function of the constituent fi bers. A large discrepancy 
between experimental values and theoretical predictions was observed. As 
explained by the authors, fi ber slippage was thought to be one of the main 
reasons for the big difference. Carnaby and Pan25,26 described the mecha-
nism of fi ber slippage at the microscopic level. The effect of slippage on 
both the compression and the shear deformation of the fi ber mass was 
expressed analytically, hence the compression and shear hysteresis of the 
fi ber mass was developed.
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At present, the micro-mechanics of a fi ber mass are still at an early stage 
of development. Continuous input from research workers is necessary, since 
a realistic yarn model can only be obtained when the material properties 
are well defi ned.

3.2.4 Deformed yarn structure

The lateral strain of yarn can be treated in the following ways:

• unstrained,
• close packed yarn following Hooke’s law, mostly with Poisson ratio 

equal to 0.5 (constant volume),
• compressional pressure inversely proportional to the bulk volume of 

yarn (van Wyk’s equation18),
• compression tangent compliance,27 and
• shortest path principle.21

Hearle’s initial simple models assumed the yarn lateral strain to be zero, 
but he realized that this unrealistic assumption should be relaxed. In his 
later papers, the yarn’s lateral strain was determined by the Poisson ratio 
and the yarn tensile strain. This model worked well only for continuous fi la-
ment yarn in which close packing of the fi bers could be assumed.

For staple yarns, which are more loosely packed, the fi rst two treatments 
of yarn lateral strain are not appropriate. The lateral strain can be deter-
mined by van Wyk’s equation,18 in which the compressional stress is inversely 
proportional to the cube of the specifi c volume. The van Wyk equation was 
derived from the assumption that the fi bers in the fi ber mass are randomly 
distributed, and it is valid for small compression strain only. But it has been 
demonstrated28,29 that the inverse cubic relationship between the compres-
sion stress and bulk volume is quite satisfactory for larger strains and 
aligned fi bers. Even if the orientation function of fi bers is taken into con-
sideration,23,24,30 the result is no better than a modifi cation of the constant 
factor of the van Wyk’s equation.

Compression tangent compliance is a continuum mechanics concept 
which also enables us to take account of the lateral compression properties 
of the yarn. At the same time, the compression strain due to axial stress can 
also be incorporated. This is the continuum approach.

The shortest path analysis was developed by Carnaby.21 One of the 
assumptions of this analysis is that fi bers will move freely inward to avoid 
being extended until the fi bers are jammed at a particular radial position. 
This is true if the paths of the fi bers in the yarn follow simple coaxial helices. 
With the shortest-path analysis, quite accurate predictions of load for 
a semi-worsted wool carpet yarn can be obtained for yarn strain of up to 
10%. This is the region of the stress–strain curve where predictions are 
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dominated by the extent of the lateral movements of the fi bers and hence 
the results provided convincing evidence in support of the shortest-path 
principle.

3.2.5 Stresses/forces in yarns

In the yarn tensile analysis of Platt,31 the forces at right angles to the fi ber 
axes were neglected. Hearle32 pointed out that the transverse forces between 
fi bers played an important part in determining the mechanical properties 
of yarns. In his model, he assumed that the lateral stress in yarn was hydro-
static and he derived this hydrostatic stress by considering the static equi-
librium of a yarn element. The transverse stress distribution in a yarn was 
expressed in terms of the yarn twist, yarn Poisson’s ratio and the yarn strain. 
The pioneering work of Hearle is the foundation of the continuum 
approach.

Batra33 derived the yarn lateral pressure distribution from a different 
approach, and the contribution of individual helical fi bers to the normal 
force was determined with the consideration of fi ber tension, bending and 
torsional rigidities of the fi bers. It was assumed that the yarn is ideally 
packed in layers and that individual discrete fi ber forces can be smoothed 
out in the layers’ surface to give the lateral pressure.

Dogü34 calculated the transverse pressure distribution in a yarn based on 
a migrating fi ber path and distribution of fi ber packing density. The tensions 
were assumed to be equal along the fi laments. Hearle’s35 criticism was that 
this idealizing assumption could only deal with certain special cases.

Study of the inter-fi ber stress is especially important when the recovery 
route of a textile structure is required. A stress analysis approach is best 
used to solve yarn mechanical problems which take into consideration inter-
fi ber friction. Postle et al.36 derived a relationship between the inter-fi ber 
normal force, p, and the external pressure in terms of the mean fi ber diam-
eter, the packing fraction of the fi ber mass and the coeffi cient of variation 
of the fi ber diameter. Cox’s equation was widely used2,4,37 by researchers 
when solving problems of untwisted fi ber strand mechanics. In this work, 
the frictional force, f, between fi bers was given as f = m · p + b, where m and 
b are related to the surface properties of the contacting pair; b was also 
related to the self-locking nature of the fi ber mass.37

3.2.6 Solution method

The solution methods used for yarn mechanical problems can be classifi ed 
into two approaches: The continuum approach and the discrete fi ber 
approach.
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Continuum approach: The continuum concept regards matter as infi nitely 
divisible; thus an infi nitesimal volume of material can be referred to as a 
particle within the continuum. For general engineering purposes, it is con-
venient to ignore the molecular nature of matter and hence the discontinu-
ity and variation at the microscopic level. The continuum approach makes 
it possible to formulate the fundamental equations of mechanics with the 
use of differential and integral calculus. It provides useful results for various 
practical problems which agree with experience.

This approach has been used by various textile researchers. Under the 
continuum hypothesis, a yarn is analyzed mechanically as if the contribution 
of an individual fi ber is, in effect, smoothed over a neighbouring region in 
space. This allows the concepts of stress and strain to be developed. If one 
is concerned only with effects over distances appreciably greater than the 
distance between fi bers, such an assembly of fi bers can be treated as a con-
tinuum, in the same way that an ordinary solid is treated as a continuum 
provided that molecular dimensions are not approached. If this is the 
case, the well-documented treatment of anisotropic elasticity38 is directly 
applicable and apart from the lack of continuity which complicates the 
constitutive relation, the situation is formally similar to that applying to 
fi ber-reinforced composite materials.

Carnaby and Postle39 stated that the treatment of yarns as a continuum 
is divided into two phases: the fi rst phase is to establish the geometrical 
relationships which connect the external deformation of the yarn to the 
strain of the continuum in the local co-ordinates of the yarn element, and 
the second phase is to translate the local strains into stresses. These stresses 
must combine to match the external loading. The fi rst yarn continuum model 
was formulated by Hearle et al.32,40 The fi bers were assumed to be perfectly 
elastic and to follow Hooke’s Law; the stress at any point was assumed to 
be constant in all directions at right angles to the fi ber axis; further the shear 
forces acting on the faces of the yarn element were neglected. A more general 
representation of the stress characteristics of yarns was completed by White 
et al.,41 and Huang and Funk.42 The assumptions of no shear forces and 
hydrostatic pressure acting on the faces of the yarn element were relaxed. 
Relaxing these two assumptions is not diffi cult in the formulation part, 
but one may doubt how this information could be obtained in practice.

Thwaites43 developed a continuum model to study the tensile and tor-
sional properties of high-twist fi lament yarn. He concluded that the con-
tinuum approach could be used for high-twist fi lament yarn, since the 
fi laments were very much constrained and the energy loss due to fi lament 
slippage was only a small proportion of the strain energy.

Van Luijk et al.44 solved the yarn continuum problem using the fi nite 
element method. The yarn was sub-divided into concentric axisymmetric 
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cylindrical elements, and the longitudinal cross-section of the elements was 
rectangular. A realistic fi ber radial distribution was used in the initial yarn 
geometry. The problem-solving technique they used can be considered as 
an informal application of the fi nite element method. The shear forces 
between elements were neglected and the lateral stress–strain relationship 
was determined by a generalized van Wyk’s equation. During yarn defor-
mation, they allowed transport of fi ber material from one element to 
another; this was due to the slipping of the fi bers. The yarn force was deter-
mined using the virtual work principle with numerically calculated deriva-
tives of the work done against slippage.

Djaja et al.27 introduced the tangent compliance matrix for the fi ber unit 
cell into a three-dimensional fi nite element analysis, so that the fi ber strand 
under combined tensile and torsion load could be estimated. The analysis 
was confi ned to small strains only.

The advantage of using the continuum approach is that any complex 
deformation modes of the yarn can be tackled by applying the well-
established theory of continuum mechanics. This approach is successful only 
if the numerous tangent compliance matrices in different load cases are 
available. This is generally not the case except for various unrealistically 
simplifi ed situations.

The relative fi ber movement due to fi ber end slippage and fi ber migra-
tion makes the representation of the displacement fi eld in a continuous 
function impossible. Strictly speaking, the continuum approach cannot be 
directly used to take account of the fi ber slippage and fi ber migration 
effects.

Five independent material parameters are needed for the continuum 
analysis. An attempt16 to measure these parameters revealed the consider-
able diffi culties in achieving comprehensive mechanical characterization of 
the material. As the cohesion of unstrained fi ber assemblies is relatively 
poor, this leads to diffi culties both in applying the uniaxial load and in 
recording the various Poisson ratio parameters.

Since the mechanical responses of a fi brous assembly are highly non-
linear, and the tangent compliance matrix must be updated frequently with 
the changing yarn confi guration, a very large data base containing the 
values of the compliances corresponding to different load cases is required. 
This cannot be justifi ed, especially when exploring the mechanical proper-
ties of new yarn structures. An alternative route is to derive the compliances 
theoretically based on the individual fi ber’s contribution, but here the accu-
racy of the current models is poor.

Discrete fi ber approach: An alternative route used to solve the yarn mechan-
ics problem is the discrete fi ber approach. In this approach, each fi ber is 
treated as a discrete component of the structure and the aggregate response 
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of the assembly is obtained simply by adding the separate contributions of 
the individual fi bers.

The merits of the discrete fi ber approach are as follows:

• Phenomena of mass transfer, such as fi ber slippage and fi ber migration, 
can be taken into consideration.

• Simple yarn structures can easily be extended to complex geometries 
and deformations, such as the torsional properties of plied yarns.

• The computational effort is relatively lower than the continuum 
approach.

Limitations of the discrete fi ber approach:

• It is very tedious to take into account every fi ber in the yarn.
• A discrete fi ber model is mostly for a specifi c loading situation; for each 

new load case, a new analysis must be created or an old analysis must 
be modifi ed.

As for the fi rst limitation, it is not actually necessary to consider the effect 
of all individual fi bers. The fi bers can be grouped in a yarn according to 
their similarities and the effect of each group of fi bers determined as a 
whole. For example, fi bers at the same radial position may have roughly the 
same helix angle and hence the same amount of fi ber extension when the 
yarn is extended. This, in effect, reduces the complexity of the yarn model. 
In the case of a fi ber migration model, not all fi bers in the same radial posi-
tion have the same behavior. This problem may be solved by subdividing 
the fi bers into outwardly migrating and inwardly migrating fi bers and treat-
ing them separately. However, it is essentially unacceptable to use the con-
tinuum approach to solve this aspect of the problem, since the displacement 
function of the mixed fi bers is not a continuous one for the types of yarns 
found in practice with about 50 fi bers in the yarn cross-section.

As for the second limitation, it is the case that in the past, no discrete 
fi ber models were developed for the analysis of combined loading situa-
tions. In this chapter, the yarn mechanical model was developed for com-
bined load cases, such as the combined tensile–torsional model for a single 
ring-spun yarn. The model will be described in a later section, but this is 
still the most serious limitation of the method.

3.3 Theoretical modeling of a single yarn

A refi ned singles yarn torsional model was built based on a previously 
developed singles yarn model.45 The initial yarn density distribution was 
found to be a very important yarn parameter governing the torsional prop-
erty of singles yarns. Detailed study of the differential volumetric changes 
within the yarn has shown that jamming of the structure is the key factor 
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initiating longitudinal tensile and compressive strains in the fi bers. The yarn 
model was summarized in the form of a system of non-linear equations.

Huang46 studied the fi nite extension of a strand with a central core sur-
rounded by a single layer of helical wires based on the theory of slender 
curved rods. In his analysis, the distributed moments and distributed forces 
due to inter-wire contact were included together with the external axial 
force and twisting moment. Huang’s fundamental work is very useful in the 
analysis of multi-ply structures. However, although it has been applied to 
mechanical models of helically armoured cables,47,48 it has not similarly been 
directly applied to single staple yarns. There are several main reasons. 
Firstly, in a staple yarn the fi bers are not closely packed and the yarn density 
(especially a staple woollen or worsted yarn) varies with its radial position. 
Yarn density distribution is a very important yarn parameter; it governs the 
initial non-linear deformation of the yarn as well as the pattern of fi ber 
strain distribution during yarn deformation. Secondly, many staple fi bers 
are not straight. Wool fi bers, for example, are crimpy in nature; this contrib-
utes to the handle and warmth of woollen garments. Fiber crimp imposes 
further complications in the yarn model. Thirdly, the radial position of the 
helical wires in a cable is constant, so their geometry can be described quite 
easily. But as revealed by the tracer fi ber technique,6 a staple fi ber in a spun 
yarn does not follow a simple helical path; instead its radial position varies 
along the yarn axis (fi ber migration). This makes a mathematical description 
of the path of a fi ber more complex, and hence the extent of the fi ber 
deformation is harder to calculate. Lastly, the length of fi bers in the staple 
yarn is fi nite; this implies that the yarn is held together by frictional forces 
between the fi bers. From zero at each end of a fi ber, the tensile force builds 
up with distance along the fi ber axis up to a certain value which is large 
enough to make the fi ber extend the same amount as the surrounding 
fi bers.

3.3.1 A tensile torsional model of the single yarn

A singles yarn model developed by Choi et al.49 is described in this section. 
In brief, the yarn model can be described as follows: A singles yarn is com-
posed of concentric simple helices with equal pitch. The fi ber helices are 
perfectly elastic thin rods and the yarn is assumed to be a conservative 
system. The fi bers are in one of two states; a jammed state or a freely moving 
state. When a fi ber is in the jammed state, its radial movement is restricted. 
When a fi ber is in the freely moving state, its neighboring fi bers do not have 
any interaction with it. It fi nds its equilibrium state subject to the rule that 
it remains helical at a prescribed pitch and zero tensile strain.

Only the fi bers in the jammed state have tensile strain because the fi bers 
in the freely moving state can readily move inward or outward to avoid 
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being strained. As the fi bers move, the yarn density distribution will change 
accordingly. If the yarn density of a yarn region reaches a prescribed 
maximum value, fi bers in that yarn region will be in a jammed state.

Notation:
rA – Initial radial position of outer boundary of jammed region I
rB, rC –  Initial radial position of inner and outer boundary of jammed 

region O
rh – Radius of hollowed yarn region.
ryo – Initial radius of yarn
fjam – Maximum yarn density
ey – Applied yarn tensile strain
eq – Applied yarn rotational strain
L – Length of fi ber helix
Ho – Initial helical pitch of fi ber in singles yarn
f – Yarn density function
rf – Fiber density
r – Helix radius of fi ber
ef – Fiber extension
q – Rotation of the fi ber helix

The single yarn tensile torsional model can be expressed in terms of a 
system of equations.

Independent variables : ey, eq, rA, rB, rC, rh

Given constants/function : Ho, Ef, rf, fjam, f(r)
Generalized external forces : Ty, Tor
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The system of non-linear equations was solved numerically using Newton–
Raphson’s Method. A special loading case, yarn torque–rotation property 
under constant yarn tension, is considered. The model prediction and exper-
imental results are compared in the next section.

3.3.2 Experimental verifi cation

In order to verify the yarn models’ applicability of predicting the torsional 
properties of the yarns which involve a large amount of lateral fi ber move-
ment during yarn deformation, a sample of medium-twist woollen spun 
carpet yarn was chosen for the torsional test. The yarn torque rotation 
relationship was determined experimentally and the results were compared 
with the theoretical results based on the model. The inputs of the model 
include the parameters of fi ber properties and yarn structure. As some of 
these properties are diffi cult to measure, simplifying assumptions are made. 
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For example, the fi ber axial compressional modulus is very diffi cult to 
measure and it is generally assumed that the axial compression modulus of 
a fi ber is equal to its tensile modulus.

The most direct way to determine the torsional properties of a yarn is to 
measure the torque rotation relationship of the yarn in a torsion meter. 
The torsion meter, KES-YN1, used in this experiment was manufactured 
by the Kato Tech Co. Ltd, Japan. The load range is from −500 mgf.cm to 
+500 mgf.cm. During testing, the yarn specimen is subject to a constant 
tension and its length is allowed to change freely. The torsion meter is based 
on the torsion balance principle: a standard metal wire of known torsional 
stiffness is connected to the yarn at the upper end and the rotational dis-
placement of the wire is measured by a very sensitive displacement trans-
ducer. The amplifi ed signals of the transducer output are sent to the plotter 
and a torsion rotation curve can be obtained.

Specifi cation of yarn:
Yarn type : Woollen spun carpet yarn
Yarn linear density : 246 tex
Yarn twist level : 191 turns per meter (Z-direction)
Yarn state :  Boil-set (almost zero residual 

torque)
Yarn test length : 3 cm
Fiber type : New Zealand Romney Wools
Mean fi ber radius, rf : 1.805 × 10−3 cm
Density of fi ber, rf : 1.31 g/cm3

Initial tensile modulus of fi ber, Ef : 3.97 × 107 gf.cm
Shear modulus of fi ber, Gf : 1.391 × 107 gf.cm

The woollen yarns (see Fig. 3.1) and the yarn specifi cations were supplied 
by the Wool Research Organisation of New Zealand (Now Canesis Ltd).

A random sample of ten yarn specimens were taken for the torsional test. 
Each yarn specimen was twisted in a cyclic manner under a constant tension 
of 20 gf. The mid-points of yarn torque of the upper and lower hysteresis 
curves at different levels of yarn torsional strain were compared with the 
output of the yarn torsion model. The singles yarn model gave reasonably 
accurate predictions of the yarn torque rotation relationship, even though 
the yarn structure was not fully measured and incorporated into the yarn 
models. Properties such as the fi ber crimp and fi ber migration were ignored.

3.4 Conclusion

Research works on yarn mechanics in the past years have been briefl y 
described in this chapter. The discrete fi ber approach was considered to 
be more favorable when compared with the continuum approach. A 
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tensile–torsional singles yarn model developed by Choi et al.49 was described 
in this chapter. The internal strain energy arising from fi ber longitudinal 
strains has been used to calculate the torque/rotation behavior of the yarn. 
Bennett and Postle50 were fi rst to recognize that fi ber tensile energy could 
swamp helical torsion and bending energy effects when yarns are twisted. 
However, in their work the tensile strain was generated by an unrealistic 
geometry. This new treatment allows much more realistic freedom of fi ber 
movement in the radial direction, as dictated by the new jamming 
criterion.

Because this new model allows the initial geometry to have nearly zero 
twist, there is for the fi rst time a theoretical means of calculating the internal 
strain distribution in a freshly twisted yarn. This has been cited by Postle, 
Carnaby and De Jong16 as one of the great limitations in earlier yarn models 
since they nearly all assume the fi bers to be perfectly set at zero strain in 
their initial helical geometry. Admittedly the case modeled applies strictly 

3.1 Woollen yarns – longitudinal view.
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only to static twisting,39 since under dynamic twisting, migration effects 
occurring in the twist triangle below the front roller will drastically alter 
the developed fi ber tensions. However, no previous analysis known to the 
authors enables this distribution to be realistically modeled for a yarn with 
an arbitrary initial yarn density.
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4.1 Introduction

Fabrics are the fundamental materials constituting garments and textile 
devices. The biomechanical functional performance of garments and devices 
is very much dependent on their fabrics’ mechanical and surface properties, 
which are largely determined by the constituting fi bers and yarns, internal 
structural features and surface morphological characteristics of the indi-
vidual fabrics. Scientifi c understanding and knowledge of the fabric mechan-
ical properties and modeling their mechanical behavior are essential for 
biomechanical engineering of clothing and textile products. In this chapter, 
the knowledge and processes developed in the area of fabric mechanics in 
relation to biomechanical engineering are reviewed.

Textile fabrics are manufactured assemblies of fi bers and/or yarns that 
have substantial surface area in relation to thickness and suffi cient mechani-
cal strength to give the assembly inherent cohesion. Based on the nature of 
the yarn or fi ber arrangements, fabrics are classifi ed as woven, knitted, 
twisted and knotted, non-woven, or compound fabric. Among them, woven 
fabric and knit fabric are the major materials for apparel use. Thus, these 
two types of fabrics will be focused on.

4.2 Woven fabrics

4.2.1 Structure

Woven fabric consists of two or more sets of yarns that are interlaced at 
right angles to each other. Figure 4.1 illustrates a small section of a woven 
fabric; a surface view is presented along with two cross-sectional views, one 
lengthwise and one crosswise. The yarns in the lengthwise direction are 
warp yarns, and those transverse crosswise are weft yarns. The bias direction 
is any direction other than lengthwise and crosswise and a ‘true bias’ indi-
cates that it runs at a 45 ° angle to the lengthwise direction.
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Woven fabrics have a face and back. The face usually has the more attrac-
tive appearance and is the side viewed during wear or use. An interlacing 
pattern is used to describe the movement of the warp or the weft yarns 
from the surface to the back of the fabric and vice versa, and of the manner 
in which adjacent yarns complete the movement relative to one another. 
The weave repeat marked in Fig. 4.1 is suffi cient to show one pattern. The 
smallest number of warp and weft yarns can be represented: In this case, 
two warp and two weft yarns are just suffi cient. Besides the description of 
fabric weave, there are several other parameters to describe fabric 
geometry:

Fabric count is the number of warp and weft (or fi lling) yarns per inch 
(25 mm) of a fabric. It is often written as W × F. Fabric count is an impor-
tant determinant of the quality of fabric and affects various mechanical 
properties of the fabric.

Balance is the ratio of warp yarns to weft yarns in a fabric. A balanced fabric 
has approximately one warp yarn for every fi lling yarn, thus the ratio is 
1 : 1. Balance is helpful in determining the warp direction of fabrics, which 
usually have more warp yarns than fi lling yarns.

Fabric thickness is one of the basic properties of a fabric giving information 
on its warmth, heaviness, and stiffness in use.

Fabric weight is fabric mass per unit area. It is often used commercially as 
an indicator of thickness instead of fabric thickness itself.

Fabric width depends on the loom on which the fabric is manufactured.

Interlacing
point

Warp

Bias
direction

Weave
repeat

Weft

4.1 Woven fabric.
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4.2.2 Mechanical behavior

Basic deformation of fabric

Fabrics are complex assemblages of interwoven threads, which are them-
selves assemblages of twisted fi bers. The frictional forces between the fi bers 
and the threads give the fabric a stable structure. Fabrics are therefore ani-
sotropic, inhomogeneous, discontinuous materials. In practical use, fabrics 
are subject to a wide range of complex deformations. Among them are 
included such effects as drape, wrinkling, creasing and other aesthetic char-
acteristics. In order to understand fabric mechanics well, it is necessary to 
split such deformations up into a collection of simpler deformations such 
as tensile, shearing, bending, and twisting.

Tensile: When a fabric is subjected to a load applied to the warp or weft 
direction at a constant rate of elongation, it is stretched. Due to the fabric 
discontinuity, the fabric shows different extension response during the lower 
and higher extension regions. Figure 4.2 shows a typical load–extension 
curve, which can be divided into three sections. In the fi rst part, the load 
increases rapidly along with the elongation; the slope of the curve in this 
region is taken as Young’s modulus to denote this tensile property of 
the fabric. This initial high modulus is probably due to the frictional resist-
ance to the bending of the thread. Once this resistance is overcome, the 
extension during the second part is due mainly to crimp redistribution; a 

4.2 Modeled load–elongation curve.
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relatively low modulus is obtained, which is mainly governed by the force 
needed to de-crimp the threads in the direction in which the load is being 
applied (illustrated in Fig. 4.3), and simultaneously the need to increase 
the curvature in the interlaced threads. As the crimp is decreased, the load 
rises very steeply and, as a result, the threads in the loaded direction begin 
to be extended. In this fi nal region, the load–elongation properties of the 
fabric are almost entirely governed by the load–elongation properties of the 
yarns themselves. Because a fabric usually has a different construction of 
warp and weft yarns, the tensile moduli in the warp and the weft directions 
may differ largely; thus the fabric shows obvious anisotropy of tensile 
properties.

Shear: The shear deformation of woven fabrics is very different from that 
of continuous materials such as paper or plastic fi lm. Because there may 
be slippage between threads at crossover contact regions (Fig. 4.4a), the 
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resistance to shear deformation is very low compared with tensile defor-
mation. A common representation of shear is illustrated in Fig. 4.4b: a 
rectangular element of sheet material is subjected to pairs of equal and 
opposite stresses F, which are acting parallel to the side of the element; in 
the case of simple shear, it is assumed that the element deforms in such a 
way that its area remains constant.1 The shear strain is defi ned as the 
tangent of the change in angle between the sides of the element f. Then, 
for elastic material, there exists: F = G tan f, where G denotes the shear 
modulus.

However, fabric is not an elastic material, so its shear property also shows 
nonlinearity. The shear response is often refl ected as the shear stress–strain 
curve (Fig. 4.4c). The curve can be divided into three regions: the initial, 
nonlinear region, where the shear is governed by the frictional forces resist-
ing the relative rotation of the yarns, coupled with the elastic bending 
deformation of the yarns; the second, linear region, after the slippage 
between threads has taken place, where, therefore, the shear is due progres-
sively to this slippage and the intersection of the bent yarns in the crimp 
requires further bending of the yarns; and the third, nonlinear region, where 
the shear resistance rapidly increases because of the increasing contact 
area between the two threads and the jamming of the structure. The slope 
of the second part of the shear-force/shear-angle curve (the shear rigidity) 
is often taken to represent the shear property. The curve shows obvious 
hysteresis.

Bending: Fabrics undergo large deformations for small applied forces. What 
distinguishes fabrics from other sheet materials is their ability to buckle 
gracefully in rounded folds and form draped shapes. A complete under-
standing of the mechanism of the bending of a woven fabric requires knowl-
edge of the relationship between fabric bending rigidity, the structural 
features of the fabric and the tensile/bending properties of the constituent 
yarns. Former studies have made it clear that the resistance in the simple 
warp-wise or weft-wise bending is made up of three components: the 
bending resistance of the threads, some interaction between the threads, 
and a frictional restraint.2 Figure 4.5a illustrates the yarn deformation 
during fabric bending.

The bending property is represented usually by the relationship of 
bending moment (M) and bending curvature (K), which is measured in pure 
bending as illustrated in Fig. 4.5b. If the material is elastic, then M = BK, 
where B denotes the bending rigidity. Figure 4.5c shows a schematic bending 
curve. The initial bending is governed by the frictional restraint to bending. 
The frictional force is produced mainly by an inter-yarn pressure acting at 
the cross-over regions in a woven fabric. The behavior is nonlinear. After 
the frictional force is overcome, completely free bending begins and it is of 
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an elastic nature. This fi nal bending rigidity is of the same order of magni-
tude as (often greater than) the sum of the bending resistances of the 
crimped yarns in the fabric. The excess bending resistance arises from the 
increased inter-yarn penetration of the two crossed yarns during bending. 
The slope taken from the linear part of the bending curve illustrates bending 
rigidity. The bending curve also shows hysteresis.

Twisting: When a fabric is bent along a bias direction, the deformation is 
complicated by consisting of warp-wise and weft-wise bending, and twist.3 
As illustrated in Fig. 4.6, twist is a 3D deformation. The twist property is 
usually represented by the relationship of torsional torque (T ) and twist 
deformation (KW). If the relationship is linear, then T = tKW, where t 
denotes the twist rigidity.
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Complex deformation

Buckling: When a fabric is under axial compression, it buckles easily rather 
than being compressed. The load at which buckling occurs is called the 
buckling load. Before buckling occurs, the fabric may be compressed a 
certain distance. This compression at buckling load is called buckling com-
pression. It will be of special importance in determining the formability of 
a fabric. When a plate fabric buckles, it often takes up a sinusoidal shape. 
This is called plate buckling. The buckling of a cylindrical fabric will be of 
a more complex nature. It involves buckling not only in the length direction 
but also produces a form of wave at the cross-sectional direction. Such 
deformation is usually called shell buckling.

Rheological behavior: As a fabric is worn, it is subjected to stretching, 
bending, shearing, twisting, compression, and other distorting forces. These 
forces will cause wrinkles and creases; consequently, the fabric will bag or 
sag. Bagging is a typical behavior resulting from fabric rheological proper-
ties. It is a type of 3D residual deformation of fabric after prolonged use. 
Garment bagging often occurs at positions such as the knees, the elbows, 
the seat and the shoulders, where repeated or prolonged deformations are 
exerted by moving body parts. Several test methods have been developed 
to investigate fabric rheological behavior. In the bagging test developed by 
Zhang,4 a fabric specimen is clamped in a circle and is deformed repeatedly 
from the center by a steel ball, and then the bagging height along with the 
load is recorded. Bagging deformation may involve a number of structural 
changes: (i) yarn rotation and slippage at the interlacing points during 
shearing; (ii) yarn bending and compression at interlacing points during 
tensile and shearing; (iii) yarn extension between interlacing points; (iv) 
fi bre slippage and extension in the yarns at interlacing points and between 
interlacing points. All of these changes interact with each other to meet the 
requirements of 3D deformation of the fabric at different bagging stages. 
Although bagging involves so many sophisticated structural changes and 
various mechanical deformation processes in fi bers, between fi bers and 
between yarns, the deformation during bagging can be classifi ed into three 
categories: elastic deformation, viscoelastic deformation and frictional 
deformation.

4.2.3 Model simple mechanical behaviors

There are two major approaches to model woven fabric mechanical behav-
ior: one is to consider a structural weave unit of the fabric (low level) and 
the other one is to consider fabric deformation of a large-scale shape and 
neglect the micro-structure (high level). The low-level models are used to 
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investigate the tensile, shearing and bending properties separately, while 
the high-level models are often used to predict the whole aesthetic appear-
ance of fabrics such as folding, wrinkling and draping. Here, the focus is on 
the low-level modeling. High-level modeling will be addressed in the next 
chapter.

Geometric–mechanical models

Peirce5 was the fi rst pioneer in cloth modeling research. In the mid-1930s 
he developed and analyzed a basic modeling cell of fabric geometry, detail-
ing the geometric relationships among yarns at a yarn crossing. He shows 
that if it is assumed that the bending resistance of the yarns is negligible 
and that the yarn is circular in cross-section, a purely geometrical model, 
which involves no consideration of internal forces, can be set up for the 
determination of the various parameters that are required. This model 
becomes a basic description of woven fabrics. Peirce derived a set of equa-
tions for these parameters. The three equations involve seven parameters; 
and given four of them, the other three can be obtained.

The basic diffi culty in such a calculation when using the Peirce approach 
arises from the fact that the yarn cross-section is often far from circular. 
Many attempts have been made to modify Peirce’s original relationships 
by assuming various shapes for the yarn cross-sections. The ellipse and 
racetrack are the two proposed cross-sections.6,7 The geometry model of 
fabric can be used to calculate the weave angles, radii of curvature and 
crimp height for a plain weave fabric in which the thread spacing and crimps 
are known, and to estimate the degree of fl attening of the yarns. It can also 
be used to fi nd the minimum value of p2 for a plain weave fabric made from 
the same yarn, whose diameter is given, and the value of p1 is also fi xed. 
Details can be found in reference 6.

Besides the pure geometrical model of a fabric, Peirce also proposed an 
elastic thread model to take account of the yarn bending resistance. An 
elastica is used to represent the crimped thread. The physics of elasticas 
was explored by Euler in 1744 and has been concisely summarized by 
Konopasek.8 An elastica is a slender rod, and it is assumed that the bending 
moment at any point along the central axis of the rod is linearly proportional 
to the increment of the curvature caused by that moment. The warp and weft 
threads only touch at the crossing point, and U and V denote the external 
force components in horizontal (x) and vertical (y) directions. Thus, there is:

EI
s

Vx Uy
d
d
ϕ = − + .

Here, EI is the bending rigidity of the thread, dj/ds denotes the curvature 
of the yarn. Only one solution for the equation when U is zero is obtained, 
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and the yarn crimp for various values of weave angles is calculated. The case 
where the yarns are in line contact with the cross yarns is also analyzed.

In 1964, Olofsson9 proposed a model that is structurally similar to Peirce’s 
elastic thread model. He considered that the geometry of yarns in a weave 
is a function of external forces and reaction forces in the fabric, and assumed 
that the forces produced by continuous contact between yarns may be 
approximated with point forces. He studied the general case of bi-axially 
loaded fabric, wherein both vertical and horizontal forces are present at the 
yarn crossover points. In addition, he introduced the idea of the permanent 
deformation of yarns due to bending, leading to ‘setting’ of the yarn in 
crimped form. A new parameter, the form factor, j, is used as a measure of 
setting. He then assumed a relationship between the curvature of the yarn 
in the fabric and in the released state:

d
d

d
d

ϕ ψ ϕ0

0

1
s s
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Then the bending moment is modifi ed as
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A bending energy is also derived, based on the mechanics of elastic struc-
tures. He also introduced the thread diameters as secondary parameters 
and suggested that the fl attening of the thread should be considered. 
Through his analysis, he presented equations for the equilibrium conditions 
and stress–strain relationships within the yarn-crossing structure under low 
stress. However, no evidence was provided to support the validity of his 
results.

Grosberg and Kedia10 also presented a model similar to Olofsson’s. The 
assumptions made are: the length of yarn between two intersecting points 
remains constant during extension, and its shape is determined by the forces 
acting at the intersections and can be obtained by assuming the yarn to be 
an infi nitely thin beam. Therefore, the tensile and bending properties are 
considered, and the effect of compression is ignored. The bending moment 
equation is solved arithmetically by means of a Taylor series method. The 
load–extension relationship is obtained by a graphical method. By using 
this model to investigate the initial load extension modulus of several 
fabrics, they showed that the theoretical deductions were in accord with 
experimental fi ndings.

Konopasek,8,11 in his treatment of the elastica-based model, considered 
two planar bending curves as the axes of the warp and weft threads. He 
obtained the equilibrium fabric structure by solving two sets of equations 
of planar bending curves for warp and weft threads with properly formu-
lated boundary constraints.
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In 1985, Leaf and Anandjiwala12 enhanced Peirce’s model by assuming 
that the yarn in this model can be considered as an elastica with Huang’s 
bilinear bending-moment model. Huang13 proposed that the moment–
curvature relationship of bending fabric can be modeled by two linear seg-
ments: the fi rst one has a steep slope in the low-curvature region while the 
second one has a much lower slope in the high-curvature region. They 
developed equations that defi ned the relationship between the geometric 
parameters of their modeling structure. Their paper provides some data that 
confi rm the ability of their model to predict these geometric relationships. 
Furthermore, Anandjiwala and Leaf14,15 use the model to analyze the large-
scale load–extension behavior of a plain weave fabric subjected to biaxial 
forces over repeated cycles of loading and unloading. The yarn bending, 
extension and inter-yarn compression are considered. They point out that 
the stress behavior is predominantly infl uenced by yarn bending parame-
ters. Their theoretical analysis is also confi rmed by experiments.

Ghosh, Batra and Barker2,16,17 proposed a further extension and revision 
of Peirce’s model that is similar to the work of Olofsson, and Leaf and 
Anandjiwala. Both linear and bilinear bending-moment models were used 
to study the bending behavior of plain-woven fabrics. The extension they 
made was to model a line contact between crossing yarns. They produced 
a set of calculations to predict a range of fabric bending rigidities that rea-
sonably matched the corresponding experimental results. However, the 
samples were limited to fabrics made of monofi lament yarns that closely 
behave as elasticas.

Lomov et al.18 also proposed a model to predict the fabric-to-yarn bending 
stiffness ratio of plain-woven set fabric. The model was structurally similar 
to Peirce’s model. A polynomial approximation for the elastica was con-
structed, and both point contact and line contact were modeled. The fabric 
deformation was considered as a coordinate transformation. Their model 
was validated by comparison with published experimental data.

Most of the above-mentioned models try to describe the 2D curve of the 
loaded thread axis; the cross-threads are often considered by adding various 
constraints at crossing point or contact line. In 1973, Kawabata, Niwa and 
Kawai19–21 proposed a model to describe a 3D yarn crossing structure of 
woven fabric. The warp and weft yarns can be represented by straight lines 
that bend at two points on the axis perpendicular to the fabric plane. The 
equilibrium formula is

Fc = 2FT 1 cos q1 = 2FT 2 cos q2.

Here, Fc is the compression force between the warp and weft yarns at the 
contact point, FT1 and FT2 denote the tensile forces in the warp and weft 
yarns respectively, and q1 and q2 denote the bending angles of the two 
yarns. Additional to the yarn tensile property, the yarn compressibility 
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under the action of a lateral compressive force is also introduced into the 
model. Graphic methods are used to solve the equation under different 
conditions. Their model includes several ‘black boxes’, which contain 
mechanical data experimentally obtained from real fabrics. They predicted 
the biaxial and uniaxial tensile properties and the shearing properties of 
several fabrics. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental results 
shows that the compressive properties of yarns have a great infl uence on 
the tensile properties. In the uniaxial-deformation simulation, the bending 
rigidity of the transverse yarn is also considered. The complete load–
extension curve from the initial to the ultimate extension is predicted. 
Neglection of the bending effect of the yarn along the load direction seems 
to account for the small error for low-extensions. It is stated that the uniaxial-
deformation theory is limited to the relatively large-deformation range.

More recently, Realff, Boyce and Backer22 took an approach similar to 
Kawabata’s, modeling the entire uniaxial tensile stress–strain behavior of 
the fabric. By applying the beam theory model to the cross-yarn, the yarn 
curvature is taken into account. The model includes a more complete rep-
resentation of yarn behavior. The yarn properties used, such as tensile 
response, fl attening, bending and consolidation, are measured out of the 
fabric; no properties are back-calculated based on the fabric behavior. The 
tensile behavior of several fabrics of differing weave and yarn construction 
is investigated. In most cases, there is good agreement between the theoreti-
cal and experimental results reported, while they suggested some modifi ca-
tion for the tightly woven fabric.

Strain energy methods

In the late 1970s, De Jong and Postle23–26 presented an energy method to 
model the shape of deformed yarns, based on the assumption that yarns 
have simple elastic deformation properties and any fabric structures con-
sisting of such yarns reach equilibrium in a minimum strain energy confi gu-
ration. In a quarter-wave of the yarn crimp in plain-woven fabric under 
tension, let P denotes the cloth extension and Q represents half the reaction 
force of the crossing yarn. Since fabric shear is not taken into account, the 
3D problem is reduced to 2D form. The total strain energy stored in the 
quarter-wave subjected to forces P and Q, includes bending and longitudi-
nal tension, based on the curvature and extension of the yarn geometry: 
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1 1
0 2 2

d . Here, Y, and B are the extension

and bending rigidities of the yarn; m1, m0
1 are the yarn curvature inside 

the fabric and that released from the fabric respectively; and mh is the 
local length of the yarn element (its value is 1 for un-extended yarn). The 
energy function is minimized by applying methods from optimal control 
theory. With this model, De Jong and Postle predicted tensile and bending 
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properties of several materials, producing reasonable results when com-
pared to actual fabrics.

Knoll27,28 modifi ed the work of De Jong and Postle by including the effects 
of jamming and contact constraints between cross-yarns. He showed that 
many of the yarn confi gurations modeled by Peirce could be reproduced 
with the same results by using De Jong and Postle’s method.

Sinoimeri and Drean29 applied De Jong and Postle’s energy approach to 
the study of the pure shearing of a plain-woven fabric. One extension was 
that a rheological model was introduced in the analysis to account for the 
possible slippage between threads at crossover contact regions. In this 
model, the slippage threshold and the slippage angle were assumed to be 
linearly related to the sum of the compression forces between the threads. 
The predicted shear stress–strain curves agreed well with the corresponding 
experimental ones.

Hearle and Shanahan3,30 also developed an energy-based modeling 
approach very similar to De Jong and Postle’s. Their technique employed a 
somewhat awkward explicit formulation of yarn geometry, as compared to 
De Jong and Postle’s parametric yarn geometry description. Therefore, it is 
less general than De Jong and Postle’s method. They derived equations for 
the Peirce and Kemp yarn structures, and their own ‘lenticular’ geometry, 
which is constructed to avoid the diffi culties encountered with Kemp’s 
racetrack geometry. An interactive system called QAS (Question Answering 
Systems on algebraic equations) was used to solve the sets of non-linear 
simultaneous equations representing the combination of the three cases: (i) 
crimp interchange mechanism with or without (ii) yarn stretching and/or 
(iii) yarn bending rigidity effects. They calculated the load–extension and 
bending–curvature plots for various yarn structures.

Leaf and Kandil31 used a model structurally the same as Kawabata’s 
model to analyze the initial load–extension behavior of plain weave fabric. 
The energy stored in the unit, consisting of bending, extension and compres-
sion strain energies, is calculated. Castigliano’s theorem is used to solve the 
fabric extension. Many fabrics of various materials and constructions were 
investigated, and most of the predicted initial Young’s moduli showed good 
agreement with the experimental results.

Finite element method

Both the geometrical–mechanical approach and energy approach describe 
the geometry of parts of a weave structural unit, and try to obtain the 
centerline shape of the thread. The yarn is modeled as a one-dimensional 
line, not a solid with volume. It is diffi cult for these models to discuss the 
deformation of the cross-section and the contact detail among threads. And 
it is also impossible for them to describe fabrics of other weaves of non-
symmetric and complex geometrical structures. To solve these problems, 
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Tarfaoui32 tried to apply the Finite Element Method (FEM) to woven fabric 
modeling. The cross-section of the yarn is meshed by quadrangles with four 
nodes; the mesh of the yarn is obtained from the basic section, to which is 
applied adequate translations of well-defi ned vectors. Basic cells of a plain 
weave and a twill weave fabric were constructed and their mechanical behav-
ior when subjected to several kinds of stress (uniaxial tensile, biaxial tensile 
and shear) was investigated. An overload phenomenon was observed.

FEM enables the simulation of complex fabrics subjected to various 
loads. However, since a single yarn piece between cross-points is repre-
sented by a large number of elements, the computational cost becomes a 
critical issue and thus limits the application of FEM to micro-mechanics of 
fabrics. FEM is also used in modeling woven composites.33

Computational micro-particle model

In the above-mentioned models, only a structural weave unit is considered, 
and various boundary conditions are added denoting the stress to which 
the fabrics are subjected. The yarns in fabrics are often assumed to remain 
in the same plane during extension and bending, and the 3D problem is 
reduced to a 2D one. This is quite different from the actual state for a piece 
of fabric under a load. Li and Dai34 developed an approach to dynamically 
simulate a piece of fabric subjected to various tensile loads. Similarly to 
Kawabata’s model, the yarn centerline is simplifi ed as straight-line seg-
ments and the yarn cross-sections are assumed as circles. Various springs of 
separation, bending, compression, wrapping and torsion are imaged acting 
among particles to simulate various yarn behaviors. The model was used to 
investigate the tensile response under low extension of plain weave fabrics 
of various fabric counts. The simulated load–elongation curves were com-
pared with the experimental results. A good summary of low-level fabric 
modeling can be found in reference 35.

4.2.4 Buckling model

When a fabric buckles, it often takes up a sinusoidal shape. By taking a cross-
sectional view of a simply buckled fabric, it may be represented by a planar 
curve. An elastica is often used to simulate this curve. The differential 

equation for the elastica is B
s

Py
d
dφ

= − , where B is the fabric bending 

rigidity, P is the compressive load, and s is the distance measured along the 
curve. By integrating ds along the length of the curve when the value of s 
becomes equal to l, the gauge length, the following equation can be 
obtained:

Pl B F k2 2
4= { }( ) ,
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where F(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind of modulus 
k (= sin a/2). The standard solutions for the curve are usually expressed as 
the variation of Pl 2/4B with the percentage compression of the fabric. 
For elastic buckling, the plot is a straight line. However, it has been found 
that cloth, when buckled, behaves in a different way. Grosberg et al.10,36 have 
shown that before a cloth bends in a linear fashion, the frictional couple 
M0 is needed to overcome the initial friction between the fi bers in the 
interaction. It can be written as:

1 0 0

0 0

ρ
ρ
= <
= − >{ M M

B M M M M .

Here, r corresponds to the radius of bending curvature. By assuming this 
relationship, they derived a series of theoretical buckling curves that were 
in accord with the actual buckling of cloth. They also found that nearly all 
the hysteresis seen during buckling and the amount of strain left after one 
cycle are almost wholly determined by the frictional restraint that arises in 
the fabric due to inter-yarn pressures.

More recently, Clapp and Peng published a series of papers that attempted 
to refi ne the classical models for describing the buckling of woven fabrics.37–39 
Using Timoshenko’s elastica theory, they established a differential equation 
of fabric in which fabric weight is taken into account. The fabric elastica 
was modeled as a curved beam of constant cross-section; numerical solutions 
for the differential equation were obtained under two types of boundary 
conditions at the beam’s two ends of (i) symmetrical, free–free ends and 
fi xed–fi xed ends, and (ii) unsymmetrical, free–fi xed ends. They found that 
both frictional couple and fabric weight may jointly contribute to determine 
the buckling state if their values are not negligible.

Shinohara et al.40,41 developed a mathematical model to describe the 
buckling deformation of a tubular fabric in axial compression. Two groups 
of contour hyperbolas, which can be determined by boundary conditions 
for any lobe ratio, can be used to represent the deformed surface on a lobe. 
They declared that the mathematical model can be used to predict the 
buckling pattern with any specifi ed lobe ratio and many characteristics of 
the buckling pattern can be understood with the use of three-dimensional 
graphics.

4.2.5 Rheological model

Grosberg42 pointed out that the energy loss during cyclic deformation of a 
fabric is due to two separate reasons: fi ber viscoelastic properties; and the 
frictional restraint to inter-fi ber and inter-yarn movements in fabric during 
deformation. Theory of fabric rheology was introduced by Olofsson43–45 and 
by Grosberg.42,46,47 They considered the role of inter-fi ber and inter-yarn 
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friction in order to predict fabric hysteresis and recovery from the deforma-
tion. In 1969, Olofsson45 reported an extensive study on fabric rheological 
behavior. He proposed a series of fabric models that contained elastic, 
viscous and frictional elements to describe features of bending and shear 
deformation. In 1977, Grosberg42 made a detailed analysis on the role of 
friction in the tension, shearing, and bending deformations of woven fabric 
at the initial deformation stage. Fabric rheology was further studied by 
Chapman in the seventies, with the inclusion of fi ber viscoelasticity as well 
as inter-fi ber and inter-yarn friction in the models of fabric deformation and 
recovery.48–50 He presented a model that took into account the linear vis-
coelasticity and the frictional moment of fabric, to predict the bending and 
bending recovery of fabric strip.50 By measuring the fi ber viscoelastic proc-
esses of stress relaxation and creep, the deformation of a viscoelastic textile 
material could be predicted using this model.

More recently, Zhang et al. did a systematic study about the rheological 
mechanism in fabric bagging, and developed a series of models to describe 
bagging deformation of fabric.51–56 Their models4,53 were based on the stand-
ard solid model57 and Olofsson’s rheological model of fabric.45 The stress–
strain relations for elastic elements and viscoelastic elements in the models 
were assumed to be linear. By specifying the fundamental properties of 
fi bers, the measurable parameters of the yarn and fabric structural features, 
and the geometrical relation between strain and bagging height, their 
models were able to predict fabric bagging behavior.

4.3 Knitted fabrics

4.3.1 Structure

Knit fabrics are composed of intermeshing loops of yarns. There are two 
major types of knits: weft knits and warp knits, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. In 
weft knits, each weft yarn lies more or less at right angles to the direction 
in which the fabric is produced, and the intermeshing yarn traverses the 
fabric crosswise. In warp knits, each warp yarn is more or less in line with 
the direction in which the fabric is produced, and the intermeshing yarn 
traverses the fabric lengthwise. Similar to the way that woven fabrics have 
warps and wefts, knit fabrics have courses and wales, which lie in the cross-
wise and lengthwise direction, respectively. However, unlike woven fabrics, 
courses and wales are not composed of different sets of yarns; rather are 
formed by a single yarn.

‘Loop’ is the basic unit of knit fabric. As illustrated in Fig, 4.7a, in weft 
knits, a loop, called a needle loop, consists of a head and two legs, and the 
section of yarn connecting two adjacent needle loops is called the sinker. 
In warp knits, the needle loop is divided into overlap and underlap, as 
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illustrated in Fig. 4.7b. Each loop in a knit fabric is a stitch. Alternative to 
fabric count for woven fabrics, cut (or gauge) and stitch density are used to 
represent the closeness of the intermeshing loops. Cut or gauge indicates 
the number of knitting needles per unit length along the crosswise or 
lengthwise direction. The greater the number, the closer together the loops 
are to each other. Stitch density is the number of stitches per unit area, 
obtained by multiplying the number of courses per inch (25 mm) by the 
number of wales per inch (25 mm). Like woven fabrics, a knit fabric also 
has a technical face and a technical back and can differ in appearance on 
each side. The technical face is the side where the loops are pulled toward 
the viewer. Knit fabric also has an effect side, which is intended to be used 
outermost on a garment or other textile product. In some cases, the techni-
cal face and the effect side are the same; but in others, they are opposite.

4.3.2 Mechanical behavior

The basic factors that govern the mechanical properties of knit fabrics are 
the same as those that govern the mechanical properties of woven fabrics. 
In most cases, knitted fabrics are treated as merely variants of woven 
fabrics; for example, the bending and buckling of knit fabrics has never been 
treated separately. However, the load–extension behavior of knit fabrics, 
while similar in kind to the behavior of woven fabrics, shows a large differ-
ence of degree in the relative size of the initial extension as well as in the 
initial modulus. Generally, the resistance of the cloth to extension is mainly 
due to the resistance of parts of the structure to bending and torsion; there-
fore it is relatively small. As a result, the relative size of the frictional 
restraint to the extension is high. Research concerning the warp-wise load–
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extension of warp knit fabrics shows that the extension modulus is depend-
ent entirely on the resistance of the yarn to the changes in curvature that 
take place in the loop during extension. However, the extension of this 
analysis to plain weft knit seems not to be successful.

Knitted fabrics are usually subject to biaxial stresses under relatively high 
loads. In such cases, the knitted structure becomes only a tension transmit-
ting body and the internal bending and shear energy changes can be 
neglected; thus an analysis is available. An analysis of the weft-wise stretch-
ing of rib fabrics shows that the mechanical behavior is probably determined 
almost entirely by the resistance of the link connecting the face and back 
loop in the fabric, to being twisted or sheared. Furthermore, some analysis 
leads to a generalization of the mechanical behavior of knitted fabrics: the 
load to give a fi xed extension is proportional to m/l3 when the resistance is 
due to bending energy changes, and to G/l3 when it is mainly due to shear 
energy changes. Here, l is the loop length, and m and G denote the bending 
rigidity and the torsional rigidity of the yarn, respectively. More details 
about the mechanical behavior of knit fabrics can be found in reference 1.

4.3.3 Modeling

Geometrical model

In attempts to understand the dimensional behavior of knitted fabrics, the 
key element is on the geometry of the knitted loop. Peirce,58 Leaf,59,60 
Doyle,61 Munden,62 Postle,63,64 and recently Demiroz and Diaz,65 all have 
signifi cant contributions to the geometrical analysis of plain knitted fabric.

Peirce58 extended his geometric model for plain woven fabric to plain 
knitted fabric. Based on the same assumptions, he deduced that the basic 
structure of a knitted fabric is one in which the loops consist of parts of 
circles joined by straight lines and in which the maximum packing of the 
yarns had taken place. He also assumed that the loops lie on a cylinder, to 
allow for the 3D properties of the needle loop. From these assumptions, he 
deduced an equation to describe the relationship between the stitch length 
l, the course spacing c, the wale spacing w, and the yarn diameter d.

Doyle61 then suggested that, by using certain dimensionless ratios of the 
lengths, the properties of knit fabrics could be adequately described in a 
simple way. He showed that the product of c and w is proportional to l 2. 
Later work by Munden62 showed that the relationship can be more univer-
sal; the slope of the graph of stitch density against 1/l 2 is independent of 
the value of d/l.

Leaf,59 and Leaf and Glaskin66 pointed out that there was some intrinsic 
problem in Peirce’s original geometry. They proposed an alternative – that 
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the loop consists merely of a set of circular arcs. Their model was further 
improved by assuming that the loop consists of two elasticas joined as 
mirror images.59 The success of the model was due to its simplicity and a 
good description of the actual fabric. Recent innovative work65 on loop 
geometry is the application of spline curves to represent the loop. It is 
especially useful in the visual display of knitted fabric in a CAD system.

Geometric–mechanical model

The dimensional properties of knitted fabric were studied by some research-
ers alternatively using a force method. In the theoretical models of Postle,63 
Shanahan and Postle67 and Hepworth and Leaf,68 yarn was treated as an 
elastica69 which is naturally straight. Attempts have been made by MacRory 
et al.70 and Hepworth and Leaf71 to tackle the biaxial load–extension problem 
of knitted fabric. MacRory’s model emphasized the slippage between loops 
and the biaxial load case with the loop elements being straightened, while 
Hepworth’s model concentrated on the effect of yarn jamming.

Energy model

Choi and Lo72 proposed an energy model with suffi cient degrees of freedom 
for loop deformation, including changes in loop height and width. The yarn 
forming the loops is perfectly elastic and incompressible, with zero friction. 
It is naturally curved and its paths in the deformed states are the elements 
of a prescribed family of space curves. The yarns can be axially compressed 
or extended at the low-load region. Conditions of loop jamming are taken 
as the geometric constraints of loop deformation. The total mechanical 
energy is calculated based on the difference in bending strain and torsional 
strain of the yarn with respect to the natural curvature and torsion. 
This model can be applied to determine the biaxial tensile behavior of 
plain knitted fabric.

Micro-particle model

Eberhardt et al. proposed a model to represent knit fabrics based on the 
assumption that threads bond and interact with each other only at bonding 
points (BPs).73 By regarding each BP as a particle, and evaluating the forces 
exerted by the springs that represent the stretch, compression and bending 
of the yarns at the bonding points, the dynamics of the particle system cor-
responding to the micro-structure of the knitting pattern can be simulated. 
Some simulations taking an initial knit confi guration and ‘relaxing’ it to a 
minimal energy state were presented in reference 73.
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4.4 Conclusion

As the main materials constituting garments and textile devices, woven 
fabrics and knitted fabrics have been addressed from various aspects, includ-
ing structure, mechanical behavior and modeling. Tension, shearing, bending 
and twisting are the basic mechanical behaviors in garment wear. The 
complex deformation of fabrics includes buckling and rheological behavior. 
Since the fabric mechanical properties are largely determined by the con-
stituting fi bers and yarns, internal structural features and surface morpho-
logical characteristics, fabrics’ micro-structures and micro-mechanics were 
focused on here, and the work developed in the area of lower-level fabric 
modeling was reviewed.
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5.1 Introduction

Garments and textile devices are the fi nal products that provide biome-
chanical functions to human bodies. The biomechanical functional perform-
ance of garments and devices is very much dependent on the fabric 
mechanical and surface properties. However, garments and devices are 
made from pieces of fabrics by sewing them together. Scientifi c understand-
ing and knowledge of the cloth mechanical properties and modeling their 
mechanical behavior and their sewing process are essential for biomechani-
cal engineering of clothing and textile products. In this chapter, the knowl-
edge and processes developed in the area of clothing mechanics in relation 
to biomechanical engineering are reviewed.

5.2 Characteristics of clothing deformation

Garments are made from fl at fabrics. By sewing 2D patterns of certain 
geometric topology, various apparel items can be constructed, and they 
show variable aesthetic appearances when worn on the human body. 
According to the degree of space allowance between the body and the 
garment during the body movement, F, garments can be classifi ed as three 
types: (i) foundation garments (F < 0), as the garment area is less than the 
body area (e.g. girdles and compression garments); (ii) perfect fi tting gar-
ments (F ≥ 0) as the garment area is equal to or slightly larger than the 
body area (e.g. suits and socks); (iii) loose garments (F >> 0) as the garment 
area is far larger than the body area (e.g. dresses and fl ared skirts). Postle 
and Norton1 pointed out that the mechanical problems in clothing can be 
roughly divided into two classes. The fi rst is free-form problems, e.g. fabric 
drape, buckling, wrinkling, in which fabric stresses are essentially limited to 
those supported by fabric curvature, and where gravitational forces are 
frequently important. The second is form-fi tting problems, often involving 
prescribed curvatures and larger stresses. Then, type (i) and (ii) garments 
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belong to form-fi tting problems and type (iii) to free-form problems. 
Different from other sheet materials, such as paper and plastic fi lm, cloth 
deformation often shows a complex nature of mixed tension, shear and 
bending, and may form 3D shapes of double curvature. It is this ability that 
enables fabric to form beautiful draping shapes and to be fi tted to a body 
shape of complicated geometry.

5.2.1 Free-form

Buckling has been discussed in the previous chapter. Here the focus is on 
drape. Drape is when a fabric deforms under its own weight. It is an impor-
tant factor that infl uences aesthetic appearance and has an outstanding 
effect on the formal beauty of the fabric. Drapability is related to fabric 
weight, stiffness (fl exural rigidity), and shearing rigidity. The greater the 
fabric weight, the more likely it is to drape. The greater the fabric stiffness, 
the less likely it is to drape. The greater the fabric shear rigidity, the less the 
folds formed by fabric drape. However, the draping qualities required from 
a fabric will differ completely depending on its end use, therefore a given 
value for drape cannot be classifi ed as good or bad.

5.2.2 Form-fi tting

As a subject for garments, the human body surface has very complex geom-
etry. To construct a garment of a certain style, it is often necessary to sew 
cloth patterns of a certain topology together to build 3D shapes of pre-
scribed curvatures, especially for the perfect-fi t garment. Two-dimensional 
pattern design is a very important procedure in garment manufacture. 
However, it is out of the scope of this book. Here, the focus is on the 
deforming ability of fabric. People must be able to move around in the gar-
ments they wear, especially sportswear. Discomfort may result if a fabric 
restrains movement, creates a burden or exerts pressure on the body. 
Therefore, the form-fi tting ability includes not only the ability of a fabric 
to be perfect-fi tted or tight-fi tted to a static body, but also its ability to 
deform dynamically to fi t along with the body movement.

When people move, their skin stretches; it elongates and recovers. Skin 
is a highly elastic material. Fabric placed close to the skin needs to be elastic 
too. It must elongate to accommodate body movement and then recover. 
Fortunately, fabric is a fl exible material. It can not only form a shape of 
complicated curvature, but also stretch to a certain extent in two principle 
directions (warp and weft), even simultaneously. Stretch is the ability of a 
fabric to stretch when a pulling force is applied and then recover relatively 
quickly and fully to its original dimensions when the force is removed. 
Fabric of high stretch will have good form-fi t ability. Various stretch fabrics 
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differing in extensibility are expected to meet the requirement for different 
special end use.

5.2.3 Sewing

A garment is often made from several pieces of cloth pattern by sewing 
them together along pairs of prescribed seam lines. This process is realized 
in a sewing machine by using the sewing thread to stitch pairs of cloth 
pattern borders together. Failure at a seam makes a garment unusable even 
though the fabric may still be in good condition. There are many possible 
causes for seam failure. For example, the sewing thread wears out or fails 
before the fabric does, or the yarns making up the fabric are broken or 
damaged by the needle during sewing. These problems are specifi c to the 
making-up process and depend on the sewing machine used, the sewing 
thread, the sewing speed and so on. A typical seam failure that is related to 
fabric property is seam slippage. It is a condition where a seam sewn in the 
fabric opens under load. Some of this gap may close on removal of the load 
but some of it may be a permanent deformation. The resistance to such yarn 
slippage in fabric is called seam strength. It is an important property for 
fabric in garment construction and its test will be detailed in a later 
chapter.

5.3 Clothing modeling

Since fi tting formability problems involve contact with the human body, 
they will be dealt with later, in Chapter 8. Here the focus is on cloth mode-
ling. Many techniques have been developed to model overall fabric shape. 
Among them, there are two major approaches: to consider fabric as a con-
tinuum whole (continuum model) and to discretize fabric into mass points 
(discrete model).

5.3.1 Continuum models

Even though a fabric is made up of two groups of threads, the discontinuity 
in the fabric can be neglected when a large piece is considered. Therefore 
a fabric can be treated as a continuum without its discrete microstructure, 
and by means of elasticity theory, continuum solid mechanics are used to 
model it. In 1963, Kilby2 fi rst applied elasticity theory to fabric modeling. 
He developed planar stress–strain relationships for a fabric model of a 
simple trellis, using a conventional elasticity-based analysis. Through his 
analysis, he predicted that the Young’s modulus is a function of angle across 
a woven fabric surface.
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Shanahan, Lloyd and Hearle3 used the engineering theory of sheets, shell 
and plates to characterize the elastic behavior of fabrics in complex defor-
mations. The simplest form of the plate and shell theory assumes that the 
material is homogeneous, that strains and displacements are small, and that 
the material behavior is linearly elastic. In spite of their concerns with the 
applicability of this theory to modeling fabric, they derived equations for 
the generalized tensile, shearing bending, and twisting rigidities of fabric.

 (based on Eq. 8 in
 reference 3)

 (based on Eq. 9 in
 reference 3)

Lloyd4 further introduced non-linear extensions into these equations. He 
applied the fi nite element method to simulate a series of experiments on 
fabric structures, and the results compared favorably with actual fabric 
samples. Their characterization is only valid for the special case of small 
strains due to the assumption of small strains and deformations; however, 
it provides a framework for further study.

Accompanying the rapid advance of computer techniques, the fi nite dif-
ference, fi nite volume and fi nite element methods are widely used in many 
engineering fi elds and computer aided design areas. To aid fabric and 
apparel design, and to generate clothed character animation, various fabric 
simulations have been carried out by many research groups from textile 
areas, as well as by the computer graphics community.

Draping simulation

Draping, where a fabric deforms under its own weight, is an important aes-
thetic property in garment end-use and has been widely simulated. During 
draping, fabrics bend through large displacements but are not easily 
stretched; this leads to classifi cation of draping behavior as a small-strain/
large-displacement problem in fi nite element analysis. When large deforma-
tions occur in a fi nite element solution, the non-linearity due to a change in 
the geometry of the body has to be considered to obtain the correct load-
response. The general approach to handling the geometric non-linearity is 
the increment method based on the total Lagrangian formulation. Instead 
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of the one-step solution found in linear problems, the loads are applied 
incrementally to the system and at each step the equilibrium equation is

[K]{∆q} = {∆f }

Non-linearity is handled by calculating the stiffness matrix [K] in each step 
as a function of the displacement vector {q}. In the total Lagrangian formu-
lation, the Green–Lagrange strain and the Piola–Kiechhoff stress refer to 
the shape and position of the body at the initial time.
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In 1988–89, Imaoka et al.5,6 developed a continuum mechanics model of a 
fabric for their 3D apparel CAD system. Triangular fi nite elements were 
employed to investigate the drape of fabrics. To solve the large deformation 
problem, the total Lagrangian formulation was employed. The tensile, 
bending, shearing and twisting rigidities of fabrics were used in deriving the 
strain energy equations for tensile, bending and shear deformations. The 
energies were then minimized, using a form of Newton’s method, to place 
a 3D cloth structure in a fi nal confi guration over a human body. The simula-
tions of a skirt and several blouses were presented.

In 1991 Collier et al.7 used a geometric non-linear fi nite-element method 
based on a simple shell theory to predict fabric drape behavior in which 
fabric deformation is characterized as a non-linear small-strain/large-
displacement problem. The fabric is treated as an orthotropic shell mem-
brane. The fl at-shell is a four-node quadrilateral bending/membrane element 
with fi ve degrees of freedom at each node. The generalized displacement is 
defi ned in terms of the nodal displacement with an appropriate interpola-
tion function, which is a twelve-term fourth-order polynomial. Three param-
eters, which are the measured tensile modulus in the two planar principal 
directions and literature values of Poisson’s ratio, are used for material 
properties. A Newton–Raphson solution procedure is used in the draping 
analysis, and a non-linear load/defl exion relation is assumed. A traditional 
drape test on a cotton plain weave fabric is simulated. The result obtained 
is the projection of the deformed area on the x-y plane and from it, the 
drape coeffi cient was calculated as 71.0% compared with the experimental 
value of 68.4%.

Kang et al.8 assumed a fabric to be an elastic material with orthotropic 
anisotropy and considered it as a thin fl exible plate under the plane stress 
condition. The geometric non-linear phenomenon is dealt with by a total 
Lagrangian approach. The quadrilateral elements with four nodes and 
fi ve degrees of freedom for each node are used. A transverse-shear-strain 
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interpolation method is adopted to avoid the shear-locking phenomenon 
that is commonly observed in thin-plate analysis. The mechanical parame-
ters used in the simulation are tensile, shear, bending and torsional rigidities. 
Predicted 2D and 3D draping shapes show reasonably good agreement with 
those obtained experimentally. The authors also pointed out that the 
bending properties are more important than the tensile ones in draping 
simulation.

Chen and Govindaraj9,10 used a shear fl exible shell theory to predict 
fabric drape. The fabric is considered as a continuous, orthotropic medium. 
The geometry of the shell is represented by the coordinates and normal 
vectors at nodes situated on the middle surface. A nine-node, doubly curved 
shell element with fi ve degrees of freedom per node is used. The kinematics 
of the shell theory consists of measuring membrane strain on the reference 
surface from the derivatives of a point position with respect to position on 
the surface, and bending strain from the derivatives of the unit normal to 
the reference surface at the point. The strain measures that are used for this 
purpose are approximations to Koiter–Sanders theory strains. The trans-
verse shear strains are measured as the change in the projections of the 
normal onto the shell’s reference surface. Simulation of a 30 × 30 cm fabric 
draped over a 12 × 12 cm table was carried out. The material characteristics 
used were Young’s modulus in the warp and weft directions, shear modulus 
and Poisson’s ratio. In a number of simulations they varied the values of 
these quantities and observed the differences in the draped shapes. They 
concluded that the shear modulus has the greatest infl uence on draping 
behavior and Poisson’s ratio the least.

Gan and Ly11 employed a model and a computational approach similar 
to Chen and Govindaraj’s to study fabric deformation. They addressed 
three issues: (i) proper calculation of shell normals at the fi nite element 
nodes, (ii) elimination of shear and membrane locking during element 
evaluation, and (iii) the defi nition of an accurate stress–strain relationship 
for the material. The tensile, bending and shear rigidities are used for the 
mechanical properties of fabrics in the simulation. The constitutive relation 
of fabrics is determined mainly on their bending and shear properties. 
Comparison between the produced results of 2D bending and 3D draping 
and the corresponding real objects confi rms that by using this constitutive 
relation, the fi nite element method can give satisfactory results to problems 
in which bending deformation dominates.

Eischen et al.12 also modeled fabric using the geometrically exact shell 
theory proposed by Simo et al. A woven fabric is considered as an elastic 
isotropic material. The mechanical properties of fabrics used are Young’s 
modulus, Poisson ratio and the Kawabata bending plots. An adaptive arc-
length control algorithm is employed to account for fabric buckling. The 
non-linear bending response is derived from fi fth-order polynomial curves 
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approximating to KES bend plots. A contact procedure based on a penalty 
method is used to simulate interactions with solid objects. They developed 
modeling techniques that allowed the simulation for not only the draping 
of fabric, but also the picking, placing, and folding of a piece of fabric. They 
produced several simulations and favorably compared them to photographs 
of actual fabric drapings and manipulations.

Hu and Chen,13 and Hu, Chen and Teng14 predicted the drape behavior 
of circular fabric sheets over circular pedestals using a geometrically non-
linear fi nite-volume method. An initially fl at circular fabric sheet is fi rst 
subdivided into a number of structured fi nite volumes, each containing a 
grid node, by mesh lines along the warp and weft directions. The strains and 
curvatures and the out-of-plane bending and in-plane membrane strain 
energies of a typical volume can be evaluated using the global coordinates 
of its grid node and several neighbors surrounding it. The equilibrium equa-
tions of the fabric sheet are derived by employing the principle of stationary 
total potential energy. The full Newton–Raphson iteration method with line 
searches is used to solve the non-linear algebraic equations resulting from 
the formulation. The comparison between the predicted symmetrically 
deformed shapes and the experimental results is presented to demonstrate 
the validity and accuracy of the method. The perturbation force is also 
introduced to simulate the random disturbance in real experiment.

Dynamic continuum model

The previously mentioned fi nite element or volume approaches are mainly 
for static draping problems; only static equilibrium equations are involved. 
However, sometimes dynamic fabric deformation needs to be solved. Since 
cloth is the most visible object in our daily life, the computer graphics com-
munity has shown great interest in dynamic cloth modeling. The goal of 
their work is not to model any particular deformable material accurately; 
instead they are interested in creating physically-based models to produce 
cloth-like deformation for computer animation without expensive compu-
tation cost. Measured data of mechanical properties are rarely used in these 
simulations. Many dynamic fi nite element and fi nite difference approaches 
have been developed.15–18

Taking continuum mechanics and differential geometry as their starting 
point, Terzopoulos and Fleischer16,19 and Terzopoulos et al.15 developed a 
wide range of physically-based deformable models that becomes the basis 
of deformable surface models in the computer graphics area.15,16,19 They 
presented a simplifi ed set of equations based on elasticity theory that 
describe elastic and inelastic deformations, interactions with solid geometry, 
and fracture for fl exible curves, surfaces and solids. For deformable surfaces, 
the deformation energy is:
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Here, r (a1, a2, t) denotes the material coordinate of a surface, G is the metric 
tensor, to measure the local distances and angles between nearby points in 
the deformable sheet, ||·||w1, ||·||w2 are weighted matrix norms, and B is the 
curvature tensor, defi ning the local curvature properties of the surface. 
Lagrange’s equations of motion are used to obtain a motion equation for 
the elastic object.
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Here e(r) denotes the deformation energy. To obtain the solutions, the equa-
tion has to be discretized by a fi nite-difference or fi nite-element method, 
resulting in a large system of simultaneous ordinary differential equations. 
By integrating the equations through time, the model simulates the dynam-
ics at each time step. An implicit alternating-direction (ADI) method, which 
generates a series of tightly-banded linear systems rather than one large 
sparse system, was used for the large simulations. The produced simulations 
include a waving fl ag, a carpet over various objects, and a sequence in which 
a piece of cloth is torn apart.

A research group from MIRALab, University of Geneva, extended 
Terzopoulos’ general model to cloth modeling.17,20,21 They developed a cloth 
simulator for their clothing virtual actors system. The major extension is the 
way that the damping and collisions are handled. The damping of rigid body 
motion and the inappropriately springy behavior in collision response that 
may occur are avoided in Terzopoulos’ model. The system uses the midpoint 
method to advance the simulation. They also developed the computational 
methods needed for cloth collision detection and producing animations of 
complete sets of clothing.

Fabric strongly resists stretching deformation while being comparatively 
permissive in allowing bending and shearing deformations. This results in a 
‘stiff’ underlying differential equation of motion. Explicit methods are not 
a good choice to solve stiff equations because they require many small steps 
to stably advance the simulation forward in time. In cloth animation, the 
computational cost is a critical issue. Many approaches have been devel-
oped to increase the time step22,23 and the most remarkable contribution 
was made by Baraff and Witkin.18 They derived the internal cloth forces 
using a simple continuum formulation that supports modeling operations 
such as local anisotropic stretch or compression. A unifi ed treatment of 
damping forces is also included. An implicit integration method (backward 
Euler method) is used to generate a large, unbanded sparse linear system 
at each time step, which is then solved using a modifi ed conjugate gradient 
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method that simultaneously enforces particles’ constraints. These tech-
niques allow large time steps in cloth animation. They presented garments 
including shirts, pants and skirts exhibiting complex wrinkling and folding 
behavior on both key-framed and motion-captured characters.

5.3.2 Discrete models

Continuum models involve solving large systems of simultaneous ordinary 
differential equations, and the computational cost is often very expensive. 
Rather than consider a woven fabric as a whole, another approach is to 
discretize the fabric into a set of point masses (particles) which interact 
through energy constraints or forces, and thus model approximately 
the behavior of the material. The usual way to numerically simulate a 
mech anically-based particle system is to directly integrate Newton’s 
second law for a mass particle over all particles:

F t m
X
t

( ) = d
d

2

2

where X is the particle position, F is the sum of the forces acting on the 
particle and m is its mass. The forces exerted on each particle depend on 
the current state of the system, which is represented by the position and 
speed of all particles. These forces usually represent all the mechanical 
effects on the system, which include internal deformation forces, gravity and 
aerodynamic effects, and different kinds of other external constraints.

Mass–spring systems are the simplest way to design a volume model 
using a particle system. In this approach, each particle represents a point 
mass, which is linked to its neighbors by a ‘spring’ representing the elastic 
behavior of the material. The springs tend to keep the particles at 
their initial resting positions. In 1995, Provot24 proposed a mass–spring 
system to model cloth. The mass particles, arranged in a rectilinear grid, 
are connected with three types of springs. The structural springs connect 
nearest-neighbor particles along thread lines; the shear springs 
connect nearest-neighbor particles along diagonals; and the fl exion springs 
connect a particle with its second neighbor along thread lines. Provot cal-
culated the dynamic behavior of the springs in order to simulate a cloth 
hanging from two points and a waving fl ag. A heuristic method is presented, 
which fi rst takes a step in time based on the dynamics of the system, then 
adjusts the positions of the particles that have violated local distance 
constraints. The enforcement of distance constraints eliminates the unac-
ceptable elongation generally found near fi xed model points in elastic 
models. Removing the elongation makes these kinds of models less ‘stretchy’ 
and more cloth-like. Actually, this technique is most widely used in various 
cloth animations.
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In computer graphics applications, curved surfaces are often represented 
by polygonal meshes. A convenient way to build a mass–spring system from 
this kind of description is to consider each vertex of the mesh as a particle 
and the edges or polygons as the interaction forces among several particles. 
Volino and Thalmann’s25,26 mass–spring model is a typical description of 
such approaches. They modeled the in-plane elasticity and out-of-plane 
curvature elasticity and calculated the in-plane deformation within each 
triangle. By introducing a parameter a (|a| < 1), they controled the Poisson 
coeffi cient of the simulated fabric. The way to measure the bending curva-
ture in an irregular mesh is to consider the angle q formed by two triangles 
about the connecting edge. The resulting curvature force moment is then 
given by forces applied to the four vertices respectively.

Explicit integration methods are the simplest methods available for 
solving particle motion equations. The fourth-order Runge–Kutta method 
is most widely used in particle systems. Since explicit methods are ill-suited 
to solving stiff equations, various implicit integration methods are proposed 
to produce real-time cloth animation.23,25 However, these approaches are 
mostly used in the computer graphics area, where fast and stable animation 
is the key issue. The simulated cloth is a ‘cloth-like’ deformable surface 
rather than any particular textile material. Parameters of mechanical prop-
erties are rarely used in the calculation.

Breen,27 and Breen et al.28,29 developed a non-continuum particle model 
for fabric drape that explicitly represents the micro-mechanical structure 
of a fabric, via a particle system. Their model is based on the observation 
that a fabric is best described as a mechanism of interacting mechanical 
parts rather than a continuous substance, and derives its macro-scale 
dynamic properties from the micro-mechanical interaction between 
threads.

The particle model represents a fabric sheet by particle meshes, where 
Xi,j with three components (xi,j,yi,j,zi,j) denotes the three-dimensional posi-
tion of a particle. The mass of each particle is the mass of the particle’s local 
regular area and its strain energy represents the aggregate of the strain 
energies in the local area. Nevertheless, the particle grid still preserves the 
underlying woven structure of the fabric, and the various inter-crossing 
strain energies are computed, based on simple geometric relationships 
among local particle neighbors. The energy functions account for the four 
basic mechanical interactions of yarn compression, stretching, out-of-plane 
bending and trellising. The total energy for particle i is given by:

Ui = Urepeli + Ustretchi
 + Ubendi

 + Utrellisi
 + Ugravityi

.

The energy function Urepeli
, prevents particles connected to particle i from 

approaching it, and the function Ustretchi
, capturing the energy of tensile 
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strain between each particle and its four-connected neighbors, are given by 
generated approximation functions; the energy functions Ubendi

 and Utrellisi
 

are derived from Kawabata bending and shearing tests.30 This particle-based 
approach was fi rst applied to the problem of computing static drape. The 
simulation was in two stages. In the fi rst stage, particles are allowed to fall 
freely. Any collision with the object or the ground is determined during this 
step. The particle positions can be obtained using the equation

ma + cv = mg,

where a is the acceleration, v is the velocity, m is the mass, c is the air resist-
ance, and g is the gravitational acceleration constant. The result is a rough 
shape of the draped fabric. In the second stage, an energy minimization 
process is applied to the inter-particle energy functions to generate fi ne 
detail in the shape of the fabric. The fi nal equilibrium shape of the fabric 
occurs when there is minimum energy over the whole fabric. The simulated 
tablecloths showed obvious characteristics of materials and agreed with 
actual ones. However, it is quite slow to compute a drape and it cannot 
produce the dynamic response.

Several forward dynamics translations of the Breen–House model have 
been implemented that not only produce cloth motion, but actually 
compute the fi nal drape more quickly than the original method. One of 
the most successful of these models was proposed by Eberhardt et al. in 
1996.31 They used a Lagrangian dynamics reformulation of the basic energy 
equations suggested in the Breen–House model, resulting in a system of 
ordinary differential equations from which dynamics could be calculated. 
In their energy function, the anisotropy and hysteresis of the fabric are 
also modeled. A Runge–Kutta method, with adaptive step-size control, was 
used to solve the differential equations. With their approach, Eberhardt 
et al. simulated a cloth draping over a table top, a sphere and a castle 
model utilizing signifi cantly less computation time than previously pub-
lished particle methods. However, there was no comparison with any actual 
objects reported. 

House and Breen32,33 also extended their model to include dynamics by 
a force-based formulation approach. Non-linear ‘cloth springs’ are imag-
ined acting on the yarn segments between crossing-point particles. The 
magnitude of each spring force or torque is determined by differentiating 
the corresponding energy equation of the particle model and its direction 
is determined geometrically. There was no evidence that the measured 
tensile data was used.

Dias et al.34 proposed a discretized cloth model in which the planar defor-
mation is modeled as the plate under plane stress and the out-of-plane defor-
mation is to model curvature interactions along the edges of neighboring 
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triangles. This model combines the continuum and discrete models and ben-
efi ts from both of them. The fabric is described by a mesh of irregular trian-
gles. Each irregular triangle corresponds physically to a set of three linked 
strain gauges, which are able to evaluate the extensional deformation of the 
underlying continuum along the angle that the gauge makes with the warp 
direction. The stress applied on each edge is calculated according to the laws 
of mechanics of materials. Out-of-plane deformation is the bending interac-
tion between pairs of adjacent triangles along their common edges. The 
bending curvature was modeled by assuming a cantilever beam’s bending, 
and the Kochaneck–Bartels spline interpolation is used to defi ne the bending 
curve z(x). Then the curvature increases as the distance from the fi xed point 
increases. Measured data of fabric mechanical properties are used in this 
model and the non-linearity is included by a piecewise linear approximation 
approach. Simulated fabrics in tensile, draping and buckling situations are 
presented but no comparisons with respective real objects are provided.

On the basis of the extended particle model of Breen and House, Dai 
et al.35 developed a particle model by deriving general force/displacement 
relationships of various deformations according to fundamental elasticity 
mechanical laws. Then mechanical data resulting from various tests can be 
used in this model, and material non-linearity is also included by the 
piecewise linear approximation. Moreover, twisting, which occurs easily in 
fl exural fabrics, is taken into account. The twist deformation often occurs 
in clothes such as fl ared skirts, in which a fabric is subjected to large bending 
along bias directions. Besides the separation, bending, and shearing springs, 
a twisting spring is assumed to be acting on each particle square. The twist-
ing spring exerts a torque opposing twisting. As there are no methods to 
measure the twist rigidity; it is obtained indirectly from known fabric 
mechanical properties. The heart-loop test is carried out to validate simula-
tion accuracy. The model is also applied to skirt simulation36. Fabric anisot-
ropy is visualized by the different draped shapes formed by the skirts made 
of the patterns of the same shape but with different cutting directions. 
Various internal forces can also be visualized.

5.3.3 Sewing simulation

It is diffi cult to simulate the process that a human body is undertaking in a 
garment with a particular shape by means of a computer. Rather than doing 
so, to construct a 3D garment worn on a body, a common approach is to 
fi rst place the 2D cloth patterns that will make up the garment properly 
around the body. Then to invoke a mechanical simulation to force the pat-
terns to approach each other along the prescribed seam lines. As a result, 
the patterns are attached and sewn on the borders as specifi ed and attain 
a shape infl uenced by the form of the body.
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It is slightly diffi cult for a continuum model to realize the sewing process. 
Kang and Sung37 introduced a virtual sewing method by creating new points 
at the middle of each pair of sewing points and reconstructing the boundary 
elements using those new points. And the strain reduction method is fol-
lowed to reshape the elements, especially those in which large deformations 
are introduced by sewing. Okabe et al.38 developed a 3D CAD system for 
dresses, in which the topological connections between seam lines on planer 
cloth patterns are constructed as an initial state for the dress and a succeed-
ing iterative numerical analysis is followed to obtain the mechanical stable 
state of minimum potential energy.

It is much easier for a discrete model to realize the sewing process. The 
process often relies on a simplifi ed simulation, where the seaming forces 
are pulling the matching pattern borders together. There are tasks in sewing 
simulation: (i) to bring two objects’ attachment points progressively 
together; (ii) to maintain these points together. Volino and Thalmann26 
introduced ‘elastics’ to bring two extremities together, and then maintain 
the closest distance between them. ‘Elastics’ can be either mechanical forces 
or geometrical constraints. The mechanical approach is to use force-driven 
elastics directly integrated in the cloth model. An adaptive scheme would 
then modify the elastic strength force depending on the actual motion and 
deformation of the concerned objects. The constraint-based interaction is a 
general scheme that may be implemented in the particular case of collision 
response effects. The user should be given a very simple way to characterize 
the effect of the elastics and to describe its strength, using a few parameters, 
such as the time needed to bring the objects together and the damping of 
the motion.

Dai and Li36 have also carried out skirt-sewing simulation by applying a 
seaming force inversely proportional to the distance between each pair of 
particles to be attached. After sewing, mechanical properties near seam 
lines were different from other parts and depended on sewing style and 
sewing threads. They considered a simple style and neglected the difference, 
and the sewn parts were regarded as a continuous whole. A seam force was 
employed to bring the pair of particles together. The direction of the force 
was along the line connecting the two particles; the magnitude of it only 
affects the seaming speed. Once two particles approached to a prescribed 
close distance, they were regarded as one and their neighbourhoods were 
added to those of each other. When the sewing fi nishes, all patterns become 
a continuous whole.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the characteristics of cloth deformation in garment con-
struction and wear that need to be taken into account in clothing modeling 
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have been introduced. Drape, stretch and sewing were considered as three 
major elements in garment formation. The high-level cloth models to predict 
the whole aesthetic appearance of fabrics and garments were reviewed, 
including the continuum approach and the discrete approach. Sewing simu-
lation techniques were also briefl y considered.
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6.1 Introduction

The study of the human body, or anatomy, is probably as old as the origin 
of the human itself.1 Our earliest ancestors must have observed growth, 
development and motor behavior as well as the surface anatomy for 
aesthetic and pleasurable purposes.2 They would have observed diseases 
together with their symptoms and they would have experimented by using 
different herbs. As techniques for making accurate observation evolved, 
knowledge of the human body increased rapidly. As the amount of knowl-
edge increased and in order to communicate effectively, medical practition-
ers devised specifi c terms, many of them originated from Greek and Latin, 
to describe locations, body parts, and functions.3

It is impossible to address the complete anatomy and physiology of the 
human body in this chapter. Detailed anatomy and physiology can be found 
in medical books, which are widely available.1,3–7 Instead, this chapter con-
siders some aspects of human body biomechanics that are important for 
clothing design. These include anatomical landmarks,8 skeletal and muscu-
loskeletal system,1 anthropometry,9 range of motion,10 and the human skin.11 
In order to have a complete understanding, an overview of the human 
systems is provided.1 These topics are important for clothing design 
and without their knowledge, the beauty and aesthetic of fashion will 
be lost.

6.2 Defi nitions and anatomical landmarks

In order to communicate effectively, a set of terms have been defi ned to 
describe anatomical positions with precise meanings. Some of these terms 
are related to imaginary planes as shown in Fig. 6.1. There are three hypo-
thetical reference planes.12 The sagittal plane, also called the median plane, 
is a plane dividing the body into two equal right and left halves. The trans-
verse plane, also called the horizontal plane, is a plane that cuts the body 
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into a ‘top’ and ‘bottom’ section as shown in Fig. 6.1. The coronal plane, also 
called frontal plane, is a plane that divides the body into ‘front’ and ‘back’ 
(Fig. 6.1). Instead of using front, back, top, and bottom, specifi c terms, such 
as posterior, inferior, etc., are used to describe relative positions. These are 
described in Table 6.1.

Figure 6.2 provides the terms used to describe body regions.8,13 The 
regions described in Fig. 6.2 are widely used in medical fi elds whereas the 
regions described in Fig. 6.3 are rarely used in medical fi elds but are of 
immense practical value. They are used by the NASA for anthropometric 
studies.12 Knowledge of these terms enables us to understand most text and 
articles related to anatomy and physiology. Before discussing the skeletal 
system, some defi nitions are provided:

• Cell This is the basic unit of structure and function in an organism. 
Some organisms, such as virus and bacteria, are unicellular (one cell) 
organisms. The cells contains protoplasm (viscous translucent mem-
brane), plasma membrane (cell external boundary), and nucleus (respon-
sible for cell growth, metabolism, and reproduction). In humans, cells 
are grouped together to form tissues.14

Medial

Lateral

Dorsal

Cranial

Ventral

Transverse
plane

Caudal

Coronal
plane

Sagittal
plane

6.1 The planes of reference.



Table 6.1 Relative positions

Term Description

Superior A body part above another part, or closer to the head.
 (Cranial)
Inferior (Caudal)  A body part below another body part, or toward the feet.
Anterior Towards the front.
 (Ventral)
Posterior Towards the back.
 (Dorsal)
Medial Closer to the Sagittal* plane.
Lateral Away from the Sagittal* plane.
Proximal Section of the body part closer to the point of attachment.
Distal Opposite of Proximal. Section of the body part away from 
  the point of attachment.
Superfi cial Situated near the surface.
Deep Parts that are more internal.
Rostral Toward the nose.
Bilateral On both sides of the body or head.
Ipsilateral On the same side of the body or head.
Contralateral Opposite of Ipsilateral. On the opposite side of the body or 
  head.

* see Fig. 6.1

6.2 Body regions.
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• Tissue Tissue is a group of similar cells. They have specialized structure 
and function. There are four main types of tissues: epithelial, connective, 
muscle and nervous tissues. Epithelial tissues cover organs, forming a 
lining. Generally they lack blood vessels. Connective tissue, with a good 
supply of blood vessels, provides support and protection, serves as a 
framework, stores fat, produces blood cells, protects against infection, 
and helps repair tissue damage. The muscle tissues with the help of 
muscle fi bers can contract. This enables movement. Nervous tissues are 
found in the brain, spinal cord, and peripheral nerves. These tissues are 
specialized for transmission of nerve impulses.5,14

• Organ Different kinds of tissue working together in the same place 
may form an organ such as heart, lungs, eyes, or brain.5

• Bone Bones consist of bone tissue (connective tissue), blood vessels, 
bone marrow, and nervous tissue. Nonliving material (mineral salts) in 
the bone makes it appear inactive. The bones have projections called 
processes. These projections provide sites for ligament and tendon 
attachment.15

• Muscle There are three types of muscle: skeletal, smooth and cardiac. 
Skeletal muscles, together with the skeletal system, play a vital role in 
movement. Smooth muscles are somewhat similar to skeletal muscles. 
They are found in the irises of the eye, and the walls of the blood vessels, 

6.3 Body segments and planes of segmentation.
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the stomach and the intestines. They are slower to contract and relax 
compared with skeletal muscles; however, they can maintain contraction 
longer. Cardiac muscles are found only in the heart.16

• Blood Blood is used to transport substances throughout the body. It 
consists of red blood cells, white blood cells, and platelets in a fl uid 
matrix called plasma.5,14 The red blood cells transport oxygen to the 
tissues. The fi ve types of white blood cells (neutrophils, eosinophils, 
basophils, monocytes, and lymphocytes) protect against foreign 
bodies.14

• Cartilage Cartilages are connective tissues. They are gel-like structures 
(look like white plastic) that provide support and protection. They are 
found at the end of bones in many joints, nose, and ribs.17 There are 
three types of cartilage: hyaline, fi brous, and elastic. Hyaline cartilage, 
also known as articular cartilage, covers bone surfaces at joints. Fibrous 
cartilage, containing abundant amounts of fi brous material, is 
strong and rigid. It is used mainly at the intervertebral disks. Elastic 
cartilage is elastic and resilient. It is used at the auditory canal and 
external ear.

• Ligament Ligament is a dense fi brous connective tissue connecting 
bones to bones at joints.17 The ligament can resist tensile forces without 
considerable elongation.

• Tendon Tendons are dense fi brous connective tissues connecting bones 
to muscles.17 They are resistant to tension but fl exible. They enable bones 
to move while muscles contract.

6.3 Skeletal system

The skeletal system1 consists of bony and cartilaginous parts that support 
and protect the organs. In addition, it is also used for locomotion, together 
with the muscular system. The skeletal system includes the skull, vertebral 
column, thoracic cage, upper limbs, and lower limbs. The skull is composed 
of the cranium and facial bones. The cranium protects the brain, while the 
facial bones support the teeth and enable us to eat. The vertebral column 
consists of seven cervical vertebrae, twelve thoracic vertebrae, fi ve lumbar 
vertebrae, scrum, and coccyx. The cervical vertebrae located at the neck 
(cervical) region support the head and enable head movement. The fi rst 
cervical vertebra, the Atlas vertebra, supports the head. Together with the 
Atlas vertebra, the second vertebra (the Axis), enables head movements. 
The thoracic vertebrae, larger than the cervical vertebrae, have long trans-
verse process (or projections) on the dorsal side. The two sides of the 
transverse process provide facets for attachment of rib bones, while the 
center spinous process is used for muscle attachment. The lumbar vertebrae 
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are larger, to support the body from above them. The Sacrum is formed of 
fi ve fused vertebrae and is triangular in shape. The coccyx, composed of 
four fused vertebrae, is the lowest part of the vertebral column and is 
usually referred as the tailbone. It provides an attachment for muscles, and 
also serves as a shock absorber when sitting. The spinal cord, carrying nerve 
cells from the brain to the body, passes through the vertebral foramen 
(center hole) of all the vertebrae of the vertebral column except the 
coccyx.

The thoracic cage comprises the ribs, thoracic vertebrae, sternum, and 
coastal cartilages. The coastal cartilages connect the ribs to the sternum. The 
sternum, also referred to as the breast bone, is fl at and elongated. It consists 
of three parts: manubrium, sternum body, and xiphoid process. The ribs 
form an enclosure to protect the important organs such as the lungs 
and the heart. Most people have twelve ribs, of which only seven superior 
ones are attached to the sternum. The next three are attached to the 
seven ribs via cartilage. Thus, they are indirectly attached to the sternum 
and are called false ribs. The fi nal two (sometimes three) anterior ones 
are fl oating ribs, since they are not attached to the sternum directly or 
indirectly.

The upper limb (arm and hand) consists of the pectoral girdle, humerus, 
radius, ulna, and the hand bones. Sometimes the pectoral girdle is grouped 
in a separate set rather than with the upper limb. The pectoral girdle, also 
called the shoulder girdle, consists of one pair (left and right side) of clavi-
cles and one pair of scapulae. The clavicles (collar bones) hold the scapula 
in place and provide attachments for muscles of the upper limb, chest and 
back. At the medial side, it is attached to the manubrium, while at the lateral 
side it is connected to the acromion process of the scapula. The scapulae 
(shoulder blades) are broad triangular bones located at the upper back. The 
glenoid cavity of the scapula articulates with the head of the humerus. The 
scapulae provide attachment for the upper limb and chest muscles. 
The humerus, connected at the proximal side to the scapula at the 
head, forms the main bone for the upper arm. At the inferior side, the 
lateral and the medial epicondyle articulates with the radius and ulna 
forearm bones, respectively. The radius is located at the thumb side of 
the forearm while the ulna is located toward the small fi nger side. The 
hand bones include eight small tarsals that form the wrist, fi ve metatarsals 
that form the palm of the hand, and 14 phalanges that form the fi nger. The 
thumb has only two phalanges, while the other fi ngers have three 
phalanges.

The lower limb (leg and foot) consists of the pelvic girdle and the bone 
forming the thigh, leg, and foot. The pelvic girdle consists of two coxal bones 
articulated anteriorly to form the pelvis bone. The coxal bones articulate 
with the sacrum posteriorly. The coxal bones provide attachments for liga-
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ments and muscles. The thigh contains the femur bone, the longest bone in 
the body. The femur articulates at the head with the coxal bone. At the distal 
end of the femur, the lateral and medial condyles articulate with the tibia 
bone of the leg. At the distal end, there is also the patella or knee cap that 
articulates with the femur on its distal anterior surface. The tibia, which is 
larger than the fi bula, is located at the medial side. At the distal end, the 
tibia form the medial malleolus at the ankle. The long and slender fi bula is 
located in the lateral side of the tibia. The fi bula head articulates with the 
tibia just below the lateral condyle of the tibia. At the distal side, the fi bula 
forms the lateral malleolus at the ankle. The foot consists of seven tarsals 
(calcaneus, talus, navicular, cuboid, lateral cuneiform, intermediate cunei-
form, and medial cuneiform) which form the hind foot. The seven metatar-
sals of the foot form the mid foot, while the 14 phalanges form the 
forefoot.

6.4 Musculoskeletal system

Skeletal muscles provide a variety of body movements together with 
the skeletal system.4 Each movement depends upon the joint and the 
degree of freedom at the joint.18 The joints can be classifi ed, based on func-
tion, as synarthrosis (immovable), amphiarthrosis (slightly movable), 
and diarthrosis (freely movable). There are synarthrosis joints on the skull. 
Diarthrosis joints are also called synovial joints based on their structure. In 
a cartilaginous joint, cartilage connects the bones and allows slight 
movement. Cartilaginous joints can therefore be included with the 
amphiarthrosis group. The knee and the shoulder are synovial joints, 
while the joints between vertebrae are cartilaginous joints. The knee can 
be mechanically modeled as a hinge joint, while the shoulder can be 
modeled as a ball and socket joint. The cartilaginous joints of the spine 
(between vertebrae) enable rotation, slight shear, and some compression 
and extension.

At the synovial joints, in general one end of the muscle is connected to 
a bone that is movable and other end of the muscle at the other side of 
the joint to a relatively fi xed bone. The immovable end of the muscle is 
called the origin and the movable end is called the insertion. Muscles can 
have more than one origin and insertion point. When the muscle contracts 
(shortens), it pulls the movable bone, thus causing the desired movement. 
Several muscles work together to generate the desired effect. For a particu-
lar movement, one muscle provides the main force and is referred to as 
the prime mover. Muscles usually work in pairs, so when one muscle con-
tracts the other one relaxes and vice versa. The muscle that contracts to 
generate the prime move is called the agonist or synergist muscle, while 
the relaxing muscle is called the antagonist. When the antagonist muscle 
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contracts, motion opposite to the prime movement takes place. Figure 6.4 
shows a simplifi ed musculoskeletal system at the elbow joint. The insertion 
point of the biceps is at the radial tuberosity on the radius bone. The biceps 
has two origins: coracoid process and tubercle above glenoid cavity of 
scapula. The insertion point of triceps is at the olecranon process of ulna. 
The triceps has three origins: tubercle below glenoid cavity, lateral, and 
medial surfaces of humerus. When the biceps contracts, the triceps relaxes, 
moving the forearm toward the arm. When the triceps contracts, the biceps 
relaxes, moving the forearm away from the arm. A simple biomechanical 
model of the elbow joint can easily be constructed to estimate joint and 
muscle forces using the distances x (perpendicular distance of center of 
gravity of forearm from the elbow joint) and y (perpendicular distance of 
center of gravity of the object from the elbow joint), the angle q (angle 
of forearm respective to a given axis system), and the forces Wb (weight 
of forearm), W (weight of the object lifted), and Fb (force of the bicep 
muscle).

6.5 Overview of other systems

Several organs can work together in a system. The eleven systems in the 
human body are the circulatory system, digestive system, endocrine system, 
immune system, muscular system, lymphatic system, nervous system, repro-
ductive system, respiratory system, skeletal system, and urinary system.3,5,7,14 
The skeletal system has already been discussed suffi ciently. It is impossible 
to describe in detail all the systems in this chapter; however, a brief over-
view is essential.

The circulatory system, the body’s transport system, is made up of a 
group of organs that transport blood throughout the body. The heart pumps 

6.4 Simplifi ed musculoskeletal system at the elbow joint.
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the blood and oxygen-rich blood leaves the left side of the heart and enters 
the biggest artery, the aorta. The aorta branches into smaller arteries 
which branch into even smaller vessels called arterioles that travel all over 
the body. The smallest blood vessels (capillaries), found in body tissue, 
provide nutrients and oxygen to the cells and take in carbon dioxide, water, 
and waste. Veins are the opposite of arteries. The capillaries form the 
venules (small veins) and then veins. The oxygen and nutrient depleted 
blood goes back to the heart through veins. The veins join together from 
different branches to form larger veins until they reach the right side 
of the heart at the vena cava. Blood is pumped from the heart at high 
pressure, so the arteries have thicker walls than the veins. In addition, veins 
have valves to assist the transportation of blood back to the heart. These 
are essential especially when blood has to move ‘uphill’ from the lower 
limbs. The oxygen-depleted blood arriving at the right side of the heart is 
pumped to the lungs, via the pulmonary artery. At the lungs, the blood 
is oxygenated and arrives to the left side of the heart via the pulmonary 
vein. The heart beats continuously supplying nutrients and oxygen to all 
parts of the body.

The digestive system is made up of organs that break down macromolecu-
lar food particles (protein, carbohydrates, and fats) into simpler molecules 
(amino acids, glucose, and fatty acids) that can be absorbed by the body. 
The simpler molecules are ‘burned’ at the cells to release energy and to 
facilitate growth and repair. In addition, the digestive system enables the 
absorption of minerals (calcium, potassium, sodium and others) and vita-
mins (A, B, C, etc.). After food is chewed in the mouth and swallowed, it 
goes down the esophagus and enters the stomach. At the stomach, it is 
broken down by powerful stomach acids. From the stomach, the food travels 
into the small intestine, where the food is further broken down into nutri-
ents that can enter the blood stream. The excess food that the body does 
not need or cannot digest is turned into waste and is eliminated from the 
body via the anus.

The endocrine system is a group of glands that produce hormones. 
Hormones are chemicals that control body functions such as metabolism, 
growth, and sexual development. The glands (pituitary gland, thyroid gland, 
parathyroid glands, adrenal glands, thymus gland, pineal body, pancreas, 
ovaries (in females), and testes (in males)) release hormones directly into 
the bloodstream, which transports them to organs and tissues throughout 
the body.

The immune system is our body’s defense system against infections and 
diseases. There are three types of response systems in the immune system: 
the anatomic response, the infl ammatory response, and the immune 
response. The anatomic response physically prevents threatening substances 
from entering the body. Examples of the anatomic system include the 
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mucous membranes and the skin. If substances do get by, the infl ammatory 
response goes on the attack. The infl ammatory system works by excreting 
the invaders from the body. Sneezing, running noses, and fever are examples 
of the infl ammatory system at work. When the infl ammatory response 
fails, the immune response goes to work. This is the central part of the 
immune system and consists of white blood cells, which fi ght infection by 
swallowing up antigens. About a quarter of white blood cells, called the 
lymphocytes, migrate to the lymph nodes, and produce antibodies, which 
fi ght disease.

The muscular system is made up of tissues that work with the skeletal 
system to control movement of the body. Some muscles, such as those in 
the arms and legs, are voluntary, meaning that one decides when to move 
them. Other muscles, such as the ones in the stomach, heart, intestines and 
other organs, are involuntary. This means that they are controlled automati-
cally by the nervous system and hormones. The body is made up of three 
types of muscle tissue: skeletal, smooth and cardiac. Further details may be 
found in Section 6.4.

The lymphatic system is also a defense system for the body. It fi lters out 
organisms that cause disease, produces white blood cells, and generates 
disease-fi ghting antibodies. It also distributes fl uids and nutrients in the 
body and drains excess fl uids and protein so that tissues do not swell. The 
lymphatic system consists of a network of vessels that help to circulate body 
fl uids. These vessels carry excess fl uid away from the spaces between tissues 
and organs and return it to the bloodstream.

The nervous system is made up of the brain, the spinal cord, and nerves. 
One of the most important systems in the body, the nervous system is 
the body’s control system. It sends, receives, and processes nerve impu-
lses throughout the body. These nerve impulses tell muscles and organs 
what to do and how to respond to the environment. There are three 
parts of the nervous system that work together: the central nervous 
system, the peripheral nervous system, and the autonomic nervous system. 
The central nervous system consists of the brain and spinal cord. It sends 
out nerve impulses and analyzes information from the sense organs, 
which tell the brain about things one sees, hears, smells, tastes and feels. 
The peripheral nervous system includes the craniospinal nerves that branch 
off from the brain and the spinal cord. It carries the nerve impulses from 
the central nervous system to the muscles and glands. The autonomic 
nervous system regulates involuntary actions, such as heart beat and 
digestion.

The reproductive system allows humans to produce children. Sperm from 
the male fertilizes the female’s egg, or ovum, in the fallopian tube. The fer-
tilized egg travels from the fallopian tube to the uterus, where the fetus 
develops over a period of nine months.
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The respiratory system brings air into the body and removes carbon 
dioxide. It includes the nose, trachea, and lungs. On breathing in, air enters 
the nose or mouth and goes down a long tube called the trachea. The 
trachea branches into two bronchial tubes, or primary bronchi, which go to 
the lungs. The primary bronchi branch off into even smaller bronchial tubes, 
or bronchioles. The bronchioles end in the alveoli, or air sacs. Oxygen 
follows this path and passes through the walls of the air sacs and blood 
vessels before entering the blood stream. At the same time, carbon dioxide 
passes into the lungs and is exhaled.

The urinary system eliminates waste from the body, in the form of urine. 
The kidneys remove waste from the blood. The waste combines with water 
to form urine. From the kidneys, urine travels down two thin tubes called 
ureters to the bladder. When the bladder is full, urine is discharged through 
the urethra.

6.6 Anthropometry

Anthropometry is a method of assessing the size, proportions, and composi-
tion of the human body using simple equipment.9 It is universally applica-
ble, inexpensive and non-invasive. The anthropometric percentage values 
are used to compare different populations. Anthropometric measures have 
been widely used for equipment and workplace design, growth and nutri-
tion evaluation, and for clothing design and sizing.19–21 Tables 6.2 and 6.3 
show anthropometric values for Japanese young males and females col-
lected by Kouchi and Mochimaru.22 Figure 6.5 shows the location of the 
measurements. Most of the measurements were taken using anthropome-
ters and tape. In addition, Fig. 6.6 shows the mass and volume of the 12 
body segments according to the NASA.12 This can be used for development 
of biomechanical models.

6.7 Range of motion

In Section 6.4, the musculoskeletal system was discussed. The amount of 
movement that occurs at a joint is the range of motion (ROM). Medical 
practitioners and physiotherapists use ROM to determine abnormality or 
injury in patients.10,18 For clothing design, ROM is important for developing 
items that will be appealing but at the same time do not restrict 
movement.

6.8 Human skin and temperature regulation

The skin is the largest organ responsible for protecting us against the harsh 
environment.11 It is also an element of beauty2 and racial confl ict.23 
Additionally and importantly, it regulates the body’s temperature.24–28 Since 
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6.5 Anthropometric measures.

6.6 Mass and volume for different segments.
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clothing can infl uence the temperature of the body, it is essential to know 
the skin and its properties. The skin has three layers: epidermis, dermis and 
subcutaneous layer.11

The epidermis (outer layer), also called cuticle or scarf skin, is non-
vascular (does not have blood vessels), and consists of stratifi ed epithelium. 
However, the deepest epidermal layer (stratum basale), close to dermis, is 
nourished by blood vessels. The more superfi cial layers of cells, called the 
stratum corneum, may be regarded separately from a deeper stratum 
(stratum mucosum). The epidermis varies in thickness. For example, in the 
palms of the hands and soles of the feet, it is thick, hard, and horny in 
texture. Moving from the deep to the outer layer of the epidermis, the nutri-
ent decreases. At the surface, the cells are dead and provide protection 
against mechanical injury as they can be rubbed away. The epidermis pro-
vides protection against water loss, chemicals, and injury. Specialized cells 
(melanocytes) in the epidermis produce melanin, a dark pigment that 
absorbs the sun’s ultraviolet rays. The amount of melanin in the skin is 
responsible for the skin color. More melanin causes darker skin. The amount 
of melanin depends upon genetics, and environmental and physiological 
factors.

The epidermis is non-vascular whereas the dermis, just below the epider-
mis, is well supplied with blood vessels. The blood vessels provide nutrients 
to all the skin cells and at the same time are responsible for temperature 
regulation. The dermis also has nerve ending and specialized nerve cells 
responsible for detecting mechanical, temperature, pressure, and vibration 
effects. In hairy skin, the ‘root’ of the hair (hair follicle) is situated in the 
dermal layer. The hair inclination can be changed using the arrector pili 
muscle. The eccrine sweat gland produces sweat which travels along the 
sweat gland duct and emerges at the pore on the epidermal surface. The 
sebaceous gland on the other hand secrets an oily liquid (sebum) through 
small ducts into the hair follicles. This oily liquid keeps the hair and 
skin soft.

The subcutaneous layer consists of loose connective and adipose tissue. 
There is no sharp boundary between dermis and the subcutaneous layer 
and, in many cases, the subcutaneous layer is considered part of the dermis. 
The adipose tissue stores fat and is used for insulation and energy 
storage.

As previously mentioned, the skin is used for temperature regulation28 
and clothing has much infl uence in the skin’s function.29 Being warm 
blooded, the temperature of human deep body parts is kept at 37 °C. Only 
slight changes of this disrupt the normal body functions, so when the body 
temperature changes, prompt action is taken. The body can lose heat by 
three mechanisms: conduction, convection and radiation. When the tem-
perature of the body increases, nerve impulses from the brain (in the 
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hypothalamus region) cause the blood vessels to dilate.28 This results in 
more blood fl owing in the dermis. Heat is lost from the skin surface through 
radiation (more heat is lost from darker skin). At the same time, nerve 
signals stimulate the eccrine gland to produce sweat. When the sweat evapo-
rates, the skin is cooled further (by convection). In a windy environment, 
we feel cooler; however, high humidity hinders heat evaporation. Heat is 
also lost via conduction if the skin is in direct contact with a colder material, 
especially a heat conducting material. However, when the temperature of 
the body decreases, nerve signal causes the blood vessels to contract. This 
decreases blood fl ow and thus heat loss through the skin is reduced. The 
sweat glands are inactive and the hair can be erect to create an insulation 
layer of air on top of the skin. Further reduction in temperature causes 
shivering, as nerve signals causes the contraction of muscles to produce 
heat. Thermal regulation is very important for clothing design.25,26,29

6.9 Conclusion

Since clothes are designed for humans, it is essential to know the anatomy 
and physiology of the human body. Only then will we be able to merge 
the knowledge of clothing mechanics with those of human biomechanics 
in order to predict the effect of clothing on the human body. This chapter 
has provided a basic understanding of the human body. First, some terms 
were defi ned to enable the user to better understand the human body. 
Then, the skeletal and musculoskeletal systems were discussed, since it 
forms the main system for movement and support. Anthropometry and 
range of motion, together with an understanding of the musculoskeletal 
system provide the fundamental knowledge for clothing sizing, biomechani-
cal analysis, and fashion design. In addition, the human skin was discussed. 
The skin not only protects the body but also regulates the body’s temper-
ature. Since clothing can infl uence the skin’s function, it is essential to 
understand the anatomy and physiology of the skin. Sensors in the skin 
infl uence the perception of comfort and fi t and, as a result, knowledge of 
the skin enables the design of comfortable clothing for any temperature. 
In order to make the study of the body complete, an overview of all the 
human systems (circulatory, digestive, endocrine, immune, lymphatic, mus-
cular, nervous, reproductive, respiratory, skeletal, and urinary) have been 
provided.
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7.1 Introduction

Tissues of the human body are often grouped into hard tissues and soft 
tissues. The hard tissues, i.e. bone and tooth, have been quantitatively char-
acterized at either macro- or micro-levels in many studies. Their mechanical 
behaviors and properties can be found in many references.1 Soft tissues 
refer to a large family of tissues, such as connective tissues, muscle and 
internal organs. Connective tissues, such as cartilage, ligament, tendon and 
skin, perform mainly a mechanical function. Their specifi c functional roles 
determine the differences in mechanical properties as a result of their 
diverse combinations of composition and micro-structure.

The human skin directly interacts with external environments, especially 
with clothes or garments. An understanding of the biomechanical proper-
ties of skin and its underlying tissues has considerable impact in the textile 
and clothing fi eld. This chapter will focus on the biomechanical and 
structural characteristics of the human skin and underlying tissues. The 
mechanical behaviors of human skin and underlying tissues, such as its 
inhomogeneous, anisotropic, nonlinear and viscoelastic properties, and the 
mathematical models for representing the skin material properties, will be 
discussed.

7.2 Mechanical behavior of human skin

Soft tissues consist of a network of intertwining fi bers with ground sub-
stance (matrix of connective tissue) immersed in fl uid. The extracellular 
matrix of fi bers contributes mainly to the mechanical properties, which may 
vary with species, age, hydration, obesity and biological difference between 
individuals. For the same individual, the properties vary with site and ori-
entation and may be altered by irradiation, drugs, and chemicals.

The human skin possesses complex mechanical behaviors because of its 
multi-component material constituents, namely collagen fi ber, elastin fi ber 
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and ground substance with fl uid. It exhibits non-homogeneous, anisotropic, 
nonlinear, and time-dependent viscoelastic properties. Collagen is a main 
structural component of connective tissues and accounts for about 70–80% 
of the dry weight of the skin, depending on age, gender and location.2 
Collagen fi bers form a three-dimensional, disordered network of wavy 
coiled structures, with some preferential orientation. The collagen fi bers 
near the epidermis are fi ner and randomly oriented, while at the mid zone 
they are coarser and densely packed.3 In the deep zone, they are coarse 
again but are loosely packed. Collagen fi bers have high tensile strength, 
up to 350 MPa, and are stiff with a Young’s modulus of approximately 
1 GPa.3

Elastin accounts for only about 1–2% of the dry weight of skin but is 
important for the maintenance of skin elasticity and resilience.2 The elastin 
fi bers are thought to be the fi rst to be stretched when the tissue is strained;3 
they dominate the skin response at very low strain levels when the collagen 
fi bers are still buckled. Elastin fi bers appear as fi ne fi bers that intertwine 
around the thicker collagen fi bers in the deep layers of the dermis, but are 
rather straight close to the epidermis.3 They are coarser in the dermis layer 
than close to the epidermis. Elastin is considerably less stiff than collagen 
and can be reversibly stretched to more than 100%.

The ground substance accounts for about 70–90% of the skin volume.2 It 
is gelatinous and imparts viscoelastic behavior. The fl uid-like ground sub-
stance exudes from the interfi ber space while the fi bers become reoriented 
and densely packed upon stretching.3 This fl ow of ground substance is asso-
ciated with the viscosity of the skin, governing the toe region of the non-
linear portion of the stress–strain curve, in which the collagen fi bers are not 
yet fully aligned and stretched. The ground substance shows signifi cant 
effects on compression, due to the water affi nity of the matrix of 
glycosaminoglycans.3

7.2.1 Subject dependent mechanical behavior

Biological variability often dominates the results of mechanical testing. The 
mechanical properties vary with age, gender, activity levels and healthy 
conditions.

7.2.2 Site dependent (inhomogeneous) 
mechanical behavior

The mechanical properties of soft tissue are site-dependent or inhomogene-
ous. Because the functions of different locations may vary, the skin tissue 
exhibits inhomogeneous responses to mechanical loading.
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7.2.3 Anisotropic mechanical behavior

Skin is an anisotropic material and its characteristics can be described by 
the directional pattern of pre-stress lines or the so-called Langer’s lines 
(Fig. 7.1). These are related to the visible crease and wrinkle lines of the 
skin, corresponding to the directions of preferred disposition of collagen 
fi bers.4 The elastin and collagen fi bers along Langer’s lines are more 
stretched than those across the line, so that the extensibility of skin is lower 
in the directions of these lines and its stiffness is higher in these 
directions.

7.1 Langer’s lines.
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7.2.4 Nonlinear mechanical behavior

Although individual collagen and elastin fi bers can be approximated as 
linearly elastic, non-uniformity of these structures results in nonlinear 
stress–strain relationships of the skin tissue. This nonlinearity is the result 
of gradual straightening of the collagen fi bers. Figure 7.2 describes a typical 
stress–strain curve of the skin under tension. At range OA, with very low 
strains in the skin, the elastin fi bers are primarily stretched and the collagen 
fi bers are still coiled, resulting in a very low stiffness and an approximately 
linear stress–strain relationship. With increasing strains to range AB, a 
gradual straightening of the originally buckled collagen fi bers contributes 
to the increasing stiffness of the skin tissue. The range OB is often called 
the toe region. At higher strains to range BC, the collagen fi bers are all 
straightened and the stress–strain relationship becomes linear. Beyond the 
linear region, skin fi bers begin to partially break, until complete tissue 
rupture occurs. As the skin response exhibits signifi cant nonlinearity, its 
mechanical behavior depends highly on its state of tension.

7.2.5 Plastic behavior

If the magnitude of deformations is small enough, skin can be reversibly 
stretched. However, when it is stretched frequently or to a relatively large 
strain for a long period, permanent deformation occurs, which appears as 
permanent wrinkles or sutured wounds. The residual deformation after the 

7.2 A typical stress–strain curve of skin tissue under uniaxial tension. 
From the toe region (O to B), the load increases linearly under initial 
tension and exponentially with increasing elongation. From the linear 
region (B to C), the relationship is approximately linear. Going into the 
plastic region (C to D), the relationship is nonlinear and the tissue will 
rupture after it has reached its ultimate stress (D).

O A B C D

Strain

Stress

Ultimate stress
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release of the external loading corresponds to the plasticity of the skin 
tissue.

7.2.6 Viscoelastic behavior

Viscoelasticity describes time-dependent mechanical properties. Soft tissues 
consist of both solid and fl uid, and behave as viscoelastic material. The 
mechanical properties are strain-rate-dependent. With increasing strain 
rate, the material becomes stiffer and stronger. It is necessary to consider 
and specify the strain rate or load rate when conducting tests and reporting 
the results. Skin tissues show stress relaxation under constant strain and 
creep under constant stress. When a tissue is stretched to a certain strain 
level and kept constant, the stress gradually decreases with time (Fig. 7.3a). 
This phenomenon is called stress relaxation. Alternatively, when the tissue 
is stretched to a certain stress level and then kept constant, its strain 
increases with time (Fig. 7.3b). This phenomenon is called creep. Soft tissues 
also exhibit considerable hysteresis under a cyclic load, i.e. the stress–strain 
curve shows two distinct paths during the loading and unloading cycle (Fig. 
7.3c). Because of its viscoelastic nature, the stress response at any instant 
of time depends not only on the tissue strain at that time, but also on the 
history of the deformation.4

7.2.7 Preconditioning

When loading and unloading cycles are applied to the skin tissue succes-
sively up to the same stress level, the stress–strain curve is gradually shifted 
to the right (Fig. 7.3d). After a number of subsequent cycles, the mechanical 
response becomes reproducible from one cycle to the next. This phenome-
non is called preconditioning, a steady state being reached. Preconditioning 
of the tissues prior to experimentation is important in order to obtain gen-
eralized, steady-state response of the materials. Recovery of precondition-
ing with both initial confi guration and initial response will occur provided 
the specimen has not been damaged or undergone plastic deformation.

7.2.8 Compressibility

The degree of compressibility of skin is determined by the extent of its 
volume reduction under external pressure. Skin is diffi cult to compress 
because it contains a high proportion of chemically-bound water molecules 
with little free fl uid inside. The change in skin tissue volume is extremely 
small for large changes in pressure; therefore, skin is often considered as 
incompressible.4
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7.3 Models of mechanical properties for soft tissues

A linear elastic model is often used for the description of skin mechanical 
properties. Young’s modulus, shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio are para-
meters to specify linear elastic properties. However, soft tissues behave in 
a more complicated way, such as highly nonlinear and time-dependent. 
Many more sophisticated models have been developed.

7.3.1 Strain–energy function of nonlinearity

One way to represent the nonlinear stress–strain relationship is the strain 
energy function method. Let W be the strain energy per unit mass of the 
tissue, and r0 be the density in the unstressed state. Then r0W is the strain 
energy per unit volume of the tissue in the unstressed state. The strain energy 
function W can be expressed in terms of nine strain components Eij in sym-
metric forms.5 The stress components Sij, defi ned for a unit mass of tissue, 
can be obtained from the partial derivatives of r0W with respect to Eij:

Time Time

Strain

Stress  Strain

Stress

loading 

unloading

Stress

Strain

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

1 2 3 4

7.3 Typical stress–strain curves characterizing (a) stress relaxation, (b) 
creep, (c) hysteresis and (d) preconditioning of skin tissue.
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Sij = ∂r0W/∂Eij (i,j = 1,2,3). [7.1]

The general form of the strain energy function W for a material has been 
given in terms of strain invariants and the extension ratios of the strain 
tensor as a polynomial or an exponential function.4

The commonly used Mooney–Rivlin model has a polynomial strain 
energy function of the form:

U C I C I
D

Jel= −( ) + −( ) + −( )10 1 01 2
1

2
3 3

1
1  [7.2]

where U is the strain energy potential,
 −I1, 

−I2 the fi rst and second deviatoric strain invariants,
 Jel the elastic volume ratio, and
 C10, C01 and D1 the material parameters.
If D1 is zero, the material is fully incompressible.

7.3.2 Models of linear viscoelasticity

Models developed to describe a viscoelastic material are a combination of 
a spring and a dashpot. The spring represents the elastic portion of the 
material, whereas the dashpot represents the viscous portion. Combinations 
of spring and dashpot can be used to represent different linear viscoelastic 
materials. The three most popular models of viscoelasticity are the Maxwell 
model, a spring in series with a dashpot (Fig. 7.4), the Voigt model, a spring 
and a dashpot in parallel, and the Kelvin model or the so-called standard 
linear solid, which is a combination of a spring in parallel with a Maxwell 
body.

A linear spring instantaneously produces a deformation proportional to 
the load s = Ee, while a dashpot produces a velocity proportional to the 
load at any instant s = he

.
. Spring coeffi cient E and viscous coeffi cient h are 

constants. The constitutive relations of the above viscoelastic models can 
be accordingly derived as follows:6

• For the Maxwell model having a series spring-dashpot arrangement, the 
associated stresses for both spring and dashpot are equal, while 
the associated strain is the sum of the strains in the two elements; then 
the constitutive equation is

σ
η

σ ε+ =
�
�

E
.  [7.3]

• In a similar manner, the constitutive relation for the Voigt model can 
be readily shown as

s = Ee + he
.
. [7.4]
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• The constitutive relation for the Kelvin model or standard linear 
solid is

1 1

2 2
1+( ) + ( ) = +E

E E
Eσ η σ ε ηε

. .
.  [7.5]

The above three models have been widely used to describe the viscoelas-
ticity of materials. However, there are limitations for accurate representa-
tion of soft tissues.4 For example, when a material represented by any one 
of these models is subjected to a cyclic load, the hysteresis will not be 

7.4 Viscoelastic models and associated hysteresis diagrams for 
discrete and continuous relaxation spectra (adapted from Fung, 1993, 
in Mechanical Properties of Living Tissues, 2nd edition, Springer-Verlag, 
New York).
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insensitive to strain rate. As loading frequency increases, under the mag-
nitude of load the damping effect exhibited by the dashpot in the Maxwell 
body decreases with frequency. However, the damping effect of the dashpot 
in the Voigt body increases with loading frequency. For the standard linear 
solid, there exists a characteristic loading frequency at which the damping 
is at a maximum. Therefore, none of these models can represent the 
nearly constant damping property of soft tissue, which is independent of 
loading frequency.7 A model suitable for soft tissues should have more 
springs and dashpots. Fung5 described the continuous relaxation spectrum 
of soft tissues by a generalized Kelvin model in which a large number 
of Kelvin units are combined in series (Fig. 7.4). The corresponding 
hysteresis diagram shows an infi nite number of bell-shaped curves, which 
add up to a continuous curve of nearly constant height over a very wide 
range of frequencies (Fig. 7.4).

Experimental determination of linear viscoelastic properties

For the linear viscoelastic theory, there are different means of expressing 
the mechanical properties in which the stress–strain properties are given by 
relaxation and creep functions. Standard testing procedures, such as the 
relaxation and creep tests, provide the most direct means of obtaining the 
mechanical properties involved in the linear theory of viscoelasticity.8 Such 
tests are usually applied to uniaxial deformation conditions whereby the 
appropriate constitutive relations are given by

σ τ ε
τ

τt E t
t

( ) = −( ) ∂
∂−∞

∫ d  [7.6]

ε τ σ τ
τ

τt L t
t

( ) = −( ) ∂ ( )
∂−∞

∫ d  [7.7]

where E(t) and L(t) are the respective uniaxial relaxation function and 
creep function.8

In a stress relaxation test, the material specimen is subjected to a strain 
suddenly applied at time t = 0 and maintained constant thereafter. The 
measured load output can be converted into either true or nominal stress 
values. If s(t) is measured throughout the experiment, the stress-relaxation 
function, E(t), is readily determined. In the creep test, the material specimen 
is subjected to a load which is applied as quickly as possible and is varied 
in such a manner as to keep the stress, s0, at a constant value after load 
application. With the resulting deformation or strain e(t), in the specimen 
being measured as a function of time elapsed since the load was fi rst 
applied, the creep function, L(t) can be determined.
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7.3.3 Quasi-linear viscoelasticity

The theory of linear viscoelasticity is valid in the case of small deformation. 
For fi nite deformations, the nonlinear stress–strain characteristics of soft 
tissue have to be taken into account. The features of relaxation, creep and 
hysteresis can be condensed into a mathematical formulation called quasi-
linear viscoelasticity theory.7 In this theory, the instantaneous stress response 
to strain is nonlinear. The stress at any given time is related to the entire 
past history of the elastic stress with a linear relationship. The present stress 
is obtained by multiplying the past elastic stress increment with a relaxation 
function and integrating the product convolutionally from the beginning of 
the time to the present. The relaxation function has a continuous relaxation 
spectrum.

Considering a cylindrical specimen subjected to tensile load, if a step 
increase in elongation (from l = 1 to l) is imposed on the specimen, the 
stress developed will be a function of time as well as of the stretch l. The 
history of the stress response, called the relaxation function, K(l,t), is 
assumed to be of the form

K(l ,t) = G(t) T (e)(l), G(0) = 1, [7.8]

where G(t), a normalized function of time, is called the reduced relaxation 
function, and T (e)(l), a function of l alone, is called the elastic response. 
Assuming that the stress response to an infi nitesimal change in stretch, 
δl(t) superposed on a specimen in a state of stretch l at an instant of time 
t, is, for t > t :

G t
T e

−( ) ∂ ( )[ ]
∂

( )
( )

τ λ τ
λ

λ τδ ,  [7.9]

and with superposition principles, the stress response is written as

T t G t
Tt e

( ) = −( ) ∂ ( )[ ]
∂−∞

( )

∫ τ λ τ
τ

τd ,  [7.10]

where the tensile stress at time t is the sum of contributions of all the past 
changes, each governed by the same reduced relaxation function. From Eq. 
7.10, the stress response is described by a linear law relating the stress T 
with the elastic response T (e). The function T (e)(l) plays the role assumed 
by the strain e in the conventional theory of viscoelasticity.

The inverse of Eq. 7.10 may be written as

ε τ ε τ
τ

τT t J t
Tt e

,
d

d
d ,( ) = −( ) ( )[ ]

−∞

( )

∫  [7.11]

which defi nes the reduced creep function J(t).
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The elastic response, T (e)(l).
Assuming T = e = 0 for t < 0 and from Eq. 7.10:

T t T t T t
Ge e

t

( ) = ( )[ ]+ −( )[ ] ∂ ( )
∂

( ) ( )∫λ λ τ τ
τ

τ
0

d .  [7.12]

Observing that the steady-state stress–strain behavior of soft tissue is not 
sensitive to strain rate, its elastic response T (e)(l) may be described using 
elasticity theory, which can be approximated by its tensile stress response 
in a loading experiment.7 By defi nition, T (e)(l) is the tensile stress instan-
taneously generated in the tissue when a step function of stretching l is 
imposed on it. Strict laboratory measurement of T (e)(l) according to this 
defi nition is diffi cult because, at a sudden application of loading, transient 
stress waves will be induced in the specimen and a recording of the stress 
response will be confused by these elastic waves. However, if the relaxation 
function G(t) is assumed as a continuous function, then T (e)(l) may be 
approximated by the tensile stress response in a loading experiment with a 
suffi ciently high rate of loading. Besides, the repeatable loading and unload-
ing tensile curves upon preconditioning may be characterized separately 
using the elasticity theory.

The elastic response function T (e)(l) can be of different forms. A linear 
stress–strain relationship can be assumed for strains up to about 30% while 
an exponential or a parabolic form is recommended for larger strains.4

The reduced relaxation function, G(t).
With the feature of strain rate independency, a reduced relaxation func-

tion of the form:7

G(t) = a ln(t) + b [7.13]

with α
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where c, g, t1 and t2 are constants with, t1 ≤ t ≤ t2, has been commonly employed 
in the quasi-linear viscoelastic theory to incorporate the continuous relaxa-
tion spectrum of hysteresis (Fig. 7.4). The two ends of the spectrum, marked 
by frequencies t1

−1 and t2
−1 defi ne two characteristic times t1 and t2 which 

can be determined from experimental data. The quasi-linear viscoelastic 
theory has been widely applied to characterize the viscoelastic behavior of 
various soft tissues, including the muscle, ligament and tendon structures.4

7.3.4 The poroelastic model of soft tissues

The phenomenon of viscoelasticity can be classifi ed as fl ow-dependent 
or fl ow-independent. Flow-dependent viscoelasticity is the result of the 
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interaction between the solid matrix of the tissue and the interstitial fl uid, 
whereas the fl ow-independent viscoelasticity is the result of the intrinsic 
viscoelastic tissue behavior. The characteristic of fl ow-dependent viscoelas-
ticity of soft tissue can be described by a poroelastic or a biphasic model.

In the poroelastic model, the diffusive interaction between the solid 
matrix and the interstitial fl uid is assumed to be the sole source of the 
viscoelastic phenomenon of the tissue in the so-called fl ow-dependent vis-
coelasticity. The development of the poroelastic model was based on a 
consolidation theory introduced by Biot9 for analyzing the mechanical 
behaviour of soil structures. This consolidation theory, also known as the 
poroelastic theory, defi ned a structure as a porous media consisting of an 
elastic solid matrix with interconnected fl uid saturated pores. A biphasic 
model for describing the mechanical behavior of soft tissue was introduced 
by Mow et al.,10 which is based on theory of mixtures.11 The biphasic theory 
assumes that tissue is a mixture of two distinct constituents, an incompress-
ible fl uid phase (interstitial water) and an incompressible porous solid 
phase (PG, collagen, and other minor protein molecules). The biphasic 
model has been recognized to simulate the role of the interstitial fl uid in 
the mechanical behavior of articular cartilage. In the linear biphasic theory, 
it is assumed that the fl uid phase is inviscid and that the solid phase is line-
arly elastic. The overall viscoelastic behavior of the tissue is mathematically 
modeled in terms of the diffusive momentum exchange between the fl uid 
phase and the porous solid phase and is dependent on the permeability of 
the tissue matrix. All of the material parameters, such as the volume fraction 
of each constituent, permeability, and elastic moduli, are assumed to be 
constant and independent of tissue deformation. This biphasic theory used 
a similar approach to that of the poroelastic theory in analyzing the porous 
media. The poroelastic model of Biot9 differs from the biphasic model10 in 
that the latter does not take into account the compressibility of the indi-
vidual constituents. The biphasic and poroelastic models are basically the 
same provided that the described porous media consisted of incompressible 
elastic solid matrices saturated with an incompressible Newtonian fl uid.

A poroelastic model of skin subcutaneous tissue was built by Mak et al.12 
to study the effects of epidermal loadings on pressure sores. A layer of skin 
and subcutaneous tissue on a bony substratum was modeled as a homoge-
neous layer of biphasic material with uniform thickness. The epidermal 
surface and the bony interface were taken to be impervious. The cases for 
surface pressure loadings and displacement-controlled indentations were 
simulated and the transient tissue response of hydrostatic pressure and 
tissue compaction were analyzed. The model provided an overview on how 
various materials, and geometric and loading parameters can affect the 
transient biomechanical responses of a layer of skin and subcutaneous 
tissue on a bony substratum; in particular, the hydrostatic pressure build-up 
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within the tissue and the subsequent tissue compaction as the fl uid gradu-
ally moves away from the loaded area.

The biphasic model has been extended to include nonlinear behaviors 
such as strain-dependent permeability and fi nite deformation.13 –16 Identifying 
the intrinsic viscoelastic effect on the dynamic behaviour of articular carti-
lage, Mak17,18 introduced the poroviscoelastic theory, which took into 
account the intrinsic viscoelasticity of the solid matrix based on the biphasic 
theory. Lai et al.19 presented an extended version of the theory, called the 
triphasic model, to include the dissolved solute concentration, which is 
known to be responsible for the osmotic pressure and swelling effect of soft 
tissue.
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8.1 Introduction

The biomechanical functional performance of garments and devices is 
determined by the mechanical interactions between clothes and the human 
body during wear in static and/or dynamic situations. Therefore, how to 
treat the contact mechanics at the cloth–skin interfaces is critical for estab-
lishing scientifi c understanding and knowledge for the purpose of biome-
chanical engineering. In this chapter, the techniques and processes 
developed in the area of contact mechanics in relation to biomechanical 
engineering are introduced and discussed.

8.2 Contact problems involved in garments

When a garment is worn on a human body, it takes the body shape and 
follows body movements. During the wearing, cloth deformation is mostly 
caused by its contact with the body. However, since cloth is a kind of soft 
and fl exible material, it can easily bend and fold to contact itself, especially 
in free draping. Such self-collision is also an important aspect of the cloth 
contact problem.

While self-contact is a major determinant of the garment aesthetic 
appearance, the contact between cloth and the organic human body will 
have deep infl uence on the human body. The interaction between fabric and 
human skin will stimulate various sensory receptors in the skin and may 
cause uncomfortable feelings, such as tickle, prickle and abrasion of the 
skin. The pressures exerted on the body will not only affect the person’s 
compression comfort feelings, they will infl uence physiological perform-
ance, such as blood circulation. So it is very important to simulate the 
geometric and mechanical interaction of cloth contact accurately in biome-
chanical engineering garment design.

In most garment simulation, the human body is modeled as a shell 
rather than a solid body. The contact between the body and cloth is usually 
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considered as a non-penetration geometric constraint rather than a mechan-
ical interaction. A generalized approach is introduced to deal with the 
contact problem and to generate realistic contact response. In computer 
simulation, shell or solid objects are often described as polygonal or poly-
hedral meshes. However, these virtual objects do not occupy any real 
volume in space, and there is nothing preventing them from occupying the 
same volume in virtual space, so some collision management is necessary 
to enable objects to interact, preventing geometrical interference.

8.3 Contact mechanics

When two objects contact, the reaction forces oppose geometrical interpen-
etration while the friction forces prevent relative sliding. Therefore, dealing 
with contact involves two types of problems:

(i) collision detection: to fi nd out the locations of geometrical contacts 
between objects;

(ii) collision response: to integrate the resulting reaction and friction 
effects in the mechanical simulation.

The two problems are different in nature: the former is essentially a geo-
metrical processing whereas the latter is relevant to the mechanical mode-
ling. They are addressed respectively in the following two sections.

8.3.1 Contact kinematics

Assume two elastic bodies, b i, i = 1, 2, each occupying the bounded domain 
Ωi ⊂ R3. The two bodies initially separate from each other. When they come 
into contact, both of them get deformed and contact at a boundary due to 
the contact response. Within the contact boundary, the point x1 in b 1 comes 
in contact with the point x2 in b 2, and n1 denotes the normal of the contact 
surface at point x1. In the contact area, constraint equations or the approach 
function for normal contact have to be formulated, as well as the kinemati-
cal relations for the tangential contact.1

Normal contact of 3D bodies

As the two bodies come into contact, there are two cases for the contact 
condition: non-penetration, and a small penetration allowed. Once the point 
x1 in contact with x2 is known, an inequality constraint for the fi rst case can 
be defi ned:

gN = (x2 − x1) · n1 ≥ 0;
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or a penetration function for the second case:

g
x x n x x n

N =
−( ) ⋅{ −( ) ⋅ <2 1 1 2 1 1

0

0
, .

if

otherwise

Two main techniques can be followed to impose contact conditions in the 
normal direction. One is the formulation of the non-penetration as a purely 
geometrical constraint; the normal contact stresses then follow from the 
constraint equation. And another is the development of an elastic or elasto-
plastic constitutive law for the micromechanical approach within the contact 
area, which yields a response function for the normal contact stresses.

The purely geometrical constraint for the non-penetration can be stated 
as:

gN ≥ 0, pN ≥ 0, pNgN ≥ 0.

Here, pN, contact pressure, is the force acting on both surfaces in the normal 
direction, which obeys the action–reaction principle. For contact, there is 
gN = 0, and pN < 0. If there is a gap between the bodies, then the relation 
becomes gN > 0, and pN = 0.

The micromechanical approach takes account of the roughness of the 
body surface. The mechanical behavior depends in general upon material 
parameters, such as hardness, and on geometrical parameters, such as 
surface roughness. Then, the contact pressure can be formulated as:

pN = f(d),

where, f is a nonlinear function of the current mean plane distance d. 
The distance d is related to the geometrical approach gN, via the relation: 
gN = z − d as illustrated in Fig. 8.1.

Tangential contact of 3D bodies

In the tangential direction of the contact interface, there are generally two 
cases needing to be distinguished: the fi rst is the ‘stick state’, in which a 
point that is in contact is not allowed to move in a tangential direction; the 
second is ‘sliding’, which means that a point moves in a tangential direction 

8.1 Physical approach of two bodies.

b2 b2

b1 b1

z z

gN

d
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in the contact interface. The constraint for the ‘stick state’ can be formulated 
as: gT = 0, where gT denotes the relative displacement in a tangential direc-
tion. Once the tangential forces are above a certain limit, then the contact-
ing surfaces no longer stick to each other, but move relative to each other. 
The ‘sliding’ is usually described by the law of Coulomb:

t p
g
g

t pT N
T

T
T N= − >µ µ, if ,

where m is the sliding friction coeffi cient. The coeffi cient is a constant in the 
classical Coulomb law, depending on the material pairing of the solids in 
contact.

Formulation of contact constraints

The Lagrange multiplier method and the Penalty method are mostly often 
used to formulate the contact constraints. The Lagrange multiplier method 
is usually used for the non-penetration contact interface. If contact is active 
at the surface Γc, it adds a contact contribution to the weak form of the 
system as:
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where lN and lT are the Lagrange multipliers and lN can be identifi ed as 
the contact pressure PN. The Penalty method is often used for the contact 
condition where penetration is allowed. A penalty term due to the penetra-
tion is added to the weak form of the system:
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Here, eN and eT represent the penalty parameters. There are several other 
variants for the formulation of the normal contact constraint detailed in 
reference 1.

8.4 Contact detection

Contact takes place between the surfaces of objects. In computer terms, a 
surface is usually described by polygonal meshes. So the contact detection 
is carried out between polygonal meshes that may have thousands of poly-
gons. The main problem is to master the computational complexity due to 
the discretization. Testing each pair of polygons for potential collisions is 
tremendous work and it is ineffi cient. Some complexity reduction tech-
niques are necessary in collision detection. There are many different solu-
tions that have been proposed, relying on the geometrical context and 
situation considered.
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Another problem involved in collision detection is that the exact contact 
locations on the objects are necessary for simulating realistic collision 
response, which includes preventing geometric interpenetration and gener-
ating mechanical interaction. So, to characterize contact geometrically is 
also an important part in collision detection. It is often a more complicated 
geometric process compared to just detecting whether two objects are 
colliding.

8.4.1 Various collision detection techniques

Bounding volumes

As a basic idea for complexity reduction, preliminary collision tests can be 
performed between simplifi ed bounding volumes containing the complex 
objects to be tested. A bound volume is a geometric primitive that may 
contains a group of objects, a complex object, a group of primitives, or just 
a single polygon. Its construction should be simple and straightforward. 
Various bounding volumes can be considered, each of them having its own 
merits and weaknesses. Among them, the most common are bounding 
boxes, usually axis-oriented, and bounding spheres.

An axis-oriented bounding box is characterized by six parameters 
describing the minimal and maximal coordinates of the contained objects, 
as illustrated in Fig. 8.2. They are easy to build, merge, and detect collision 
with; only linear geometrical calculation is involved. A bounding sphere is 
described by four parameters: the center coordinates and the radius. They 
are diffi cult to build and merge since complex, non-linear geometrical 
calculations are needed to fi nd the optimal position of the center, but their 
description is very compact and collision detection is very easy to carry out.

Prior to performing collision detection with the objects contained by the 
volume, simple and fast collision detection is performed between the volumes. 
Further detection is carried out only if the volumes intersect. Usually, the 
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(a) Bounding box  (b) Bounding sphere

8.2 Bounding volume.
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volume collision detection is integrated to a hierarchical technique. Volume 
collision detection is performed among bounding volumes of higher level, 
and further detection among bounding volumes of lower level is carried out 
only if intersection is detected. Other more complicated bounding volumes 
aim to optimize the fi lling effi ciency, i.e. to reduce the empty space so 
that the volume collision may be more representative of the collisions of 
the contained objects, and be able to describe more complicated shapes.

Axis projection methods

If objects are geometrically colliding, their projections are intersecting. This 
consideration allows us to carry out quick collision detection in spaces of 
reduced dimensions. As illustrated in Fig. 8.3, objects are usually projected 
onto the coordinates. Each object is represented by the intervals on the 
three axes. Two objects are likely to collide if all three intervals collide with 
each other, respectively. Here, only a simple interval interference algorithm 
is needed. Effi cient sorting methods can also be implemented for ordering 
and sorting the intervals along the axes, and detecting the potential for col-
liding quickly. The technique becomes particularly effi cient when integrated 
with the axis-oriented bounding box technique. Cohen et al. used this tech-
nique in their collision detection system.2

Space subdivision methods

Space subdivision methods are based on a consideration that objects geo-
metrically close to each other are likely to collide. It divides the space into 
regions and maintains a group of objects contained in each region. Then, 
the collision detection is performed only between the objects sharing a 
common region. There are two major methods to divide the space: 
grid subdivision and hierarchical subdivision.

Z Y

X

8.3 Projecting objects onto axes.
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Grid subdivision divides the space into a regular array of boxes, called 
voxels, as illustrated in Fig. 8.4a. How to choose the voxel size is the main 
issue of the method. If the voxel is too large, too many objects may be 
contained in a same voxel; if it is too small, there will be too many voxels 
to realize effi cient collision detection. The optimal discretization depends 
on the choice of the collision detection algorithm, the number of objects, 
and their size and motion. More complicated techniques can be progressive 
or dynamic grids.

Regular grid subdivision lacks the adaptability to the shapes and geo-
metrical characteristics of objects. The common way to improve the subdivi-
sion is to implement a local refi nement adapted to the objects’ geometrical 
features, to obtain a hierarchical subdivision. Hierarchical is also the best 
algorithm technique for improving algorithm effi ciency. Octree is the usual 
hierarchical scheme for space subdivision. As illustrated in Fig. 8.4b, each 
space box is divided into eight equal sub-boxes by using the three axis-
aligned planes at the center of the box. An octree can describe any volume 
contained in the space at a given resolution represented by the maximal 
depth of the octree structure. The nodes in an octree structure have three 
states: full, if the corresponding space is contained in the object; empty if 
there is no intersection between the corresponding space volume and the 
object; partial if there is partial intersection. Among the three cases, only in 
the third one and only if the volume size is bigger than the given resolution, 
is the space further subdivided in the next step.

The overlap detection between the octree structures is quite simple. 
Starting from the whole scene, if there is full–full or full–partial overlap, 
collision is detected and the test stops; if partial–partial overlap occurs, 
potential collision is detected and further tests on the deeper level are 
necessary; if there is no overlap, no collision is detected and the test can 
stop at this level. Meager3 and Chen and Huang4 have good descriptions of 
octree construction.

Empty
Full

Partial

y

x

(a) Grid subdivision (b) Hierarchical subdivision
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x

z

8.4 Space subdivision.
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Object subdivision methods

A big problem of the hierarchical space subdivision algorithm is the diffi -
culty of updating the structure effi ciently as the objects move. To overcome 
this problem, one approach is to build the hierarchical structure on the 
objects themselves rather than based on the time-dependent space. Thus, 
the hierarchies can be very simply updated as objects move. This approach 
is only suitable for objects with constant topological structures. Fortunately, 
both the human body and clothing (deformable surfaces) meet this 
requirement.

The most common implementation of the object hierarchy technique 
groups several objects and performs successive tests using the bounding 
boxes containing the considered groups. If one group collides, collision 
detection will be performed for the children groups. This process is con-
tinued, progressively, until ‘no collision’ or ‘sure collision’ is announced for 
each bounding box. In references 5 and 6 bounding box hierarchy trees are 
constructed on the objects and dynamically updated as the objects move. 
Bounding sphere hierarchies are considered in references 7 and 8 for colli-
sion detection in animation.

To build an object hierarchy tree effi ciently is quite diffi cult. An effi cient 
tree should have minimum depth, while each tree node of it should corre-
spond to a group of objects being as close as possible to each other in order 
that the bounding box test will be relevant. As objects move, it may be 
necessary to change the hierarchy organization using some incremental 
tree-manipulation techniques to refl ect the vicinity changes among 
objects.

Proximity tracking techniques

An intuitive way for optimized collision detection is to detect collisions only 
among objects being close to each other. A ‘vicinity map’ can be built for 
the whole objects and be updated as objects move, using some computa-
tional geometrical techniques. Voronoi domain can be a good choice for 
this purpose. Figure 8.5 shows a 2D Voronoi domain. A Voronoi domain 
associated to an object consists of the space points that are closer to it than 
other objects. Voronoi domain for a group of objects can also be built using 
some specifi c techniques. For simplifi cation, bounding spheres can be used 
instead of the objects themselves in the Voronoi domain calculation. 
Collision detection is only carried out between objects in neighbored 
domains. The major diffi culty of this algorithm is to update the domains and 
their neighboring connectivity as objects move around.

A simple variation of the proximity tracking approach is to track the 
closest distance between bounding spheres containing grouped objects. The 
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neighborhood can also be roughly determined based on the hierarchical 
structures. To track the contact effi ciently, many Finite Element Analysis 
software packages use hierarchical global/local search algorithms. For 
example, in the Finite Element (FE) package ABAQUS (Hibbitt, Karlsson 
& Sorensen, Inc., USA), a global search determines the globally nearest 
surface facet for each slave node in a given contact pair. A bucket sorting 
algorithm is used to minimize the computational expense of this search. A 
local contact search tracks the motion of a slave node along the nearest 
facets on the master surface.9

Collision detection on polygonal meshes

Both cloth and human body surfaces involved in clothing simulation are 
usually described in terms of polygonal meshes. By considering each polygon 
element as an individual primitive, the previously introduced techniques 
can be applied to the collision detection on polygonal meshes. Actually, the 
relatively fi xed topology of a polygonal mesh is helpful for building a hier-
archical tree for a surface. Then the collision detection is to fi nd all the pairs 
of polygons in contact. For collision between a human body surface and a 
cloth surface, a ‘pair’ refers to a polygon on the body surface and a polygon 
on the cloth surface. However, there will be a big difference for the case of 
cloth self-collision.

Generally, there is no essential difference between a collision detection 
between two different objects and that within a single object since, in both 
cases, groups of elements have to be tested for collisions. Cloth self-collision 
detection can be performed in a similar way to the body–cloth collision 
detection. However, some specifi c algorithm to remove any relevant colli-
sions such as an element colliding with itself is necessary. Collision detection 
on polygonal meshes has to fi nd all the pairs of polygons in contact. Since 

8.5 2D Voronoi domain.
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each polygon is naturally adjacent to a certain set of neighbor polygons on 
a polygonal mesh, these polygons will be detected as collision. Collision 
detection should not be triggered by these adjacencies and collision should 
only be tested between polygons that are not topologically in contact in the 
mesh structure.

Volino et al. developed a collision detection algorithm based on a hier-
archical bounding-box scheme for polygonal meshes.10 A hierarchy tree 
consisting of successive subdivisions of the entire surface is built, taking 
advantage of the structural continuity of the polygonal description. A node 
of the hierarchical tree represents a surface region containing a certain 
number of polygonal elements. Starting from the root of the hierarchy 
representing the entire surface, the children nodes are recursively built by 
successively subdividing the surface region of a parent node. Finally, the 
leaf nodes of the tree are the individual polygons of the surface. A bounding 
box hierarchical structure is built associated with the tree nodes. Collision 
detection is performed by testing the bounding box contact between two 
nodes. If there is a contact, the test is continued by recursively testing the 
children nodes. The algorithm yields pairs of polygon elements whose 
bounding boxes are colliding.

This algorithm is optimized for self-collision detection by using the 
surface curvature evaluation within surface regions defi ned by the hierar-
chy tree. As illustrated in Fig. 8.6, the self-collision in (a) can be detected 
by a standard intersecting test between two bounding boxes, while the col-
lision in (b) within a bounding box cannot be detected in the same way. 
Further self-collision within a bounding box seems necessary. However, it 
is not necessary to perform a self-collision test for each leaf bounding box. 

(a) Standard intersecting test (b) Within a bounding box test

8.6 Self-collision detection.
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A fl at surface cannot have self-collisions. Only if a surface folds is it likely 
to collide with itself. The curvature of the small piece of surface contained 
in the bounding box can be the key for achieving effi cient self-collision 
detection. If proper curvature criteria can be set, then self-collision detec-
tion within a bounding box is performed only if the corresponding curva-
ture is smaller than the criteria.

A detailed overview of collision detection techniques has been given by 
Volino and Thalmann in reference 10.

8.4.2 Characterizing collision geometrically

Most of the collision detection algorithms return a bunch of polygon couples 
that are geometrically close enough to be considered contact. Some further 
specifi c process is needed to judge if the pair of polygons are really in 
contact. If yes, the clear geometrical state of the contact is calculated and 
is then integrated into collision response. Depending on the application and 
the response type, two major kinds of contact are often considered:

(i) Penetrations: Objects are penetrating each other. In the case of sur-
faces, the two colliding surfaces are crossing each other.

(ii) Proximities: Objects are considered colliding when their closest dis-
tance becomes less than a given threshold.

Penetration judgment

For polygonal meshes, penetration detection is performed between polygon 
and polygon. However, it is often simplifi ed as penetration between vertex 
and polygon. For two objects separated initially, it seems enough to avoid 
penetration. However, there are some exceptions that cannot be covered 
by vertex/polygon, as shown in Fig. 8.7, where Pa1(t) and Pa2(t) denote the 
positions at time t of two vertices of an edge on object A; Pa1(t + ∆t) and 
Pa2(t + ∆t) denote the respective predicted positions after a time interval of 
∆t. In these cases, the two vertices have not penetrated any polygons, but 
the two objects A and B do cross each other. It can be considered that the 
edges a1a2 and b1b2 penetrate each other. To address such problems, pene-
tration detection between edge and edge should be performed in additional 
to vertex/polygon penetration.

Vertex/triangle has been taken as an example to describe the processing 
of vertex/polygon penetration detection. Figure 8.8 illustrates the penetra-
tion between a vertex on object A and a triangle on object B, where Pa(t) 
denotes the position of the vertex of A at time t, Pa(t + ∆t) denotes its pre-
dicted position after a time interval of ∆t, and Pb0(t)Pb1(t)Pb2(t) represents 
the position of the triangle at time t. If the line Pa(t)Pa(t + ∆t) intersects the 
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triangle, then the vertex of object A is determined to be colliding with the 
triangle. Whether a line intersects a triangle or not can be judged by using 
a Euclid 4 × 4 determinant defi ned as the following equation:
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Here, xa(t), ya(t), za(t) and so on denote the coordinates of the vertex of A 
at time t and the vertices of the triangle, and Sa(t)012 is actually the volume 
of the polyhedron formed by these four vertices. If the vertex locates at the 
right side of the triangle, Sa(t)012 is positive and if the vertex locates at the 
back side of the triangle, Sa(t)012 is negative. And if the four vertices locate 
on the same plane, Sa(t)012 equals zero. Using these characteristics of the 
equation, it can be judged whether a line intersects a triangle. If either of 
the following two sets of equations is satisfi ed, the vertex intersects the 
triangle.11
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8.7 Edge/edge penetration.
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Sa(t)012Sa(t+∆t)012 ≤ 0 � Sa(t)012 ≥ 0 � Sa(t)a(t+∆t)01 ≥ 0 � Sa(t)a(t+∆t)01 ≥ 0
 � Sa(t)a(t+∆t)12 ≥ 0 � Sa(t)a(t+∆t)20 ≥ 0,

Sa(t)012Sa(t+∆t)012 ≤ 0 � Sa(t)012 ≤ 0 � Sa(t)a(t+∆t)01 ≤ 0 � Sa(t)a(t+∆t)01 ≤ 0
 � Sa(t)a(t+∆t)12 ≤ 0 � Sa(t)a(t+∆t)20 ≤ 0.

Furthermore, the position of the contact point on the triangle can be cal-
culated as:
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Edge/edge penetration detection can be converted to a line and triangle 
in tersecting problem. In Fig. 8.7, whether the edge Pa1(t)Pa2(t) is colliding with 
the edge Pb1(t)Pb2(t) depends upon whether the edge Pa1(t + ∆t)Pa2(t + ∆t) 
intersects the two triangles for the case in Fig. 8.7a or the one triangle for the 
case in Fig. 8.7b connecting to the edge Pb1(t)Pb2(t). Then the above men-
tioned approach can be applied.

Proximity judgment

Proximities are represented by the two ‘closest distance’ points on the ele-
ments of the two objects, which can be vertices, edges or polygons. Figure 
8.9 illustrates the proximity domains for vertex, edge and polygon. Among 
the combinations of possible elements involved in the proximities, a colli-
sion is set up if both contact points are inside the respective proximity 
regions, and collision response processing is followed. The possible collision 
combinations include vertex/vertex, vertex/edge, edge/edge, vertex/polygon, 
and edge/polygon. Full proximity detection on all the element combinations 
generates a very dense collision network that can be appreciable for an 
accurate response simulation. The computational cost is extremely high. 

Polygon
proximity

Threshold
distance

Orientation

Edge
proximity

Vertex
proximity

8.9 Proximity domain for vertex, edge and polygon.
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However, it is not necessary to carry out all these types of collision detec-
tions. The geometrical characteristics of the polygonal meshes can be used 
to avoid extra processing. A vertex or an edge can be classifi ed as convex 
or concave as illustrated in Fig 8.10. In cloth simulation, proximities for 
polygons are always considered. The detection of proximities for concave 
vertices and edges are covered by the polygon proximities, so they can be 
omitted. Therefore, edge/edge proximity detection, only for the convex 
edges, together with the polygon proximity detection, yielding a lighter col-
lision network, is suitable for rapid processing.

In many Finite Element Method (FEM) software packages, the contact 
is often defi ned between a ‘master’ surface and a ‘slave’ surface, and the 
penetration detection is then performed between a slave node and a master 
polygon. A clearance is set; if the distance between the node and the 
polygon is smaller than the clearance, the two elements are considered in 
contact.

8.5 Contact response

Once two objects are detected to be interacting, ‘feedback’ should be per-
formed on their behavior. Collision response aims to visualize the interac-
tion in an accurate way: to avoid interpenetration of the objects and to 
simulate the bouncing and effects.

8.5.1 Collision on polygonal meshes

In a polygonal mesh, a collision means an interaction between two ele-
ments; and each element can be a vertex, an edge, or a polygon. The collision 

Convex
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Concave
edge

Convex
vertex

Concave
vertex

8.10 Characteristics of vertex and edge on polygonal meshes.
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itself is applied on specifi c geometrical locations of the two elements; a pair 
of contact points. Then a collision is usually identifi ed by both the contact 
points and a collision distance separating them. A contact point, which may 
often not be a vertex, can be described by its mass coordinate from the 
vertices defi ning the polygon element to which it belongs. Once the position 
of the contacted point is detected, its area coordinate can be computed 
using simple geometry. In Fig. 8.11, the area coordinates of the point Pa can 
be calculated using the following equations:

ra0 = S∆PaPa1Pa2 / S∆Pa0Pa1Pa2, ra1 = S∆PaPa2Pa0 / S∆Pa0Pa1Pa2, ra2 
  = S∆PaPa0Pa1 / S∆Pa0Pa1Pa2.

As the mesh vertices carry the state of the object position, velocity and 
acceleration, collision effects need to be distributed on the vertices support-
ing the colliding elements. Again the area coordinates are used to obtain a 
linear interpolation.

As for any mechanical interaction, collision interaction obeys some 
mechanical conservation laws. The major law is the action–reaction equality, 
which states that the pair of forces exerted on the two objects are exactly 
opposite. To translate a mechanical response into a geometric effect, it will 
go through the division by the object mass, where Newton’s second law 
is obeyed. To take the friction effect during contact into account, the 
Coulombian friction model, which considers a friction force proportional 
to the normal reaction force and with the direction opposed to the relative 
sliding speed, is often used.

There are two main approaches for handling collision response:

(i) mechanical reaction: the collision response is simulated by forces or 
by force adjustments that reproduce the contact effect;

(ii) geometrical reaction: the collision response is simulated by direct 
corrections on the positions and velocities of the objects.

Pa1

Pa 2

Pa
(ra 0, ra1, ra 2)

Pa0

8.11 Area coordinate representation of a point within a triangle.
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8.5.2 Mechanical response

The mechanical approach is the most formal way of handling collision 
response. The forces or energetic contributions generated from the response 
can be directly integrated into the mechanical model of cloth, and simu-
lated. Collision penalty force or impulse is often employed to simulate the 
collision behavior. The function for the penalty force is usually designed as 
a continuous function of collision distance or as a piecewise function using 
simple linear or polynomial intervals. The penalty force, which acts on the 
contact point, needs to be distributed to the vertices of the polygon element. 
A suitable way to perform this response repartition is to use a linear inter-
polation. The penalty force approach is mostly used in the continuum cloth 
model, especially in many FEM software packages.

Baraff12 introduced a non-penetration constraints approach based on 
rigid body motion to compute the contact forces between contacting 
bodies.13 Although neither the cloth nor the human body is rigid, at the 
colliding moment the elements involved in the collision, which are of small 
size compared to the dimension of the whole piece of cloth, can be handled 
as a rigid body. This approach is adaptable for discrete cloth models.

Figure 8.12 shows a particle of object A colliding with a triangle of object 
B. A particle is imagined existing on the triangle at the contact point B for 
collision response calculation. The relative velocity between the particles A 
and B can be obtained as: vrel 

− = n̂(t) · (P
.
a
−(t) − P

.
b

−(t)). Here, n̂(t) denotes 
the normal of the triangle, the superior ‘·’ denotes the fi rst order derivative, 
and we use the superiors ‘−’ and ‘+’ to identify the states of pre-colliding 
and post-colliding. Depending on this velocity, the contact can be classifi ed 
as: separating (vrel 

− > 0), resting (vrel 
− = 0), and colliding (vrel 

− < 0). Here the 
colliding contact is focused on and the impulse is calculated.

To avoid inter-penetration in a colliding contact, a vector quantity J, 
called an impulse and having the units of momentum, is postulated. To 
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8.12 Vertex/triangle collision.
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determine the effect of J, a large force Fa
C(t) is imagined to act on the 

vertex of A for a small time interval ∆t. For frictionless collision, the direc-
tion of J will be in the direction of n̂(t), and J can then be described as: 
J = Fa

C(t) · ∆t = jn̂(t), where j is the magnitude of J, to be computed. The 
impulse will change the velocities of the two objects as described in the 
following equations:
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Here, Ma and Mb denote the mass of particles A and B. The relative velocity 
between the two colliding particles in the normal direction of the triangle 
can be described as: vrel

+ = n̂(t) · P
.
a
+(t) − P

.
b

+(t). According to the empirical 
law for frictionless collision, there are: vrel

+ = −evrel. Here e, called the coef-
fi cient of restitution, must satisfy 0 ≤ e ≤ 1. It is usually determined empiri-
cally depending on the materials of the colliding objects. Consequently, 

j can be obtained from the above equations as: j
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.

This impulse acts at the point B, which may often not be the mass 
center of the triangle, X(t), and will produce an impulsive torque: timpulse = 
(Pb(t) − X(t) × J). The impulsive torque gives a change in the angular 
momentum of the triangle (∆L = timpulse), producing a change in angular 
velocity: I−1(t)timpulse. Here, I(t) is the inertia tensor, describing how the 
mass in a body is distributed relative to the element’s center of mass. 
It depends on the orientation of a body, and can be calculated as: I(t) = 
R(t)IelementR(t)T. Here, R(t) is the orientation matrix of the element at 

time t; and I m r r I r relement i bi i
T

i i i
T= −

=∑ 0

2
0 0 0 0( )  is a constant for a triangular 

element; r0i denotes a vector from the mass center pointing to a vertex Bi 
in the triangle at the initial moment.

Since all the effects are taken into account in the same computation step, 
the resulting simulation by mechanical response approach produces an 
animation where collision and other mechanical forces add their effects in 
a compatible way. However, this approach may cause a calculation instabil-
ity problem. Defi ning a very small ‘response interval’ in a small collision 
region implies the use of very strong and discontinuous reaction forces, 
which are diffi cult to simulate numerically. The mechanical response 
approach is also widely used in the continuum cloth model, especially in 
many FEM software packages.

8.5.3 Geometric collision response

The geometrical approach is to reproduce directly the effects of collision 
response on the geometrical state of the objects without making use of 
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mechanical forces. As mentioned previously, in polygonal meshes, collision 
often takes place between two elements, A and B, which can be vertices, 
edges, or polygons; the exact collision positions may locate at specifi c points, 
the contact points Pa and Pb. These points can be described by their linear/
mass coordinates (rai and rbi) from the vertices of the respective elements, 
Pai and Pbi as follows:

P r P P r Pa ai
i

ai b bi
i

bi= =∑ ∑, .

The other geometrical quantities for the contact points can be obtained in 
the same way. Generally, the geometrical collision response is considered 
to be the difference between the response of the two contact points, a geo-
metrical quantity that can be distance, velocity or acceleration, Qab = Qa − 
Qb. Since it is a geometric value, the conservation laws have to consider the 
mass of the colliding objects, so the response distribution becomes more 
complicated. Here, the concept of inverse mass is often introduced. It will 
allow us to represent fi xed and constrained objects as having a null inverse 
mass rather than an infi nite mass. Given the mass Mai for each vertex in the 
colliding polygon, then the inverse mass of the element A, Ma

−1, can be 

calculated as follows: M r Ma ai
i

ai
− −= ∑1 2 1 . Also, it is the same for the other 

element in contact B, M r Mb bi
i

bi
− −= ∑1 2 1 . Then according to conservation 

laws, the distribution of collision response between the two elements is as 
follows:
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The response ∆Qa is further distributed to each vertex of element A as: 

∆Q
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M
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a
ab= − −

−

1

1 . And the same for ∆Qb.

Geometrical constraints are directly enforced by a geometrical algorithm, 
and the simulation process is relieved from high intensity and high discon-
tinuous forces or other mechanical parameters. This makes the simulation 
faster and more effi cient. However, as the collision response changes the 
geometrical state of the objects separately from the mechanical process, 
nothing ensures the compatibility of this deformation to be a correct vari-
ation of the resultant mechanical state. Therefore, the resulting collision 
effects may be incompatible with mechanics. These issues have to be 
addressed for obtaining a collision model with acceptable and steady 
response.

Volino et al. developed an acceleration-based approach for collision 
response modeling. It performs corrections on position, speed and accel-
eration simultaneously, ensuring the response is more accurate.14 Since 
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the reaction and friction are respectively modeled as a normal and 
tangent effect along the collision surface, the collision distance, speed and 
acceleration are decomposed into normal and tangent components as 
follows:
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Position correction is to alter the position of the colliding vertices so that 
the collision distance is maintained at a given contact distance P0. The 
correction is: P0

N
ab = P0.

Speed correction is to alter the speed P′ of colliding vertices, ensuring that 
they will not continue moving toward each other, and further to control the 
bouncing effect of collision as well as friction effects. To reach the position 
of the given collision distance P0 at the next frame, the speed correction 

should be: ′ = −
P

P P
tab

N ab
N

0
0

d
.

Acceleration correction is to alter the acceleration P″ of the colliding 
vertices so that the desired speeds can be maintained along with time. Given 
the desired position P and speed P′ at the second next frame, the accelera-
tion correction should be:
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The tangential speed and acceleration:
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Then, the normal and tangential components are recombined as:

P0ab = P0
N
ab + PT

0ab,

P′0ab = P′N0ab + P′T0ab,

P″0ab = P0″N
ab + P0″T

ab.

Finally, the corrections to be performed on the current geometrical values 
are as follows:

∆Pab = P0ab − Pab,

∆P′ab = P′0ab − P′ab,

∆P″ab = P″0ab − P″ab.
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8.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, the contact problems involved in simulation of garment 
construction and wearing have been introduced, including contact between 
the human body and garment, cloth self-collision, and the mechanical inter-
action between objects in contact. Various contact detection techniques 
were briefl y reviewed, and also the approaches to characterize collision 
geometrically. Two major approaches (geometrical and mechanical) to 
enforce collision response were introduced.
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9.1 Clothing comfort

In the past, clothing was something that was kept going for as long as pos-
sible. Today, the main consumer purchasing considerations are good appear-
ance and comfort. Comfort is being reinforced as a key parameter in 
clothing. However, comfort is a complex and nebulous subject that is very 
diffi cult to defi ne. The Oxford English Dictionary defi nes comfort as 
‘freedom from pain, wellbeing’. Slater1 defi ned comfort as ‘a pleasant state 
of physiological, psychological and physical harmony between a human 
being and the environment’. Therefore, clothing comfort is a neutral sensa-
tion, when we are physiologically and psychologically unaware of the cloth-
ing we are wearing. There are physiologically and psychologically positive 
comfort sensations but these tend to be more individualistic and less fre-
quently noticed when we are wearing a garment than discomfort sensations 
are. Discomfort, which occurs when we are unpleasantly conscious of the 
garments we are wearing, can be much more easily described in such terms 
as prickle, hot, and tight. Therefore, a widely accepted defi nition for comfort 
is ‘freedom from pain and from discomfort as a neutral state’.2

Smith3 pointed out that there are two major types of discomfort sensa-
tion: psychological discomfort, when the clothing we are wearing is 
inappropriate for us personally or for an occasion; and physiological dis-
comfort, when the body feels uncomfortable, as for example when we feel 
too cold, feel itchy, or the garment is too tight. The psychological comfort 
depends on the aesthetic appearance of the garment. Psychological factors 
affecting comfort include color, fl attering garment style, proper fi t, fashion, 
suitability for an occasion, and prejudice. A consumer looks at a garment 
to see if it is the right style, if it is fashionable or traditional, and whether 
it will be fl attering. Decisions are being made on whether the fabric color 
or print design is acceptable. A garment that is the latest fashion or is in 
some other way aesthetically appealing, may give the wearer the mental 
comfort of looking at his or her best. The status of the wearer is also 
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enhanced by a well-fi tting and luxurious garment. An elegant designer 
gown, a new fur coat, or even the latest brand of jeans, can all confer status 
on the wearer and thus increase the satisfaction, hence mental comfort, of 
someone fortunate enough to own such a desirable object. Past experience 
of fabrics and garment styles also infl uences the wearer’s feeling about the 
garment.

Physiological discomfort results from thermo-physiological and sensorial 
aspects. Thermo-physiological reactions include feelings from the tempera-
ture of the environment, and the effect of transport of perspiration. Humans 
must maintain an internal body temperature close to 99.6 °F (37 °C). A rise 
or fall in this ‘core’ temperature of up to 9 °F (5 °C) is usually fatal. The 
body constantly generates heat from the metabolism of food and muscle 
activity and loses this heat to the environment. A balance must be main-
tained between the rates of heat production and heat loss. The body is in a 
state of comfort when the skin temperature is 33–35 °C. The body maintains 
its comfort state by evaporating moisture to cause cooling when the exter-
nal temperature or activity increases. A primary function of a garment is 
to act as a buffer against these environmental changes and to allow the 
skin to remain free of liquid water. Hatch has given a detailed description 
about the thermo–moisture interaction between the human body and the 
environment.2

The sensorial discomfort domain includes the feeling of the fabric next 
to the skin, allergic reaction, abrasion of the skin, tickle, prickle, wet fabric 
clinginess, and initial cold feel of fabric. Most of the work on clothing dis-
comfort up until now has concentrated on thermo-physiological comfort, 
of which a researchable level of understanding and background informa-
tion has been obtained. However, the amount of research work that 
has been carried out on ‘sensorial’ discomfort of clothing is very small, 
although the type of skin sensations produced by next-to-skin apparel are 
a major factor in determining the overall comfort of a garment. Pressure 
exerted on the body from garments is also a critical factor causing uncom-
fortable feelings. In biomechanical engineering design, sensory evalua-
tion of clothing is based on next-to-skin sensorial comfort and pressure 
comfort.

9.1.1 Sensorial and pressure comfort

Sensory perceptions

As clothing is in direct contact with the human body, it interacts with the 
body continuously and dynamically during wear and this stimulates mechani-
cal and thermal sensations. Sensorial discomfort, what the fabric/garment 
feels like when it is worn next to the skin, has been a neglected area. It is 
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unquestionably a very diffi cult quantity to assess and defi ne scientifi cally. 
The human body is separated from the external environment by the skin, 
which has a very complex structure. The skin has two layers: the epidermis 
and the dermis. The epidermis is the outer layer, consisting of several layers 
of dead cells on top of a single living cell. The dermis is the inner layer, 
containing most of the nerve endings in the skin. Under the dermis are 
layers of connective tissue and fat cells.

The various sensations that result from the interaction of skin with fabric 
are triggered by sensory receptors in the skin. There are three types of 
sensory receptors, thermo-receptors, mechanoreceptors and nociceptors, 
and these cover all sensations: the pain group, the touch group of pressure 
and vibration, and the thermal group of warmth and coolness.

The two types of thermo-receptors are cold receptors and warm recep-
tors. These can respond to both constant and fl uctuating skin temperatures. 
The cold receptors have a peak sensitivity at around 25–30 °C, and the warm 
receptors have a peak sensitivity at around 39–40 °C.4 When a fabric is 
placed on the skin surface, there is a momentary sensation of warmness or 
coolness due to the apparent difference between the temperature of the 
fi ber and the temperature of the skin. In this case, the thermo-receptors are 
triggered.

There are two groups of mechanoreceptors: encapsulated receptors, 
including Pacinian corpuscles, Meissner corpuscles, Krause endings and 
Ruffi ni endings, which are all innervated by fast-conducting myelinated 
fi bers; and receptors having an organized and distinctive morphology such 
as the hair follicle receptors and Merkle discs.5 Each mechanoreceptor has 
a distinctive range of properties that enable it to receive and respond to a 
particular parameter of a mechanical stimulus.

Nociceptors respond to noxious stimuli such as heating the skin, strong 
pressure, or contact with sharp or damaging objects. These receptors have 
relatively high thresholds, functioning as warnings of potential damage.

Recent researches in conscious humans by recording directly from single 
nerve fi bers in peripheral nerves have confi rmed that isolated activation of 
an individual sensory receptor can result in distinct sensory perceptions. 
For instance, Meissner corpuscles cause touch sensation, Merkle receptors 
generate pressure, and nociceptors evoke pain. The encoding of specifi c 
sensory information is begun by these sensory receptors in the skin, and 
is further passed through neural pathways to the brain to formulate 
sensation.

Perception of sensations due to mechanical stimuli

Touch and pressure: Any point on our body’s surface can evoke the sensa-
tion of touch, and our sensitivity of touch varies greatly from one region of 
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the body to another. Even within a relatively small area of the skin, say the 
leg, dramatic variations of thresholds are observed. For example, in the 
lower limb, the highest pressure threshold is at the hallux, and going upward, 
the threshold decreases. Some researchers have found that even at the same 
level, for example, the calf, the pressure threshold at the front is higher than 
that at the back.6

Due to the mechanical interaction between fabric and skin during wear, 
clothing exerts pressure and dynamic mechanical stimulation to the skin 
that will, in turn, trigger various mechanoreceptors and generate a variety 
of touch sensations. It further induces subjective perceptions and relevant 
pressure discomfort, or more serious pain sensations. At times, such discom-
fort may lead to life-changing consequences. Continuous high pressure may 
put a person at high risk of the development of various tissue lesions, such 
as pressure sores and ulcers.7

Prickle, itch, and infl ammation: Prickle is a sensation caused by coarse and 
stiff fi bers protruding from the fabric surface. It results from the stimulation 
of the pain group of sensory receptors. The degree of discomfort caused by 
prickle varies person-to-person and with the wear situation. Itch is a sen-
sation that has been shown to result from the activation of some superfi -
cial skin pain receptors. The pain receptors responsible for itch may be 
of a different type from those responsible for the prickling sensation. 
Infl ammation occurs in a small proportion of the population as a conse-
quence of prickle and itch, resulting in mechanical stimulation of skin pain 
receptors, most likely through a mechanism termed axon refl ex.

Roughness and scratchiness: The sensations of roughness and scratchiness 
are related to surface geometry, and are perceived when a fabric moves 
across the skin. During wear, a fabric moves across the underlying skin and 
friction resisting that movement forces the skin to displace. The skin dis-
placement stimulates the touch group of sensory receptors. As more of the 
skin is displaced under the fabric moving across it, the perception of fabric 
roughness becomes greater. The frictional force is related to the roughness 
of the fabric. High friction makes skin abrasion more likely.

9.1.2 Factors affecting tactile-pressure comfort

The mechanical interaction between clothing and the body consists of two 
aspects: the local feel of the fabric against skin and the global feeling about 
the garment. The local feel, also regarded as ‘tactile comfort’, includes 
prickliness, itchiness, and roughness. The global feeling, relating more to 
‘pressure comfort’, includes heaviness and tightness.
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Fabric prickliness, itchiness, and roughness
Prickliness: Fabric-evoked prickle has been identifi ed as one of the most 
irritating discomfort sensations for garments worn next-to-skin. Individual 
protruding fi ber ends from a fabric are responsible for triggering the 
pain nerve endings when contacting the skin. Summation of responses 
from a group of pain nerves seems necessary for the perception of prickle 
sensations. Garnsworthy et al.8 found that the intensity of fabric prickle 
perception is a function of the density of high load-bearing fi ber ends at 
the fabric surface and the area of contact between the fabric and skin, 
indicating that both fi ber mechanical properties and fabric surface features 
are important factors determining fabric-evoked sensations. Matsudaira 
et al.9 compared three techniques for objective measurement of fabric 
prickle: low-pressure compression testing, laser-counting of protruding 
fi bers, and a modifi ed audio-pickup method. Through the comparison, 
they found that the third technique was the most effective and the 
measured mean force per contact correlated well with the subjective 
perception of fabric prickle. The two classic models, a load cantilever 
and an Euler column, were used to calculate the pointing force and the 
critical buckling load of the protruding fi ber, which have been identifi ed 
as the stimuli responsible for triggering the pain receptors. Buckling 
load can be expressed as: PE = π 2(EI/4l 2), where E is the Young’s modulus 
of the fi ber; I is the moment of inertia; and l is the length of the protrud-
ing fi ber ends. The equation clearly shows that the Young’s modulus, 
diameter, and length of the fi ber are the key factors determining fabric 
prickliness.

Veitch and Naylor10 also studied the mechanics of fi ber buckling in the 
fabric prickling process, and concluded that the short fi ber protruding ends 
obey Euler’s simple buckling theory.

In their investigation into the infl uence of fabric mechanical properties 
on the discomfort sensations in wear, Li and Keighley11 found that fabric 
prickle sensation was positively correlated with fi ber diameter, fabric thick-
ness at low loading, and fabric surface roughness.

Itchiness: Both prickliness and itchiness have been classifi ed as tactile 
sensory factors. In a number of psychological wear trials, it was found that 
the perception of itchiness in clothing was highly correlated with the 
perception of prickliness. Therefore, it could be expected that the factors 
infl uencing fabric prickle would affect fabric itchiness as well. Comparing 
the subjective ratings of itchiness obtained from wear trials with the 
mechanical properties measured objectively, Li12 found that the perception 
of itchiness correlated with fi ber diameter, fabric thickness at low and high 
pressures, and fabric surface roughness.
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Roughness: Behmann13 reported a study on the perception of roughness 
and textile construction parameters. Roughness was defi ned as the irregu-
larities in the surface that can be described geometrically by size or mechani-
cally by friction coeffi cients, and a roughness model was built. A series of 
subjective perception trials were conducted using single nylon fi lament 
woven and knitted fabrics. The author concluded that the perception of 
roughness was determined by the roughness spacing.

Through comparison between the subjective sensory responses from 
wear trials with objective measured mechanical properties, Li12 found 
that the perception of roughness correlated with fabric surface roughness 
(mean surface roughness coeffi cient, and deviation of surface roughness 
coeffi cient), compression properties (fabric thickness at high and low 
pressures, and energy of the compression-thickness curve), fi ber diameter 
and fi ber tensile properties (breaking load and elongation), and fabric 
tensile properties (maximum tensile elongation, elongation recovery 
load).

Hu and Newton14 reported that fabric smoothness is related to fabric 
thickness at low pressure, geometric roughness, bending rigidity, linearity 
of the compression thickness curve, energy in extending the fabric to 
5 N/cm, area density, hysteresis of bending moment, and energy in com-
pressing the fabric under a pressure of 5 kPa.

In summarizing the fi ndings from the literature, Bishop15 showed that 
perception of fabric roughness is associated with a number of physical 
properties objectively measured, such as roughness, friction, prickle, shear 
and bend stiffness, thickness, and area density.

Garment weight, size and fi t

Garment weight is a factor affecting our overall feeling about the garment. 
If it is too heavy, we can be aware of it as a burden. Since the area of the 
body supporting the garment is usually small, the pressure generated by the 
weight on the skin may be above the comfort level. The discomfort can 
become serious after a period of wearing, especially during walking or 
sports activity. However, if a garment is too light, it may be easily moved 
by the wind while walking. The fl uttering is not always a pleasant feeling.

Denton16 pointed out that there is a large difference between the weight 
of the clothes worn by women and those worn by men; even making an 
allowance for differences in average body dimensions, men wear heavier 
clothes than do women. Garment weight depends on the amount of fi ber 
in the garment. In the past, clothes were necessarily heavy, particularly in 
winter. However, they have now benefi ted from the advance of the light-
weight warmth technique. Sheer weight of outdoor clothing nowadays need 
not be an important comfort factor.
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Slater pointed out that an important aspect of comfort, which is not 
strictly a textile problem but rather a clothing one, is that of size and fi t.17 
When we fi rst put on a garment, before being aware of the feel against skin, 
we certainly realize if it is too tight or too loose. Thus, no matter how 
well a fabric is engineered to have optimum values of heat–moisture trans-
fer and feel against skin, any garment made from it cannot be regarded 
as comfortable if it does not fi t properly. There are two distinct factors 
evident in a determination of whether the fi t is good or not. The fi rst one 
is a subjective one, depending on whether the wearer achieves psychological 
satisfaction from the garment. Another factor is a physical or physiological 
one, concerning the conditions of mechanical contact between garment 
and body. A badly fi tting garment can result in high contact pressure 
concentrating on some regions of body surface, which can restrict cardio-
vascular fl ow, cause skin abrasion, cause pressure sores, induce irritation 
and so on. To achieve correct size selection and hence good fi t, proper cor-
respondence between an accurate anthropometric system and a good 
garment-sizing system needs to be established. Some research has been 
carried out.18

Another aspect affecting fi t comfort can be construction factors. The 
principles of ergonomics are taken into account in clothing design17 for 
various specifi c occupational uses, as well as for handicapped people. For 
many types of garment items, such as underwear, tights, and socks, varia-
tions of construction are designed to improve garment fi t.17 Dimensional 
change such as shrinkage also needs be taken into account in size 
selection.

Fabric stretch and body movement

People must be able to move around in the apparel items they wear. Dis-
comfort may result when a fabric restrains movement, or exerts pressure 
on the body. Denton16 pointed out that ease of movement is largely depend-
ent on garment design and the relative size between body and clothing. 
Loose fi tting allows freedom of movement but may not be desirable 
in many situations. Tight fi tting may be suitable for certain end-uses, but 
can exert pressure on localized areas of the body surface and cause 
discomfort.

When people move, their skin, as a highly elastic material, stretches – 
it elongates and recovers. As the skin loses elasticity with age, it wrinkles 
and sags. The critical strain areas of the body are the knee, the seat, 
the back, and the elbows.2 Kirk and Ibrahim’s19 study showed that the 
skin has a high level of two-way stretch and that differences in the 
percentages of skin stretch are small between men and women. Fabric 
placed close to the skin surface, especially in tight-fi t garments, must 
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elongate to accommodate body movement and then recover. As elasticity 
is lost in a fabric, it bags and sags. Kirk and Ibrahim19 examined the 
relationship between fabric extensibility and anthropometric requirements 
of garments. In analyzing the anthropometric kinematics, the authors 
identifi ed three essential components to meet the skin strain requirements: 
garment fi t, garment slip, and fabric stretch. Garment fi t provides the 
space allowance for skin strain, which is determined by the ratio of garment 
size and the construction of garment design. Garment slip, infl uenced 
mainly by the coeffi cient of friction between skin and fabric, and between 
different layers of garments, is another mechanism for a garment to 
accommodate skin strain. Fabric stretch is the ability of a fabric to 
extend when a pulling force is applied and then to recover relatively 
quickly and fully to its original dimensions when the pulling force is 
removed.

Whether a garment slips or stretches is dependent on the balance of 
the tensile forces in the fabric and the frictional forces between skin and 
fabric. If the fabric has a low resistance to stretch and high friction against 
the skin or fabric, it tends to stretch rather than slip. The opposite is true 
if the fabric has low friction and high tensile resistance. If the fabric has 
both high friction resistance and stretch resistance, high clothing pressure 
is likely to be exerted on the body, which will result in discomfort 
sensations.

Fabric stretch is an important factor for pressure comfort. If a fabric 
exhibits more than 15% elongation, it is referred to as a stretch fabric. Use 
of stretch fabrics that can expand and contract without bucking or wrinkling 
is another way to fi t the body shape. Fabrics exhibiting 15–30% elongation, 
which meets the requirements of many garments of various end-uses, are 
referred to as comfort stretch fabrics. These fabrics provide closer-fi tting 
garments by reducing resistance to body movements, particularly around 
the elbows, knees, back, and seat. Power stretch fabrics have greater exten-
sibility (30–200%) than comfort stretch fabrics, plus the ability to fi rm and 
shape body fl esh. Body shaping results from compressive pressure of the 
fabric on the skin, which is useful in swimwear, foundation garments, stretch 
ski-pants, and active sportswear.

Kirk and Ibrahim19 investigated the relationship between the pressure 
exerted on the body and fabric stretch level. The pressure, P, was calculated 
according to the following equation:

P = TH/RH + TV/RV,

where T is the tensile stress measured on an Instron tensile machine at the 
same level of the strain in the garment, and R is the radius of curvature of 
the relevant body part; the subscripts H and V indicate horizontal and verti-
cal directions, respectively.
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9.1.3 Assessment of sensorial comfort

There is only one accurate method of assessing fabric or garment comfort 
– wearer-trials. However, wearer-trials are an expensive and time-
consuming method of testing a product. The most practical method of 
textile product assessment, therefore, is to use physical tests that are spe-
cially designed to measure a certain property of the fabric or garment that 
is known to infl uence a discomfort sensation. In many cases, more than one 
physical property contributes to producing the sensation, so a weighting 
factor to indicate the signifi cance of each property has to be applied to the 
fi nal analysis of results.

In an attempt to establish the relationship between subjective comfort 
perceptions and fabric properties, Li carried out a series of wear-trials 
in which three fundamental sensory factors were identifi ed as thermal–
wet, tactile, and pressure comfort.12 Using canonical correlation analysis, 
Li studied the predictability between ten physical factors, including 
fi ve transport properties and fi ve mechanical properties, and three psycho-
logical factors. It was found that the sensory factors were signifi cantly 
related to the corresponding dimensions of the physical properties of the 
fabrics. The tactile comfort factor was mainly related to fabric roughness 
and fullness, fabric stiffness and wettability; the pressure comfort factor 
was closely correlated to fabric stiffness, fabric permeability, and fi ber 
tensile stiffness; the thermal–wet comfort factor was related to fabric 
wettability, fabric roughness and fullness, and fabric water evaporation 
propensity.

Some researchers aimed to establish relationships between objective 
measurement and subjective evaluation of fabric sensorial properties.15 
Among them, evaluation of fabric hand (the quality of a fabric or yarn 
assessed by the reaction obtained from the sense of touch20) through fabric 
objective measurement, which has been developed on the basis of the work 
of Kawabata and his co-workers, has been recognized and used around 
the world. The primary measurements use particular expressions, including 
KOSHI (stiffness), NUMERI (smoothness), FUKURAMI (fullness), 
SHARI (crispness), HARI (anti-drape stiffness), SOFOTOSA (softness), 
KISHIMI (scroop), SHINAYAKASA (fl exibility), and TEKASA (crepe-
like). They developed the KES-F system, consisting of four instruments, to 
measure fabric tensile, shear, bending, compression, and friction and rough-
ness. Kawabata used a piecewise linear regression procedure to develop 
his equation between subjective perception and the objective measure-
ments for predicting primary hand values (HVs) in the form of linear and 
mixed linear–log functions.

Besides the physical tests on fabrics, physiological tests, not directly 
involving textiles, can also be carried out. They include evaluations of 
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lung function or effi ciency, blood pressure, body mechanical effi ciency, and 
so on.

9.2 Compression therapy

9.2.1 Pressure garments

Pressure treatment for wound care

Normal skin is made up of connective tissues in the dermis that form a 
three-dimensional mesh, or collagen fi bers aligned parallel to the skin’s 
surface. The skin applies pressure against its underlying layers. Under 
normal circumstances, the pressure that the skin puts upon the body ensures 
that injured skin is replaced in its original state without scarring. When 
burns destroy the skin and the papillary dermis, normal pressure by these 
layers no longer exists. Without this pressure, hypertrophic scars will form 
irregularly causing possible deformities. Scar tissue consists of young, 
actively growing cells, which readily respond to changes in stress and exter-
nal pressure. Various external pressure techniques are used in the treatment 
of burn scars and contraction. A pressure garment is one of the conven-
tional devices most commonly used by occupational therapists. Instead of 
skin, pressure garments prevent and control the formation of hypertrophic 
scars by applying counter pressure to the wounded area, hence reducing 
scarring and deformities.21

It is important that burn patients begin wearing pressure garments while 
the scar is active and immature. Scar tissue is highly responsive in the early 
stages so an early application of a pressure garment is imperative. As soon 
as the wound has healed, wearing of the pressure garment may commence. 
They are worn continuously, night and day, except for short periods of per-
sonal hygiene, until the scar is mature. The length of time required for 
wearing the garment varies from several weeks up to more than two years, 
depending on the severity of the injury. The continuous wearing of pressure 
garments prevents the thickening, buckling, and nodular formations seen in 
hypertrophic scars. The external pressure applied by the garment decreases 
infl ammatory response and the amount of blood in the scar, reducing itching 
and preventing collagen from synthesizing. Additionally, pressure garments 
provide protection against further injury.

Classifi cation and functional requirements of pressure garments

According to the materials, pressure garments are classifi ed into two types: 
garments made from fi rm elastic fabric containing Spandex (mainly warp 
knit powernet or sleeknit) and garments made in ‘Tubigrip’, a weft knit 
cotton elastic material containing horizontal rubber yarn, manufactured in 
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tubular lengths of different diameters.22 Many doctors and therapists have 
found that the Spandex garments offer fi rmer pressure and last longer, 
whereas ‘Tubigrip’ garments have greater stretch tolerance and require 
fewer measurements for proper fi tting, which makes them more suitable for 
the initial stages of treatment.22

Pressure garments are either made available as ready-to-wear garments, 
or manufactured according to the individual measurements of the patient. 
Ready-to-wear garments are made both in Spandex materials and in 
Tubigrip. They are generally used for preliminary treatment before custom-
made garments can be available. Made-to-measure garments are con-
structed from Spandex materials in the main. They provide each individual 
patient with the correct continuous pressure over the scar area, regardless 
of size or shape and are thus advantageous in conforming precisely and 
comfortably to the contours of the patient’s body, providing maximum 
benefi t.

Early research work revealed that the assessment of the hypertrophic 
scar relative to the fi tting of the pressure garment is subjective, since there 
is no widely available objective method for measurement of the pressure 
at the garment–scar interface.22 The pressure exerted by pressure garments 
depends on three aspects: shape of the body parts; type and age of the fabric 
used; and design and fi t of the garment.21 The shape of the underlying body 
contours is an important infl uence because the greater the degree of cur-
vature, the greater the pressure exerted. This indicates that it is easier to 
apply pressure to certain body parts, such as the limbs, rather than to less 
rounded areas such as the chest wall, pectoral and facial areas. Pressure 
garments made of different types of fabrics result in pressures of various 
values on body. The constant stretching and re-stretching of the fabric will 
eventually wear down the elasticity of the pressure garment and cause it 
to lose its ability to exert the correct pressure. Even though a pressure 
garment should be tightly fi tted for medical treatment purposes, it should 
be designed in such a way that it is not too diffi cult for the patient to put 
on or take off.

Requirements of pressure garments are based on two aspects: clinical 
effectiveness and comfort in wear. For clinical effectiveness, a tightly 
fi tting garment made of compressive elastic fabric is necessary to produce 
the required pressure over the scarred area, and the pressure should be 
capable of being maintained over a prolonged period of time. However, 
the acceptability to patients depends on patient mobility, contact and 
pressure comfort, and ease of wear. Patients are not willing to put on 
something that will restrict their movements and affect their daily activities. 
If the pressure values are higher than the patients’ pressure pain thresh-
olds, they cannot accept the garments. All these factors are related to the 
garment materials and design. From the view of mechanical properties, 
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there are the following requirements for the fabric material. The fabric 
should be soft and elastic, causing no irritation to the skin, and should 
fi t the body contours like a second skin. It should also be smooth and 
cause no abrasion to the skin, especially during body movement. It should 
be easy-care and washable, and its properties should be maintained after 
multiple washings. With the reference to the manufacturing process, the 
fabric should be easy to tailor and sew. Both the fabric and the sewing 
method selected should be strong enough to resist the daily wear and 
tear.

9.2.2 Compression bandages and stockings

Compression therapy for venous and lymphatic disorders

For over 150 years, external compression therapy (CT) has been used as a 
treatment for venous and lymphatic disorders, such as deep vein thrombosis 
(DVT) and superfi cial phlebitis, as well as in chronic conditions such as 
chronic venous insuffi ciency (CVI), gravitational dermatitis, lipoder-
matosclerosis, leg ulcers and lymph-edema.23,24 Further indications include 
thromboembolic prevention and edema prevention in pregnancy, long 
and microgravity fl ights, and softening of burns scars. Compression may 
be achieved by different modalities such as various bandages, wrapped 
dressings, legging orthosis, and compression stockings. Among them, 
compression stockings come into our daily life and a wide range of them is 
commercially available. The mechanism of action of compression therapy 
remains unclear and is probably multi-factorial. Many hypotheses have 
been advanced to explain the benefi cial effect of compression by stockings, 
and these have been classifi ed as follows:24

Venous: May achieve narrowing of veins, restoration of valvular compe-
tence, partial regression of parietal degenerative changes, reduction or 
suppression of superfi cial and deep venous refl ux, diminution of venous 
pressure, acceleration of venous fl ow, improvement of venous pump-
ing, diminution of venous pool, and blood shift into the central 
compartment.

Arterial: May reduce cutaneous arterial perfusion in a fi rst step, then, 
paradoxally, improve arterial fl ow as a result of edema reduction.

Lymphatic: May improve lymphatic function and drainage.
Microcirculatory: May decrease edema, acceleration of capillary blood fl ow 

and infl ammatory mediators.
Tissular: May increase intra-tissular pression and edema resorption, 

and decrease protein tissular concentration softening of lipo-
dermetosclerosis.

Hematological: May enhance fi brinolysis.
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Bio-functional requirement and classifi cation

The two major compression modalities made of textile materials are band-
ages and compression stockings.

Compression bandages: There are two main types of bandages: inelastic or 
short-stretch bandages, and long-stretch elastic bandages. Inelastic band-
ages exert passive compression and are recommended in the treatment of 
edema, deep vein thrombosis, or trophic lesions of chronic venous insuffi -
ciency (CVI). Long-stretch elastic bandages are much easier to use. Their 
high resting pressure effectively compresses superfi cial veins after surgery, 
sclerotherapy, or thrombophlebitis. There are also some other bandages 
including four-layer bandages, adhesive dressings, zinc-coated bandages, 
and cohesive bandages.24 Four-layer bandages consist of four superimposed 
layers: (1) padding with orthopaedic wool, absorbing exudates and protect-
ing bony prominences; (2) cotton crepe bandage, holding the former in 
place; (3) long stretch elastic bandage; and (4) cohesive bandage, strength-
ening support and holding it all in place. The four-layer bandage provides 
permanent pressure to the leg in patients with CVI, in particular with leg 
ulcers.

Compression stockings: Compression stockings may be designed to apply 
graduated or uniform compression. Graduated compression refers to the 
application of varying degrees of constant compression to different seg-
ments of the leg, with pressure being greatest at the ankle and gradually 
decreasing proximally. Uniform compression aims to deliver a similar 
degree of pressure to the whole leg. Graduated compression has been the 
favoured option since Sigel et al.25 demonstrated small but consistent 
increases in velocity of fl ow in the common femoral vein compared with 
that obtained from uniform compression. Graduated Compression Stockings 
(GCSs) can enhance venous return and reduce stasis by providing graded 
compression with the greater pressure applied more distally, as illustrated 
in Fig. 9.1.

Compression stockings can be further classifi ed into two major types. 
One is leg-shaped, fl at-knitted with a seam. The form of the stocking 
is achieved by changing the number of needles. This type of stocking 
can be made tailor-sized, and allows increase and decrease in the number 
of stitches for each row. Hence, the tension of the threads may not change 
while the circumference changes. The other type is round-knitted and 
is seamless. For this type of stocking, the only possibility to form the 
stocking is by varying the tightness of courses and the tension of the 
threads.
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9.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, the wearing comfort of clothing and compression therapy 
using textile devices has been discussed. For clothing comfort, the tactile-
pressure comfort, which has been an ignored research area but is related 
directly to mechanical interaction between the human body and clothing, 
was focused upon. The main factors affecting tactile-pressure comfort 
include the surface properties of fabrics, garment fi t and size, fabric stretch 
and body movement.

Pressure garments, and compression bandages and stockings, are the 
major clothing items used for wound care and various venous disorders. 
The functional requirements and classifi cations of these devices were also 
briefl y introduced.
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10.1 Textile fi bers

A fi ber is a unit of matter with an extremely small diameter and a length 
at least 100 times longer than its width. There are many fi brous substances. 
Fibers, that are too fi ne or too short are diffi cult to process into yarn. And 
if they are too coarse and thick, they are uncomfortable if worn next to the 
skin. Therefore, only the fi bers having a minimum length (about ½ inch, or 
15 millimeters) and a width range (0.0004 – 0.002 inch, or 10–50 micrometers) 
can be used as textile materials. Historically, natural fi bers were the fi rst 
textile fi bers.

10.1.1 Natural fi bers

Wool

Wool refers to fi bers from sheep, goats, camels, oxen, and fur-bearing 
animals. Wool was one of the fi rst fi bers to be spun into yarn and woven 
into fabric. Wool fi bers are composed of a protein polymer called keratin. 
A wool fi ber is generally crimped three dimensionally. The crimp ranges 
from 4 to 10 crimps/cm. The fi ber length of wool used for apparel products 
ranges from 5 to 12 cm and size varies from 14 to 45 µm.

Sheep’s wool is the most important type of wool fi ber because it is the 
most plentiful. Specialty wool fi bers from the hair of the camel, alpaca, llama, 
and vicuna are more costly than sheep’s wool. Wool is used in both woven 
and knitted fabrics. The fabrics drape well and are durable; and are used 
primarily in luxury sweaters, coats, and suits. They are comfortable under a 
variety of conditions and retain their good looks during wear and care.

Silk

Silk is a fi ne, strong, continuous fi lament produced by the larva of certain 
insects, especially the silkworm, when constructing their cocoons. It is a 
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natural protein fi ber composed of fi broin. Early in 2640 BC, the ancient 
Chinese learned how to reel the silk and make it into fabric. The silk 
industry was then monopolized by China for over 3000 years. Today, major 
producers of silk are China, India and Japan. There are two main types 
of silk fi ber, cultivated and wild. They differ in diameter, cross-sectional 
shape, and fi ne structure. The most important commercial silk is cultivated. 
Silk is the only natural fi lament fi ber. It is linear. Its length may be up 
to 600 m, but generally averages 300 m. Silk has a very fi ne diameter of 
12–30 µm.

The beauty and hand of silk and its high cost make is known as a luxury 
fi ber. It remains an important fi ber in fashion designers’ collections. Silk is 
extremely versatile and can be used to create a variety of fabrics from sheer, 
gossamer chiffons to heavy, beautiful brocades and velvets. Silk underwear, 
socks, and leggings are also popular due to silk’s soft hand and other 
comfortable physical properties.

Cotton

Cotton is a seed hair obtained from the boll of the cotton plant. It is a 
natural cellulosic fi ber composed of polymers forming a highly crystalline 
structure with numerous strong hydrogen bonds. Cotton cloth was used by 
the people of ancient China, Egypt, India, Mexico and Peru. Today, cotton 
is the most important apparel fi ber. There are also many varieties of cotton 
fi bers differing in staple, length, diameter and so on. The terms ‘Pima’, 
‘Egyptian’, and ‘Sea island’ denote the most commonly used cotton fi bers. 
The staple lengths of cotton range from 0.32 to 6.35 cm, and those of 2.22–
3.18 cm are used as textile materials. The diameter of cotton ranges from 12 
to 20 µm. The microscopic appearance of cotton fi ber is a fl at, twisted ribbon 
in the longitudinal direction, and its cross-section shows a kidney-bean 
shape. Cotton fabrics are used where comfort is of primary importance and 
appearance retention is not as important, or where a more casual fabric is 
acceptable. Cotton is often mixed with other fi bers to improve its durability 
and appearance retention; blends of 60 percent or 70 percent cotton are 
usual.

Flax and ramie

Flax fi ber is obtained from the inner bark of the stem of a plant grown in 
temperate and subtropical regions of the world. It is a natural, cellulosic, 
multi-cellular bast fi ber. Flax fi ber is 10–100 cm in length. Its diameter varies 
from 40 to 80 µm. Flax is stronger than cotton as its polymers lie almost 
parallel to the fi ber axis. Flax is one of the oldest textile fi bers. Fabric made 
from fl ax is called linen. Remnants of linen were found among the remains 
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of the Swiss Lake Dwellers, who lived in 8000 BC; linen mummy cloths 
more than 3000 years old have been found in Egyptian tombs. Actually, the 
linen industry fl ourished in Europe until the 18th century. However, 
with the invention of power spinning, cotton replaced fl ax as the most 
important and widely-used fi ber. Today, fl ax is a prestige fi ber as a result of 
its limited production and relatively high cost. Apparel made of linen is 
usually designed for warm weather use, high fashion aspects, or pro-
fessional wear.

Ramie is another common bast fi ber. It has been used for several thou-
sand years in China. The ramie plant is a tall perennial shrub from the nettle 
family that requires a hot, humid climate for growth. It grows primarily in 
China, the Philippines, and Brazil. Ramie fi ber is longer than 150 cm. It is a 
coarse fi ber with a fi ber size of 4.6–6.4 denier. Ramie fi ber is used in a wide 
variety of apparel items: sweaters, shirts, blouses, and suits. It is often in 
blends, particularly with cotton or wool.

10.1.2 Regenerated fi bers

Regenerated fi bers are manufactured cellulosic fi bers. These polymers do 
not naturally occur as fi bers; processing is carried out to convert them into 
fi ber form.

Rayon

Rayon was the fi rst manufactured cellulosic fi ber. The development of 
rayon fi ber can be traced back to 1664, when the English physicist Robert 
Hooke suggested it might be possible to spin artifi cial fi laments from a cel-
lulosic gummy substance resembling the secretion of silkworms. In the next 
two centuries, several inquisitive scientists tried numerous methods to 
produce an ‘artifi cial’ silk. In 1884 in France, Count Hilaire de Chardonnet, 
called the ‘father of rayon’, made the fi rst practical commercial production 
of rayon fi ber. After that, various manufacturing processes were developed 
for its production.

Rayon fi ber is available as fi lament, staple, and tow. Most rayon is used 
in staple form. Normally, rayon fi bers range from 1.5 to 15 deniers. Observed 
under a microscope, a regular viscose rayon fi ber shows a striated surface 
and a serrated cross-section. Rayon fi ber is a manufactured fi ber composed 
of 100% regenerated cellulose, or regenerated cellulose in which chemical 
substituents have replaced not more than 15% of the hydrogens of the 
hydroxyl groups. Rayon fi ber is soft, comfortable and versatile. It is mostly 
used in woven fabrics, which have a unique drape that designers love. It is 
also used in non-woven fabrics.
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Acetate

Acetate is another manufactured cellulosic fi ber made from the same raw 
material as rayon, cellulose, but by a different manufacturing process 
involving a greater degree of chemical modifi cation. Acetate is available 
as staple or fi lament. Observed under a microscope, an acetate fi ber 
shows a striated surface and a lobed cross-section. The appearance of 
acetate fi ber is very similar to that of silk: bright, shiny, and smooth to 
the eye and hand. The low cost and good draping qualities of acetate 
make it a valuable and beautiful fi ber. An important use of acetate is as 
a lining fabric; another one is in robes and loungewear. Acetate and also 
rayon are the two oldest manufactured fi bers and have been produced in 
large quantities, fi lling an important need for low cost fi bers in the textile 
industry.

10.1.3 Synthetic fi bers

Synthetic fi bers are non-cellulosic manufactured fi bers. In producing syn-
thetic fi bers, the fi ber-forming compounds must be made from basic raw 
materials (monomers) by a polymerization process. Different chemical 
compounds are used as the raw materials to make the polymers for nylon, 
olefi n, and acrylic polymers.

Nylon

Nylon was the fi rst synthetic fi ber. It was developed by the Du Pont 
Company in 1939. Nylon is a manufactured fi ber in which the fi ber-
forming substance is any long-chain synthetic polyamide in which less 
than 85% of the amide linkages are attached to two aromatic rings. 
Nylon fi ber is highly crystalline, oriented, and strongly hydrogen bonded 
between two types of polar groups in both the crystalline and amorphous 
areas. So it is very strong, tough and fl exible. Nylon is available in 
multifi lament, monofi lament, staple, and tow in a wide range of deniers 
and shapes. There are many variants of the two commonest types of 
nylon, nylon 6 and nylon 6,6, altering in fi ber denier, cross-section 
and crimp.

Today, nylon is very successful in hosiery and in knitted-fi lament fabrics 
such as tricot and jersey, because of its smoothness, light weight, high 
strength, and good recovery after high elongation. Nylon is also used for 
lining fabrics in coats and jackets. These linings are more durable; however, 
their cost is greater than acetate fabrics. In the apparel markets, most nylon 
is used in fi lament form rather than staple.
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Polyester

The fi rst viable polyester fi ber was produced in England by ICI, and it 
was introduced to the USA in 1951 by the Du Pont Company. Since then, 
polyesters have undergone signifi cant research and development work. 
Today, polyester refers to manufactured fi bers in which the fi ber-forming 
substance is any long-chain polymer composed of at least 85% by weight 
of an ester of a substituted aromatic carboxylic acid, including but not 
restricted to substituted terephthalate units and parasubstituted hydro-
xybenzoate units.

Polyester is a highly crystalline and well-oriented fi ber and its polymers 
are weakly hydrogen bonded. Therefore, polyester fi bers have high tenacity 
and are highly resilient. At low stress, they have high elastic recovery; at 
high stress, particularly repeated high stress, they have low elastic recovery. 
Polyester fi ber is smooth and even in diameter and its cross-section is nearly 
circular. Its diameter varies from 12 to 25 µm, depending on end-use 
requirements.

Polyester products are available as fi lament fi ber, staple and tow fi ber, 
fi brefi ll, and non-woven structures. Polyester fi lament yarns, as well as spun 
yarns blended with cotton or rayon, are widely used in woven fabric and 
knitted fabric. These fabrics are attractive, durable, comfortable (except in 
conditions of high temperature and humidity), retain their appearance well, 
and are easy care.

Acrylic

Acrylic is a manufactured fi ber in which the fi ber-forming substance is 
any long-chain synthetic polymer composed of at least 85% by weight 
of acrylonitrile units. The fi rst example was made in Germany in 
1893. Since then, many efforts had been made to produce improved 
acrylic fi bers. Du Pont started commercial production of the fi ber in 
1950, and was a major producer for the next 40 years. Acrylic is often 
available as staple fi ber and tow. For apparel products use, its size 
varies from 1.2 to 3.0 denier. Acrylic fi bers are usually slightly crimped, 
and their cross-section can be dog-bone shaped, kidney-bean shaped, 
or round.

Acrylic fi bers are soft, warm, lightweight, and resilient. Because of their 
low specifi c gravity and high-bulk properties, acrylic fi bers more success-
fully duplicate the positive aesthetic attribute of wool fi bers. They are 
superior to wool in their easy-care properties and are non-allergenic. 
Acrylics are widely used in sweaters, socks, fl eece fabrics and fake-fur 
fabrics.
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Polyolefi n

Polyolefi n fi bers are made from polymerized ethylene or propylene. They 
were originally developed for soled (plastics) applications. Since 1960, poly-
olefi nes fi bers have been produced for use in textiles, as monofi lament, 
multifi lament, staple fi ber and tow. They are rod-shaped and smooth-
surfaced. However, their cross-section can be modifi ed easily. Polyolefi ns 
are the lightest-weight fi bers (SG < 1.0). Today, they are used for thermal 
underwear, socks, sweaters, and active sportswear.

10.1.4 New developments in textile fi bers

Despite the long history and maturity of fi ber science, new processes, mate-
rials and products are still being developed today. Many new fi bers with 
unique characteristics for special use have been developed. Here, some of 
them are introduced.

Elastomeric fi bers

An elastomer is a natural or synthetic polymer that, at room temperature, 
can be stretched repeatedly to at least twice its original length, and upon 
immediate release of the stretch, will return to approximately its original 
length. Spandex and rubber are two major elastomeric fi bers used in apparel. 
Rubber fi bers are manufactured fi bers in which the fi bre-forming substance 
is comprised of natural or synthetic rubber. Rubber is rarely used as a bare 
fi lament; it is generally the core in a covered yarn.

The fi rst synthetic elastic fi ber, a spandex fi ber called ‘Lycra™’, was pro-
duced Du Pont in 1958 after many years of research. Spandex fi bers are 
superior to rubber in strength and durability. They are produced as mono-
fi lament or multifi lament yarns in a variety of deniers. Spandex is seldom 
used alone in fabrics. Other fi bers or yarns are added to achieve the desired 
hand and appearance. Spandex is mostly used in foundation garments, 
active sportswear, dancewear, hosiery, and narrow fabrics. It also has medical 
uses, such as surgical and support hose, bandages and surgical wraps (see 
Chapter 9).

Micro-fi bers

One of the most important developments in textiles fi bers has been the 
technology to extrude extremely fi ne fi laments while maintaining all of 
the strength, uniformity and processing characteristics expected by textile 
manufacturers and consumers. Micro-fi ber is defi ned as a fi ber of less than 
1.0 denier, so it is even fi ner than luxury natural fi bers such as silk. It can 
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be extruded by reducing the polymer output at the spinneret and drawing 
with a large draw ratio. There are primarily three methods for micro-fi ber 
production: direct spinning, mechanical splitting and solvent splitting.

Micro-fi bers are available in two types: continuous fi lament and random 
staple. Their designed characteristics are extreme softness, high fl exibility 
and smoothness. Their lower bending rigidity, high surface area and greater 
number of fi bers per unit weight enable the production of fabrics that are 
softer, quicker drying and have greater cover and cooler hand.

High-performance fi bers

High-performance fi bers are driven by special technical functions that 
require specifi c physical properties unique to these fi bers. They usually have 
very high levels of at least one of the following properties: tensile strength, 
operating temperature, limiting oxygen index (fi re retardancy) and chemi-
cal resistance. Here, fi bers with high mechanical performance are focused 
on. Meta-aramids are the most widely used specialized fi bers, for their 
combination of heat resistance and strength at reasonable cost. Nomex 
from the Du Pont company and TeijinConex from the Teijin company are 
the well known meta-aramid fi bers. Para-aramid fi bers have similar operat-
ing temperatures to meta-aramid fi bers, but have 3–7 times higher strength 
and modulus. ‘Kevlar’ (DuPont), ‘Twaron’ (Akzo) and ‘Technora’ (Teijin) 
are typical para-aramid fi bers. They are ideal for reinforcement and protec-
tive type applications and usually are used in parachutes, bullet-proof vests, 
ballistic protective fabric, and cut-resistant fabric.

Carbon fi ber can vary in both modulus and strength in large ranges 
depending on the raw material used and fi nal heat treatment temperature. 
It is mainly utilized in specialized composites for the aerospace and similar 
industries.

Smart fi bers

Shape-memory materials are able to memorize a second, permanent shape 
besides their actual, temporary shape. After application of an external 
stimulus, for example an increase in temperature, such a material can be 
transferred into its memorized, permanent shape. The process of program-
ming and restoring a shape can be repeated several times. Shape memory 
polymers have been applied to textiles in fi ber, fi lm and foam forms, 
resulting in a range of high-performance fabrics and garments, especially 
sea-going garments.

There are also some smart fi bers that are capable of measuring internal 
strain, temperature, humidity and so on. They can be made and integrated 
into textile structures such as yarns, fabrics and composites.
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10.2 Structure parameters and measurement

10.2.1 Fine structure

Fine structure is a depiction of the arrangement of the polymers and the 
bonds that hold them together. The ability of a fi ber to withstand mechanical 
forces is largely determined by its fi ne structure. Orientation and crystallin-
ity are two major parameters to describe the fi ne structure of a fi ber. 
Absorption of infra-red radiation, optical and X-ray diffraction studies, 
electron microscopy, and nuclear magnetic resonance are common methods 
used to investigate the fi ne structure of a fi ber.

10.2.2 Fiber dimensions

Conditioning and testing of textile fi bers must be carried out under constant 
standard atmospheric conditions. The standard atmosphere for textile 
testing involves a temperature of 20 ± 2 °C and a relative humidity of 
65 ± 2%.

Size

There are a number of different ways of measuring fi ber size/diameter, 
which differ fundamentally in their defi nitions of size, so that the measure-
ments may not be easily inter-coverted. The gravimetric method is based 
on the relationship that for a given fi ber its mass is proportional to its cross-
sectional area. The fi ber linear density is measured by weighing a fi ber of a 
certain length on a balance. If the fi ber has a circular cross-section, its 
diameter can then be calculated from the linear density. The projection 
microscope test (BS 2043) is the standard method for measuring wool fi ber 
diameter, and is also applicable to any other fi bers with a circular cross-
section. A microscope slide of short lengths of fi ber is prepared, and is then 
viewed using a microscope that projects an image of the fi bers onto a hori-
zontal screen for the diameter measurement.

The airfl ow method is an indirect method of measuring fi ber fi neness 
based on the fact that the airfl ow at a given pressure difference through a 
uniformly distributed mass of fi bers is determined by the total surface area 
of the fi bers.1–5 The surface area of a fi ber is proportional to its diameter 
but, for a given weight of sample, the number of fi bers increases with the 
fi ber fi neness so that the specifi c surface area (area per unit weight) is 
inversely proportional to fi ber diameter.6 The airfl ow measurement is often 
used for wool and cotton fi bers. The Shirley fi neness and maturity tester 
(FMT) is also a kind of airfl ow method for cotton fi ber.
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The optical fi ber diameter analyzer (OFDA)7 is a microscope-based 
system which effectively automates the projection microscope. The system 
was originally developed for wool testing but is also capable of measuring 
other animal and man-made fi bers. The CSIRO fi ber diameter analyzer 
(FDA) is a non-microscopical system of measuring fi ber diameter that oper-
ates by light scattering.8,9

In general, the fi ner the natural fi ber size, the higher the quality of the 
fi ber. Manufactured fi bers are available in a wide range of sizes. They are 
classifi ed as coarse (>7 dtex), regular (2.4–7.0 dtex), fi ne (1.0–2.4 dtex), micro 
(0.3–1.0 dtex), and ultra-fi ne (<0.3 dtex).

Length

The length of natural fi bers is not constant but has a range of values. 
However, man-made fi bers can be cut during production to whatever length 
is required, either with all the fi bers of the same length or with a distribu-
tion of lengths. In the case of fi bers with a distribution of lengths, a mean 
length is taken. There are two main types of methods to measure fi ber 
length: the direct measurement of single fi ber mainly for research purposes 
and tuft methods that involve preparing a tuft or bundle of fi bers arranged 
paralleled to one another. The Wira fi ber length machine is designed for 
direct measurement. It is an attempt to automate the process of single fi ber 
measurement and is intended mainly for measuring wool fi ber.10 The comb 
sorter,11,12 clamped tuft method,13 Fibrograph,14 Wira fi ber diagram machine, 
and Almeter15 are all for the tuft measurement. The comb sorter is used for 
cotton and wool measurement. The clamped tuft method, the Wira fi ber 
diagram machine and the Almeter are for wool fi ber measurement while 
the Fibrograph is an automatic method of measuring the fi ber length of a 
cotton sample. Some image-based methods have also been developed for 
fi ber length measurement.16 The Fiber Quality Analyzer (FQA)17,18 is an 
image processing system for investigating various fi ber properties including 
length.

A trend in fi ber measurement is that several existing instruments for 
various fi ber parameter tests are integrated into a set of instruments, or new 
types of instruments are developed for measures covering many parameters 
of the fi bers. These sets are known as High-Volume Instruments (HVI). The 
Spinlab system is one such system, which measures seven parameters of 
cotton fi ber: fi ber length, length uniformity, strength, elongation, micronaire, 
color and trash.19 The Uster AFIS (Advanced Fibre Information System) 
is another typical system for single fi ber testing covering the assessment 
of fi ber length, fi neness, maturity distribution and other dimensional 
parameters.
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Cross-section shape

The shape of a fi ber’s cross-section is important in many applications. It has 
a considerable infl uence on bending stiffness and torsional stiffness of the 
fi ber. Consider the bending stiffness of the solid fi bers; those with round 
cross-sections offer a high resistance to bending and, hence the fi bers are 
stiff. However, fi bers with ribbon-like cross-sections, such as cotton, offer 
the least resistance to bending. The cross-section shape is usually observed 
under a microscope. Natural fi bers usually have characteristic cross-sections 
determined by nature. The cross-sections of most manufactured fi bers can 
be modifi ed easily.

10.3 Fiber mechanical properties

10.3.1 Testing

Tensile

The stress–strain curve of a fi ber is usually obtained by gradually extending 
it and measuring the tension corresponding to each increase in length. 
Because of the way in which the elongation and the breaking point of textile 
fi bers varies with time, the method of stretching the specimen is an impor-
tant factor in determining the results of the test. There are two different 
ways of carrying out tensile tests with regard to the way of stretching the 
specimen:

(i) Constant rate of extension (CRE), in which the rate of increase of 
specimen length is uniform with time and the load measuring mecha-
nism moves a negligible distance with increasing load. The Instron 
Tensile Tester operates in this way.

(ii) Constant rate of loading (CRL), in which the rate of increase of the 
load is uniform with time and the specimen is free to extend, the 
elongation being dependent on the extension characteristics of the 
specimen at any applied load. The Krais instrument,20 and the Scott 
IP testers21 provide this method.

Universal testers are available in which the principles of constant rate 
of loading or constant rate of elongation can be used, either of the two 
modes being selected. The Cambridge Textile Extensometer is of this 
type.

Properties in various directions

Bending: There are few instruments developed for the bending test of a 
fi ber. However, several approaches to measure bending have been described 
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in reference 22. A tensile tester can be modifi ed for the measurement of 
fl exural rigidity of coarse fi bers. A fi ber can also be formed into a circular 
loop for measuring the bending rigidity by studying the deformation of the 
loop under an applied load. By measuring the defl exion of fi laments of short 
lengths, clamped at one end and loaded at the other, the bending rigidity 
can also be obtained. Fiber bending can also be measured dynamically. In 
this case, a bending stress–strain curve is obtained. Chapman’s fi ber-bending 
tester is a successful instrument for such a test.23,24 The KES-FB2 bending 
tester, which was developed for a fabric bending test, can also be used to 
obtain a bending stress–strain curve for fi bers.25

Torsion and shearing: Morton and Permanyer developed an apparatus 
to measure the torque–twist relation of a fi ber.26,27 Owen used a double-
pendulum method to test the dynamic twisting.28 By using KES-twist testing, 
a torque–twist curve can also be produced. Thus, the torsional rigidity can 
be obtained. It is diffi cult to measure directly the relation between shear 
stress and shear strain. The shear modulus is often calculated from the 
torque–twist curve.

Compression: Axial compression and transverse compressive properties 
are important in modeling the mechanical behavior of fi bers, especially 
high-strength and high-modulus fi bers. The axial compression modulus is 
often regarded as the same as the tensile modulus. Direct study of axial 
compression has been made by cutting sections of fi bers or monofi ls and 
compressing them between plates. The method can also be used to study 
the transverse properties. The KES-FB3 tester can be used to obtain a 
pressure–thickness curve of fi ber transverse compression.25

Friction: Since it is diffi cult measure the friction of a fi ber against another 
surface or the inter-fi ber friction, there are few commercial instruments for 
friction measurement. However, researchers have designed many appara-
tuses to deal with this issue. Based on the geometry of the contact area, 
methods for assessing fi ber friction can be divided into four groups: (i) fric-
tion between two individual fi bers; (ii) friction between a single fi ber and 
one or more fi ber assemblies; (iii) friction between two fi ber assemblies; 
and (iv) friction between a single fi ber and another surface. In these tests, 
fi ber-to-fi ber friction can occur at point, line and area contacts. Figure 10.1 
illustrates the three contact modes.

Howell developed many approaches in order to carry out a point contact 
test for fi ber friction: Howell’s Method,29,30 Hanging Fiber Method,31 
Inclined Fiber Method,32 and Capstan Method.33 The Cantilever Method34 
is also a point contact method. For the line contact test, there are the Twist 
Friction Method,35 Capstan Method,36,37 and Fiber Pull-out Method.38–41
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Due to anisotropy and viscoelasticity, the line contact and point contact 
methods may provide different kinds and amounts of contact and thus dif-
ferent frictional responses. Since the area contact method provides small 
variation in the inter-fi ber friction, it may provide more representative and 
more reproducible results than other methods. There have been many 
methods and apparatus developed for measuring friction between assem-
blies.42–48 It should be mentioned that, depending on the friction measuring 
device, the values of friction index responses will be different. Hong and 
Jayaramen have given a detailed review of the developments of fi ber fric-
tion measurements in reference 49. Table 10.1 lists coeffi cients of fi ber-on-
fi ber friction for several kinds of fi bers.

10.3.2 Properties

The major mechanical properties of various common textile fi bers are 
compared in Table 10.2.

10.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the brief development history, structural features and 
mechanical properties of textile fi bers have been introduced and the meas-
urement of the relevant properties reviewed.

Table 10.1 Fiber-on-fi ber friction

Fiber pairs  Friction

  coeffi cient, m

  Static Kinetic

Wool-on- {  with scales 0.13 0.11
 wool50     against scales 0.13 0.11
Rayon-on-rayon51 0.35 0.26
Nylon-on-nylon51 0.47 0.40

10.1 Contact modes of fi ber friction.

(a) Point contact 
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11.1 Introduction

Yarn structure has a strong infl uence on the biomechanical properties of 
the fabric produced. It is very diffi cult to quantify yarn structure and no 
published literature can be found which gives an unambiguous defi nition 
for important yarn quality parameters. Theoretically speaking, the struc-
ture of a yarn can be quantifi ed by knowing the spacial arrangement of all 
the fi bers in the yarn. With the incorporation of the fi ber mechanical and 
dimensional properties, the collective behavior of the yarn can then be 
determined by considering the effect of individual fi bers and their interac-
tions. The above work requires tremendous effort and the reward is not 
attractive enough. Instead of measuring all the fi bers in a yarn, a random 
sample of fi bers is taken and the path of those fi bers is quantifi ed. This is 
the famous tracer fi ber technique, fi rst introduced by Morton.1 Another 
important yarn structural property is the distribution of fi bers in the yarn. 
The highly non-linear mechanical properties are mainly due to the non-
uniform distribution of fi bers. This can be explained by the shortest path 
hypothesis.2

11.2 General view of today’s yarns

Ring spinning is regarded as the conventional yarn production process 
which has more than 150 years of history and will continue to be the most 
versatile and important process in the near future until an alternative 
method has developed to such a stage that it can be replaced over the whole 
count range. Air jet spinning is taking ground in the fi ne yarn count region. 
Rotor spinning has secured its share in the low to medium count sector. 
Friction spinning is still struggling to get rid of poor yarn strength and low 
yarn abrasion resistant problems. Other spinning methods, such as wrap 
spinning by hollow spindle, seem to be quite static in terms of further devel-
opment. The sole motivation of searching for alternative spinning methods 
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is to increase productivity, since ring spinning reached its upper limit long 
ago.

It is expensive to add one turn of twist in the rotor and ring system 
because it involves one complete revolution of the rotor or the traveler 
around the ring. The production speed is also limited by the excessive yarn 
tension arising from the centrifugal force. For friction and air jet spinning, 
a turn of twist is inserted by rotating the yarn itself; thus it is more energy 
saving. In addition, the yarn tension is relatively low since the yarn with-
drawal force is not directly affected by the action of twist insertion.

Yarns produced by different spinning processes vary quite signifi cantly 
in yarn properties. As a standard of yarn quality, ring spun yarn is generally 
used to assess the success of other new processes by quality comparison. 
The assessment of yarn quality is becoming more stringent. The all-round 
yarn characteristics are compared. They include the yarn strength, uneven-
ness, abrasion resistance, hairiness, bending stiffness and hand. Those yarn 
properties will be explained in relation to yarn structure and the measuring 
methods will be described in the coming sections.

Due to the difference in yarn structure, rotor yarn cannot be compared 
directly with ring yarn of the same twist level. Rotor yarns require a 
higher machine twist than ring yarns in order to achieve similar tensile 
strength levels. Twist measurement of rotor yarn is not straightforward since 
the wrapper fi bers on the yarn surface cannot be untwisted. The direct 
untwisting method is surely not applicable. The single untwist-retwist 
method demonstrates large discrepancies. The French type multiple untwist-
retwist method has, however, been shown to give accurate measurement of 
machine twist.

New spinning systems differ from conventional ring spinning systems in 
regard to the yarn twisting mechanism; they produce yarns with different 
fi ber confi guration and packing density distribution. Fibers in ring yarn are 
well aligned and interlocked with a migratory geometry. In rotor yarn a 
bicomponent structure can be observed; a regularly twisted core covered 
by a sheath of entangled fi bers which are occasionally wrapped by belt-like 
fi ber.

The yarn-making process has two phases: phase I – Fiber feeding stage 
(drafting and transport), phase II – Yarn formation stage. Fiber cohesion is 
obtained by twisting, wrapping, entanglement, bonding or their combina-
tions. (Fiber migration = twist + entanglement). A major drawback of break 
spinning is lack of suffi cient fi ber tension during the spinning process. 
Productivity of rotor yarn is limited by the pull-out tension (proportional 
to r · w), but tension in spinning zone is still low.

In terms of production speed, ring spinning is left far behind to those new 
spinning methods such as rotor spinning, friction spinning and air jet spin-
ning, and especially by the MVS air jet, where the production speed can 
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reach up to 400 meters per minute. This is about 20 to 30 times more pro-
ductive than ring spinning. Nevertheless, ring spinning is still the most 
popular yarn production method, partially due to the technology inertia. 
Most people are reluctant to change when the existing system is running 
fi ne. Changing will mean further investment and uncertainty. Adopting new 
technology may cost quite a lot since new versions with certain improve-
ments come out too often. Everyone wants to wait until the technology 
matures. Another major reason for the popularity of ring spinning is the 
quality of yarn produced. Ring spinning has its unique yarn formation 
mechanism such that all the fi bers are subject to a certain level of tension. 
High-tension fi bers tend to move toward the yarn center, low-tension fi bers 
tend to buckle out toward the yarn surface. This periodic movement of 
fi bers in a yarn causing a variation of radial position is called fi ber migra-
tion. The moving in and buckling out mechanisms occur simultaneously, 
resulting in a self-locking structure. The self-locking structure of ring spun 
yarn contributes signifi cantly to the high tensile strength and good abrasion 
resistance.

The self-locking mechanism is enhanced by moderating the fi ber tension 
just before yarn formation. It is the basis of Solospun yarn. A Solo roller 
with intermittent grooves on the roller surface can enhance the degree of 
fi ber migration such that fi bers interlace to a larger extent. It is found that 
the yarn tensile strength is not further increased, but the abrasion resistance 
is improved remarkably.

11.3 Yarn structural properties

11.3.1 Fiber path in yarn

The fi bers in a ring spun yarn in general follow helical paths with varying 
helix radii. This is the well known phenomenon called fi ber migration. As 
described by Morton,1 the spinning tension acting on individual fi bers 
causes the fi bers to move away or toward the yarn axis. The migration 
pattern of ring yarn is very different from other yarn types. For example, 
open end friction spun yarn (produced using the DREF 2 system) is found3 
to have stronger migration than ring yarn, but the migration is unidirec-
tional, i.e. one end of fi ber lies on the yarn surface and the other end in the 
yarn core. The fi bers form conical helices with much intermingling (interlac-
ing), to form a well-locked yarn structure. The fi ber migration of friction 
spun yarn is facilitated by geometrical means instead of mechanical means 
as for the ring spun yarn. During the yarn forming process, fi bers, after 
passing through the opening roller, are laid on the surface of a conical yarn 
tail which is rotating on the nip of the suction roller. The so-called ‘length 
utilization’ of fi ber in friction spun yarn is poor. Quite a number of fi bers 
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wrap loosely around the yarn surface. Tracer fi ber technique is an effective 
way to study the fi ber path in a yarn. Together with the image analysis 
algorithm, a large number of tracer fi bers can be sampled and a better rep-
resentation of the yarn structure can be obtained. The yarn cross-section 
analysis provides some further information on the yarn structure, for 
example the fi ber packing density distribution4 in a yarn. It is a very impor-
tant yarn parameter which is related to the highly non-linear torsional and 
tensile properties of yarn,5 and the initial lateral compression modulus of 
fabric and hence fabric handle.

11.3.2 Packing density distribution of yarn

Some other very interesting results concerning yarn structure can be 
obtained from yarn cross-section analysis, for example (i) the hollow center6 
of yarn due to ribbon twisting in worsted spinning, (ii) fewer fi bers in a 
cross-section of rotor yarn than that of ring yarn of the same count and 
twist due to poor alignment of fi bers in the rotor yarn, (iii) friction yarn has 
a loose packing7 of fi bers in the yarn cross-section due to low tension 
present during yarn formation, and so on.

The packing density distribution has a signifi cant effect on yarn mechani-
cal properties, especially the initial tensile modulus. According to the short-
est path principle,2 fi bers will move toward the yarn center to avoid being 
strained until the yarn core is jammed (i.e. packing density has reached the 
upper limit). When the yarn is quite loose in the core region initially, it will 
have room for yarn extension before the yarn core becomes jammed with 
fi bers and forces most of the fi bers to extend. The work done to extend the 
fi bers is much larger than that for bending and twisting the fi bers. Moving 
the fi bers toward the yarn center only involves bending and twisting fi bers. 
With the same amount of yarn extension, the larger work undertaken 
means a larger yarn modulus. Methods of measuring fi ber packing density 
are described in the following sections.

Conventional method

The conventional method4,8 of fi ber lateral distribution measurement is 
called the slice cutting method. The procedures of this method involve fi xing 
the yarn by means of resin and cutting thin slices of the yarn. The fi bers in 
the yarn cross-section can then be analyzed manually or automatically by 
means of image analysis. In the experiment, the yarn length is under control 
such that the yarn cannot contract when immersed in the resin. The cross-
section of the yarn in an extended or twisted state can also be studied using 
this method. It is a very useful tool for the analysis of fi ber movement in a 
yarn when subject to external forces.
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When a yarn is being deformed, it could be quite compact, so the viscosity 
of the resin fi xing agent should be low enough to penetrate into the spaces 
between fi bers in the yarn. In addition, the fi xation process of the fi xing 
agent should take place even though it is at room temperature. Based on 
the above requirements, an acrylic resin with its catalyst was selected. With 
suitable proportions of resin and catalyst giving the right amount of setting 
time, very satisfactory thin slices of the yarn cross-sections can be obtained 
by use of a microtome.

When a yarn is immersed in a liquid, there will be a change in fi ber 
arrangement. Generally the yarn will increase in diameter but decrease in 
length. One way to minimize the change in fi ber arrangement is by control-
ling the yarn length. A clamp was specially designed for this purpose. The 
yarn was threaded through a plastic tube, and then the yarn and the plastic 
tube were fi xed together on the clamp, with the lower jaw closed fi rmly such 
that resin would not leak through. By inverting the clamp, the yarn was 
tensioned under its own weight. The clamp was restored to its upright posi-
tion after the upper jaw was fi rmly closed. The resin was mixed with the 
catalyst according to the proportions stated in manufacturer’s manual. 
The newly prepared resin was injected into the tube as soon as possible. 
The resin was allowed to set and cool in air for about one hour. The yarn 
in the resin was then removed from the tube and thin slices were cut using 
a standard microtome with a steel knife.

The slices were viewed under the microscope and the images were cap-
tured. By enlarging the photograph to a scale of 200 : 1, each fi ber cross-
section was represented by two quantities: coordinates of the center of mass 
and area of cross-section. To calculate the mass of fi ber at different yarn 
radial positions, annuli with equal areas were constructed. The area of fi ber 
cross-section at each annulus was determined by representing the fi ber 
cross-sections by circles with same area and center of mass. A computer 
program was used to perform the calculation and produce the lateral yarn 
density function.

The disadvantages of the slice cutting method are that, fi rst, the yarn 
structure may be changed in the resin bath, and secondly this method is a 
destructive test; as a result the same portion of yarn cannot be used for 
other tests. In addition, the method is tedious and time consuming to 
carry out.

Measuring method using computed tomography principle

In this section a novel method of measuring the yarn density distribution 
is introduced. A technique based on the principle of computed tomogra-
phy9,10 (CT, e.g. human body scanning) is introduced. According to a litera-
ture search, the principle of CT has never been applied in the textile fi eld 
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before. The selection of the penetrating source is the most important part 
in the construction of the measuring device. The penetration power of the 
source is acceptable when it can penetrate most of the commercial yarn. 
The sensitivity of the detector is acceptable when the absorption of a single 
fi ber can be detected. The reliability of the new measuring device will be 
justifi ed by means of the conventional yarn cross-sectional analyzing method 
which was described in the previous section.

The proposed method could eliminate the shortcomings of the conven-
tional method, which are that, fi rstly, the yarn structure might be changed 
by immersion in the resin, and secondly that it is a destructive test. With an 
automated system for the measurement of yarn structure, any new yarn 
structures achieved by modifying the spinning methods or spinning condi-
tions may be quantifi ed quickly. This will further assist in future investiga-
tions related to yarn mechanics. In addition, the new measuring device 
could be attached to a spinning machine to provide on-line monitoring of 
the yarn quality. Since even the packing density distribution of yarn can be 
measured, all the yarn faults and levels of irregularity can also be measured 
with ease.

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 11.1. An X-ray diffractometer 
was used for the scanning experiment. The copper target of the X-ray tube 
was energized at 30 keV, the tube current was limited to 20 mA. A circular, 
stainless-steel tube and an aperture were used to collimate the X-ray beam 
to a size of about 2 × 5 mm2.

As yarn is produced by twisting fi ber strands, it is reasonable to assume 
the packing density of yarn is axially symmetric. With this assumption, the 
absorption profi le in one direction is enough to reconstruct the cross-section 
image of the yarn. Obviously, taking the average along the yarn length 
would get a more representative packing density distribution of the yarn.

The yarn was mounted on a linear positioning stage that was equipped 
with a digital micrometer of 1 µm reading resolution. It was exposed to the 

11.1 Schematic diagram for the X-ray scanning experiment.
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collimated X-ray radiation at the rear of a 0.1 mm slit. A focusing optic 
system including a 0.1 mm aperture slit, and a 1/2° fi eld of view slit were 
used for the X-ray collection. A solid state detector received the X-ray 
radiation and the signal was fed through a pulse height analyzer and then 
recorded by a microcomputer. In order to deduct the background, the X-ray 
intensity was measured by scanning the detector for a small angle in each 
measurement.

Experimental result: Two woolen carpet yarns were produced at Canesis 
Network Ltd. (former WRONZ); one was high twist, the other low twist 
(see Fig 11.2). The specifi cations of the yarns are given in Table 11.1. The 
relative X-ray absorption curves of the yarns are shown in Fig. 11.3. The 
high-twist yarn has a higher degree of absorption at the yarn core region. 
The absorption region of the low-twist yarn spreads over a relatively larger 
distance. Another obvious difference of the two yarns is related to the sym-
metry of the absorption curves. High-twist yarn has a more symmetric 
absorption curve. It is as expected since twisting a fi ber strand would make 
it more axial symmetric.

Principle of computed tomography: Transmission CT is applied here. A 
cross-section of the yarn is scanned by a thin X-ray beam whose intensity 

Table 11.1 Parameters of yarns

Yarn parameters Low-twist yarn High-twist yarn

Linear density (tex) 256 288
Twist level (turns per meter) 115 265
Yarn diameter (mm)  1.16  0.96

11.2 Cross-section of yarn.

(a) Low-twist yarn (b) High-twist yarn 
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loss is recorded by a detector and processed by computer to produce a 
two-dimensional image which is then used for the computation of the yarn 
density distribution.

The physical model of CT is as follows. Let f(x) be the X-ray attenuation 
function of the yarn at location x. The X-ray traversing a small distance dx 
at x suffers the relative intensity loss dI/I, with dI/I = f(x) · dx. Let Io be the 
initial intensity of an X-ray beam L which is a straight line, and let I1 be its 
intensity after having passed the yarn.

It follows that

I
Io

f x x
L1 = ∫− ( ) ⋅

e
d

 [1]

The scanning process provides the line integral of the function f along 
each of the lines L. From all these integrals the function f has to be restruc-
tured. The transform which maps a function on R2 into the set of its line 
integrals is called the two-dimensional Radon transform. Thus, the recon-
struction problem of CT is just the inversion of the Radon transform in R2. 
In practice the integrals can be obtained only for a fi nite number of lines 
L. In a parallel scanning geometry a set of equally spaced parallel lines is 
taken for a number of equally distributed directions. It requires a single 
source and a single detector which move in parallel and rotate during the 
scanning process. The real problem in CT is to reconstruct f from a fi nite 
number of its line integrals, and the reconstruction procedure has to be 
adapted to the scanning geometry.

Special case: yarn with axial symmetric packing density distribution: When 
the packing density j(r) is axial symmetric, its determination becomes much 
simpler. In mathematical terms, the packing density function can be found 
by solving the following integral equation, with given absorption function 
m(x), and the unknown function j(r),
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The absorption curves as shown in Figure 11.3 were substituted into 
Equation (2). The packing density functions of the two yarns were deter-
mined as shown in Figure 11.4.

The new method provides a convenient way to measure the packing 
density distribution of yarn. In the preliminary experimental study, the 
packing density distributions of woolen yarn with two twist levels were 
measured. When observing the X-ray absorption curve in Figure 11.3 and 
referring to the corresponding yarn cross-section view in Figure 11.2, the 
choice of the X-ray source and the conditioning of the X-ray beam were 
proven to be very appropriate, and the measurement of yarn packing density 
distribution based on computed tomography is highly feasible.
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11.3.3 Fiber interlacing

Fiber interlacing is the mutual consideration of fi ber migration. If nearby 
fi bers migrate in a similar pattern to the way that friction yarn’s fi bers 
migrate from core to surface due to the conical wrapping of fi bers at the 
yarn tail during yarn formation, then fi bers do not interlace much.

Some new yarn types, such as the Solospun yarns,11 have proven success-
ful in increasing the abrasion resistance, but the structure of the yarns could 
hardly be quantifi ed in relation to the eminent properties using conven-
tional method.12–16 A new yarn structural parameter, average segment length 

11.3 Relative X-ray absorption of yarns at different yarn locations.
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11.4 Packing density distribution of yarns.
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of fi ber on the yarn surface, is proposed and described in this section. An 
initial experimental trial was performed for the purpose of verifying the 
usefulness of the new parameter in explaining the variation of abrasion 
resistance of yarns with different structures. Six types of worsted yarns were 
produced with varying degrees of fi ber migration.

Surface length

A new measurement was introduced to quantify the degree of migration of 
fi bers in yarn. It is the segment length of the fi ber on the yarn surface (in 
short the ‘surface length’). A particular fi ber coming out of the yarn surface, 
staying on the yarn surface, and then re-entering into the yarn core would 
involve two random processes and the length of the fi ber segment on the 
yarn surface would be affected by the surrounding fi bers.

Dyed tracer wool fi bers have been blended with other wool fi bers in the 
spinning process. They could be observed when they come to the yarn 
surface. The distribution of segment length of the tracer fi bers on the yarn 
surface refl ects the fi ber migratory behavior in the yarn. When a fi ber 
undergoes a more idealized migration, it moves from the surface to the core 
and vice versa. If the fi bers migrate more frequently, each fi ber appears only 
momentarily on each superimposed concentric layer. Thus, it was postulated 
that the shorter the fi ber exposing on the surface, the more the extent of 
migration. Consequently, the fi bers are more likely to interlock with one 
another to provide a strong cohesion. It was expected that the shorter the 
surface length, the more frequent the fi ber migration.

Surface length distribution

A segment of tracer fi ber is seen on the surface of the yarn. With the aid 
of mirrors, the starting and ending points of the fi ber segment can be located 
and then the surface length measured. By measuring the length of 100 
surface segments of each yarn type, the cumulative distribution of the 
surface length of yarn type Y1 is plotted as shown in Fig. 11.5a. For the 
other yarn types, similar results can be obtained as shown in Fig. 11.5b–f. It 
was discovered that Gamma distribution functions G(x) fi t the cumulative 
distribution of surface length very well. Gaussian distribution functions 
(cumulative normal distribution) were plotted in Fig. 11.5 as well, for com-
parison purpose.

The following describes the principle of obtaining the Gamma distribu-
tion functions of surface length from the raw data. The generalized Gamma 
distribution is a three parameters (a, b and g ) distribution. The probability 
density function (pdf) of Gamma distribution g(x) is the fi rst derivative of 
the Gamma distribution function G(x) and g(x) is given by:17
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11.5 Distribution functions of surface length.
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From the experimental data of surface length, the minimum surface 
length was found to be close to but not less than 1 mm. The estimate of the 
parameter g was set to that value. The estimates of the remaining two 
parameters, a and b, could be calculated from the mean and variance of 
the surface length of the yarn. The means and variances of surface length 
of the six types of yarns and also the corresponding parameters’ values are 
shown in Table 11.2.

With the values of the parameters given, the pdf for the yarns can be 
plotted as shown in Fig. 11.6. It was found that yarn type Y6 had the highest 
proportion of short surface length while yarn type Y1 had the least propor-
tion of short surface length. For the sake of easy visualization, only yarn 
types Y1 and Y6 were plotted in Fig. 11.6.

Table 11.2 Summaries of surface length distribution for the six types of yarns

Surface length Yarn type

 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6

mean (mm) 4.64 3.71 3.58 3.14 3.00 2.69
sd (mm) 4.43 3.17 3.46 2.58 2.67 2.35

Parameters
a 0.67 0.73 0.56 0.69 0.56 0.52
b 5.40 3.71 4.64 3.12 3.55 3.28
g 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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11.6 The surface fi ber distribution of the yarns.
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11.3.4 Twist and its measurement

Twist affects the yarn structure very signifi cantly; in addition to the geo-
metrical change, the change in fi ber tension will affect the packing of yarn 
and the imposed torsional stress will affect the mechanical stability of the 
yarn. For a high-twist yarn, when the tension exerted on the yarn is not 
large enough, the yarn will buckle to become a tortuous shape. Due to the 
yarn formation mechanism, most yarn will have a large variation of twist at 
different radial positions, except ring yarn, so that only ring yarn can be 
untwisted to form a parallel fi ber strand. This is the principle of twist meas-
urement using the direct method.

A method based on different principles must be used for the twist meas-
urement of other yarn types (e.g. rotor, friction and air jet). A method such 
as untwist-retwist, which is based on the twist contraction principle, could 
be employed, or its refi nement; French type untwist-retwist, is a more sat-
isfactory method.18

11.4 Yarn mechanics

11.4.1 Tensile properties

The mechanical behavior of yarns affects their suitability in most end uses. 
The most important yarn mechanical property is the tensile property. The 
strength of yarn is a crucial yarn specifi cation. When the minimum yarn 
strength cannot be met, very poor production effi ciency in the subsequent 
processes and inferior product quality will result. The factors affecting yarn 
tensile strength include yarn structure, fi ber strength and fi ber surface prop-
erties. Yarn mechanics in general refers to the yarn tensile, bending, tor-
sional and abrasion properties. The mechanical properties of yarn include 
tensile tenacity, extensibility, elastic recovery, tensile modulus, bending stiff-
ness, residual torque, and abrasion resistance under periodic tensile loading. 
For the measurement of yarn tensile properties a constant rate of extension 
meter is used – record load extension curve, extend, hold for a period, and 
release.

The yarn tensile test is well established. Standard testing methods are 
very popular in the textile fi eld, e.g. the ASTM D2256 Standard Test Method 
for Tensile Properties of Yarns by the Single-strand Method. This test 
method describes the determination of tensile properties of monofi lament, 
multifi lament, and spun yarns, either single, plied, or cabled with the excep-
tion of stretch yarns. This test method covers the measurement of breaking 
force and elongation of yarns and includes ways of calculating breaking 
tenacity, initial modulus, chord modulus, and breaking toughness. Conditions 
of test are included for the testing of specimens that are: (i) conditioned in 
air, (ii) wet, not immersed, (iii) wet, immersed, (iv) oven-dried, (v) exposed 
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to elevated temperature, or (vi) exposed to low temperature. In the textile 
trade, the ultimate tensile strength, or breaking strength is taken into con-
sideration. A yarn technologist would decide on the spinning method and 
the spinning parameters in order to produce yarns meeting the product 
specifi cations with optimum productivity.

The curve of total tensile strength of fi bers is the upper bound of the 
tensile curve of staple yarn (see Figs. 11.7 and 11.8). The tensile load of a 

11.7 Fiber strands under tension.

11.8 Load–extension curve.
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yarn is always lower than the correspondent total fi ber load. The reduction 
in tensile load is due to a mixture of the following reasons: Fiber slippage, 
fi ber obliquity, loose packing of fi ber, weak link effect.19 Fiber slippage is 
inevitable for staple yarn; each fi ber cumulates tensile stress at both ends 
from zero up to a stress level which is enough to extend the fi ber with the 
same amount of extension of the yarn. Fiber tension contributes to yarn 
loading by a fraction of Tf only, which is T// = Tf · cos a, where a is the twist 
angle (helix angle) of the fi ber. At higher twist levels, inter-fi ber stress will 
increase and yarn failure due to excessive fi ber slippage can be minimized. 
At the same time, fi bers are more inclined to the yarn axis (with larger twist 
angle). Fiber load contributes less to yarn tensile load. The loose packing 
of yarn leads to an extra amount of yarn extension before tightening the 
fi bers to bear the loading. Fibers in the outer yarn region will be straight-
ened in a later stage. When the yarn is being extended, fi bers tend to move 
toward the yarn center to avoid being strained until the yarn core is jammed, 
i.e. with close packing yarn density. The tensile strain distribution of fi bers 
in a yarn can be calculated at various yarn extension states under the 
assumption that fi bers are simple helices with equal helical pitch.

Even when the fi ber is perfectly uniform and the spinning process does 
not introduce additional variation, the spun yarn will have inherent irregu-
larity. The number of fi bers in a cross-section follows a Poisson distribution. 
Within a length of yarn, there exists a minimum strength point at which the 
yarn breaks. This is the well-known weak link effect.19

11.4.2 Yarn torsional properties

Evaluation of yarn torsional properties is much less popular than that of 
yarn tensile properties since they are more diffi cult to measure and their 
effects are less readily related to the properties of fi nal garment. Normally, 
people deal with these properties qualitatively. They use words such as twist 
lively yarn to refer to yarn with a high value of residual torque.

Yarn torsion meter

The most direct way to determine the torsional properties of a yarn is to 
measure the torque rotation relationship of the yarn with a torsion meter. 
The torsion meter (KES-YN1) used in this experiment was manufactured 
by the Kato Tech. Co. Ltd., Japan. The load range is from −500 mgf.cm to 
+500 mgf.cm. During testing, the yarn specimen is subjected to a constant 
tension and its length is allowed to change freely. The torsion meter is based 
on the torsion balance principle: a standard metal wire of known torsional 
stiffness is connected to the yarn at the upper end and the rotational 
displacement of the wire is measured by a very sensitive displacement 
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transducer. The amplifi ed signals of the transducer output are sent to the 
plotter and a torsion rotation curve is obtained.

Singles yarn torsional properties

Singles yarn torque was measured using the KES-YN1 Yarn Torsion Meter. 
The twisting head in the instrument twisted the yarn specimen in a cyclic 
manner. The yarn tension was kept constant at 25 gf.

Specifi cation of low-twist and high-twist yarns
Yarn type : Woolen spun carpet yarn
Yarn linear density : 256; 288 tex
Yarn twist level : 115; 265 turns per metre (Z-direction)
Yarn state : Boil-set (almost zero residual torque)
Yarn test length : 3 cm
Fiber type : New Zealand Romney Wool
Mean fi ber radius : 1.805 × 10−3 cm

The woolen yarns and the yarn specifi cations were supplied by Canesis 
Network Ltd (WRONZ) – see Fig. 11.9.

The mid-points of the yarn torque of the upper and lower hysteresis 
curves at different levels of yarn rotation were plotted in Fig. 11.10. The 
high-twist yarn has a larger torsional rigidity than the low-twist yarn and 
the torsional curve of the former is less linear. The low torsional rigidity of 
the low-twist yarn can be explained by its loose structure. Fibers can freely 
move to accommodate the overall twisting strain of the yarn before they 
form a compact yarn core to act against the imposed yarn torque.

11.4.3 Yarn bending properties

Yarn bending rigidity has a strong infl uence on fabric hand and appearance. 
The bending properties of yarns differ signifi cantly from those of solid 
beams. They are strongly infl uenced by the restraint with which the fi bers 

1 mm

11.9 Longitudinal view of low- and high-twist yarns.
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can move relative to each other in order to accommodate local deforma-
tions due to bending. The degree of the constraint is governed by the twist 
level of the yarn and the surface properties of the fi bers. For loose yarns, 
the fi bers can be assumed to bend independently with each other. In this 
case, the yarn-bending rigidity is effectively equal to the sum of the bending 
rigidities of individual fi bers. Thus, the bending rigidity of such a yarn is 
proportional to the number of fi bers in its cross-section.

In his theoretical study of yarn bending, Backer20 calculated the local 
fi ber strains for two extreme cases of deformation: complete freedom of 
relative fi ber movement and no relative fi ber movement. It was postulated 
that when the fi bers were completely free to change their paths in the yarn, 
no fi ber strain would be developed during yarn bending, and that when 
complete restriction of fi ber movement was imposed, maximum strains 
would occur in the fi bers lying on the outside (with tensile strain) and inside 
(with compressive strain) of the yarn torus. For real yarns, the mobility of 
fi bers must lie in-between the two extreme cases, and should be closer to 
the complete freedom case.

Although the Bending Tester is designed to measure fabric bending 
rigidity, it can also be used to measure the bending properties of yarn. 
During testing, a number of yarn samples are laid parallel with equal 
spacing and under uniform tension. Then both ends of the samples were 
secured using double-side adhesive tapes and paper strips. During testing, 
the yarns were allowed to bend freely between two clamps spaced 1 cm 
apart. Bending hysteresis curves were obtained from the KES-FB2. The 

11.10 Torsional properties of yarns with different twist levels.
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bending rigidity and coercive bending moment of the yarns can also be 
measured.

Specifi cation of yarn
Yarn type : Woolen spun carpet yarn
Linear density : 256 tex
Yarn twist level : 191 turns per metre (Z-direction)
Yarn radius : 0.05 cm
Yarn state : Boil-set (almost zero residual torque)
Fiber type : New Zealand Romney Wool
Mean fi ber radius : 1.805 × 10−3 cm

A total of 64 yarns were laid parallel to one another during the test. The 
bending hysteresis curve was plotted as shown in Fig. 11.11. The bending 
curve was unexpectedly linear. This may be due to the fact that the bending 
deformation was very small since the maximum curvature of the yarn was 
just equal to 2 cm−1. Comparing with the yarn diameter of 0.1 cm, the cur-
vature should reach 10 cm−1, which is the typical bending deformation of 
yarn in a knitted fabric. This is a limitation of using the KES-FB2 Tester 
for the measurement of yarn bending.
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11.11 Bending properties of yarn.
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11.5 Degree of fi ber interlacing and 

abrasion resistance

Semi-worsted yarns of 46 tex and 600 turns per meter were processed in 
Canesis Network Ltd. (WRONZ). The processing parameters were varied 
such as to obtain a series of yarns with changing abrasion resistance.

Test on yarn abrasion resistance

Brorens et al.21 evaluated the yarn abrasion-resistant properties at WRONZ 
using their specially designed abrasion tester. Unlike the normal ‘rubbing’ 
on the yarn surface, this tester performs the mechanism of yarn failure 
which is primarily a gradual drafting of the abraded area under abrasion.

In the experiment of yarn abrasion described in this section, the Shirley 
Yarn Abrasion Tester was used. The tester consists of two reciprocating 
bars: one is made of hardened steel and the other is covered with the stand-
ard abradant used in the Martindale Fabric Abrasion Tester. Eight yarn 
specimens were tested simultaneously. Yarns were threaded from the fi xed 
holders and clipped onto the fl exible holders on which sensors were attached. 
The initial tension exerted on each yarn was 0.5 N. When a yarn was broken, 
the fl exible holder fell, a signal would be sent to the control unit, and the 
number of rubs for that particular yarn would be recorded.

The abrasion cycles were set to an upper limit of 10 000 rubs and the 
elongation of each yarn during test was recorded every 500 cycles. Twenty 
specimens were taken randomly from each yarn type for the test and the 
results were summarized in Fig. 11.12. It can be observed that yarns of type 
Y6 have the highest proportion of yarn specimens lasting for most abrasion 
cycles before breakage (with extension of more than 12%).

It was found that that yarn abrasion resistance was inversely proportional 
to the average surface length, and the coeffi cient of determination R2 = 
0.9481, i.e. around 94.8% of the variation of yarn abrasion resistance can 
be explained by the variable average surface length. As a result, a simple 
yarn structural parameter that is closely related to the yarn abrasion resist-
ance properties was discovered. The merits of this new parameter include 
easy measurement and true refl ection of the degree of interlacing of the 
fi bers near the yarn surface. As the surface fi bers are to be measured, there 
is no need to search for a suitable solvent to optically dissolve the fi bers in 
the yarn such as to highlight the tracer fi ber for measurement of spatial 
coordinates. This would save a lot of effort during preparation work and 
data processing for the generation of migration parameters.12 In addition, 
the surface fi ber length measurement has eliminated the error of varying 
yarn diameter which infl uences the location of the yarn axis and thus the 
accuracy of the migration parameters. More extensive experimental work 
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will be performed to verify the reliability of the new structural parameter 
for different yarn types, e.g. Solospun.

11.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a brief development history of yarns has been given, fol-
lowed by a description of recent studies22,23 on the most important yarn 
structural parameters, i.e. surface length distribution and lateral yarn density 
distribution. The major mechanical properties were briefl y described. They 
include the tensile, bending, torsional and abrasion properties of yarns. The 
emphasis here is on studies of the inter-relationship between the yarn struc-
ture and mechanical properties. For details of the respective yarn proper-
ties, many papers can be found in the Journal of the Textile Institute and in 
the Textile Research Journal.
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12.1 Characteristics and classifi cation of fabrics

12.1.1 Woven fabric

According to the weave structure, woven fabrics are classifi ed into basic 
weave fabrics, consisting of plain-woven fabric, twill fabric, and satin fabric; 
and complex weave fabrics, including leno fabric, crepe woven fabric, dobby 
fabric, Jacquard fabric and other fabrics of complicated structures.

The three basic weave fabrics are the most commonly used for garment 
materials. As shown in Fig. 12.1, in the plain weave, each warp yarn inter-
laces with each weft yarn to form the maximum number of interlacings; in 
twill weave, warp and weft yarns fl oat over two or more yarns from the 
opposite direction in a progression of two to the right or left; and in satin 
weave, warp or weft yarns fl oat over four or more yarns from the opposite 
direction in a progression of two to the right or left. Leno fabric is mesh-
like, and its warp yarns have been made to cross one another between weft 
yarns during weaving. Dobby fabrics are fabrics with small woven-in geo-
metric patterns. Jacquard fabrics are fabrics with intricate, detailed woven-
in motifs.

12.1.2 Knitted fabric

In weft knits, the yarn forming the fabric traverses the fabric crosswise. 
There are four fundamental stitches forming the diversity of weft knits: knit 
stitch, purl stitch, fl oat stitch and tuck stitch. The three basic single weft knits 
are jersey, rib and purl, which are composed of all knit stitches or of knit 
and purl stitch. These fabrics differ in appearance as well as mechanical 
performance due to their varying stitch structures. The incorporation of 
tuck and fl oat stitches in the basic structure further introduces a variation 
of appearances and alters elongation and dimensions. The two double knits 
are rib and interlock, which are rib structures having alternating knit and 
purl stitches.
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In warp knits, the yarn forming the fabric traverses the fabric lengthwise. 
There are three major types of warp knits: tricot, Raschel, and nets 
and laces. Tricot, composed of all knit stitches, represents the commodity 
warp-knit product. Tricot fabrics vary in the number of sets of yarns in 
their structure: one-, two-, three- and four-bar. The greatest quantity of 
tricot produced is two-bar, which is used extensively in a variety of end 
uses.

Raschel knits are composed of vertical columns of chain stitches and an 
in-laid yarn that traverses the fabric horizontally between chain stitches. 
The three main types of Raschel fabrics are those with the basic structure, 
fall-plate Raschels, and pile Raschels. Both net and lace are open fabrics. 
Net is an open-mesh fabric in which a fi rm structure is ensured by some 
form of twist, interlocking, or knitting of the yarn. Lace is a fi ne openwork 
fabric with a ground of mesh or net on which patterns may be worked at 
the same time as the ground is formed or applied later, and which is made 
of yarn.

12.1.3 Functional fabrics

There are many kinds of functional requirements for fabrics, varying accord-
ing to different garment end uses, such as easy care, softness of touch, quick 
drying, UV-protection, anti-bacteria, long durability, and so on. In regard to 
the mechanical performance of garments, fabric stretch and recovery are 
most important. In stretch fabric, a certain percentage of elastic fi bers are 
usually incorporated.

(a) Plain (b) Twill (c) Satin

12.1 Basic weaves.
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12.2 Fabric construction measurement

Fabric length: The US standard ASTM D3773-90 and ISO 3933 describes 
the standard test methods for fabric length testing.

Fabric width: The width of a fabric depends on the loom on which the fabric 
is manufactured. Testing can follow the standard ASTM D3774 and ISO 
3932.

Fabric thickness: This is one of the basic properties of a fabric, giving infor-
mation on its warmth, heaviness, and stiffness in use. Since fabric is sensitive 
to the pressure used in thickness measurement, it is diffi cult to measure 
fabric thickness with satisfactory accuracy. Usually, a thickness gauge, 
micrometer, FAST-11 or KES-FB32 are used to obtain standard thickness 
or a thickness-pressure curve for a fabric. The standards ASTM D1777 and 
ISO 5084 describe several test methods for fabric thickness testing.

Fabric weight: The heavier a fabric, the more load that is placed on the 
human body wearing it. Weight can be conveyed as very light (<1 ounce per 
yard2), light (2–3 ounces per yard2), medium (5–7 ounces per yard2), heavy 
(>7 ounces per yard2), or very heavy. Fabric weight is usually measured by 
using a chemical balance. ASTM D3776, ISO 3801 and ISO 7211-6 describe 
several standard test methods for fabric weight.

Fabric weave: ISO 7211-1 describes the analysis method for fabric weave 
diagrams.

Fabric count: This is an important determinant of the quality of fabric and 
affects various mechanical properties. Generally, the higher the fabric count, 
the better the technological quality of the fabric. Fabric can also be roughly 
classifi ed into: tightly woven, closely woven, and loosely woven. ASTM D3775-
98 and ISO 7211-2 describe standard methods for determining fabric count.

Fabric crimp: This usually refers to yarn crimp in the fabric. It provides 
technological data for weaving design and for computation of yarn usage. 
ASTM D3883-99 and ISO 7211-3 describe the methods for determining 
yarn crimp in woven fabrics.

Yarn count and yarn twist: To analyze the construction of a fabric, the count 
and twist of yarn removed from fabric needs to be determined. ASTM 
D1059-97 and ISO 7211-5 are for testing the count of yarn removed from 
fabric, and the ASTM D1423-99 and ISO 7211-4 are for testing the twist of 
the yarn.
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12.3 Basic mechanical properties and their 

measurement

12.3.1 Basic mechanical properties of fabric

In normal garment wear, cloth deformation is a mixture of tension, bending 
shearing and twisting. Therefore, besides the geometry and biomechanical 
properties of the human body, garment aesthetic appearance and mechani-
cal comfort depends on these basic mechanical properties. Actually, fabric 
mechanical-comfort performance has been evaluated by consumers and 
textile producers subjectively by means of the hand of the fabric. And, fabric 
handle is used to describe the assessed results. However, fabric objective 
measurement (FOM) has been widely researched during the past several 
decades with the aim of specifying and controlling the quality, tailorability, 
and ultimate performance of apparel fabric. Many test methods, instru-
ments and pieces of apparatus have been developed to measure parameters 
associated with fabric handle. Most of these parameters point to the basic 
mechanical properties of the fabric.

Tensile: Fabric tensile properties can be investigated on universal tensile 
testers. The most commonly used instrument for tensile test is the Instron 
tensile machine. A fabric specimen is often extended at a suitable rate of 
extension to its breaking point, and the load–extension curve is produced. 
There are two major ways to carry out the tensile test – strip test (BS 6176) 
and grab test (ASTM D1682), as illustrated in Fig. 12.2. Warp-wise and 
weft-wise specimens are prepared, then the tensile properties in these two 
principle directions can be investigated.

Figure 12.3 shows the load–elongation curves of two fabrics tested along 
the warp and weft directions on an Instron tensile machine. From these 
curves, the Young’s modulus (that is the initial slope of the curve), break 

Clamps Clamps

Fabric
specimen

Fabric
specimen

(a) Strip test (b) Grab test

12.2 Instron tensile test.
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elongation and break load are often taken as parameters to describe the 
tensile properties of the fabrics tested. When extending a fabric specimen 
in one direction, it will contract in the other direction. The ratio of the 
contraction to the elongation is the Poisson ratio (s). This can also be 
obtained by the biaxial tensile test.

Shear: It is the shear property that enables fabrics to undergo more complex 
deformations than two-dimensional bending and so conform to the con-
tours of the body in garment end use. There are two major approaches to 
measure the shear property. One was proposed by Morner and Eeg-
Olofsson,3 the other one was developed by Behre.4 Both of the two pieces 
of apparatus were attached to the Instron tester. Based on these two methods, 
many further investigations and improvements have been made.5–8

The resistance to shearing, R, is the same in the two methods:6

R = F − W tan q = F − L sin q.

Both of the two approaches produce records on a graph of the angular 
deformation and the resistance to deformation, and provide a complete 
hysteresis curve for the shear resistance of the fabric tested. Figure 12.4 
shows a typical shear stress–strain curve. Cusick5 took a number of para-
meters quantifying shear behavior from the curve: (i) the initial shear 
modulus, given by the slope of the curve at the origin O; (ii) the shear 
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modulus at zero shear angle, given by the slope at points A and B; (iii) the 
hysteresis at zero shear angle, given by the length of AC; and (iv) the buck-
ling shear and the buckling angle at B and D, respectively.

Besides these items of apparatus/instruments designed specially for shear 
property investigations, there is also another approach to measure shear by 
using tensile testers directly. Killy has derived a formula that gives the 
Young’s modulus (Eq) for a fabric in the bias directions that are at an angle 
q to the warp direction:9

1 1 1 2 14 2 2E E G E E1 1 1 2θ θ σ θ θ= ( ) + −( ) + ( )cos cos sin sinn .2θ

Here, E1 and E2 are the Young’s moduli of the warp and weft directions 
respectively, s1 denotes the Poisson ratio of the warp direction, and G is the 
shear modulus. If tensile tests are carried out on specimens of the warp, the 
weft, and the bias direction at an angle of 45 ° to the warp respectively, then 
the shear modulus G can be calculated by the above equation.

Bending: Since fabric stiffness has a dominant effect on aesthetic appear-
ance in garment end use, there have been many methods developed to 
measure it. Peirce fi rst proposed the Cantilever test.10,11 In that test, a 
horizontal strip of fabric, one inch wide, is clamped at one end and the rest 
of the strip is allowed to hang under its own weight. The angle between 
the horizontal and the chord from the edge of the platform to the tip 
of the fabric is measured. He defi ned two quantities calculated from the 
angle q :
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12.4 Typical shear curve.
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(i) the bending length c = l · f(q), where l = length of fabric overhanging

 the platform(m), and f θ θ
θ

( ) = ( )cos .
tan

0 5
8

1 3

;

(ii) the fl exural rigidity F = wc3 (Nm), where w = weight (g/m2).

The higher the bending length, the stiffer the fabric. The Shirley stiffness 
tester measures the bending length of fabric in another way. A narrow 
horizontal strip (25 mm × 200 mm) of fabric is allowed to bend to a fi xed 
angle under its own weight. The length of the fabric required to bend to 
this angle is taken as the bending length.

Peirce also proposed a hanging loop method for fabrics that are too limp 
to give a satisfactory result by the cantilever method.10 A one-inch-wide 
strip of fabric of length L has its two ends clamped together to form loops 
of different shapes: ring, pear and heart. Figure 12.5 shows a heart loop. The 
undistorted length of the loop that is under no gravitational or other force, 
l0, from the grip to the lowest point, has been calculated by Peirce. The 
actual length (l) of the loop under the force of gravity is measured. Then, 
the bending length is calculated as follows for each loop shape:

Ring loop: l0 = 0.3183L, q = 157° d/l0, c = L0.133f2(q);

Pear loop: l0 = 0.4243L, q = 504.5° d/l0, c = L0.133f2(q)/cos 0.87q ;

Heart loop: l0 = 0.1337L, q = 32.85° d/l0, c = l0 f2(q).

Here, d = l − l0, and f2(q) = (cos q/tan q)1/3. The fl exural rigidity is calculated 
from the bending length in the same way as the cantilever test.

The stiffness of a fabric in bending is very dependent on its thickness, T; 
the thicker the fabric, the stiffer it is if all other factors are the same. The 
bending modulus, B (N/m2), can then be calculated from the fl exural rigidity 
by the following formula:

B = 12F/T 3.

ASTM D1388 and BS 3356 describe the details of fabric stiffness tests.
To investigate fabric stiffness, Owens et al. developed the Shirley cyclic 

bending tester.12–15 A bending-hysteresis curve can be obtained from this.

Twist: Since fabric twist always occurs accompanied by bending, it is diffi cult 
to measure the pure twist of fabric. Shanahan et al. have pointed out that 
a pure bending along a bias direction is a combination of twist and bending 
in the warp and weft directions.16 A formula was derived to calculate the 
fl exural rigidity in the bias direction at an angle q to the warp:18

Fq = F1 cos4q + (4t + 2u2F1)cos2q sin2q + F2 sin4q

where, F1 and F2 denote the fl exural rigidities in the warp and weft direction, 
u2 is analogous to Poisson’s ratio, and t is the twist rigidity. Then, instead of 
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measuring twist rigidity directly, it can be obtained by testing the bending 
of a fabric specimen in a bias direction. With F1, F2 and Fq known, the twist 
rigidity can be obtained.

Compression: The Schiefer compressometer and universal testers with com-
pression cells can be used to obtain the thickness–pressure curve. ASTM D 
6571 discloses a method to measure the compression resistance and re -
covery properties of any type of high-loft, non-woven fabric using a simple 
and economically applied static weight loading technique.

Table 12.1 provides a summary of the basic mechanical property tests.

12.5 Heart loop.
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12.3.2 Surface properties

As described in Chapter 9, the basic mechanical properties have an infl u-
ence on a garment’s aesthetic appearance as well as contact comfort through 
pressure. Besides them, the surface properties (usually roughness and fric-
tion) of cloth infl uence not only the contact state, but also the touch sense 
of humans. A number of roughness testers have been used for measuring 
the surface roughness of sheet materials.13

There are several approaches for fabric friction measurement. One 
approach is to carry out friction tests in tensile testers with special friction 
attachments. The principle of the test is illustrated in Fig. 12.6a, where a 
block of mass m is pulled over a horizontal fl at rigid surface covered with 
the fabric being tested, and the line connected to the block is led around a 
frictionless pulley and connected to an appropriate load cell in a tensile 
tester. Then, the coeffi cient of friction, m = F/mg. The Instron machine is 
most popularly used.13 An inclined plane method, illustrated in Fig. 12.6b, 
has also been used for fabric friction testing. Here, m = tan q. The Shirley 
Fabric Friction Tester was developed for testing coated fabrics based on this 
principle.18

12.3.3 KES-F system

Kawabata and his co-workers developed the KES-F (Kawabata Evaluation 
Systems for Fabrics) with the aim of objectively measuring the appropriate 
fabric properties and then correlating these measurements with the subjec-
tive assessment of handle.19 The system consists of four specialized instru-
ments: (i) FB1 tensile and shearing; (ii) FB2 bending; (iii) FB3 compression; 
and (iv) FB4 surface friction and variation. The system investigates the 
responses of various mechanical behaviors under low-load. As is well 
known, fabric mechanical properties in the low-load region possess a pecu-

12.6 Friction test.
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liar non-linearity. One example of the non-linearity is the hysteresis behav-
ior in the load–deformation relation. These properties of cloth have 
signifi cant infl uences on the aesthetic shape and wear comfort in garment 
end use. They must be measured exactly and expressed by parameters. 
Fabric specimens of 20 cm × 20 cm are used for all measurements except 
compression.

Tensile property

The tensile test is illustrated in Fig. 12.7a. Extension is applied along the 
5 cm direction of the specimen up to 500 gf/cm. The transverse contraction 
is not limited, so the test is a type of biaxial extension. Figure 12.7b shows 
a typical load–extension hysteresis curve. From this curve, several parame-
ters are derived:

Tensile energy, WT F
m= ∫ d

0
ε

ε
 (gf × cm/cm2);

Linearity of load–extension curve, LT = WT/WOT, where 
WOT = Fm · em /2;

Tensile resilience, RT = (WT ′/WT) × 100, (%), where 
WT F

m′ = ′∫ d
0

ε
ε

;

Extensibility, EM, the strain (em) at 500 gf/cm.

Shearing property

The shear test is carried out using the same tester as the tensile test (KES-
FB1). It is illustrated in Fig. 12.8a; a rate of shear strain of 8.34 × 10−3/sec is 
applied to the specimen under a constant extension load (10 gf/cm) up to a 
maximum shear angle of 8°. Figure 12.8b is the obtained shear-force/shear-
angle hysteresis curve. From it, the following parameters are measured: 

12.7 KES tensile test.
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(i) G, shear rigidity, mean slope of the curve in the region f = 0.5° ∼ 5°; 
(ii) 2HG, hysteresis of shear force at shear angle of 0.5°; (iii) 2HG5, 
hysteresis of shear force at shearing angle of 5°.

Bending

Figure 12.9 shows the KES-FB2 bending tester. In the KES bending test, a 
specimen is bent between the curvatures −2.5 and 2.5 cm−1, as illustrated in 
Fig. 12.10a. Figure 12.10b is a bending curve, from which two parameters 
are measured: B, bending rigidity, the mean slope of the curve in the region 
K = 0.5 ∼ 1.5 cm−1; and 2HB, hysteresis of bending moment, measured at 
K = 0.5 cm−1.

Compression

Figure 12.11 shows the KES compression tester FB3. The specimen used 
for the compression test is 2.5 cm × 2.0 cm and the effective pressure region 
is a circular area of 2 cm2. The specimen is compressed in the direction of 
its thickness to a maximum pressure of 50 gf/cm2, as illustrated in Fig. 12.12a. 
The shape of the obtained pressure–thickness curve (Fig. 12.12b) is similar 
to that of the load–extension curve, and the parameters are also defi ned the 
same way as those for the tensile property: LC, linearity of compression 
curve; WC, compression energy; and RC, compression resilience. The fabric 
thickness at 50 Pa pressure, T0 and that at 200 Pa pressure Tm can also be 
obtained from the thickness–pressure curve. The compression tester can 
also be used for fabric thickness measurement.

12.8 KES shear test.
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12.9 KES-FB2 bending tester.

Surface properties

Figure 12.13 is the KES-FB4 tester for evaluating surface properties. Surface 
roughness is measured by pulling across the surface a steel wire of 0.5 mm 
diameter that is bent into a U shape, as illustrated in Fig. 12.14a. Figure 

12.10 KES bending test.
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12.14b shows a plot of the height variation along the distance. The mean 
deviation of surface contour, SMD is calculated from the plot, SMD = 
hatched area/X.

Surface friction is measured in a similar way by using a contactor consist-
ing of 10 pieces of the same wire used in the roughness test, as shown in 

12.11 KES-FB3 tester.
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Fig. 12.15a. The force required to pull the fabric passing the contactor is 
measured. Figure 12.15b shows the obtained plot of friction versus distance 
travelled, from which two parameters are calculated: the coeffi cient of fric-
tion, MIU, the mean value of the curve; and the mean deviation of the 
coeffi cient of friction, MMD.

12.3.4 The FAST system

Fabric Assurance by Simple Testing (FAST) is a system specifi cally designed 
by CSIRO in Australia for use by tailors and worsted fi nishers to highlight 
problems that may be encountered in making fabrics, mainly wool and 
wool-blend, into garments.1 It is claimed to be much simpler and more 
robust than the KES-F system, so it can be used as an alternative in many 
applications. This system comprises three purpose-designed instruments: 
FAST 1, compression meter, FAST 2, bending meter, and FAST 3, extension 

12.13 KES-FB4 tester.

12.14 KES surface roughness test.
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meter; and a test method, FAST 4, dimensional stability test, which requires 
no specialized equipment.

In the compression test, the thickness of a fabric specimen is measured 
on a 10 cm2 area at two different pressures, fi rstly at 2 gf/cm2 (0.196 kPa) and 
then at 100 gf/cm2 (9.81 kPa). The difference between these two thickness 
values is regarded as the fabric surface thickness. This is based on the con-
sideration that a fabric consists of an incompressible core and a compressi-
ble surface.

The FAST bending meter measures the bending length of a fabric speci-
men automatically. The fl exural rigidity is then calculated from the bending 
length and the fabric weight as mentioned before.

Using the FAST extension meter, the extension of the fabric is measured 
in the warp and weft directions at three fi xed forces – 5, 20, 100 gf/cm (4.9, 
19.6, and 98.1 N/m). The extension at 98.1 N/m is defi ned as the extensibility. 
And the extension values at 4.9 and 19.6 N/m are measured for the calcula-
tion of the formability, together with the respective bending rigidity. The 
extension is also measured on the bias in both directions, only at a force of 
5 gf/cm (4.9 N/m), to enable the calculation of the shear rigidity.

12.4 Mechanical properties in complex deformation

12.4.1 Bi-extension

In normal garment wear, especially with tight-fi t garments, the fabric 
is often stretched in both the two principal directions. How the fabric 
responds to such deformation has an important infl uence on the appear-
ance and comfort of the garments. Kawabata et al. developed an instru-
ment to investigate the fabric properties in biaxial extension. Figure 12.16 
shows the KES-G2 tester. The test is illustrated in Fig. 12.17a, where two 
forces are applied continuously to the two axes of the fabric specimen, 

12.15 KES surface friction test.
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respectively, to keep it constrained on one axis and elongated on the other 
axis. Figure 12.17b shows the obtained curve of the two forces versus the 
elongation.

12.4.2 Buckling and formability

Eeg-Olofsson developed a method to measure fabric plate buckling using 
an Instron tensile testing machine.21 The test specimen was inserted between 
two clamps. The lower clamp was rigidly fi xed to the movable Instron beam. 
The upper clamp was guided by means of two rods mounted in bearings on 
the frame of the Instron machine and suspended by a wire from the strain-
gauge. An extra load was hung on the left-hand of the rods in order to 
maintain tension in the suspension wire throughout the test.

12.16 KES-G2 tester.

12.17 KES biaxial tension test.
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Dahlberg also developed an apparatus as an attachment to the Instron 
tensile tester for measuring plate buckling and shell buckling of fabric.22 
Both of the tests produced load–deformation curves.

Formability is a measure of the degree of compression in the fabric plane 
sustainable by it before buckling occurs. Lindberg et al. pointed out that it 
is an important property required in garment construction.23 Low values of 
formability indicate that a fabric becomes easily puckered when made into 
a collar or cuff. The compression force required to buckle a sample of fabric 
of length l is given by P = kB/l2, where B is the bending rigidity, and k is a 
constant. Under this compression force, the amount of the fabric compres-
sion before it buckles is then given by CP = kCB/l2, where C denotes the 
longitudinal compressibility (that is often assumed to be equal to the exten-
sibility). Here, CB is a specifi c property of the fabric determining how much 
compression it can undergo before buckling. It is defi ned as the compres-
sion formability, Fc.23 There is no particular instrument for the formability 
test. It is usually a by-product of the measurements of tensile modulus and 
bending rigidity.

12.4.3 Drape

The British standard for the assessment of drape of fabrics (BS 5058) 
describes a method using the ‘Drapemeter’. A circular specimen, about 
0.3 m in diameter, is supported on a circular disk of 0.18 m diameter. The 
unsupported area may drape to form some folds. The number of the folds 
(nodes) is used to describe the drapability directly. The more the nodes, the 
softer is the fabric. The drape coeffi cient is the ratio of the projected area 
of the fabric sample to its undraped area, in which the area of the support-
ing disk is deduced.

Drape coeffi cient = (the area of the shadow − the area of the 
  supporting disk)/(the area of the circular specimen − the area 

of the supporting disk)

The higher the drape coeffi cient, the stiffer the fabric.

According to BS 5058, there are three diameters of specimen that can be 
used:

(i) 30 cm for medium fabrics;
(ii) 24 cm limp fabrics, whose drape coeffi cients are below 30% with the 

30 cm sample;
(iii) 36 cm for stiff fabrics, whose drape coeffi cients are above 85% with 

the 30 cm sample.
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12.4.4 Stretch and recovery properties

Certain types of garments, particularly sportswear, dancewear, and founda-
tion underwear, are made to be close-fi tting or tight-fi tting to the body. 
The fabric for such garments should be able to stretch to accommodate 
fi rstly the donning and removal of the garment and secondly any activity 
that is undertaken while wearing it. To avoid bagging and to remain close 
fi tting, the stretch has to be followed by complete recovery of the original 
dimensions. For this purpose, usually a small percentage of elastic fi bers are 
incorporated into the fabric structure. There are a large number of methods 
developed for stretch fabric measurement. Generally, two quantities are 
measured: one is the extension at a given load, sometimes known as the 
modulus, which is a measure of how easily the fabric stretches; the other is 
how well the fabric recovers from stretching to this load, usually measured 
as growth or residual extension.24

The British standard for elastic fabrics (BS 4952) describes a number 
of test methods using either line contact jaws or looped specimens. The 
standard covers both woven and knitted fabrics. The measured quantities 
include: extension at a specifi ed force, modulus, residual extension and 
tension decay. In the extension test, the sample is cycled twice between 
zero extension and a specifi ed force. The elongation at the specifi ed force 
is measured for the extension, and the modulus is obtained by recording 
the force at specifi ed values of elongation. In the residual extension test, 
the sample of gauge length L1 is given a preliminary stretch cycle then 
extended by a specifi ed force that is held for 10 s. The force is then 
removed and the sample is allowed to relax on a fl at and smooth surface. 
The length of the sample clamped between the jaws is measured after 
1 min (L2) and after 30 min (L3) respectively. The following quantities are 
calculated:

Mean residual extension after 1 1002 1

1

min %= − ×L L
L

,,

minMean residual extension after 30 13 1

1

= − ×L L
L

000% .

The tension decay is tested by holding the sample at a specifi ed elongation 
for 5 min and measuring the decay in force over this period: Tension

decay = F F
F

1 2

1

100
− × %, where F1 is the maximum force at the specifi c

elongation, and F2 is the force after 5 min.
The US standard for the stretch properties of woven stretch fabric (ASTM 

D3107) measures two quantities: percentage stretch, elongation at a fi xed 
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load; and fabric growth, which is the same as residual extension. The US 
standard for knitted fabric having lower power (ASTM D2594) measures 
the stretch and the growth after a much longer period.

12.4.5 Strength

Bursting strength

Tensile strength tests are generally used for woven fabrics where there are 
defi nite warp and weft directions. However, some other fabrics, such as 
knitted fabrics, lace or non-woven fabrics do not have such principle direc-
tions where the strength reaches a maximum. Bursting strength, in which 
the material is stressed in all directions at the same time, is an alternative 
method of measuring strength for such materials. Actually, in many gar-
ments, especially at some particular position, such as elbows and knees, the 
fabric is stressed in all directions during wearing, so it is important to carry 
out a strength test in a realistic manner.

The BS 4768 describes a diaphragm bursting strength test method, as 
illustrated in Fig. 12.18a. The fabric specimen is clamped over a rubber 
diaphragm by means of an annular clamping ring and an increasing fl uid 
pressure is applied to the underside of the diaphragm until the specimen 
bursts. The operating fl uid can be a liquid or a gas. Two quantities are 
reported: mean bursting strength (kN/m2) and mean bursting distension 
(mm). ASTM D3786 describes a similar method. ASTM D3787 describes a 
ball bursting strength method as illustrated in Fig. 12.18b. The test can be 
carried out using an attachment on a standard tensile testing machine. In 
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12.18 Bursting test.
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the test, a steel ball is pushed through the stretched fabric specimen and 
the force required is recorded. ISO 13938 also describes a hydraulic method 
and a pneumatic method for determination of bursting strength and a burst-
ing distension.

Tearing strength

A fabric tears when it is snagged by a sharp object and the immediate 
small puncture is converted into a long rip by what may be a very small 
extra effort. It is the most common type of strength failure of fabrics in 
end use. For garment items, such as outdoor clothing, overalls and uni-
forms, the tearing strength is a very important quantity. The fabric tear 
property measured is the force required to propagate an existing tear and 
not the force required to initiate a tear, as this usually requires cutting of 
threads. In the test, the specimen is cut fi rst and the force required to 
extend the cut is measured. This is conveniently carried out by gripping 
the two halves of the cut in a standard tensile tester, and obtaining a 
tear test force extension curve. The various tear tests carried out in this 
manner, which are called tongue tear tests, differ mainly in the geometry 
of the specimen. ASTM D2261 describes a single rip tear test method, 
and BS 4303 also describes a wing rip tear test method. The results 
can be expressed as the maximum, the median, or the average tearing 
resistance.

Another approach to measure tear strength is the ballistic tear test, which 
measures energy loss (work done) during tearing. ASTM 1424 describes a 
tear strength test using the Elmendorf tear tester. There is the following 
equation for the relationship between the tearing force and the energy 
loss:

Energy loss = tearing force * distance.

Seam strength

Seam strength is the resistance to yarn slippage in a fabric seam. There are 
three different types of seam slippage test:

(i) To measure the maximum force to seam rupture.
(ii) To plot a load–extension curve with and without a standard seam and 

take the difference between the two curves as the slippage.
(iii) To put a standard seam under a fi xed load and measure the seam 

gape.

ISO 13935 describes two methods of the fi rst type. BS 3320 describes a 
standard test of the second type.
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12.4.6 Bagging

There are a few methods developed for evaluation of woven and knitted 
fabrics’ bagging behavior. The Celanese bagging test uses the principle of 
tensile stretch and recovery and is adaptable to the Instron tensile machine.25 
A 10-inch-diameter specimen is subjected to repeated loads of between 
0.5 and 15 pounds. The immediate growth and immediate distortion are 
recorded, and from them a measure of immediate recovery is obtained. 
Based on a comparison with wear trials, fabrics with an immediate recovery 
value greater than 59% are considered to be satisfactory, 53–59% to be on 
the borderline and less than 53% to be unsatisfactory.

The Zweigle type bagging tester uses the Gronewald and Zoll principle, 
and enables measurement of bagging tendency under reasonably realistic 
conditions.26 The testing apparatus is an artifi cial arm with an elbow joint. 
The test fabric, suitably made into tubular form, is drawn onto the tester. 
With the testing arm bent, the sample is subjected to fi ve hours of static 
strain. The testing arm is then brought to the straight position and the 
specimen is allowed to recover. After a 10-minute recovery, the specimen 
is withdrawn from the arm and the bagging height at the elbow region is 
measured. For all the fabrics tested, when the bagging height measured in 
the laboratory was below 5 mm, a fabric was judged to be wearable under 
practical conditions.

Yokura et al.27 developed an apparatus for the measurement of fabric 
bagging behavior in terms of increased volume. In the test, a fabric sample 
is placed on a hemisphere of 14 cm diameter, clamped by chucks and then 
loaded using a square frame for fi ve hours. The shape of the distorted 
specimen is measured using the Moiré topographic technique. The volume 
formed by the bagged fabric is used to evaluate its bagging propensity.

Zhang28 and Zhang et al.29,30 developed an apparatus that is attached to 
an Instron tensile machine to investigate the dynamic bagging property of 
a fabric. A specimen, under a pre-tension force, is stretched to a predeter-
mined height and returned to its original position. This process is repeated 
continuously many times, followed by a specifi ed recovery time under zero 
loading. After recovery, the specimen is subjected again to the same pre-
tension force and then the non-recovered bagging height is measured. The 
relative residual bagging height is then the ratio of the non-recovered 
bagging height to the predetermined bagging height in percentage terms.

12.5 Conclusion

The structural features, classifi cation of woven and knitted fabrics, and the 
fabric construction measurements have been briefl y reviewed. Descriptions 
of the mechanical properties of fabrics in simple and complex deformations, 
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which determine the biomechanical performance of clothing, were intro-
duced. The commonly used parameters were derived from these descrip-
tions. To obtain these parameters for biomechanical engineering design, 
various testing methods and apparatus including the KES and FAST systems 
were summarized.
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13.1 Introduction

In this chapter, common experimental techniques to quantify the tensile, 
compression, shear and frictional properties of the human skin and underly-
ing tissues are reviewed. Selected material properties of the human skin 
tissues are highlighted.

13.2 Biomechanical testing of human skin

Many biomechanical approaches have been developed to test the human 
skin and underlying tissues. The aims are not only to understand the tissues 
distinct behaviors, but also to help in clinical diagnosis of skin diseases. 
Noninvasive measurements of skin mechanical properties provide a possi-
bility for monitoring the temporal effects of disease, drugs, or cosmetics 
within and across subjects. Establishing objective and quantitative measure-
ments of skin properties is one important aspect for clinical treatment and 
diagnosis.

Due to the structural variations, the mechanical properties of skin may 
vary with the subject, body site, direction, testing condition such as strain 
rate, and ambient conditions. An ideal test should be conducted in vivo with 
controlled specimen size and condition, such as multiaxial tests with uniform 
strain fi elds, so that the skin comprehensive properties can be readily associ-
ated with the results.1 However, this can hardly be achieved because it is 
diffi cult to obtain a uniform strain fi eld throughout the testing area and to 
control the loading boundaries in in vivo tests. There are diffi culties in 
measuring the resting tension and deformation, the skin dimension and the 
boundary effects. These diffi culties can be solved in an in vitro test but the 
effects of biological behaviors, such as blood pressure, lymphatic drainage, 
metabolism, and nervous and hormonal controls may be lost. Although in 
vitro testing based on standardized methods can give more repeatable 
results, in vivo skin properties are more relevant to clinical application and 
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in the fi elds of textiles and clothing. However, interpretation of in vivo tests 
is diffi cult because of the measurement constraints and indifferentiable 
response from boundary and underlying soft tissues.

13.2.1 In vitro tests of human skin

An in vitro test means that the skin specimen is tested away from the body. 
In vitro methods involve the removal of skin samples from the body and 
the usual procedure is to excise the skin and to pare off as much subcutane-
ous fat as possible. Therefore, the tissue cannot be further modulated in in 
vivo situations and thus a signifi cant amount of series measurements of 
samples from different sites are required for adequate interpretation of 
results. In vitro uniaxial tests or strip biaxial tests are well suited for studies 
of the anisotropic behavior of the skin because of their better strain uni-
formity than in vivo tests.

The site and orientation of the tested specimen are very important, as 
anisotropic pre-existing or resting tension of skin exists as a result of struc-
tural strain, normal habitual body movements, and underlying joints or 
musculature. The sample is cut into a dumbbell shape, with the middle 
portion considered as the test site, and the larger ends are gripped on a 
tensile testing machine. In this arrangement, the specimen can be stretched 
under a uniform strain fi eld throughout the skin thickness. It should be 
noticed that repeating the application of test stresses in both in vitro and 
in vivo tests is essential to allow a steady-state response to be achieved, 
leading to good reproducibility of results.

The ultimate strength and elastic parameters are commonly extracted 
from in vitro mechanical testing of skin. Edwards and Marks2 summarized 
the results of selected in vitro tests of normal human skin samples of dimen-
sions 4 mm × 2 mm × skin thickness of approximately 1–2 mm. The tensile 
strength of skin ranged from 5 to 30 N/mm2, with a maximum mean value 
of about 21 N/mm2 at 8 years, declining to about 17 N/mm2 at 95 years. The 
ultimate modulus of elasticity ranged from about 15 to 150 N/mm2. The 
mean showed a maximum value of about 70 N/mm2 at age 11, with a decline 
to about 60 N/mm2 at 95 years. The ultimate strain varied from about 35 to 
115%. The mean value declined in a linear fashion from 75% at birth to 
60% at 90 years.

13.2.2 In vivo tests of skin

An in vivo test means that the skin is tested on body. Though it is diffi cult 
to extract consistent mechanical parameters for inter and intra studies 
comparison, it can provide important information on functional skin 
mechanics. In fact, the in vivo tests have been widely used for the objective 
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assessment of severity and response to treatment in several diseases. In the 
following sections, the common measuring techniques and devices for in 
vivo testing of the human skin are discussed.

Tensile test (extensometer, twistometer, cutometer)

Extensometer: The simplest method for measuring the tensile properties of 
skin is the use of a linear uniaxial extensometer. Tabs are attached to the 
skin with either cyanoacrylate glue or double-sided adhesive tape and are 
driven apart to give a preset extension of typically 30%.2 Strain gauges and 
a linear variable differential transformer sensor (LVDT) are attached to 
measure the forces applied to the pads and their displacements.3 The force 
required to stretch the skin and maintain the new tab separation can be 
recorded. Alternatively, the separation of the tabs can be monitored with 
the application of a constant extension force. This cannot easily be achieved 
in vivo, but a good approximation can be obtained by using attachment tabs 
that are much wider than their initial separation distance. In this confi gura-
tion, the skin is prevented from necking in the region of strain application 
and therefore experiences an effective stress in a direction orthogonal to 
the extension axis. Modulation of stratum corneum properties by as much 
as 30% from the effects of emollient applications and different tissue dis-
orders can be evaluated.2 This method can also be used to study changes 
due to aging, radiation therapy, steroid application and plastic surgery. 
Testing of skin properties using the extensometer is practically convenient; 
however, a pure uniaxial tensile test cannot be achieved as the specimen 
boundary conditions are not well defi ned.

Table 13.1 highlights some of the measured material parameters of skin 
using uniaxial extensometers, in the literature. The uniaxial extensometer 
has been employed to help evaluate the treatment of postburn hypertrophic 
skin4 and the effects of aging and photodamage under sun exposure.5

Twistometer: The in-plane response of skin to a torsional stimulus can be 
measured by a twistometer, which has a central disk within a thin annulus. 
These are stuck to the skin, usually by means of double-sided adhesive tape, 
and the inner disk of skin is twisted while the torque required to achieve 
and maintain this rotation is monitored.2 The probe of the twistometer 
consists of a torque motor and an angle sensor. The twistometer may also 
be confi gured as electromechanical oscillators connected to a spring exhib-
iting a variable degree of viscous recoil in the skin, in order to study the 
dynamic skin response.3

When the torque is applied for a given duration via the twistometer, the 
torque disk moves to a degree dependent on the compliance and viscosity 
of the tissue, and the resulting angular deformation is recorded. The creep 
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and relaxation behavior of skin in this test is similar to that obtained from 
a uniaxial extensometer. The difference between the two methods lies in 
the fact that the torsional device twists the skin through a small angle in 
all orientations, thus eliminating differences due to the test direction. With 
the twistometer, the deformations are applied in the plane of the skin to 
minimize the contribution of the deep layers. The stresses are applied in 
rotation, hence with an axis of symmetry. In contrast to uniaxial methods, 
the contribution of natural skin tensions can thus be averaged and the 
measurements are independent of the orientation of the imposed stress 
relative to the Langer’s lines.

In the torsional test, a step torque instantaneously applied to the skin is 
maintained and then released to characterize creep and relaxation of the 
skin tissue. Typical skin deformation with time is depicted in Fig. 13.1. The 
parameter Ue is the elastic deformation of skin due to the application of 
an instantaneous load, Uv is the viscoelastic creep occurring after the elastic 
deformation, Ur is the elastic recovery, and Uf is the total extensibility.

Using a twistometer, Agache et al.6 measured the skin deformation of 138 
individuals from 3 to 89 years old and reported that the Young’s modulus 
of the in vivo dermis was 0.42 MPa for the young age group and 0.85 MPa 
for the older age group. Boyce et al.7 measured the deformation and recov-
ery of skin after the treatment of burns with cultured skin substitutes, with 
the use of a dermal torque meter, in 10 patients. Assessments of burn scars 

Table 13.1 Reported skin stiffness using uniaxial extensometers

Research group Sites and conditions Measured skin parameters
  and values

  Initial stiffness: 1 MPa (along axis),
Manschot &  Human calf         0.15 MPa (across
 Brakkee [55]  (along and across         axis)
  tibial axis) Effective stiffness: 13 MPa (along
           axis), 4 MPa
            (across axis)

Clark et al. [4] Human forearm Skin stiffness: 0.75 N/mm

Quan et al. [5] Human forearm and Forearm skin stiffness: 1.92 N/mm
  thigh (old            (young), 
  and young)            2.86 N/mm
             (old)
  Thigh skin stiffness: 1.20 N/mm 
            (young),
            2.10 N/mm 
            (old)
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reported time-dependent increases of skin extensibility and elastic recovery 
during the one-year post-treatment.

The torsional method can be used to determine the basic elastic and vis-
coelastic properties of skin and for the study of chronic sun exposure, racial 
differences in skin properties, scleroderma, and effects of cosmetic product 
application.

Cutometer: A skin pulling device called a cutometer has been used to quan-
tify the mechanical behavior of skin under tension.2 The device places a 
suction cup or cylinder perpendicularly on the skin surface and applies a 
negative pressure through the opening of a probe. The suction head is cen-
tered in the probe shield, with the diameter of the probe ranged from 2 to 
8 mm, depending on the skin area.3 The negative pressure is applied via a 
vacuum pump, which is incorporated with a pressure sensor. The resulting 
vertical deformation of the dome of the skin surface is measured by deter-
mining the depth of skin penetration into the probe. Skin elasticity para-
meters can be extracted from the applied pressure and the height of the skin 
dome. The typical skin deformation–time graph obtained is similar to the 
torsional test as depicted in Fig. 13.1. Cutometers usually provide the ability 
to alternate the pressure in a dynamic test mode to generate a cyclic suction 
such that the height of the raised skin can be recorded on each cycle.

13.1 Graphical representations of the skin deformation–time curve 
under the mechanical testing of cutometer or twistometer. A suction 
force (torque for twistometer) is applied on the skin tissue and 
maintained during the suction time. The suction force is then released 
to characterize creep and relaxation.

Ue

Ur

Uv

Uf

suction time relaxation time 

Skin deformation
(degrees or mm)

Time (seconds)
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The two most commonly used suction cup devices are the Dermafl ex A 
(Department of Dermatology, Rishospital, Copenhagen, Denmark and the 
Institute of Technical Engineering (ATV), Glostrup, Denmark) and the 
DermaLab (Cortex Technology, Hadsund, Denmark).3 These suction 
chamber devices are usually used to measure distensibility, elasticity and 
hysteresis of the tested skin.8,9 Distensibility can be defi ned as the elevation 
of the skin under a particular tensile stress, and refl ects the stiffness of the 
stretched skin. The stiffness is thought mainly to be due to the collagen 
fi bers in the dermis. Elasticity defi nes the ability of the skin to recover from 
stress/stretch, which can be measured by monitoring the residual skin eleva-
tion after the fi rst suction is terminated. Elasticity is also represented by 
Ur/Uf. The ability to regain the original shape following exposure to stretch 
seems to rely mainly on the elasticity fi bers of the dermis. Hysteresis 
describes the irreversible alteration in maximum distensibility resulting 
from continuous cycles of stress applied on a particular area of the skin. It 
is determined from the difference between the elevation during the fi rst 
cycle of suction and the last. Table 13.2 highlights some of the measured 
elastic parameters of skin using the cutometer, presented in the literature.

The cutometer has frequently been employed to help evaluate the effect 
of different pathological changes and treatment on skin elastic proper-

Table 13.2 Reported skin elastic parameters using cutometer

Research group Sites and  Measured skin elastic 
 conditions parameters and values

  Distensibility: 1.76 mm (palm), 
          2.22 mm (forearm)
Jemec et al. [8] Human palm and  Elasticity: 58% (palm), 68% (forearm)
  forearm Hysteresis: 0.21 mm (palm), 
        0.20 mm (forearm)

  Distensibility: 2.98
  Elasticity: 90%
  Hysteresis: 0.18 mm
Pedersen et al.  Human forearm Young’s modulus: 5.26 MPa (Women),
 [9]  (sex and age)           4.8 MPa (Men)
  Young’s modulus: 3.52 MPa (age 9–29),
            4.77 MPa (age 30–39),
            6.98 MPa (age 40–58)

Quan et al. [5] Human forearm  Forearm skin stiffness: 1.92 N/mm (young)
  and thigh (old             2.86 N/mm (old)
  and young) Thigh skin stiffness: 1.20 N/mm (young)
            2.10 N/mm (old)
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ties.10–14 Yoon et al.14 quantifi ed the facial skin elasticity in 96 diabetic 
patients and 83 normal subjects using a hand-held cutometer. The elasticity 
in the diabetics was signifi cantly lower than in the non-diabetics. Using the 
cutometer, Dobrev10 monitored the effect of therapy with dithranol by 
measuring the elasticity of 82 psoriatic plaques and of clinically uninvolved 
psoriatic skin in comparison with the skin of healthy controls. The plaques 
characterized signifi cantly lower skin distensibility and elasticity compared 
with adjacent normal skin. After treatment, the mechanical parameters of 
psoriatic plaques approached the values of adjacent control skin. Van 
Zuijlen et al.13 studied the effects of dermal substitution in acute burns and 
reconstructive surgery on skin elasticity measurements in 44 paired burn 
wounds and 44 paired scar reconstructions. The substituted scar reconstruc-
tions demonstrated an elasticity improvement of approximately 20% on a 
short-term basis but did not yield statistical evidence for a long-term clinical 
effectiveness of dermal substitution.

In terms of cosmetic skin treatment, Koch and Cheng11 reported a sig-
nifi cant increase of about 18.2% in skin elasticity after skin resurfacing 
using pulsed carbon dioxide lasers in 32 subjects, demonstrating its positive 
effect on skin-tightening. Pedersen and Jemec12 studied the immediate plas-
ticizing effect of water and glycerin on the skin of 23 healthy volunteers. 
Both water and glycerin were found to cause a signifi cant increase in hys-
teresis with no signifi cant difference in distensibility.

Indentation test (durometer, indentometer)

Durometer: The durometer is an indentometry device commonly used in 
the engineering industry to measure hardness of rubbers and other soft 
materials.3 It has also been used to assess the degree of skin hardness to 
help quantify tissue hardness for prognostic and therapeutic reasons. The 
durometer reading was consistently higher for patients who were clinically 
judged to show greater induration. Durometry provides an easy to use and 
reproducible technique for measuring skin hardness on a linear scale. The 
instrument can thus serve as a standard noninvasive tool to measure skin 
hardness in systemic sclerosis or other dermatological diseases such as 
diabetic feet to assess skin involvement and to monitor the effi cacy of 
treatment.

The fi rst instrument used to assess skin hardness was a Rex durometer 
(model 1700, Rex Gauge Company, Inc., Glenview, IL).3 This instrument is 
the international standard for measuring the hardness of rubber, plastic, 
nonmetallic materials, and soft tissue such as skin. It is a portable, hand-held 
device, which is provided with a calibrated gauge that registers linearly the 
relative degree of hardness (Shore hardness) on a scale of units divided 
from 0 to 100. This feature is the result of a spring-loaded interior that 
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senses hardness by applying an indentation load to the specimen via a 
retractable indentor.

Durometry measurements were found to be highly reproducible at the 
same site in each subject and in different clinical conditions.3 However, 
durometer readings are insensitive in some skin areas, such as the forehead 
and dorsal digit, where subcutaneous tissue is less represented. The relative 
high stiffness of the underlying bone or tendon structure is suggested as 
a cause of failure of differentiation between normal and indurated skin 
tissue.

Romanelli and Falanga15 measured the degree of skin induration in lipo-
dermatosclerosis on the medial aspect of the leg, on 30 patients, with the 
use of a durometer. An increase in skin severity scores from 0 to 3 was 
found to correspond to an increasing durometer reading from 25 to 60. The 
durometer was suggested as an effective and reliable instrument for meas-
uring skin hardness in patients with lipodermatosclerosis and venous ulcer-
ation, for the quantifi cation of skin induration and ulcer healing. The 
noninvasive determination of skin hardness can be used to help identify 
patients at potential risk of developing neuropathic foot ulcers. Piaggesi et 
al.16 evaluated the hardness of plantar skin in diabetic neuropathic feet of 
36 patients by means of a durometer. Skin hardness was found to increase 
with the severity of diabetic neuropathy in patients. An increase in average 
skin stiffness from 41 (control) to 42 and 51, was measured for patients 
without and with diabetic neuropathy, respectively.

Recently, Thomas et al.17 reported Shore hardness values ranging from 20 
to 60 in different foot sole areas in diabetic subjects, depending on the 
severity of diabetic neuropathy. Using the Hayes formulation18 (see page 
231), they calculated the corresponding values of Young’s modulus to hard-
ness of foot sole soft tissue by measuring the indentation depth, the dia-
meter of the indenter and the applied force. Shore values of 10, 20, 30, 60 
and 90 were found to correspond to Young’s moduli of 0.3, 0.84, 1.4, 3.85 
and 7.9 MPa, respectively.

Indentometer: To obtain the compressive mechanical properties of the skin 
and underlying soft tissues, the majority of studies reported in literature 
have used indentation tests.19–22 A number of indentation studies have been 
done to quantify the bulk soft tissue response of different regions of the 
body, using indentation devices of different technologies, such as linear 
variable differential transformers (LVDT) and ultrasound trans ducers, to 
measure the elasticity parameters.

Vannah and Childress21 conducted an in vivo indentor test on the tissue 
stiffness of the calf of the lower leg, using a device consisting of an indentor 
with a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) and a load cell. 
Prescribed displacement and resulting force were measured simultaneously 
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and the quantitative data of the nonlinear material stiffness and viscoelas-
ticity occurring in the response of bulk soft tissue was applied for the design 
of soft tissue support. Zheng and Mak23 developed a Tissue Ultrasound 
Palpation System (TUPS) which has a potential for clinical assessment of 
soft tissues over different regions. The pen-sized, hand-held probe consisted 
of an ultrasound transducer and a load cell connected in series. The thick-
ness and deformation of the soft tissue layer during indentation were deter-
mined from the ultrasound echoes. The force response was monitored by a 
low profi le load cell.

To extract Young’s modulus from the force–indentation relationship, the 
formula developed by Hayes et al.18 is often used. For a rigid, plane-ended 
and cylindrical indenter, the formula is

E = p(1 − n 2)/2aw0k (a/h, n) [13.1]

where E is the Young’s modulus, p the load applied by the indenter, n the 
Poisson’s ratio, a the radius of the indenter, h the thickness of the measured 
layer, w0 the depth of the indentation, and k a geometric and material 
dependent factor.

A table of factor k was given for several values of ratios of indenter radius 
to tissue layer thickness and the Poisson’s ratio. Hayes’ solution could be 
used to consider the layered effect and the lateral expansion of the soft 
tissue during indentation, based on the assumption of infi nitesimal defor-
mation and a frictionless indenter interface. Zhang et al.24 investigated the 
infl uence of friction and large deformation during an indentation test of a 
layered material bonded to a rigid foundation using fi nite element analyses. 
Modifi ed k values were given24 for the calculation of Young’s modulus in 
the same manner as Hayes’ solution, except that the results presented took 
into consideration the large deformation of the indented tissue and the 
friction at the skin/indenter interface.

An ultrasound indentation system is an effective tool for the assessment 
of soft tissue properties. The effective elastic modulus of the skin and 
subcutaneous tissues at different sites has been reported in the literature 
(Table 13.3).

Impact test (ballistometer)

The ballistometer employs a dynamic technique for assessing the intrinsic 
viscoelastic properties of skin.3 The bulk soft tissue responses, involving 
contributions from the outermost skin layers to the underlying structures 
of fat, muscle, or bone, are documented. A lightweight hammer, anchored 
at one end, free-falls onto the tested skin surface under gravitational force; 
the resulting hammer oscillatory displacement–time data are recorded and 
associated physical parameters are determined.
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A ballistometer usually consists of a rotary transducer and magnet for 
holding and releasing the ballistic hammer at a fi xed angle.3 The hammer 
is assumed to be a rigid body, rotating about a noncentroidal axis and its 
motion can be represented by ΣMo = Ioa where ΣMo is the algebraic sum 
of the moments of the external forces about the axis of rotation (o), Io is 
the moment of inertia of the hammer about the axis of rotation, and a is 
the angular acceleration of the hammer. The potential energy of the hammer 
can be calculated from the mass of the hammer, the distance from the center 
of rotation to the hammer’s center of gravity, and the angular displacement 
of the hammer with respect to the test surface. The temporal angular veloc-
ity and angular acceleration of the hammer can be calculated from the 
measured angular displacement of the hammer. Alternatively, the angular 
velocity of the hammer at the instant of impact can be calculated from the 
conservation of kinetic and potential energy of the rotating hammer. The 
product of the hammer’s moment of inertia and angular velocity is defi ned 
as the angular momentum of the hammer. The average force of the hammer 
during impact can be estimated from the change in angular momentum.

The ballistometer provides a noninvasive method for determining the 
viscoelastic properties of skin. The four parameters of common interests 
are amplitude, coeffi cient of restitution, cutaneous absorption coeffi cient 
and stiffness.3 The amplitude, or angular displacement, measured with 
respect to the baseline is a measure of elasticity as it relates to the rebound 
energy of the skin. The coeffi cient of restitution is a measure of elasticity 
defi ned as the ratio between the hammer rebound speed to its speed just 
before impact on the skin. The coeffi cient of restitution is calculated either 
as the ratio of rebound and initial hammer speed or as the square root of 
the potential energy ratio of two adjacent peaks. The cutaneous absorption 
coeffi cient is another measure of elasticity, defi ned as a dynamic time con-
stant, and presumes that the hammer impact energy is lost exponentially 
with time and is calculated from the peak height. The Cutaneous Absorption 
Coeffi cient, K is defi ned as

Table 13.3 Reported skin stiffness from indentation tests

Research group Tested sites Young’s modulus

Krouskop et al. [56] Residual limbs 0.053 to 0.141 MPa
Torres-Moreno et al. [57] Residual limbs 0.027 to 0.106 MPa
Mak et al. [20] Residual limbs 0.021 to 0.194 MPa
Zheng et al. [58] Forearms 0.014 to 0.059 MPa
Zheng and Mak, [59] Limbs 0.0104 to 0.0892 MPa
Zheng et al. [60] Plantar foot 0.043 to 0.118 MPa
Han et al. [61] Breast 0.029 MPa
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K = −(1/tn)*log ((AMPn + BL)/(AMP0 + BL)),

where tn is the time at the nth peak, AMP refers to the angular displacement 
versus the baseline at the peak, and BL the baseline displacement from the 
horizontal or vertical. Skin stiffness is defi ned as the ratio of the hammer 
impact force to the skin deformation, that is the slope of the hammer impact 
force versus surface deformation curve.

The data obtained in a clinical study on 70 female subjects showed a 
decrease in the values with age for amplitude and the coeffi cient of restitu-
tion, while the cutaneous absorption coeffi cient shows a direct increase with 
age.3 The stiffness value has an inverse relationship with age until the fourth 
to fi fth decade, after which it increases sharply with age in females.

Using a ballistometer, Tosti et al.25 studied the elastic properties of skin 
areas of 46 normal subjects ranging in age from 8 to 80 years, as well as on 
pathologic and cadaveric skin. The results showed a progressive decrease 
of coeffi cient of restitution with advancing age, as well as differences related 
to various skin regions. The tests performed on pathologic skin showed a 
lowered coeffi cient of restitution in epidermal hyperplasia, hyperkeratosis, 
sclerosis, and dermal infi ltration. An increase of coeffi cient of restitution 
was observed when high water content was present in the skin.

13.3 Frictional properties of human skin

Frictional properties of human skin depend not only on the skin itself, such 
as its texture, its suppleness and smoothness, and its dryness or oiliness,26 but 
also on its interaction with external surfaces and the outside environment. 
Investigation of skin frictional properties is relevant to several research 
fi elds, such as skin physiology, skin care products, textile and clothing indus-
try, human friction-dependent activities and skin friction-induced injuries.

Frictional properties of skin surface may become an objective assessment 
of skin pathologies. It has been shown that frictional properties can refl ect 
the chemical and physical properties of the skin surface and thus depend 
on the physiological variations as well as pathological conditions of skin.26–30 
The measurement of skin friction may be useful in studying the progress of 
individual skin disease.28 Lodén et al.27 found experimentally that the fric-
tion of skin with dry atopic subjects was signifi cantly lower than that of the 
normal skin.

Skin frictional data have been used to evaluate skin care and cosmetic 
products.31 Friction of skin forms an integral part of our tactile perception 
and plays an important role in the objective evaluation of consumer-
perceptible skin attributes.32,33 Some experiments31,34–37 investigated friction 
changes induced by hydration and emollient application and the correlation 
with perceived skin feel.
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Skin friction properties are also relevant to some friction-dependent 
functions, such as grasping, gripping and movement.38–41 Such an under-
standing is very important in the design of handles, tools, controls and shoes. 
Bucholz et al.42 investigated the frictional properties of human palmar skin 
to various materials, using a two-fi ngered pinch grip and effects of subjects, 
materials, moisture, pinch force. The investigation of the skin frictional pro-
perties is also helpful to understand the skin friction-induced injuries.43–47 
The injurious effects of friction on the skin and the underlying tissues can 
be divided into two classes, those without slip and those with slip. The 
former may rupture the epidermis and occlude blood and interstitial fl uid 
fl ows by stretching or compressing the skin. The latter adds an abrasion to 
this damage. Research showed that the skin shear force produced by fric-
tional force, combining with pressure is effective on occluding the skin 
blood fl ow.48–50 Repetitive rubbing causes blistering and produces heat 
which may have uncomfortable and injurious consequences.

In lower-limb prosthetic socket and orthotic design, achieving a proper 
load transfer is the key issue since the soft tissues, such as those over resid-
ual limb, which are not suited for loading, have to support the body weight 
as well as other functional loads. Skin and prosthetic devices form a critical 
interface, at which skin friction is an important determinant on the mechan-
ical interactional properties. Friction plays signifi cant roles in supporting 
the load and in causing discomfort or skin damage.51,52 To optimize frictional 
actions, there is a requirement to adequately understand the frictional 
properties between the skin and its contact surface. In textile and clothing 
industry, skin friction to the clothing materials is an important parameter 
for the correlation of sensation, comfort or fabric cling.53

Frictional properties between human skin and the prosthesis materials 
were measured using Measurement Technologies Skin Friction Meter (Aca-
Derm Inc., California).54 A spring balance was connected to a hand-held 
probe to monitor the normal force. An annular disk of the tested material 
was glued on the rotary end of the frictional meter. The probe sensing 
surface was annular with an outer diameter of 16 mm and an inner diameter 
of 10 mm. Five materials namely aluminum, nylon, silicone, sock cotton and 
Pelite were studied. Ten subjects without any skin problems participated in 
the study. The measurements were conducted at six anatomical sites, namely 
the dorsum of hand, palm of hand, anterior side of forearm, posterior side 
of forearm, anterior leg, posterior leg. The skin was untreated but clean. 
Various normal forces from 0.25 N to 1 N were applied. The frictional 
torques were measured at rotation speeds between 25 rpm to 62.5 rpm. Each 
test was repeated fi ve times.

Tables 13.4 and 13.5 show the coeffi cients of friction over different sites 
and with different materials. In all the measurements, the coeffi cient of 
friction ranged from 0.24 to 0.65 and the average value for all the tested 
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sites and materials was 0.41 ± 0.14. There was no signifi cant difference in 
friction between the two anatomical sites measured. Among the fi ve materi-
als measured, silicone showed the highest coeffi cient of friction, and nylon 
showed the lowest.

13.4 Conclusion

Mechanical measurements of skin properties have progressed considerably 
in the past several decades. Reliable commercial devices are now available 
for measuring several different aspects of skin mechanics. With adequate 
control of the testing instruments, environment and specimens, it is possible 
to obtain valuable data relating to the effects of treatments, disease states, 
or the natural aging process. Because of the diversities of instrumental 
approaches and measured parameters, it is not feasible to set absolute 
standards for the experimental procedures. Rather, proper control of instru-
mental and testing parameters, measurement environment, and treatment 
site should be achieved in order to obtain reliable skin biomechanical 
measurements.

The noninvasive nature of available techniques provides effective 
methods for monitoring the temporal effects of disease, drugs, or cosmetics 
on in vivo skin. In vitro testing, on the other hand, provides repeatable 
standardized methods that can supply basic elastic and viscoelastic moduli 
for skin. Although interpretation of skin parameters measured in vivo is 
diffi cult, objective evaluations of the changes due to treatment or progress 
of disease, and the effi cacy of competing treatments can be achieved. 
Measurement of skin mechanical properties is one important aspect of 
endeavor to help quantify and optimize different treatment modalities.

Table 13.4 Coeffi cient of friction at the six anatomical sites (DH = dorsum of 
hand, PH = palm of hand, AF = anterior side of forearm, PF = posterior side of 
forearm, AL = anterior leg, PL = posterior leg)

Site DH PH AF PF AL PL

Coeffi cient 0.47 ± 0.12 0.62 ± 0.22 0.46 ± 0.10 0.43 ± 0.10 0.40 ± 0.10 0.40 ± 0.09

Table 13.5 Coeffi cient of friction with the fi ve materials

Material Al Nylon Silicone Sock Pelite

Coeffi cient 0.42 ± 0.14 0.37 ± 0.09 0.61 ± 0.21 0.51 ± 0.11 0.45 ± 0.07

Pelite = polyethylene foam
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14.1 Introduction

Mechanical simulation is the heart of the biomechanical engineering design 
system for textile and clothing products. Mechanical models are key ele-
ments in the mechanical simulation. Textile products are of specifi c hierar-
chical structure, and each intermediate product may have an infl uence on 
the performance of the end product. It is impossible to build a garment 
model from the fundamental fi ber level due to the tremendous demands 
for the memory and computational cost. Even from the microstructure level 
of fabric, only a small piece of fabric can be modeled using current computer 
capacities. However, this does not mean that efforts to model the funda-
mental structures of the clothing products need be given up. The big problem 
can be divided into small pieces by separately modeling textile products at 
different levels. For an end product, the biomechanical design at the highest 
level of the hierarchical tree can be performed, and then traced backward 
to the lower level, modeling through the connecting mediate the require-
ments of geometrical structure and mechanical properties.

Therefore, the system should enable product to be designed from differ-
ent levels, and fi ber, yarn, fabric, and clothing models are fundamental 
elements in it. Various modeling techniques reviewed in Part II need to be 
integrated into the system.

14.2 Mechanical simulation system

14.2.1 Components of the system

The aim of mechanical simulation is the virtual reproduction of the mechani-
cal behavior of a textile object subject to various geometrical and mechani-
cal conditions. The object needs to be described through a geometrical 
representation on a computer. At a given time, the current state of the object 
is defi ned by its position and velocity. From these geometrical characteristics, 
the current deformation state is calculated. The mechanical behavior laws 
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describing the material properties are then applied on the state to obtain 
the current internal energy or forces exerted on the object, which is sub-
jected to external forces and constraints. The evolution of the system obeys 
the laws of mechanical energy conservation and dynamics. The new state of 
the object at subsequent times is obtained by mathematical integration.

Geometrical modeling

Fiber, yarn and fabric: Geometrical structures of textile products have a 
determinant infl uence on their mechanical performance. It is important to 
describe them accurately. The geometry of the objects involved in textile 
products can be very complicated, by including 1-D, 2-D and 3-D elements. 
The description of an object can also vary greatly. For example, for different 
purposes, a yarn can be modeled as 1-D line1, 2-D curve, or 3-D curve2 or 
solid3 as illustrated in Fig. 14.1. Line, arc, sine curve, Bezier curve and patch, 
B-spline curve and patch, and other mathematic curve or surface can all be 
used to describe the characteristic curves and surfaces of textile products.

Human body: Usually, there are two kinds of human body models: shell 
and solid. The shell model only describes the surface of the human body 
while the solid model may contain more information about the inner layers 
of the body. In biomechanical engineering design, a solid human body is 
often preferred. There are many commercial graphical tools to generate the 
human body’s geometric data fi le. The geometric data of a specifi c individu-

14.1 Variations of yarn geometry in different models.
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al’s body can be obtained by using 3-D body scanners, or Computerized 
Tomography (CT) or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanners. More 
information about human body modeling is contained in Chapter 16.

Garment prototypes: A 3-D garment primitive can be simply obtained by 
properly scaling the body surface. It is particularly useful for perfect-fi t 
garments. The 3-D garments are usually described by 3-D mathematic sur-
faces or polygonal meshes consisting of fl at polygons, separated by edges, 
themselves connected by vertices. A more general approach to obtain a 3-D 
garment primitive is to arrange 2-D patterns, usually obtained from a 2-D 
garment CAD system, for the garment properly around a body, and to 
defi ne the boundaries to be sewn together. If a garment is built from a 2-D 
pattern assembly, then a description for the 2-D cloth pattern is a necessity. 
A 2-D pattern can be described as 2-D curves for the boundaries. Seaming 
information can also be defi ned on these curves.

Material modeling

The mechanical properties of a material account for how it reacts to given 
deformations and/or loadings. A material may behave elastically (deforma-
tion recoverable), or inelastically (plastic deformation remaining), depend-
ing on the range of deformation. During elastic deformation, a material may 
behave with linear elasticity or nonlinear elasticity. There are various kinds 
of nonlinear elasticity, such as porous elasticity, hypoelasticity, hyperelastic-
ity, and viscoelasticity. Textile materials are typically time-dependent vis-
coelastic materials, so the dissipative losses primarily caused by ‘viscous’ 
internal damping effects must be modeled in the time domain. Human soft 
tissues containing lots of vessels need to be modeled as porous elastic mate-
rial in some cases.

In most cases, for simplifi cation, only the elastic behavior of a material 
needs to be modeled, so a model of the elastic properties of a material are 
focused on here. For an anisotropic elastic material, there is the generalized 
Hooke’s law to describe its relationship between strain and stress, as shown 
in Fig. 14.2, where:

ex = a11sx + a12sy + a13sz + a14tyz + a15tzx + a16txy

ey = a21sx + a22sy + a23sz + a24tyz + a25tzx + a26txy

ez = a31sx + a32sy + a33sz + a34tyz + a35tzx + a36txy

gyz = a41sx + a42sy + a43sz + a44tyz + a45tzx + a46txy

gzx = a51sx + a52sy + a53sz + a54tyz + a55tzx + a56txy

gxy = a61sx + a62sy + a63sz + a64tyz + a65tzx + a66txy.
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There are 36 constants aij (i,j = 1,2,  .  .  .  , 6). However, since there is aij = aji, 
among the 36 constants, there are only 21 independent constants.

For orthotropic materials, the above equations can be simplifi ed as:

ex = a11sx + a12sy + a13sz

ey = a21sx + a22sy + a23sz

ez = a31sx + a32sy + a33sz

gyz = a44tyz

gzx = a55tzx

gxy = a66txy.

The number of the independent constants reduces to nine. And these equa-
tions are usually rewritten using nine engineering constants as:
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where, E1, E2, E3 are the Young’s moduli along the three principle directions, 
m12, m13, m23 are Poisson’s ratios, and G12, G13, G23 are shear rigidities. And 
there are relations between Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio as follows:

E1m21 = E2m12, E2m32 = E3m23, E3m13 = E1m31.

For isotropic materials, the generalized Hooke’s law can be formulated 
as:

ex = [sx − m(sy + sz)]/E, gyz = tyz/G
ey = [sy − m(sx + sz)]/E, gzx = tzx/G
ez = [sz − m(sx + sy)]/E, gxy = txy/G

Since there is G
E=
+( )2 1 µ

, there are only two independent constants.

To account for the material’s nonlinearity, a common approach is to use 
a piecewise linear approximation for the curve, denoting the nonlinear 
mechanical behavior.

Mechanical modeling

During the deformation of objects subjected to various loads and con-
straints, they obey fundamental mechanical laws, such as Newton’s second 
and third laws, and conservation laws. Governed by these laws, both force 
and moment equilibriums are maintained. Therefore, a series of equilibrium 
equations can be built to govern the evolution of the mechanical model.

For the unit of a deformable object illustrated in Fig. 14.2, the equilibrium 
equation is derived as: sij,j + fi = 0, i,j = 1,2,3; and for a dynamic system, the 
motion equation of the unit is: sij,j + fi = rui,tt + mui,t, where r is the mass 
density, m is damping coeffi cient, and ui,t, ui,tt denote the fi rst and second 
derivatives of the displacement ui.

For a discrete model, Newton’s second law is usually formulated as: 

f t m
X
t

( ) = d
d

2

2
, where X is the position of a point mass, and f is the sum of 

the forces applied to it. This law can be extended to non-point masses by 
considering the representative action on the mass center and the rotational 
moment around it. Newton’s second law can also be used to describe a 
deformable object’s motion in Lagrange’s form:
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Here, r(X,t) is the position of a mass point in the object at time t, m is the 

mass matrix of the object, g is the damping density, δ
δ
ε r

r
( )  denotes the 
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internal forces resulting from the deformations, and f(r,t) is the externally 
applied force.

Derived from Newton’s second law, conservation laws apply to motion, 
rotational moment, and mechanical energy. Energy conservation implies 
that in a given mechanical system, the internal energy evolves according to 
the work of the external forces applied on the system. For a deformable 
mechanical model, the internal energy includes potential energy resulting 
from the work of the internal conservative forces and kinetic energy result-
ing from the object’s motion. Moment conservation is another aspect of 
mechanical conservation derived from Newton’s second law. This law may 
manifest in the contact problem between objects.

14.2.2 Simulation scheme

To implement mechanical simulation, the behavioral laws of material have 
to be combined with mechanical laws in a single framework that works on 
an appropriate geometrical representation of the involved objects to be 
simulated. The above mentioned three components need to be integrated 
into a framework; this yields complex systems of equations, usually ordinary 
or partial differential equations. The equation system needs to be solved 
under the boundary conditions denoting various constraints. Mathematics 
provides analytical solutions for only a limited class of simple equations. 
For complex mechanical simulations, such analytical solutions are often not 
available, numerical method being the only practical solution.

The numerical solution requires us to discretize the objects in space 
domain, and maybe time domain for dynamic cases. Space division can be 
accomplished either through numerical solution techniques or on the 
mechanical model itself. Depending on the method of discretization, there 
are two major schemes for performing mechanical simulation: continuum 
mechanical models and discrete models.

Continuum mechanical models

An object is considered as a continuum and mechanical laws are repre-
sented as a set of partial differential equations defi ned throughout the 
volume of the material. Numerical resolution for the equations then requires 
discretization of the equations in the volume space. Finite difference and 
fi nite element methods are common methods for the numerical solutions. 
The fi nite element method is most powerful and is widely used today.

Finite element methods discretize an object into elements that are basi-
cally defi ned as interpolation functions over a line, area, or volume piece. 
The interpolation function has a given order (such as linear or quadric), 
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and an associated set of parameters (degrees of freedom) that give the 
actual shape to the interpolation surface over the element. The higher the 
order, the more accurately the element would fi t the real surface shape, but 
also the more degrees of freedom it has, and hence the higher its computa-
tional cost. The energy related to the deformation of the object for given 
values of the interpolation parameters is calculated from the mechanical 
properties of the material. Depending on the kind of mechanical simulation 
to be performed, these values have to be processed globally on the whole 
volume. The virtual work statement is often used for building equilibrium 
equations in the fi nite element analysis.

Continuity conditions between the interpolation curve or surface of 
adjacent elements imposes constrain relationships on the degrees of 
freedom of involved elements. All these relationship are summarized in a 
huge and sparse equation system defi ned on all the degrees of freedom 
and completed by additional constraints, such as various boundary condi-
tions. The huge equation system is built by assembling the contributions 
of all the elements of the object successively. To simulate the mechanical 
system, the equation system has to be solved. This is done by using various 
optimized, iterative techniques, such as the conjugate gradient method for 
the linear system, or the Newton–Raphson method for the nonlinear 
system.

The Lagrange equations are also the basis of many continuum mechani-
cal models. The mechanical behavior of the material is expressed as the 
local deformation energy related to material properties at any point (r) on 
the object. Various mechanical deformation energies are integrated at this 
point as its internal energy e(r). The equation system is then solved numeri-
cally using discretization over the whole object. Usually, a regular grid is 
defi ned over the object, expressing the partial derivatives; using the fi nite 
differences yields a sparse linear system of equations. The system can then 
be solved using numerical methods, such as the Guass–Seidel method.

Discrete models

Instead of considering the object volume as a whole, another approach is 
to discretize the object itself as a set of points with mass (particles), which 
interact with a set of ‘forces’, or energy constraints, to model the mechanical 
behavior of the material. A common way to numerically simulate a discrete 
model system is to directly integrate Newton’s second law for a mass par-
ticle over all particles. The forces exerted on each particle include internal 
elasticity and viscosity forces, gravity, and various external constraints. 
These forces then determine the current mechanical state of the system, 
which is represented by the position and the speed of all particles.
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14.2.3 Numerical solution

Solution of nonlinear problem

To solve the system of equations resulting from the continuum models, a 
numerical method is the only solution. Since the problem is often nonlinear 
due to the large deformation, complicated contact boundary, or material 
nonlinearity, the solution cannot be obtained by solving a single system of 
equations, as would be done in a linear problem. Instead, the solution is 
reached by applying the specifi ed loads gradually, and incrementally working 
toward the fi nal solution. Usually, an approach combining incremental and 
iterative procedures is used for solving nonlinear problems. The simulation 
is broken into a number of load increments and fi nds the approximate 
equilibrium confi guration at the end of each load increment. It often takes 
several iterations to determine an acceptable solution to a given load incre-
ment. The sum of all of the incremental responses is the approximate solu-
tion for the nonlinear analysis. The Newton–Raphson method is often used 
to obtain solutions for nonlinear problems.

Numerical integration

Dynamic analysis yields a system of ordinary differential equations that 
needs to be solved numerically along time evolution. To perform such 
si mulation, discretization in time domain is necessary. It results from the 
numerical computation of a sequence of states during the time period. 
Interpolation of the successive states provides an approximation of the 
entire trajectory.

The description for a dynamic system is often a second-order ordinary 
differential equation system in which the variables are positions of the nodes 
or particles along the evolving time. To solve a second-order differential 
equation (for example, a motion equation: f(X(t), X′(t)) = X″(t)), a common 
solution is to convert it to a fi rst-order differential equation by employing 
a new variable: v(t) = X′(t). Then the equation can be rewritten as:
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To solve a fi rst-order differential equation, there are two families of methods: 
explicit integration and implicit integration.

Explicit approach: The simplest numerical method to solve a differential 
equation is Euler’s method, which can be formulated as: X(t + ∆t) = X(t) 
+ ∆tX′(t). Though Euler’s method is simple, it may be inaccurate and unsta-
ble. The most widely used explicit methods are the Runge–Kutta family 
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methods. The fourth order Runge–Kutta method can be formulated as 
follows.

k1 = ∆tf(X(t),t),

k2 = ∆tf(X(t) + k1 /2),t + ∆t/2),

k3 = ∆tf(X(t) + k2 /2),t + ∆t/2),

k4 = ∆tf(X(t) + k3 /2),t + ∆t),

X(t + ∆t) = X(t) + k1 /6 + k2 /3 + k3 /3 + k4 /6.

Inaccuracy and instability are major problems in explicit methods.

Implicit integration approach: Instead of proceeding the evolution forwards, 
the implicit integration predicts X′(t + ∆t) and computes X(t + ∆t) back-
wards4. The backward Euler’s method can be formulated as: X(t + ∆t) = X(t) 
+ ∆tX′(t + ∆t). Applying the method to the motion equation yields:
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where ∆X = X(t + ∆t) − X(t), and ∆v = v(t + ∆t) − v(t). Applying a Taylor 
series expansion to the function f(X(t),v(t)) yields the fi rst order 
approximation:
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Substituting the fi rst order approximation into the above motion equation 
and substituting ∆X = ∆t(v(t) + ∆v) into the equation of ∆v yields: 
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is obtained from which ∆v can be solved and further ∆X.
Implicit methods are often unconditionally stable and allow large time 

step.

Choosing the suitable integration method: Simulation accuracy, time-step, 
calculation stability, and computational cost are the main factors to be 
considered in choosing a numerical integration method. For a given problem, 
an adequate integration method should be defi ned considering5:
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(i) the required accuracy of the simulation that may limit the 
time-step;

(ii) the required accuracy for a given time-step, which is related to the 
accuracy order;

(iii) the numerical stability that may limit the time-step;
(iv) the amount of time required for the computation of a single 

time-step;
(v) other factors limiting the time-step, such as contact between objects.

14.3 Numerical simulation systems

14.3.1 Commercial Finite Element Method packages

Commercial Finite Element (FE) software packages are convenient tools 
to carry out mechanical analysis. Integrating FE software such as ‘LS-
DYNA’ (Livermore Software Technology Corporation), ‘ANSYS’ (Ansys 
Inc., USA), ‘ABAQUS’ (Hibbitt, Karlsson & Sorensen Inc., USA) into a 
clothing biomechanical engineering system is an effective way to construct 
the mechanical simulation system. Here, a jeans wearing simulation is taken 
as an example to briefl y introduce how the FE method solves a mechanical 
problem6.

Jeans–body contact system

Figure 14.3 shows the time-dependent contact system between a pair of 
jeans and the human body consisting of three components (skin, soft tissue 

14.3 Contact system of the body–jeans.
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and bone) in a fi xed global coordinate system x (x1, x2, and x3). The contact 
system involves four objects (the jeans, the skin, the soft tissue and the 
bone) and three contact interfaces (between the garment and the skin, 
between the skin and the soft tissue, between the soft tissue and the bone). 
At time t = 0, the jeans occupy domain 0Ω1 and the human body occupies 
domains of 0Ω2 for the skin, 0Ω3 for the soft tissue and 0Ω4 for the bone, 
respectively.

From time t = 0, the jeans start to move from foot to waist to fi t the body, 
during which it is occupying new domains tΩ1 and contacting the domain 
tΩ2 of the skin that corresponds to the domain tΩ3 and tΩ4 at any time t > 0. 
The human body and the jeans are all simply connected so that there is no 
interior boundary in any of them, satisfying physical constraint:

tΩ1 ∩ tΩ2 = �, tΩ2 ∩ tΩ3 = �, tΩ3 ∩ tΩ4 = �, (t � 0),

where � denotes a null space, indicating that Ω1 and Ω2 do not penetrate 
each other. The boundaries of tΩn are denoted by tΓn, which consists of three 
distinct components:

tΓn = tΓ nd ∪ tΓ nf ∪ tΓ nc, n = 1,2,3,4,

where, Γd denotes prescribed displacements boundary, Γf denotes prescribed 
load boundary, and Γc denotes the contact boundary where contact may 
occur, and ∪ denotes the union operator.

Governing equations
Motion equations: As long as there is no interior boundary for each contact 
interface, the motion equations remain uncoupled for the objects. Let 
u(x) be the displacement fi eld within an object n, and a(x) the acceleration 
fi eld within an object n. The motion equation of an elastic object n at time 
t is

 ∂ ( )
∂

+ ( )= ( ) ∈ =
t

ji

t
j

t
g

t
i

t n

x
q a n

i

σ
ρ

x
x x x, , ,Ω 1 2 3, ;

ii j= =1 3 1 3to and to ,

where, tsij (x) are the Cauchy stress components that give the actual traction 
on an imaginary plane at a point within object n; tqgi(x) is the ith component 
of the body force vector tqg(x) of object n; r is the mass density of object n 
which is assumed constant within tΩn, and ai(x,) is the ith component of the 
acceleration vector of a material particle within object n.

Constitutive equations: The bone is regarded as stiff, the skin and the soft 
tissue and the garment are assumed to be linear elastic. For materials with 
linear elasticity, the stress–strain relation may be given by the generalized 
Hooke’s law, i.e.

tsij = cijkl tekl, on tΩn, n = 1,2,3; k = 1 to 3 and i = 1 to 3,
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where cijkl is the matrix of material constants; sij is a component of the 
second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor that is related to the Cauchy stress 
component sij(x); ekl is a component of the Green–Lagrange strain tensor 
to describe the deformation of geometric nonlinearity, which consists of 
linear and nonlinear components teij and thij:

teij = (tui,j + tuj,i) / 2, thij = tuk,i tuk,j / 2

where, t
i j

t
i

jX
µ µ

, = ∂
∂

.

Boundary conditions: Concerning the displacement boundary, the garment 
fi ts the body in a constant speed V0 from the foot to the body waist in the 
x3-direction:

V3 (x) = V0, on tΓ1
d.

Concerning the load boundary, the human body is still during the wearing 
process. Thus the displacement of the bone is zero at x3-direction in the 
boundary. These boundary restriction causes boundary force qb on the bone, 
which is expressed as:

tqb = tsN, on tΓ4
f

where N is a unit normal vector of a fi xed boundary point. Gravity exerted 
on the four objects is expressed as:

qn
g = rng, on tΩn, n = 1,2,3,4

where, g is gravity acceleration.

Contact conditions: For the frictionless contact interfaces, denoting the 
contact force at contact points by qn

c, then by Newton’s third law, we have
tqn

c1 = −tqc1
n+1, on tΓn

c 
∪ tΓc

n+1; n = 1,2,3

where, tqn
c1 is the component of contact force tqn

c in the normal direction of 
contact points.

The mechanical contact condition as a constraint on the normal contact 
force tqn

c1 is:
tqn

c1 ≤ 0, on tΓn
c 

∪ tΓc1
n+1; n = 1,2,3.

This means that the interactive pressure is exerted on the object n against 
its normal direction of the contact boundary points.

Numerical solution

The mechanical analysis of the body–jeans contact system is carried out 
using the FE package ‘LS-DYNA’. The numerical solution procedure con-
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sists of fi nite element discretization, formulation of the governing equations 
with the principle of virtual work, contact searching and contact constraint, 
and numerical solution with an explicit method. The geometrical model 
discretization, defi nition of material properties, setting of various conditions 
of boundary, load and interaction and solution method selection are all 
performed in a pre-processor for ‘LS-DYNA’.

14.3.2 Specifi c solution systems

The generalized tools for mechanical analysis may sometimes be insuffi -
cient to solve the complicated problems involved in textile products so 
many specifi c systems and models have been developed for textile products, 
as reviewed in Part II. These systems and models can be integrated to the 
design system. Here, a skirt construction is taken as an example to illustrate 
the frame of a specifi c clothing simulation system.

A common way to construct a 3-D garment fi tted on a human body is to 
assemble the 2-D cloth patterns according to a given topology. In a skirt 
construction, two patterns are sewn together along the seam line, and then 
gravity is added to reach the draping shape. For simplifi cation, only the part 
of the human body (waist, abdomen and hip) potentially contacting skirt is 
modeled, it is represented as a triangular mesh. The body is regarded as 
rigid, the cloth is not allowed to inter-penetrate it. The cloth is represented 
as a particle collection. During the sewing and draping processes, the motion 
of the cloth patterns abides by the mechanical laws of cloth material. 
Various deformations (tension/compression, shearing, bending and twist-
ing) result in internal forces. Besides these inner forces, there are also 
several external forces acting on the cloth. A seaming force, FM, acts on the 
seam lines during the sewing process. As the cloth approaches the body, 
mechanical interaction occurs at the contact surface between the body and 
the garment. Conditionally, there are interactive contact forces (FC) at the 
normal direction of the contact surface, and friction (FF) as the garment 
slips on the surface. These external forces, as well as the cloth gravity G, are 
balanced by the cloth internal forces, the inertia force and viscous force FI 
of the cloth during the dynamic formation of garments, as shown in the 
following equation:

FT + FB + FS + FW + FI = G + FM + FC + FF.

The cloth mechanical behavior is modeled using a particle model7, in 
which various springs are imagined to be acting on joining particles for 
calculating the internal forces due to deformation. For each particle, the 
inner forces of stretching (FTi,j), bending (FBi,j), shearing (FSi,j) and twisting 
(FWi,j) are calculated according to its position and the positions of several 
neighbor particles surrounding it, and the mechanical properties of the 
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fabric. Let X
.
(t) and Ẍ (t) denote the velocity and acceleration of the particle, 

and let m and c represent the mass of the particle and the viscosity resist-
ance; the particle motion equation can be rewritten as:

FT + FB + FS + FW + mẌ (t) + cX
.
(t) = FM + FC + G.

The ordinary differential equation is then solved along time evolution using 
the Runge–Kutta method.

14.4 Conclusion

Mechanical models are key elements in mechanical simulation. Textile 
products are of specifi c hierarchical structure, and each intermediate product 
may have an infl uence on the performance of the end product. Therefore, 
hierarchical modeling of textile products is necessary. Geometrical mode-
ling, material modeling and mechanical modeling are essential components 
in the mechanical simulation system. Furthermore, the three components 
need to be integrated into a framework, yielding complex systems of equa-
tions. The equation system, often nonlinear, needs to be solved using various 
explicit and implicit numerical methods. Integrating commercial FE pack-
ages and also various specifi c solution systems for clothing products is an 
effective way to construct a mechanical simulation system.
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15.1 Introduction

‘Database’ is one of the most important terms in modern technology. It has 
been widely used in various fi elds. A database is a logical collection of 
related information. The collection of related information is used to support 
a special purpose, business or engineering design. The fundamental differ-
ence between an engineering design database and a business database is 
the stability of the administrative environment as compared to the dynamic 
engineering environment. The development of an engineering design data-
base management system (EDDBMS) must carefully consider the charac-
ter of the engineering design process.

15.2 Characteristics of database for engineering 

design

Engineering design is a many-sided and wide-ranging activity.1 It is based 
not only on mathematics, physics and their branches (mechanics, thermo-
dynamics etc.) but also on production technology, materials science, 
machine elements, industrial management and cost accounting. Such activ-
ity includes not only semantic information, as in the case of business data-
bases, but also information details of the engineering design, whereas a 
business database is a mere collection of related information used for con-
sultation. Figure 15.1 shows the main concept of the engineering design 
process.

When the basic ideas of the engineering design approach are discussed, 
it is found that engineering design demands a constant fl ow of information. 
It needs to receive rich information to create elaboration of the design 
specifi cation. The information can be received in different ways, from 
market analyses, trend studies, patents, technical journals, questionnaires 
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from customers, concrete assignments, design catalogues, analyses of natural 
and artifi cial systems, calculations, experiments, analogies, general and in-
house standards and regulations, stock sheets, delivery instructions, compu-
ter data, test reports, accident reports, and through asking questions.1 
Information can be processed by analysis and synthesis, calculation, experi-
ment, the elaboration of layout drawings and the evaluation of solutions. 
It can be transmitted by means of drawings, reports, production docu-
ments etc.

It will be noticed, however, that the engineering process contains many 
loops in which activities with a routine character, such as analysis, are fol-
lowed by activities with a creative character, such as selection. The DBMS 
should support this process.2

Data on engineering design is very dynamic in the sense that they are 
not known a priori but are defi ned during the design process. So the DBMS 
should not only deal with a constant area for the storage of standardized 
parts, design procedures and material properties, but also with structures, 
machines and installations composed from these elements. Furthermore, 
the DBMS should be used for storage and retrieval of measured and cal-
culated data in such a way that the origin of these data can be traced. The 
DBMS should support typical engineering activities such as the analysis and 
modifi cation of complex structures. Various ways of presenting the database 
contents must be possible, including graphical, representation of objects and 
measurement data.2

Setting up and preliminary 
selection of combinations 
of principles

Engineering design

Combinations of 
principles

Evaluation

Search for solutions

Analysis of requirements Overall function 
Elaboration of 
specification

Production drawings

Firming up into
product design

List of overall values

15.1 Main concept of engineering design.
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Of all the discussions of engineering design and engineering database, 
the main concept for developing an engineering database has to support 
the clothing biomechanical engineering design.

15.3 Functional requirement of database for clothing 

engineering design

Clothing engineering design means creating new clothing by enhancing 
existing designs or by altering existing ones to perform new functions; it is 
a complex, iterative-decision making competitive process in which the basic 
sciences, mathematics, and engineering sciences, are applied to convert 
resources optimally to meet a stated objective.3

Clothing biomechanical engineering design will be largely based on 
computer aided design, computer graphics, computer display technology, 
mathematical models, material sciences and experimental methodology 
developed for clothing biomechanical design.

Clothing biomechanical engineering design involves rich mathematical 
models. Different models have different requirement for clothing engineer-
ing design, the key technology for using these models is to prepare different 
data formats, different descriptive ways for data. How to manage these 
mathematical models and data fi les is very important during clothing bio-
mechanical engineering design.

The clothing engineering design process generates and uses large volumes 
of dynamic data, rich data structure and different categories of variables, 
such as specifi cations, engineering design orders, technical data, problem 
reports, design models and analysis fi les. Each data category contains details 
of specifi c information, so that clothing engineering design is a product-
oriented functional design process, the work being largely based on the 
experience and intuition of the designer. In order to support this complex 
design, it is important to develop an engineering database to support the 
clothing biomechanical engineering, especially for 3D numerical simulation 
of the mechanical interaction of the body with the clothing and sensory 
evaluation on clothing mechanical comfort. The aims of developing a data-
base for clothing engineering design are:

• to create communication between researchers, technologists, designers, 
customers, manufacturers and other related sectors,

• to provide scientifi c experience data of clothing performance,
• to design diversity of cloth products, and
• to increase design automation in textile and clothing.

At the same time, it can provide management for (i) product development; 
(ii) design process control; (iii) quality assurance and (iv) performance 
evaluation.
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15.4 The constitution of clothing engineering design

Clothing engineering design involves different subjects: materials (fabrics, 
yarns, fi bers), human body, garment, engineering simulation, comfort evalu-
ation and so on. Materials are important components in clothing engi-
neering design. The properties of the material will affect the clothing 
biomechanical characteristics from the dynamic analysis, such as its defor-
mation magnitude, stretch-recovery properties and rheological behavior 
during wear. These physical and mechanical characteristics of clothing 
materials are the basic information for the biomechanical engineering 
design of clothing.

The garment is made from 2D patterns of cloth surfaces. These patterns 
are constructed through software and discretized into a triangular mesh. 
The planar patterns are then placed around a 3D virtual body using manip-
ulators. Once the patterns have been placed around the body, a mechanical 
simulation is invoked to make the patterns approach along the seaming 
lines. As a result, they become attached and seamed on the borders as speci-
fi ed, attaining the shape infl uenced by the shape of the body. Thus the 
garment is constructed around the body.

Human factors are concerned as a component of design. The human body 
is in direct contact with its clothing. Humans can refl ect feelings of comfort 
through wearing the clothing in special environments in different ways: 
physical, physiological, biomechanical, neurophysiological and psychologi-
cal. However, human comfort is a complex process, physics, physiology, 
biomechanics, and neurophysiology are dealt with in pattern and material 
design, and psychological factors are attended to in designing the aesthetic 
effects of clothing and comfort evaluation. This is done by using the physi-
cal, physiological, biomechanical, and neurophysiological data during the 
simulation process, and the psychological data in the evaluation process.

Engineering simulation solving is the core of clothing engineering design. 
It provides or links special software to create a virtual engineering environ-
ment. It gives the relationship between clothing mechanical performance 
and fabric mechanical properties in simple deformation (tension, shearing, 
bending and compression). When the design phase has determined feasible 
style and materials parameters, the simulation procedure is called-on to 
calculate the mechanical performances of the dynamic simulation system, 
such as the distributions of stresses and strains in the garment.

During wearing, clothing comes into contact with the skin of most parts 
of the body. The mechanical simulation induces responses from various 
sensory receptors and formulates various perceptions: touch, pressure, 
prickle, itch and infl ammation, which affect the mechanical comfort of the 
wearer. Therefore, the evaluation model will analyze and evaluate the 
comfort of clothing. Sometimes the project is used to control and manage 
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the engineering design; it will provide a system design scheme for a design 
task.

Clothing products depend on the right combination of aesthetic and 
engineering qualities for their success in the market place. Modern consum-
ers demand clothing products with superior multi-functional and comfort 
performance to satisfy their physiological and psychological needs. Garment 
mechanical comfort such as pressure comfort has been identifi ed as one of 
the important attributes. Therefore, clothing biomechanical engineering 
design is becoming more and more important.

Figure 15.2 shows the design procedures for clothing biomechanics in 
detail. The design starts with a project, it defi nes the specifi cation of clothing 
biomechanical design (e.g. jeans or bra), and this is followed by selecting 
the fabric structure and the mechanical properties of the fi ber–yarn–fabric. 
The selection is a revision design, by searching or reworking some previous 
fabric structure that reasonably approximates to the current design require-
ments. The next step is to defi ne the garment style, to construct the geome-
try or mesh data. From the input parameters of the human body and the 
garment, the deformation characteristics of the clothing should be identi-
fi ed, based on the mechanism analysis of the dynamic contact between the 
human body and the garment. Next comes a decision mechanical model of 
the body–garment, then a numerical simulation and analysis of the mechani-
cal performance of the garment and the body. Iterative design has to be 
done before the garment is produced if the design is not satisfi ed through 
the simulation and evaluation steps.

The summary of clothing biomechanical engineering design using a data-
base is shown in Fig. 15.3.

The clothing engineering database (DB) can be separated into four main 
components:

Definition of
biomechanical model

Garment design

Human body propertyProject description

Material data
definition

Simulation and
evaluation 

Geometry data

Mathematical 
model

Behavioral laws

Fibers
Yarns 
Fabrics  

2D/3D shape
Mesh data

Numerical
solution Data

visualization 

15.2 Clothing biomechanical design.
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(i) Garment DB: storing the structure parameters, geometric parameters 
and images of products (fi ber–yarn–fabric–clothing, two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional data fi le).

(ii) Human model DB: storing the information of the model used in the 
biomechanical engineering design (human model factors (physical, 
biomechanical), manikin model (structure data) or some others).

(iii) Material DB: storing the structure, mechanical and physical parame-
ters (fi ber, yarn, fabric) used in the design and analysis processing.

(iv) Project DB: storing the engineering design specifi cation, methodol-
ogy, design report and analysis fi le for different design processes.

Textile and clothing engineering function design is concerned with 
product performance, from characters of mechanical, thermal, sensory, 
material and so on. According to the requirements and application of 

Function engineering
Specification 

Material design
1) Geometric modeling
2) Design analysis 
3) Design animation 
4) Design optimization 
5) Shaping methods 
6) Data process 

Product design & planning 
1) Drawing of product 
2) Inventory of materials 
3) Function design 
4) Wearing requirement 
5) Cost analysis 

Human model
1) Shape data 
2) Physiological 
3) Physical 
4) Psychological   

Project management 
1) Design requirement 
2) Process design & control 
3) Pre-process 
4) Solver 
5) Post-process 
6) Built design result 

Design parameters
1) Environment 
2) Restriction condition

Postproduction management
1) Analysis 
2) Evaluation 
3) Visualization 
4) Optimization 
5) Application information 

Engineering 
design 
database 

15.3 Main concepts of clothing biomechanical engineering design and 
EDDBMS.
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the engineering design, the data can be presented in various categories, as 
follows:

General data

This is the summary description of the object. Sometimes general data 
includes the following items:

• Design fi le and product identifi cation.
• Customer information: name, address and so on.
• Specifi cation of the product’s special considerations, and instructions.
• Commerce information.

Property data

This kind of data is about the properties of objects; it includes the following 
items:

• Objects structure description, including macroscopic and microcosmic: 
length, thickness, warp count and so on.

• Object mechanical description: warp bend rigidity, shearing modulus.
• Object physical description: thermal conductivity, integral heat of 

sorption.

Geometric data

This data is about the geometric characteristics of the object; it includes the 
following items:

• Object’s two-dimension geometric description.
• Object’s three-dimension geometric description.
• Object’s mesh data description.
• Object’s other format for analyzing process.

Design data

This kind of data is about design requirements; it includes design environ-
ment and specifi ed constraints. The items are as follows:

• Design condition requirement: air density, atmospheric pressure and 
so on.

• Constraints: specifi c skin blood-fl ow rate, thermal conductivity of body 
tissue.

• Design method description.
• Design processing description.
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Project data

This is about design data on previous projects. In cases where a current 
product has evolved from existing products, duplication of data fi les should 
be avoided; the designer can simply build current design data fi les on the 
basis of relevant existing ones. The items are as follows:

• Project basic data, designer’s name, date.
• Project processing status.
• Project result.
• All documents for this project.

Tables 15.1 to 15.3 describe the fabrics, the fi bers, and the human body.
In the database, the fi ber–yarn–fabric structure, and mechanical and 

physical parameters are collated from a series of mechanical experiments 
using Kawabata and Instron test instruments, including fabric simple 
deformations by Kawabata instruments, and relaxation deformation of 
fi ber–yarn–fabric and 3D deformation of fabric bagging using the Instron. 
The major mechanical parameters taken from the experiments are stored 
in the material database, as shown in Table 15.4. To set up a numerical 
database of textile properties without any assumption for the material 
properties, the tension-recovery curves of fi ber–yarn–fabric have to be 
recorded in the material database by direct inputs from the experiments. 
The experimental curves will be recorded as the images in the database, 
which can be found during the design process by searching for its identifi er 
number.

Table 15.1 Fabrics

General data Structural data Mechanical data Physical data

Fabric ID Finishing  Poisson’s ratio Surface volume ratio
  condition
Fabric name Length Warp tensile  Absorptivity of outer
   modulus EA  surface of clothing
Fabric type Width Weft tensile  Thermal conductivity
   modulus EB  of fabric
Fabric picture Thickness Warp bend rigidity Thermal capacity
Company Area density Weft bend rigidity Water vapor diffusion
Price data Volume density Compression  Liquid water diffusion
   modulus
 Cover factor Twisting rigidity Diffusion coeffi cient
 Warp count Shearing modulus
 Weft count Hysteresis of shear
 Warp crimp Hysteresis of bending
 . . . . . . . . .
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Table 15.2 Fibers

General data Structural  Mechanical  Physical
 data data data

Fiber ID Diameter Tensile modulus Differential heat of 
    liquid sorption
Fiber name Volume density Flexural rigidity Differential heat of 
    moisture vapor 
    sorption
Fiber type Length Shearing modulus Integral heat of 
    sorption
Fiber picture Count Friction factor Differential 
    radiation absorption
    constant of the fi ber
Company Effective contact  Compression  Fiber sorption
  angle between   modulus  isotherm
  fi ber surface
  and water
Price data  Bending Specifi c heat of 
    fi ber
  Torsional rigidity Volumetric specifi c 
    heat of fi ber
   Diffusion coeffi cient
   Thermal conductivity 
    of fi ber

Table 15.3 Human body

General data Structural data Physiological data Material data

Model ID Stature Bone density Specifi c heat at constant 
    pressure of blood
Model fi le Shoulder Bone compress  Specifi c heat at constant
   mudulus  pressure of skin
Model picture Breast Torsional rigidity Diffusion coeffi cient/Mass 
    diffusivity for moisture 
    vapor diffuse through skin
Model type Waist Bone Poisson ratio Thermal conductance of 
    body tissue
Size Hip Soft tissue density Thermal conductance of 
    the skin
 Arm Soft tissue shear  Absorptivity of skin surface 
   modulus  to the solar radiation
 Leg Soft tissue Poisson  Emissivity of skin surface
   ratio
 Neck Skin density Dubois body area
 Weight Skin tensile modulus Total body mass
  Skin Poisson ratio
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15.5 Database design and realization

As mentioned previously, an engineering database has several important 
differences from an administrative database or a business database. Firstly, 
engineering design is an iterative-decision process, with analysis and syn-
thesis based on the knowledge and information of basic sciences, mathemat-
ics, and engineering sciences. Secondly, engineering design needs a dynamic 
database that involves two kinds of information: the design environment 
(rules, methods, standard elements, etc.) and data that are not previously 
known but are defi ned during the design process; these are increasing 
with the design process. Thirdly, engineering design deals with a number of 
value types (text, numbers, equations, diagrams, graphical, photographic 
images, etc.).

Therefore, the main thrust in the construction of an engineering design 
database is to include effi cient descriptions of the engineering design of all 
products and to provide production with the detailed information necessary 
for manufacturing the fi nal engineering design product. Such descriptions 
include not only semantic information, as in the case of business databases, 
but also information details of the engineering design.

15.5.1 Data model

Confi guration management and control of the design processes within the 
engineering environment are complex problems. Effective confi guration 
management involves controlling not only the product data but the pro-
cesses that create and affect the product design as well.

There are three major data models that are used in the database system: 
the relational data model, the hierarchical data model and the network data 
model.4 The relational data model, in which all entities and dependencies 
between entities of the reality can be stored, are described, structurally 
identifi ed by their domains (names and kind of values). The hierarchical 
data model represents entities and hierarchical relationships among differ-
ent entities. In this model, each entity is represented as a record and hier-
archical relationships by a tree structure. The network data model allows 
the representation of an arbitrary relationship between entities. Each entity 
is represented as a record, and it may be owned by more than one record, 
leading to a network structure.

Based on analysis of the characteristics of the design process for clothing 
mechanical performance, the hierarchical data model is used in the data-
base system. The hierarchical relationships among fi bers, yarns, fabrics and 
clothing are shown in Fig. 15.4.

In the data model, a material object in different hierarchies (fi ber–yarn–
fabric–clothing) can be represented by abstractions: the ‘entity’. An entity 
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has an identifi able number (ID). An entity is a collection of values, each 
value describing a property of the entity. An ID that involves its father’s 
ID or the tree’s node it belongs to indicates the hierarchical relationship. 
An ID is specifi ed as a unique name of an entity in the engineering data-
base, by which all of its information in the database can be found. As 
examples of the database, Table 15.5 illustrates the records of nine denim 
jeans in the product database, and Table 15.6 their mechanical parameters 
recorded in the material database. For example, the garment ID of 001 is 
Levis’ 3D jeans and its fabric can be identifi ed by the number 001-1. The 
mechanical parameters of the fabric can be searched in the material data-
base according to the identifi ed number 001-01, and the tension-recovery 
curves of the fabric in the warp and weft directions, respectively, accord-
ing to the identifi ed number of Wp001-01 and We001-01, as shown in 
Table 15.6.3

15.5.2 Database description

Each database contains details of specifi c information. According to 
the requirement and application of engineering design, the material in the 
database can be presented in four categories: general information about 
the material description, and structural, mechanical and physical properties 
of fi bers, yarns and fabrics. These data are recorded and organized in the 
engineering database according the logical needs of the engineering design 

15.4 Hierarchical data model of the clothing engineering database.

Project ID 

Description 

Description  

Description 

Properties  

Properties 

Properties  

Product ID 

Material ID  Material ID  Material ID 

Warp Yarn ID  Weft Yarn ID 

Fiber ID Fiber ID 
Fabric name 
Fabric type 
Picture 
…...  

Yarn name 
Yarn type 
Picture 
…… Fiber name 

Fiber type 
Picture 
…… 

Density 
Tension 
Modulus 
…… 

Density 
Tension 
Modulus 
…... 

Count 
Diameter 
Elastic 
Modulus 
……  

Project info. 

Start date 

End date 

Design state 

Design result 
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process. In the same way, the human model database can present general 
data, structure data, physiological data and human material data.

The describing and handling of the information elements must both 
refl ect and support the design requirement effi ciently, to represent incre-
mental design changes as key elements in an engineering design system’s 
overall ability. This is particularly important when engineering design soft-
ware is developed for supporting the design process. During the clothing 
engineering functional design, it will process a large amount of data and 
this data may involve a number of value types (text, numbers, equations, 
diagrams, graphical, photographic images etc.). So it is necessary to defi ne 
the special data type to describe the data used in clothing engineering 
design. The new defi nition is shown in Figure 15.5. From this fi gure, each 
data is described by fi ve items: data name, data symbol, data type, data 
value, and data unit.

Data name

Data name is used to identify special data of a material (fi ber, yarn, fabric) 
and human model. For example, the fabric’s tension module, the yarn’s 
compressor module, etc. This item value is a string.

Data symbol

Data symbol is a mathematic symbol of data stored in the database, and 
will be used in the computing process. For an engineering design process, 
this data can be imported by an expression with a formalized model. This 
item’s value is a string. Table 15.7 shows a data name and its symbol.

Data type

Data type is used to identify the data stored in the database in three types: 
Value, Equation, Table/Figure. This representation of data is more useful in 

15.5 Data type.

Data  Data type

Data name

Data symbol

Data value 

Data unit

System/User definition  

Symbol used in the  
engineering design  

Value, equation, table 

Numerical/String  

Unit 
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design because some data are generated according to engineering experi-
ence, and some data are dynamically generated during the engineering 
design process.

• ‘Value’ means that this data’s value is numerical or a string in the data-
base and this data can be used directly in engineering design.

• ‘Equation’ means that an equation is stored in the database. When the 
design process uses these data, the special sub-procedure can compute 
them using the equation and assign the value to the data variable.

• ‘Table/Figure’ means there is a table/fi gure stored in the database. Dur-
ing the engineering design, there are mathematic methods to support 
the use of these values.

Data value

Data value is the data’s real expression. It may be a real value (numerical 
or string), an equation or a table/fi gure (fi le name of table/fi gure) decided 
by the item of data type.

Data unit

Data unit identifi es this data’s unit attribute. Different unit sets are pre-
sented in different internal fi les, and the user can select them directly.

Table 15.8 shows an example that data ‘Surface:volume ratio’ stored in 
database. Here, the surface:volume ratio is the woven fabric’s physical data; 
this data is very typical. When it is a real value, it is about 1000/m; however, 
it can be described in an equation, and the importance of this is that, when 
the design is begun, it has an initial value, but when the design process is 
ongoing, its value changes according to the equation. The equation format 
of surface:volume ratio is:

S′v = 2(ea/e)(efd/Rf) · C*(T)

Table 15.7 Data and symbol

Symbol Data name

Sv′ surface : volume ratio
ea volume fraction of water vapor
e porosity of the fabric
ef volume fraction of fi ber
d d = (el /e)m

el volume fraction of liquid phase
Rf radius of fi ber
C* saturated water vapor concentration
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There is another example: data of fabric mechanical (weft tensile modulus 
EA) stored in database. Sometimes it can be measured to get the result in 
value, fi gure, and table style.

Figure 15.6 shows the woven fabric’s mechanical data: ‘Weft tensile 
modulus EA’ fi gure description.

Table 15.9 shows the woven fabric’s welt tensile modulus EA’s table 
description.

Table 15.10 shows data ‘Weft tensile modulus EA’ stored in EDDBMS.

Table 15.8 Surface : volume ratio data

Name Symbol Type Value Unit

Surface : volume ratio S′v Value 1000 1/m
Surface : volume ratio S′v Equation S′v = 2(ea/e)(efd/Rf)  ·  C* (T) 1/m

Weft
500

400

300

F
or

ce
 (

gf
)

200

100

0
0 1 2

Elongation (%)
3 4

15.6 Weft tensile modulus EA’s data.

Table 15.9 Weft tensile modulus EA’s data

e  0.  0.1  0.2  0.3  0.4  0.5  0.6 0.7
F  0.  5.  10.  18.  23.  32.  41. 49.
e  0.8  0.9  1.0  1.1  1.2  1.3  1.4 1.5
F  60.  71.  80.  90. 102. 114. 130. 144.
e  1.6  1.7  1.8  1.9  2.0  2.1  2.2 2.3 
F 160. 175. 188. 208. 226. 242. 258. 277.
e  2.4  2.5  2.6  2.7  2.8  2.9  3.0 3.1
F 297. 319. 340. 363. 388. 413. 432. 459.

F = force
e = elongation
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Engineering design is a dynamic process that involves engineering data 
from a previous engineering experiment, or from the design process, so an 
engineering database should provide a redefi nition function. The designer/
user can defi ne their new data in the database and use them as usual in 
their future design. For this purpose, there is an extra structure attached to 
each database. When the designer/user wants to defi ne their own data, they 
can defi ne it through the interface. Figure 15.7 shows the redefi nition 
interface.

Once new data has been added into the database, the designer can input 
their value through the input window (shown in Fig. 15.8). When this item 

15.7 The redefi nition interface.

Table 15.10 Weft tensile modulus EA data

Name Symbol Type Value Unit

Weft tensile modulus EA E2 Value 50 gf/cm
Weft tensile modulus EA E2 Table t_p1_t_f.txt gf/cm
Weft tensile modulus EA E2 Figure tensile.jpg

15.8 Data input interface.
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is stored in the database, all users can use it. This function ensures the 
engineering database system has a fl exible character for the dynamic 
process. It can provide wide application fi elds.

15.5.3 Database management systems

Database management systems merge the user’s need for sophisticated text, 
data and graphics manipulation techniques with the technological capabili-
ties offered by the computer. In terms of functionality, they include all the 
issues associated with retrieving, sorting, updating and fi ling text, data and 
graphics. They answer the fairly complex demands posed by engineering 
applications, running concurrently with the applications programs (proc-
esses) in the computer. The engineering database system can be shown in 
different layers. Figure 15.9 shows these different layers. From this fi gure, 
users can operate the database through the input interface to support their 
application requirements.

15.6 Examples

The aim is to develop an engineering database with a high-performance, 
system availability and user-friendly interfaces. To provide a simple and 
intuitive, friendly interface for analysis expertise, the user interface of the 

Designer/User

Input interface

Engineering
database

Material Product Human model Project 

Data querying Data renewing Data deleting

Data inputting 

Data mining
Data

maintaining

Data defining

Data analyzing 

15.9 An engineering database system.
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engineering database has been designed with as much image information 
and associated choices as possible, to clearly present the design environ-
ment and the progress of the design process at any time. A high-resolution 
graphics display is used to meet the geometric information and simulation 
function in the system. Presentation of choices utilizes pop-up menus with 
default suggestions to guide the user. The user interface is constructed in 
the PC operating system by using Delphi + SQL Server. The following 
fi gures are the interface windows of the database.

15.6.1 Fabric data management

In this part, fabric data can be managed, by inputting, deleting, modifying, 
querying and outputting, for the application. Figure 15.10 is the main inter-
face for fabric data input. Four types of data have been put in: general data, 
structure data, mechanical data and physical data.

Figures 15.11–15.13 are the input windows of fabric structure, mechanical 
and physical data.

15.10 Fabric general data input interface.
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15.11 Fabric structural data input interface.

15.12 Fabric mechanical data input interface.

15.6.2 Human data management

In the human model data management, the human model’s general data, 
structural data, physiological data and material data can be managed. 
Figures 15.14–15.17 show the input interfaces of the human model data.
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15.13 Fabric physical data input interface.

15.14 Human modes main input interface.
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15.15 Structural data input interface.

15.16 Physiological data input interface.
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15.6.3 Garment data management

In the database, the product object is defi ned to describe the garment, 
manikin, and other textile product. Figure 15.18 shows the input window 
for garment data.

15.6.4 Project data management

Project data management is the management of the engineering design 
process. It includes the design specifi cation, defi nition, implementation, and 
control. Figure 15.19 is the main input interface for project data.

15.7 Conclusion

Textile and clothing function engineering design is a complex and dynamic 
process. It involves various data, and fl exible data types. To support this 
dynamic and complex design process, it is important to develop an engi-
neering database such as the Engineering Design Database Management 
System (EDDBMS). This database can store various complex structure 
data, various formal values of data, and can meet the needs of design 
requirements from design method, design description, design management 
and many others. It provides a communication environment for different 
users. It powerfully supports product development, design process control, 
quality assurance, and product performance evaluation. The system has 

15.17 Material data input interface.
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15.18 Main interface of product.

15.19 Project data input interface.
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been developed with high-level computer technology, multilayer fi le struc-
ture, integrated description of data, fl exible data management and a friendly 
interface; it is easy to use for different users. The system can be used for 
different purposes.
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16.1 Introduction

Clothing simulation and garment animation raise diverse scientifi c ques-
tions; not just the development of a technique or algorithm for solving a 
single kind of problem.1 Clothing biomechanical engineering design is a 
simulation process to analyze and evaluate the functional performance of 
clothing. The aim of the biomechanical simulation is the virtual reproduc-
tion of the mechanical behavior of a textile object subjected to various 
geometrical and mechanical conditions, or of the interaction between cloth-
ing and the human body. This system requires a whole set of advances in a 
variety of fi elds: geometric modeling, mechanical simulation, collision detec-
tion and response, interaction with environment, numerical solver and 
others. Therefore, geometric models should be prepared for the garments 
and the human body, material parameters should be set and various bound-
ary conditions should be defi ned; and a proper solver should be chosen for 
the mechanical simulation system. By going through these pre-processes, 
the whole system is set ready for numerical calculation.

16.2 Preparing geometrical models

16.2.1 Requirements of geometrical models

Geometrical description of the object shape is the fundamental element in 
the simulation system. In order to simulate an object’s mechanical behavior 
effectively, a good structural framework for its geometry is necessary. For 
cloth simulation and garment design, as for other objects, one needs to 
answer the question: what is the best way to represent the shape of the 
object? There exist different ways to represent the shape and the geometry 
of objects in computer graphics, such as polygonal representation, 
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mathematical surface representation and so on. The choice of the represen-
tation may not only have to consider the shape alone in a static and passive 
environment, but may also have to investigate what kind of behavior is being 
modeled, what the computational requirements of the simulation are, what 
the details to be shown are, and what rendering method is to be employed. 
For example, a mere representation of the form of a static garment or a 
piece of cloth may not be adequate when there is interest in its movement, 
folds and wrinkles. In fact since a cloth is fl exible, it can attain different 
shapes in different situations, meaning it does not have a fi xed shape.

The description of the geometrical models must be accurate enough to 
capture all the characteristics of the geometry, while minimizing the total 
amount of geometrical data to be handled. And easy manipulation should 
also be taken into account. Since the CBED system may integrate various 
packages, the geometric models need to be convertible for processing in the 
pre-processors for these packages. So the models should be saved in com-
monly used graphic formats, such as ‘iges’, ‘dxf’, ‘sat’, ‘3ds’, and so on.

16.2.2 Human body and clothing modeling

Usually, there are two ways to obtain the geometry for a human body: (i) 
surface shape obtained by using 3-D body scanners; (ii) solid resulting from 
CT or MRI scanner. Resulting from the fi rst approach, information of dis-
crete points positioned on the body surface are obtained, and they are often 
reconstructed by using a mathematic surface description, or remain as a 
discrete description of the points, triangle or rectangle patch. Computerized 
Tomography (CT) or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) images contain 
more information on inner body details. From these images, more compli-
cated 3-D body models consisting of several layers, such as bone, muscle, 
fat and skin, can be constructed by using 3-D image processing software 
such as ‘MIMICS’ (Materilise, Leuven, Belgium). These obtained models, 
which describe the surfaces of the objects, are shells rather than solids. In 
biomechanical engineering design, a solid human body is often preferred. 
The shell models can be converted to solid models by using software such 
as ‘Solidworks’ (SolidWorks Corporation, Massachusetts).

Garment models can be obtained in several different ways. Garment 
items with simple shapes like tubular surfaces, such as sleeves, leggings and 
trousers, can be built as 3-D prototypes. For close-fi t garments, 3-D garment 
primitives can be simply obtained by properly scaling the body surface 
using graphical tools. A more general approach to creating a 3-D garment 
is to simulate the sewing process by assembling 2-D cloth patterns resulting 
from a conventional 2-D garment CAD system. All these garment models 
may be described by mathematic curves, surfaces, or polygonal meshes. Any 
one of them needs to be positioned properly near to the body model for 
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the body–garment contact simulation. Therefore, both the body and garment 
models need to be visualized, easily viewed from different view-ports, and 
easily manipulated. This demands a 3-D interactive interface.

16.2.3 Geometrical discretization

The geometrical models are built for further mechanical simulation. Either 
in the continuum model or the discrete model approach, the clothing and 
body models need to be discretized. Geometrical discretization is necessary, 
not only because numerical solution requires discrete data, but also because 
it is a convenient way to describe the shape and deformation of the cloth 
as a compact and easy-to-manipulate set of data.

There are two main types of geometrical descriptions involved in clothing 
simulation: surface for the clothing object and solid for the human body. 
The surface is usually represented by a polygonal mesh, which is the sim-
plest data structure for representing geometrical surfaces. The surface is 
discretized into fl at polygons, separated by edges connected by vertices. The 
vertices are associated with discrete positions representing the sampled 
geometry. The topological structure of a polygonal mesh corresponds to a 
locally planar graph. Similarly, a solid is usually represented by a polyhedral 
mesh consisting of polyhedra separated by polygons.

A 2-D cloth pattern is often described as 2-D curves for the boundaries. 
The regions enclosed by the curves are then discretized into polygonal 
meshes. Three-dimensional garment surfaces also need to be discretized. 
The size and shape of the polygons are chosen to correspond to the desired 
accuracy of the representation of the 2-D or 3-D objects. The smaller the 
polygons, the more accurate the mesh, but also the more data are needed 
to represent them. Several kinds of polygonal mesh can be defi ned. While 
it is possible to work with meshes having irregular structures (Fig. 16.1a), 
imposing the condition of a constant number of edges around each vertex 
leads to regular meshes, having a globally constant topology. Regular mesh 
can be triangular (six edges per vertex), quadrangular (four edges per 
vertex), or hexagonal (three edges per vertex) as illustrated in Fig. 16.1b–d. 

(a)  Irregular (b)  Triangular  (c)  Quadrangular (d)  Hexagonal 

16.1 Mesh variety.
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These meshes allow us to take advantage of the local symmetries in per-
forming geometrical computations. Furthermore, global numbering and 
indexing schemes can be established to provide quick access to any element 
in the mesh without performing search or traversal operations.

While the most general meshes may be made up of any kind of polygons, 
it is often useful to restrict them to contain only triangles or quadrangles. 
This can be helpful in performing certain mechanical analyses on the mesh 
elements. For example, in numerical calculation, the same formula can be 
used for elements of the given fi xed topology. However, it is not always 
possible to discretize a surface into mesh containing only triangular or 
quadrangular meshes. As shown in Fig. 16.2, it is diffi cult to mesh the bound-
ary part with regular meshes.

In order to reduce the amount of geometrical data to be managed 
for describing a smoothly curved surface, high-order surfaces are often 
used. They are described by curved surface primitives, described by a set 
of curved patches, with a reduced number of control points carrying 
the geometrical information. The patches may be described by explicit 
or implicit expressions which have various curvature and continuity 

16.2 Mesh of a 2-D pattern.
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properties. There are spline and Bezier patches, NURBS, polynomial and 
rational surfaces, and many of their variations. The patches may also 
be defi ned implicitly by a subdivision algorithm which constructs interme-
diate points hierarchically through a geometrical construction until a 
given accuracy has been reached. The defi nition of the patches generally 
requires that they have a given topology, such as being triangular or 
quadrangular. Surface continuity between the patches has also to be 
maintained.

To handle surfaces of complicated geometry, where portions of the mesh 
may be almost fl at interspersed with highly curved portions, or with irregu-
lar and sharp deformations, an adaptive topology is often required. The best 
approach is to subdivide the mesh adaptively, depending on the surface 
curvature and acceptable geometrical error of the mesh representation. 
Different levels of detail may be considered, either upward by grouping 
bigger polygons into bigger and rougher domains, or downward by subdi-
viding mesh polygons into smaller ones. More details about the geometrical 
representation of cloth surface can be found in reference 2.

Similarly, a solid is usually represented by a polyhedral mesh consisting 
of polyhedra separated by polygons. The commonly used polyhedra are 
tetrahedron, wedge and hexagon. The principles concerning polygonal mesh 
discussed above are also applicable to polyhedral mesh. However, since the 
human body is of a complicated geometrical shape, the tetrahedron is often 
used to discretize it. The geometrical discretization can be performed by 
using general mesh generation tools, a pre-processor for FE software, and 
specifi cally designed algorithms.

16.3 Defi nition of various conditions

Clothing mechanical simulation is the virtual reproduction of the mechani-
cal behavior interacting with its environment. Extended conditions are 
necessary during simulation. The designer should defi ne these parameters 
before the simulation.

16.3.1 Material properties

In order to proceed to a mechanical simulation of an object, its mechanical 
behavior must be described by relevant mechanical parameters and 
expressed as a set of relations among the geometrical and mechanical 
values of the object that can be easily manipulated. For clothing objects of 
different levels, the major elasticity parameters include Young’s modulus, 
Poisson’s ratio, bending modulus and shearing modulus. For the human 
body, the parameters of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are usually 
simplifi ed. For dynamic simulation, the mass density of an object is also 
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necessary. To address the nonlinearity of the mechanical properties, various 
stress–strain curves can be approximated by piecewise linear expression, 
polynomials or tables of test data. All these data can be input from the 
database, in which a large amount of material data should be stored.

16.3.2 Environment parameters

Cloth behavior in isolation has limited meaning. A cloth’s behavior is 
revealed as a consequence of interaction with its environment. This environ-
ment could be the wind or other rigid or fl exible objects causing collisions 
with the cloth. It is necessary to include these aspects into the modeling 
phase. The most obvious external force exerted on the cloth is universal 
gravity, which acts to accelerate the cloth towards the ground. This accelera-
tion is usually 9.8 m/sec.2

Aerodynamic effects result from the interaction between the cloth and 
the surrounding air. These interactions are usually modeled as viscosity 
forces proportional to the speed difference between the cloth and the air, 
and depend on the local surface orientation. These forces are also highly 
dependent on the actual shape of the cloth, as well as on all the possible 
aerodynamic turbulences arising at any distance from the surface.

16.3.3 Interactions

The interaction involved in clothing simulation includes contact between 
clothing and the human body, contact between clothing/body and other 
objects, self-contact of clothing, and interaction among different layers 
within the human body. The mechanical features of these interactions need 
to be modeled properly in the mechanical system. Usually, all these interac-
tions can be defi ned on contact interfaces between pairs of surfaces. 
Generally, there are two types of contact interactions: tied contact and 
sliding contact.

Tied contact: When a surface pair constrains a vertex on one surface to the 
closest vertex on the other surface, the two vertices will have equal trans-
lational and rotational motion as well as other active degrees of freedom 
in the duration of a simulation. For example, since soft tissue adheres to 
the underlying bone tightly, the interface between the two objects can be 
defi ned as tied contact.3

Sliding contact allows the two contacting surfaces to move separately and 
only interact through mechanical contact. The interface between a human 
body and a garment is a typical sliding contact. A contact property char-
acterizing the interaction nature needs to be assigned to a sliding contact. 
The contact property includes the pressure-overclosure relationship that 
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governs the motion in the normal direction of the contact interface, 
friction that defi nes the force resisting the relative tangential motion of 
the surfaces, and the damping property that defi nes forces resisting the 
relative motions of the contacting surfaces.

16.3.4 Prescribed conditions

Except for the material and environmental properties, and the interactions, 
there may be other external conditions needing to be prescribed, such 
as initial conditions, boundary conditions, loads, and constraints and 
motions.

Initial conditions: Non-zero initial conditions can be defi ned for many vari-
ables in the mechanical system. For example, initial stress can be assigned 
to close-fi t clothing, accounting for the wearing deformation.4

Boundary conditions: Boundary conditions are used to specify the values 
of all the basic solution variables in the mechanical systems, such as 
displacements and rotations. Usually, boundary conditions are used to 
constrain portions of the model to remain fi xed or to move by a 
prescribed amount. For example, in a dynamic garment wearing simula-
tion, a displacement amount is often set to simulate the putting-on 
process.5

Loads: Loads deform the physical structure of the object and thus create 
stress in it. Various concentrated or distributed loads may need to be 
added to the objects. The load can be concentrated on several single 
points or distributed to edge, surface or volume. For example, forces are 
added to points, edges or planes as foot loads during walking.6,7 Gravity 
is a typical load added to a volume.

Constraints and motions: Sometimes, it is necessary to defi ne complex 
mechanical connections between objects, including actuation with pre-
scribed loads or motions. Sewing simulation is a typical example of this 
kind of constraint. To assemble cloth patterns together, some motion or 
load constraint needs to be added to the prescribed seam lines.8

16.3.5 Analysis type

Before starting a numerical simulation, the kind of mechanical analysis to 
be performed needs to be determined: static or dynamic, linear or nonlin-
ear? If it is dynamic analysis, how long is the time period to be simulated, 
which integration method is to be applied (implicit or explicit)? To visualize 
and analyze effectively the simulated results, output variables need to 
be specifi ed and clearly structured before performing the mechanical 
analysis.
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16.4 Examples

Most of the previously mentioned processing can be performed using 
general CAD software. Many commercial packages such as ‘Exceed’ 
(Hummingbird Ltd., Toronto, Canada), ‘Femap’ (UGS, Corp., USA), 
‘Hyperworks’ (Altair Engineering, Inc., Michigan, USA) provide pre-
processors that can be integrated with many CAD systems and fi nite 
element (FE) solvers. Specifi cally designed pre-processors can also be 
developed by integrating ‘Visual C++’ and ‘OpenGL’ (Silicon Graphics, Inc., 
USA), or other programming and graphical techniques. Here, ABAQUS/
CAE, which is a pre-processor for the FE package ‘ABAQUS’ (version 6.4, 
Hibbitt, Karlsson & Sorensen, Inc., Pawtucket, RI, USA),9 and ‘ST-715’, 
which is a software for clothing simulation developed by the Institute of 
Textiles and Clothing, the Hong Kong Polytechnic University (Hong Kong, 
China),10 are taken as examples to illustrate the pre-processing for the 
mechanical analysis.

16.4.1 FE packages

An ABAQUS model is composed of several components that together 
describe the physical problem to be analyzed and the results to be obtained. 
At minimum, an analysis model consists of the following information: dis-
cretized geometry, element section properties, material data, loads and 
boundary conditions, analysis type, and output requests. As illustrated in 
Fig. 16.3, ABAQUS provides several modules to deal with the information.

16.3 ABAQUS interface.
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Discretized geometry: In FE methods, fi nite elements and nodes defi ne the 
basic geometry of the object to be modeled. Elements, connected to one 
another by shared nodes, represent a discrete portion of the physical 
structure. The collection of all the elements and nodes in a model is called 
a mesh. The element type, shape, and location, as well as the overall 
number of elements used in the mesh, will affect the simulation results. 
The greater is the mesh density, the more accurate the results. However, 
as the mesh density increases, the analysis results converge to a unique 
solution, and the computational time cost increases. Individual objects 
are created in the ‘Part’ module, and are then assembled into a global 
coordinate system in the ‘Assembly’ module. In the ‘Mesh’ module, each 
geometrical model in the assembly is further discretized into a fi nite 
element mesh.

Element section properties and material data: ABAQUS has a wide range of 
elements, many of which have geometry not defi ned completely by the 
coordinates of their nodes. For example, the thickness of a shell is not 
defi ned by the nodes of the element. Such additional geometric data are 
defi ned as physical properties of the element. Material properties for all 
elements must also be specifi ed. The section and material defi nitions are 
created and assigned to regions of a model in the ‘Property’ module.

Various load and boundary conditions are defi ned in the ‘Load’ module. 
The ‘Step’ module is used to create and confi gure analysis steps and associ-
ated output requests. Mechanical interactions between regions of a model 
or between models can be specifi ed in the ‘Interaction’ module. Once the 
defi nition of the model is completed, the simulation is performed in 
the ‘Job’ module. And fi nally, the obtained results can be viewed in the 
‘Visualization’ module.

Taking the simulation of a dynamic stocking as an example, the procedure 
was introduced using ABAQUS/CAE to prepare for the mechanical analy-
sis. Problem description: a body stands still, the legging of a stocking is 
put-on from ankle to knee; the bone of the leg is considered rigid and has 
no displacement during the wearing, and the soft tissue deforms due to the 
pressure induced by the stocking. It is a nonlinear problem due to the large 
deformation of the stocking and the complicated contact between leg and 
stocking. An explicit method is chosen for the dynamic simulation. To con-
struct the model for the simulation, the following modules need to be 
entered and a series of tasks need to be performed step by step.

Part: Input geometrical model for lower leg, and create the tubular model 
for the legging.

Property: Defi ne homogeneous solid material of isotropic elasticity for the 
leg tissue, and homogeneous shell material of orthotropic elasticity for 
the stocking.
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Assembly: Assemble the two parts to a global coordinate system with suit-
able relative positions as shown in Fig. 16.5.

Step: Confi gure the analysis procedure (nonlinear dynamic explicit) and 
output requests.

Interaction: Defi ne a fi nite sliding surface-to-surface contact between the 
inner surface of the stocking and the leg surface.

Load: Fix the bone surface, and allow the top edge of the stocking to move 
upward at a constant speed. The boundary condition is illustrated in Fig. 
16.5.

Mesh: Tetrahedron 3-D stress element and quadrangle shell element are 
used for the leg and the stocking, respectively. The two objects are then 
discretized into meshes of fi nite elements.

Job: Create a job and submit it for analysis. A dynamic stress analysis is 
carried out, and the system is solved using the explicit integration 
method.

16.4.2 A specifi cally designed system

The ST-715 package includes simulations of several tests of fabric mechani-
cal properties, such as the heart-loop test and the drape test, and garment 
simulation. The system is linked to an engineering database. A skirt simula-
tion is taken as an example to illustrate how to construct a 3-D garment 
from 2-D patterns.

At fi rst, the user needs to prepare the geometric models. Two-
dimensional patterns for a skirt described by boundary curves are input, 

 

(a)  Lower leg(male) (b)  Legging of stocking

Ankle
Calf

16.4 Geometrical models.

16.5 Boundary condition.
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as shown in Fig. 16.6. The patterns are then discretized by the user-defi ned 
mesh size. Here, quadrangular mesh is used. After meshing, the points 
locating within the boundary edges are recorded, representing the cloth 
patterns for further simulation. Pairs of lines to be sewn together are 
defi ned as seam lines (Fig. 16.7).

Figure 16.8 shows the interactive interface to prepare the skirt simulation. 
The 2-D meshed cloth patterns and the 3-D body model need to be input 
fi rst. Here, to save the computational cost, only the waist, abdomen and hip 
parts of a human body that are in contact with a skirt are modeled. The 
body part is modeled as an elastic shell. The material parameters for both 
the cloth and the human body can be input from a database supporting the 

16.6 Mesh 2-D patterns.

16.7 Defi ning seam line pair.
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16.8 Editing material parameters and geometric positions of objects.

STST

 
16.9 Inputting material parameters from database.

system, as illustrated in Fig. 16.9. They can also be input and edited through 
the interface directly. Usually, the relative positions of the body and the 
patterns need to be adjusted properly. This positioning process can also be 
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performed within this interface. Finally, the whole skirt construction system 
is set ready for numerical calculation.

16.5 Conclusion

To perform a mechanical simulation, geometric models must be generated 
to represent the real objects, discretized for the numerical calculation, the 
material parameters and environment parameters set, various conditions 
such as interactions, load and boundary conditions defi ned and a proper 
solver for the mechanical system chosen. An interactive interface for the 
pre-processing is necessary. Many general pre-processors for CAD systems 
or FE solvers can be used for this purpose. Some specifi cally-designed 
software can also serve this purpose. Two examples were used to explain 
how to prepare for a numerical simulation.
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17.1 Understanding the role of visualization

Visualization in scientifi c computing and engineering design is getting more 
and more attention from many people. Especially in relation to the fast 
increase of computing power, graphic tools are required in many cases for 
interpreting and presenting the results of various simulations, or for analy-
zing physical phenomena.1 Visualization of scientifi c data has become a very 
important topic for many researchers. Scientists, engineers, medical per-
sonnel, business analysts, and others often need to analyze large amounts 
of information or to study the behavior of certain processes. Numerical 
simulations carried out on supercomputers frequently produce data fi les 
containing thousands and even millions of data values. Similarly, satellite 
cameras and other sources are amassing large data fi les faster than they can 
be interpreted. Scanning these large sets of numbers to determine trends 
and relationships is a tedious and ineffective process.

The appropriate way to analyze and understand these results is to visual-
ize the data. If the data is converted to a visual form, the trends and patterns 
are often immediately apparent. Visualization is not just graphics, which 
itself has the power to present large amounts of numerical information in 
an effi cient and effective way to allow an insight into the numbers, but is 
concerned with exploring data and information graphically, as a means of 
gaining understanding and insight into data. Visualization of data is an 
emerging visual computing technology that uses intuitive and innovative 
graphical user interface and visualization techniques. This technology helps 
engineers, scientists, and technicians to access, analyze, manage, visualize, 
and present large and diverse quantities of data to get information from 
raw technical data. The technology has evolved from the combination of 
powerful desktop computers, statistical and analysis tools, graphics and 
visualization, and sophisticated interaction tools. The data visualized enables 
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scientists to explore their research data, to gain new scientifi c insight, and 
to communicate their discoveries to others. Visualization allows the conver-
sion of information that cannot be perceived by the human eye into forms 
suitable for this most highly developed human sense.

Visualization of data includes a well-defi ned set of graphics and visualiza-
tion tools for visually interpreting the data and producing a hard copy of 
the results. The environment of data visualization includes analysis tools for 
a better understanding of the data, data management tools for generating, 
reducing, saving, and restoring the data, and data access techniques to help 
get the data into and out of the visual data analysis environment. As visu-
alization environments mature, they focus more on integrating the analy-
tical and visual technologies into more complete data interpretation systems. 
Examples of visualization integrated into CAD, GIS, and spreadsheet soft-
ware have already been seen. The idea behind visualization data is to put 
the user in the center of the analysis process, using visualization as a tool 
to navigate through data.

The biomechanical engineering for textile and clothing products is a 
typical kind of human factors engineering, in which humans are the 
most important element. The design should be based on quantitative inves-
tigations of the relationship between the mechanical performance of textile 
and clothing products and human sensory factors, including physiological 
and psychological aspects. Visualizing and analyzing the results of the 
mechanical simulation using a broad range of interaction techniques is 
crucial to the effectiveness of the product development in the CBMD 
system.

17.2 Methods of visualization

Visualization is to transform experimental data into graphical primitives. 
There are many different kinds of data sets, and effective visualization 
schemes depending on the characteristics of the data. A collection of data 
can contain scalar values, vectors, high-order tensors, or any combination 
of these data types. And data sets can be two-dimensional or three-
dimensional. Graphing and visualization techniques can vary from simple 
chart-ing to volume visualization. Several academic visualization classifi -
cation schemes have been proposed. A simplifi ed classifi cation is used here 
to explain popular graphing and visualization types. The focus is on techni-
cal data and real examples of how various graph types are being used, with 
an interest in both basic and more advanced visualization techniques. Basic 
techniques include the familiar types of graphs such as scatter, line, contour, 
as well as 3D surfaces, and various combinations of these. Advanced visu-
alization methods include 3D geometric rendering, volume visualization, 
multidimensional visualization, vector fi elds, and animation.
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17.2.1 Charts and graphs

Traditional graph types frequently used in technical or business applications 
include the scatter, curve, bar, area, pie, and polar charts. The X-Y plot is the 
most often used curve chart in clothing biomechanical engineering. An X-Y 
data object is a collection of ordered pairs stored in two columns: an X-
column and a Y-column. The X and Y can be any geometrical or physical 
variables in the mechanical system. For example, an X-Y data object can be 
stress values versus strain values or time. Attention also needs to be paid to 
the graph annotation. For presentation graphics, the detailed layout of the 
graph is an essential component of visual communication. Without the 
ability to perform detailed annotation of the graph, the entire visual message 
might be lost. Important layout features include title, notes, legend, axes 
labeling, fonts, and maybe color scales and some special symbols. Figure 17.1 
illustrates two different kinds of presentation graphs: (a) is a fabric load–
elongation curve with measured results compared against simulated ones 
and (b) shows garment stress varying with time during wearing process.

17.2.2 Geometrical modeling

Mechanical simulation is based on geometric data, which describe from 1D 
to 3D objects that are often constructed out of one or more primitives (lines, 
curves, polygons, meshes, polyhedra, or spheres).

Contouring

Contouring is the most commonly used basic visualization display tech-
nique for 3D objects. Contour maps are normally derived from a two-

17.1 X-Y plots.
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dimensional matrix of gridded data. If the data are scattered, various 
interpolation algorithms are used to construct the data into regular gridded 
data. The data is then displayed as a contour map with lines of constant 
height (isolines) showing the shape of the surface, or as a shaded contour 
map. Shaded contouring is a contour map technique where colors fi ll in the 
areas of constant height between isolines.

3D surfaces

A three-dimensional surface is another of the most commonly used basic 
visualization display techniques for 3D objects. It provides a representation 
of the surface displayed as a polygonal mesh or a shaded surface.

Rendering

Rendering makes a visualized object look more realistic. A geometric ren-
dering process requires two tasks: hidden surface and shading. Shading is 
to fi ll meshes with color; it can be fl at shading or smooth shading. Another 
useful method for adding detail to a 3D model is texture mapping. With 
texture mapping, arbitrary 2D images can be mapped onto 3D graphics 
objects. It is a technique very often used in clothing simulation. Various 
printing patterns can be mapped to garments to show cloth variety.

Volume and multidimensional visualization

In mechanical simulation, the objects involved are not limited to surfaces. 
In most cases, 3D solid objects are simulated, and the internal structures 
are considered. For example, in biomechanical analysis, the inner mechani-
cal state of a body subjected to external loads needs to be investigated. 
Therefore, volume visualization becomes a necessity. Most often the volu-
metric dataset is defi ned on a three-dimensional lattice with one or more 
scalar values, and possibly one or more vector values, at each grid point 
(x, y, z) on the lattice.

Plane section slicing and dicing is a simple visualization technique to 
inspect a large 3D data volume. Generally, only display 2D or 3D objects 
can be displayed on a 2D screen. However, additional variables and data 
components can be shown through color, icons or other media.

17.2.3 Vector fi eld

In mechanical simulation, many applications involve some kind of magni-
tude and direction; a vector. Geometrical variables such as displacements 
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and strains, and physical variables such as forces, stresses and velocity are 
all vectors. Arrows are icons for vectors. An arrow can indicate both 
the magnitude and the direction of a vector. A complete view of a vector 
fi eld can help us understand the deformation and state of a mechanical 
system well.

17.2.4 Animation

An animation is a collected sequence of slightly varying images that show 
movement through time. In mechanical analysis, changes can be shapes or 
positions of objects along time or deformation. Animation brings the data 
to life, helping us to discover things that we cannot see from the static chart 
or pictures. It is often crucial for understanding complex 3D scenes. Moving 
3D objects in relation to each other, or in relation to other fi xed-scene 
attributes, enables insight and understanding.

Animations can be produced either in real time, or simply by play-back 
of a series of pre-computed images called frames. In real time animation, 
rendering of each frame is done during display. It has the advantage that 
the animation may be interactively controlled by the user. A disadvantage 
is that the screen update time usually depends on image complexity, which 
may vary per frame. To realize real time animation, the rendering tech-
niques are also limited. Usually, the frame play-back technique is used to 
produce animation.

17.3 Post-processing: an example

Clothing biomechanical engineering design is a complex procedure. At the 
end of the design, large number result data will be generated; these then go 
to the post-processing part to be analyzed and to evaluate the mechanical 
performance. The post-processing procedure is relatively straightforward. 
It simply involves obtaining the results from the analysis program, selecting 
appropriate views, modifying options on these views, and manipulating 
and/or reporting output. Visual information can be communicated through 
color, form, plot and animation.

To visualize and analyze the results of the mechanical simulation effec-
tively, the following features are considered essential for the post-processors: 
linear and logarithmic axis scales, axis annotation, simultaneous display of 
data and visualization, diverse range of plotting modes, diverse range of 3D 
display modes, superimposition of mathematical functions, and intuitive user 
interface.2 Most fi nite element (FE) packages have their own visualization 
modules to view the results of the mechanical analysis. Here, the ABAQUS/
Viewer is used as an example to illustrate what is necessary for a typical 
post-processor for mechanical analysis, and what can be done with it.
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17.3.1 Visualization module basics of ABAQUS/Viewer

ABAQUS/Viewer is a post-processor incorporated into ABAQUS/CAE 
as the visualization module.3 The user interacts with ABAQUS/Viewer 
through the main window. Figure 17.2 shows the components that appear 
in the main window. The toolbar contains a convenient set of tools for 
managing the data fi les and viewing the model. The viewer obtains all model 
data and analysis results from the output database of ABAQUS. The data-
base manipulation tools allow one to open and save output databases, and 
to print viewport. The view manipulation tools allow one to specify different 
views of the model or plot. For example, the user can pan, rotate or zoom 
the model or plot. The view and display options tools allow one to customize 
the appearance of the model. For example, the user can specify whether 
wireframe, hidden line, fi lled, or shaded render style will be used and 
whether perspective will be applied. The display group tools allow one to 
selectively plot one or more output database items.

ABAQUS/Viewer offers several distinct types of plots for viewing a 
model and results.

17.2 ABAQUS/Viewer interface.
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 A fast plot is a quickly drawn representation of the model.

 An undeformed shape plot displays the initial shape or the base state 
of the model.

 A deformed shape plot displays the shape of the model according to 
the values of a nodal variable such as displacement.

 A contour plot displays the values of an analysis variable such as stress, 
strain or pressure at a specifi ed step and frame of the analysis. The 
visualization module represents the values as customized colored 
lines, colored bands, or colored faces on the model.

 A symbol plot displays the magnitude and directions of a particular 
vector or tensor variable at a specifi ed step or frame of the analysis. 
The visualization module represents the values as symbols, for 
example arrows, at locations on the model.

 A material orientation plot displays the material directions of ele-
ments in the model at a specifi ed step and frame of the analysis.

 An X-Y plot is a two-dimensional graph of one variable versus 
another.

The animation tools display a series of plots in rapid succession, giving a 
movie-like effect. There are also several additional capabilities. Visualizing 
diagnostic information helps to determine the causes of non-convergence 
in a model. Probing displayed model data and analysis results as the cursor 
moves around a model plot; probing an X-Y plot displays the coordinates 
of the graph points. The user can defi ne a path by specifying a series of 
points through the model, then view results along the path in the form of 
an X-Y plot.

17.3.2 Analyzing simulation results

To understand the visualization module for the CBED system well, the 
dynamic simulation of wearing a stocking is taken as an example, to go 
through the general post-processing procedures.

The initial shape for the stocking is tubular, after wearing simulation it 
takes the shape of the leg surface. This pressure distribution is crucial for 
compression stocking.

The simulation of the dynamic wearing process can be recorded as anima-
tion. By using the X-Y data plot, more detailed information can be visual-
ized. Figure 17.3a plots the changes of the Mises stress of the stocking at 
three nodes during wearing. Figure 17.3b shows that the pressure varies 
along a path in the front center of the leg from ankle up to knee.

Not only can the cross-sectional distribution of the pressure on the skin 
surface be investigated, but also the mechanical state of the volume interior 
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can be looked into. Moreover, by using the probing function, detailed infor-
mation can be obtained of any a node or an element, such as node/element 
number, coordinates, stress, pressure and so forth.

17.4 Conclusion

To analyze and understand the results of mechanical simulation effectively, 
it is necessary to transform numerical data into graphical primitives. Data 
visualization includes a well-defi ned set of graphics and visualization tools 
for visually interpreting the data. Graphs and charts, contour plots, surface 
modeling and rendering, and color coding are common tools for visualiza-
tion and visualizations of volume interiors. Additional techniques include 
visualizations of volume interiors, multidimensional and animations. 
Through an example to analyze the simulated results of dynamic stocking 
wearing using the ABAQUS/Viewer, the requirements for a typical post-
processor for mechanical analysis have been illustrated, along with what 
can be done with it.
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18.1 Introduction

18.1.1 Need for numerical simulation of jeans’ mechanical 
performance

Jeans have become more and more popular in the world because they 
provide a satisfactory level of comfort and durability for consumers. Their 
fi tness and pressure comfort have been identifi ed as important attributes 
of mechanical comfort to satisfy the wearer’s physiological and psychologi-
cal needs. To quickly respond to the jeans market, it is necessary to predict 
jeans’ mechanical performance at the design stage by using engineering 
design technology, for the optimal design of jeans in terms of functional 
performance and pressure comfort. This engineering design application 
involves two aspects of development: (i) the need to develop a mechanical 
model that is able to describe the dynamic mechanical interaction between 
jeans and the human body in the design stage with satisfactory accuracy; 
(ii) the need to develop a computational methodology to solve the model 
and to visualize the 3D distribution of the mechanical performances of 
the jeans. 

The mechanical comfort of a garment during wear is determined by a 
complex process, in which the human body interacts dynamically with the 
garment on large surface contact areas. The interaction force generated 
during the dynamic interactions between the clothing and the human body 
induces the perception of various mechanical sensations. Therefore, the 
engineering design of jeans’ mechanical performance based on the develop-
ment of the mechanical model requires interdisciplinary knowledge and 
technologies mainly in four aspects: human physiology and psychology, 
clothing mechanics, contact mechanics and advanced computing technolo-
gies. Extensive research has been carried out experimentally on garment 
mechanical comfort, such as garment pressure. However, very little has 
been reported on the theoretical inverstigation of jeans’ mechanical per-
formance during wear by integration of the knowledge and technologies 
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for the development of advanced engineering design technology for jeans 
products.

18.1.2 Biomechanical features of body parts 
covered by jeans

Jeans cover the hip, the lower abdomen and the lower limbs of the human 
body. The abdomen consists of the abdominal cavity, of which the volume 
changes with respiration, and the digestion of food and drink. The lower 
limbs play an important role in supporting the whole body and in walking 
and other movements. Like other body parts, the lower limbs consist of skin, 
tissue, fat, bones, and so on. They also consist of muscles. The thicknesses 
of skin, fat, and muscles vary greatly among the abdomen, hip, thigh and 
shank, and even among different regions of the same part. For example, the 
hip and thigh have a much thicker layer of fat than the shank; and the thigh 
has a skin layer of different thickness at the front, the back, and the side, 
the skin at the side being the thickest. Actually, the skin elasticity also varies 
among different regions. All these differences lead to different sensibilities 
about pressure at different positions.

When the body is subjected to small external force, such as garment pres-
sure during wearing, the bone can be considered as a stiff material without 
deformation. The skin may have tensile, shearing and bending deformations. 
The soft tissue, which consists of the adipose tissue and the skeletal muscles 
in passive condition, can be regarded as incompressed rubber, indicating 
that its shape distortion is much easier than its volume change. Therefore, 
to describe the interactive mechanics between a deformable human body 
and a garment, it is assumed that the human body consists of three major 
components: skin, soft tissue and bone.

18.1.3 Sensory perceptions and preference in 
jeans’ wearing

Generally, by their nature, jeans are perfect-fi tting or tight-fi tting; at least 
they have close contact with the waist and thigh of the body. The mechanical 
interaction stimulates neurophysiological impulses of touch and pressure 
through the mechanical receptors in the deep layer of the skin, which 
further induces subjective perceptions and relevant pressure discomfort 
sensations of the human body. Growther1 pointed that classic jeans are 
characterized by body-hugging or tight fi tting, which may result not only in 
a sculptured form, but also in possible body malfunction in the long-term. 
The author suggests that (i) the fabric construction and the chosen angle 
of bias along the back-rise seam of a pair of jeans may directly contribute 
to clothing fi t and body comfort, and (ii) that cotton denim may be pre-
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shaped to accommodate body contours and so reduce the compressive 
forces of the fabric on the body in the jeans with close-fi t styling.

The results reported by Makabe et al.2 indicated that the pressure at the 
waist is infl uenced by the area covered, respiration and the ability of the 
garment to follow bodily movements. The subjective evaluation of clothing 
pressure at the waist showed that no sense of discomfort is perceived when 
the pressure is in the range of 0–15 gf/cm2. Negligible or only slight discom-
fort is perceived when the pressure is in the range of 15–25 gf/cm2, and 
extreme discomfort is perceived when the pressure exceeds 25 gf/cm2. 
Through their study on girdle pressure,3 they found that subjects com-
plained of discomfort when the clothing pressure reached more than 
40∼54 gf/cm2, and the discomfort areas are at the waistline, the thigh base, 
and the thigh front. The relation between waistband-pressure and wearing 
time was examined by a series of subjective experiments.4 The results show 
that both the waist girth and the clothing pressure changed according to 
the time of day and increased signifi cantly after eating. A linear relation 
between the increment of waist girth and the increment of waistband-
pressure was observed.

18.2 Biomechanical modeling

Denton5 pointed out that the level of garment pressure is a mechanical 
parameter that mainly depends on four factors: (i) design and fi t of the 
garment; (ii) the different radii of curvature of body parts; (iii) the mechani-
cal properties of the underlying tissue and (iv) the extensibility of the 
garment. Therefore, it is possible to predict garment pressure in terms of 
the geometrical and mechanical parameters of individual people wearing 
garments. The basic work is to develop a mechanical model of garment 
pressure for optimizing the design of a garment in terms of functional per-
formance and pressure comfort at the design stage. Numerical simulation 
of garment pressure based on the model will help designers and consumers 
to see the pressure distribution of the garment on a body before the actual 
garment is produced. There is also a need for quick response to the changes 
of clothing marketing. This simulation has two objectives. The fi rst is to 
predict jeans’ mechanical performance on a human body in a 3D display 
by development of a jeans–body dynamic contact model. The second one 
is to study the mechanical interaction of the contact interface between the 
jeans and the human body.

18.2.1 Model description

During the process of wearing a garment, the human body deforms the 
garment and, in return, the pressure induced from the garment deforms the 
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skin and soft tissue of the body. The interactive deformations between the 
human body and the garment can be disintegrated into three deformation 
components. First, the garment is stretched to fi t the human body, which 
induces pressure on the body. Secondly, the pressure compresses the elastic 
components of the body and makes the soft tissue fl ow or redistribute, and 
the skin is stretched accordingly. Thirdly, the rigid bone restrains the defor-
mation of the skin and the soft tissue. The pressure distribution is changing 
dynamically with the garment stretch that accommodates the body shape 
and the body deformation during the wearing process.

Garment pressure is closely related to specifi c shapes of individual 
human bodies and garment styles. To obtain simulation results that are able 
to represent actual situations, a specifi c 3D geometric model for a particular 
individual female body needs to be developed and a specifi c 3D geometric 
model for a particular garment. For this simulation, 3D models of a female 
human body and jeans were generated by using commercial graphic 
software. The body is modeled with three layers of materials that have 
different properties, representing the bone, the soft tissue and the skin 
respectively.

As the basis of the analysis, there are the following assumptions:

(i) The human model consists of three components: the bone, the soft 
tissue and the skin. The bone is regarded as a stiff shell, the skin as a 
thin elastic shell and the soft tissue as an incompressible rubber shell.

(ii) The displacements of the skin and the soft tissue are the same when 
subjected to compression from the garment and the displacements 
cannot be permeated to the bone.

(iii) The mechanical performances of the skin and the soft tissue are 
assumed to be of material linearity and geometrical non-linearity.

(iv) The garment is regarded as a thin elastic shell of material linearity 
and geometric non-linearity, and the stress in its thickness direction 
is assumed to be negligible.

(v) The garment is moving up along the human body from the foot to 
the waist without friction while the human body stands still during 
the wearing process.

(vi) The contact between the human body and the garment is a dynamic 
process of coordinated contact, which is related to the overall stress 
distribution in the contacting objects.

The time-dependent contact system involves four objects (the garment, 
the skin, the soft tissue and the bone) and the three contact interfaces 
(between the garment and the skin, between the skin and the soft tissue, 
and between the soft tissue and the bone). At time t = 0, the garment occu-
pies domain 0Ω1 and the human body occupies domains of 0Ω2 for the skin, 
0Ω3 for the soft tissue and 0Ω4 for the bone, respectively. From time t = 0, 
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the garment starts to move from foot to waist to fi t the body, during which 
it is occupying new domains tΩ1 and contacting the domain tΩ2 of the skin 
that corresponds to the domain tΩ3 and tΩ4 at any time t > 0.

18.2.2 Contact modeling

Contact interfaces inside the body

Shell elements are used in the discretization of the 3D human body. Figure 
18.1a shows a schematic diagram of the constraint methods used in the 
contact interfaces inside the body. The method of merging matched nodes 
is used in the geometrical structure of the contact between skin and soft 
tissue. As the shell elements have no true thickness, the mid-surfaces of the 
skin and the soft tissue are regarded as coincident, as shown in Fig. 18.1a. 
Then, the elements of the skin and the soft tissue can be tied by merging 
the matched nodes at the mid-interfaces, which are marked with the circles 
shown in Fig. 18.1a. The merged nodes on the mid-surfaces will have the 
same degrees of freedom during the wearing process but have different 
stress–strain distributions due to their different mechanical properties, such 
as Young’s modulus Et for the soft tissue and Es for the skin.

The method of offset tying is used in the geometrical structure of the 
contact between soft tissue and bone, to make the soft tissue and the skin 
both deform and show no penetration through the bone during the wearing 
process. A geometrical control distance dc between the mid-surfaces of the 
bone and the soft tissue is constructed, as shown in Fig. 18.1b, where the 
soft tissue is defi ned as the master surface and the bone as the slave surface. 
This dc can be regarded as the maximum compressive allowance of the skin 
and the soft tissue against the normal direction of the bone. The tying will 
work if the surfaces are close to each other. Therefore, a distance d is used 
to determine whether a slave node is tied down or not. The distance d is 
defi ned as 1 mm in the simulation, with consideration of the size of the shell 
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elements used. The soft tissue must be tied to the bone if d ≤ d, where d is 
the distance between the slave node and the master segment.

The penalty constraint method6 is used in the contact interface between 
the soft tissue and the bone. The contact constraint consists of placing 
normal interface springs between all penetrating nodes and the contact 
point, as shown in Fig. 18.1b. In the constraint, a contact force qci applied 
between the slave node and its contact point is represented as qc1 = −kid, 
where ki is the stiffness factor for the master surface as spring stiffness. This 
ki is given in terms of its bulk modulus, the element volume, the segment 
area, and the penalty scale factor. Because the element sizes in the three 
layers are similar, each master node on the soft tissue can coincide with a 
slave node on the bone to ensure complete displacement compatibility 
along the interface. Therefore, no nodes on the bone interpenetrate through 
the surface of the soft tissue in the numerical simulation.

Contact between body and garment

Contact between the human body and the garment is modeled as a dynamic 
sliding interface. In the sliding contact algorithm, the human body is defi ned 
as a master surface with a target boundary and the garment is defi ned as a 
slave surface with hitting boundary, as shown in Fig. 18.1b. A slave node on 
the slave surface is assumed to be in contact with a master segment if −dm 
≤ d ≤ dc. Here, d is the distance between the slave node and the master 
segment, dc is control distance, and dm is the maximum penetration allowed. 
The equation defi nes a domain, which may be referred as a contact territory 
as shown in Fig. 18.1b. Thus, a node is considered as a contacting node if 
it is within the contact territory. In explicit analysis with the penetration 
method, it is natural to set dc to zero. Thus, the value of d is equal to the 
penetration tp1 as a slave node passing through a master segment. The 
penalty constraint method consists of placing normal interface springs 
between all penetrating nodes and the contact surface, as shown in Fig. 
18.1b. If the slave node does not penetrate, nothing is done. If it does pen-
etrate, a contact force tqci is applied between the slave node and its contact 
point: tqc1 = −ki

tp1, where, ki is the stiffness factor for the master surface, such 
as a spring stiffness, which is given in terms of the human body’s bulk 
modulus Ki, its element volume Vi, its segment area Ai and the penalty scale 
factor fsi that can be controlled. The spring stiffness matrix must be assem-
bled into the global stiffness matrix.

Since the penetration tp1
 depends only on the displacement of the contact 

system at time t and ki as a chosen parameter, the normal contacting force 
tqci can be calculated by knowing the confi guration of the contact system at 
t time. Therefore, the contact force vector tRc can be evaluated as a function 
of the displacement U.
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18.2.3 Numerical solution

The solution of the mechanical contact system is complicated by (i) dynamic 
balance on space domain and on time domain; (ii) geometry non-linearity 
of the garment deformation; (iii) contact non-linearity due to the unknown 
contacting boundaries prior to the solution of the problem. Therefore, the 
model needs to be solved numerically using the fi nite element method in 
the space domain and the fi nite difference method in the time domain. The 
mechanical analysis of the model is performed using LS-Dyna Finite 
Element Method (FEM) software. The Belytschko–Lin–Tsay shell element6 
is used in the discretization of the 3D human body and the jeans, because 
of the large displacements and large rotations of the elastic objects. The 
total element number of the human body is 13362 (7221 elements for the 
bone, 3145 for the soft tissue, 2996 for the skin) and 1585 for the garment. 
Since the simulation is a non-linear problem, dynamic explicit analysis is 
carried out.

18.3 Computational experiments

18.3.1 Material properties

To validate the model, it is applied to simulate mechanical performance 
during wearing jeans of two different materials. Table 18.1 shows the 
mechanical parameters of the materials used in the simulation.

For lifting the trousers, the top of the trousers is given a speed 100 mm/s 
for moving from foot to the waist. The termination time is 6.5 seconds to 
make the garment fi t to the body. The time step size is 3.5E-4 second, which 
can be adjusted according to the needs of computing stability.

Table 18.1 Mechanical parameters of the materials 
used in the simulation

The soft tissue Density (kg/m3) *937
 Shear modulus (kg/m2) ^3300
 Poisson’s ratio 0.49
The skin Density (kg/m3) *1060
 Tensile modulus (kg/m2) ^2000
 Poisson’s ratio 0.3
Denim A Density (kg/m3) 492
 Tensile modulus (kg/m2) 54000
 Poisson’s ratio 0.48
Denim B Density (kg/m3) 370
 Tensile modulus (kg/m2) 42000
 Poisson’s ratio 0.40

* [7, 8]
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18.3.2 Mechanical performance of jeans

Jeans’ deformation 

The simulation indicates the jeans stretch and recover during the wearing 
process. Also, the simulation shows the jeans wrinkle in the wearing process. 
To describe the process of the dynamic deformation, three nodes were 
selected on the jeans (A at the center front waist, B at the pelvis and C 
at the knee). Figure 18.2 shows the curves of the displacements of the 
three nodes, (a) for the displacement at x-direction of the body wide direc-
tion and (b) for the displacement at z-direction of the body thickness 
direction. The scale in the graphs is presented in the unit used in the fi nite 
element model, which is transformed into centimeters by multiplying by 
16. The positive and negative values of the displacement are relative to the 
x-axis and z-axis. For the three nodes, the displacements at the x- and z- 
directions are all increasing to a maximum value and then decreasing, 
indicating the jeans stretch-recovery on passing the hips and fi nally fi tting 
to the body. For node A at the center front waist, the positive value at the 
z-direction indicates that the jeans stretch; this increases to a value around 
5.7 cm on passing the hips, then to 6.8 cm when fi nally fi tted to the waist. 
For node B at the pelvis, a maximum stretch of 6.8 cm is observed in the x 
direction when passing the hips. This decreases to 3.2 cm in the x-direction 
and 3.3 cm in the z-direction when fi nally fi tted to the waist. For node C at 
the knee part, the maximum stretch is observed in the z-direction, fi nally 
recovering to 2.7 cm. Small displacements in the x-direction are observed 
at nodes A and C, as shown in Fig. 18.2a, due to their center positions on 
the jeans.

18.2 Displacements at the three nodes of jeans A.
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Jeans’ pressure distributions

The pressure distribution of the two pairs of jeans was visualized. Negative 
values of pressure showed the pressure on the body induced by the garment; 
positive values of pressure showed the force in the garment to move it 
towards the skin when the garment did not contact the body at a specifi c 
point. From the pressure contour plots of the two pairs of jeans, it could be 
seen that the pressure does not distribute uniformly over different parts of 
the body. The pressure on most of the front waist area and the pelvis area 
covered by the clothing was in the range of 20 to 60 gf/cm2. The pressure on 
most of the leg area and knees is in the range of 2 to 20 gf/cm2. The pressure 
distribution on the front waist area and the upper leg area covered by jeans 
A showed some difference with the pressure distribution on the same areas 
by jeans B.

Figures 18.3a and b show the dynamic pressure changes at the three 
nodes of jeans A and jeans B, respectively. For the two pairs of jeans, the 
pressure on node A at the center front waist and node B at the pelvis is 
increasing until the garment passes the hip area, and then decreasing as 
they fi t to the waist. The pressure on node C arises when fi tting to the waist. 
When jeans A are fi tted the body, a high-pressure value of 62 gf/cm2 is 
observed on node B, followed by a value of 51 gf/cm2 on node A and 
3.5 gf/cm2 on node C at the knee. When jeans B are fi tted to the body, a 
high-pressure value of 61 gf/cm2 is observed on node B, followed by a value 
of 44 gf/cm2 on node A and 2.3 gf/cm2 on node C at the knee. The results 
indicate that the pressure distribution is different for the two pairs of jeans, 
but high pressure is observed at the pelvis and lower pressure at the knees 

18.3 Pressure change.
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for the two pairs of jeans. It corresponds to the fact that the two pairs 
of jeans in the simulation are of the same style but different material 
properties. The pressure on the waist area and the pelvis area exceeds 25 gf/
cm2, which may cause extreme discomfort sensations according to the report 
by Makabe et al.2

18.3.3 Mechanical behavior of the human body

Displacement of the skin

In the wearing process, the human body is deformed under pressure from 
the garment. The displacements did not distribute uniformly over different 
parts of the body. Most of the areas covered by the jeans had displacements 
in the range 0.3 to 2.8 mm. High-deformation zones of 8 mm were observed 
on the front of the thigh. The distribution of the displacement was different 
for the two pairs of jeans, especially at the front of right thigh. The results 
indicated that the jeans have a different trimming function for the human 
body.

Skin pressure distributions

The distributions of the skin pressure in wearing the two pairs of jeans was 
visualized. A positive value of pressure showed that the skin pressure was 
towards the normal direction of the skin and the interface or against the 
garment pressure on the skin. A negative value showed the areas subject 
to the pressure from the garment or the areas not subject to pressure. The 
pressure distributions were similar to the distribution of skin displacement 
in the z-direction as observed for skin displacement, suggesting that the 
skin deformation induces pressure on the soft tissues (defi ned as the skin 
pressure).

In the case of wearing jeans A, many areas show a pressure value in the 
range 0.25 to 2.8 gf/cm2, and values higher than 8 gf/cm2 are observed at the 
front of the thigh and the hip back. In the case of wearing jeans B, many 
areas show pressure values in the range 0.75 to 3.6 gf/cm2, and values higher 
than 9.4 gf/cm2 are observed at the front of the thigh and the hip back. 
Compared with Fig. 18.3a and b, the trends of pressure change correspond 
to the jeans pressure changes, respectively. A high skin pressure of 6.8 gf/cm2 

is observed when wearing jeans B, and a lower skin pressure of 2.7 gf/cm2 

is observed at the node when wearing jeans A, while the garment pressure 
at node B shows similar values of 61 gf/cm2 and 62 gf/cm2 for the two pairs 
of jeans. It suggests that the skin pressure is not only induced by local 
contact but also by the overall contact situation. The results illustrate how 
the skin deformation induces the inner pressure on the soft tissues during 
wearing.
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18.3.4 Model validation

From the simulation results, it is clear that the biomechanical human body 
provides quantitative descriptions of the mechanical interaction between 
the human body and the garment during wear, which can be neither simu-
lated by using a rigid model of the human body nor easily measured by 
experimental methods. The mechanical interaction induces two pressure 
components: the pressure on the skin by the garment deformation and the 
pressure on the soft tissue due to the skin deformation, which determine 
the perception of pressure related comfort sensations.

To validate the simulation results, the predicted jeans pressures at the 
three nodes have been compared with the objective measurements at cor-
responding nodes on the Levi’s jeans and Giordano jeans in a wearing 
experiment by Kwok et al. (private correspondence) where the geometrical 
model of the jeans used in the fi nite element analysis was constructed 
similar to the jeans styles in the experiment. Figure 18.4 shows comparisons 
with the two pairs of jeans respectively. The trends of the nodes’ pressure 
show good agreement between the prediction and the experimental meas-
urement; node B at the pelvis had high pressure, followed by node A at the 
center of the front of the waist, and C at the knee had lower pressure. 
However, for the two pairs of jeans, the predictions show nearly fi ve times 
the measurement at node A, twice the measurement at node B, and four 
times the measurement at node C.

The factors infl uencing the deviation between the prediction and the 
measurements need examination. From previous experience in measuring 
garment pressure, the authors found that there are two major factors infl u-
encing the validation method. The fi rst one is the difference between the 
wearer’s actual body shape in the experiment and the geometrical model 
of the female human body used in the simulation. The second one is the 
distortion degree of the sensor insertion and the accurate degree of the 
sensor used that infl uences the level of garment pressure measured. 

18.4 Pressure comparison between predicted and measured results.
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Therefore, development of an experimental method is needed to obtain a 
map of the deformation of the garment and the pressure contours on the 
body and the garment. Also, the geometric models of a human body and a 
garment should be generated from the 3D measurements of the human 
body and the garment for individuals. All of those will be further work in 
this research direction.

18.4 Application in jeans’ design

Numerical simulation on the basis of the biomechanical human model 
is able to generate quantitative descriptions of mechanical behaviors 
such as the garment deformation process, the garment pressure distribu-
tion, the human body deformation and the inner stress of the skin. 
The simulation results based on the model can help the design and evalu-
ation of a garment at the design stage and in e-business use before it is 
manufactured.

From the simulations of garment deformation in the fi tting process, the 
fi t of a garment on a body can be evaluated. The quantitative description 
of the displacement of garment 3D directions, as shown in Fig. 18.2, may 
give designers a guide to adjust the garment size.

The predicted pressure distribution of a garment provides a map of the 
mechanical function of the jeans on a body. It helps to optimize the design 
of jeans in terms of functional performance and pressure comfort. With the 
numerical data from the solution of the model, visualization of mechanical 
sensory perceptions can be achieved based on the investigation of the rela-
tionship between objective stimulus and subjective perceptions, and the 
investigation of the relationship between the predictions and the objective 
measurements. Designers can judge whether the jeans meet the comfort 
requirements by comparing the predictions with desirable values, such as 
desirable pressure distribution or subjective perception of comfort 
pressure.

The validation of the work has more limitations because jeans pressure 
varies with individual human situations and pressure comfort is a very 
subjective sensation. The authors have found that the type of jeans and 
body posture have a signifi cant infl uence on the pressure comfort 
rating. Therefore, to model jeans of various types the dynamic change of 
body posture is necessary in the simulation to aid sensory engineering 
design.
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19.1 Designing a sports bra

19.1.1 Introduction

A bra is the most feminine of foundation garments, required to satisfy the 
aesthetic needs and physiological health and comfort of the wearer. 
Generally, sports activity puts tremendous stress on breasts and the tissue 
surrounding them. A good bra offers the best support and protection against 
damaging breast tissue. Most women wear their bras between 10 and 12 
hours every day from puberty until death. Therefore, it is important to 
select and wear a bra that is a good fi t with support and pressure comfort. 
To optimize the design of a bra with such properties, the mechanical mecha-
nisms involved in the dynamic contact between breast and bra need to be 
studied experimentally and theoretically. There is a very limited amount of 
literature in this area, particularly in theoretical investigation. A number of 
papers have been published in Japan on the measurement of garment pres-
sure and relevant subjective sensations in wear trials.1–4 Makabe et al. 
studied the pressure of brassieres by letting subjects wear brassiere samples 
that were designed in different shapes, materials and patterns.1 Pressures 
were measured at 6 points under the bra. The pressure of the most comfort-
able brassiere sample was 24 mm Hg (32.40 gf/cm2) at the point where the 
strap and the shoulder line cross, and 11–16 mm Hg (14.85–21.60 gf/cm2) at 
the points under bust line and lateral top areas of the cup.

To achieve design optimization, a thorough theoretical understanding of 
the mechanisms and processes concerning the physiology, psychology and 
physics of the breast and bra are needed as the foundation of engineering 
design, which involves a number of aspects of research. Firstly, the human 
body needs to be scanned and digitized as the actual shape and dimension 
of the body and breast have a critical infl uence on the garment–skin contact 
process. Secondly, biomechanical models of the body and breast need to be 
developed as different parts of the body have different structural and 
material features. Thirdly, mechanical models need to be developed to 
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describe the dynamic mechanical interaction between the body (breast) and 
garment with satisfactory accuracy. Finally, computational methodology 
to solve the models and computing technology needs to be developed to 
visualize the dynamic interactions.

19.1.2 Biomechanical characteristic of breasts

Breasts comprise a number of different structures, each with their own 
specifi c function. One-third of the breast is composed of fatty tissue. The 
other two-thirds are made up of structural components called ducts and 
lobules. Fat fi lls the spaces between lobules and ducts. There are no muscles 
in the breast, but muscles lie under each breast and cover the ribs. Each 
breast also contains blood vessels and vessels that carry lymph. The breast 
increases in volume during pregnancy and generally weighs between 400–
600 grams, increasing up to 800 grams during lactation.5 Very weak liga-
ments, which stretch easily, support the breasts. The overlying skin of the 
breast offers only secondary support.

During walking, breasts bounce with each foot-strike, and this repeated 
action accelerates permanent stretching of the skin and sagging. Easily 
stretched ligaments cause the breast to sag. Excessive breast motion is the 
most common cause of movement discomfort during physical activity. 
Therefore, the breast structures, lacking internal anatomical support, require 
some type of external support, including weight support, movement restric-
tion and compression by fl attening the breast against the body, depending 
on an individual’s needs and shape.

19.1.3 Mechanical characteristics of a bra

A good design of a 3D structural bra is probably the most important factor 
infl uencing the bra’s functional performance and dynamic comfort during 
wear. It needs to be constructed with an appropriate structure that induces 
basic load distribution in the bra. The front straps should be positioned so 
that they lie in a direct line of lift over the nipples, allowing for optimal 
vertical breast support. The strap fabric should also be wide to allow for 
greater force distribution to prevent the straps digging into the shoulders. 
Fasteners, hooks and wires should be covered to avoid irritation. A good 
bra does not chafe around the arms or ribcage. Actually, most sports bras 
come without wires as these can puncture the skin during physical activity. 
All of these factors should be considered in a 3D-structural design of a bra. 
The contact interface between the breast and bra can be regarded as a 
dynamic coordinated contact. It represents the contact feature that the 
magnitude of the contact interface is comparable to the effective surfaces 
of a woman’s body and bra.
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Fabric stretch is another important factor infl uencing the effectiveness of 
the support. A bra should have enough elasticity to accommodate upper 
torso movement but prevent breast movement. It should be suffi ciently 
elastic in the horizontal plane to allow for chest expansion while breathing. 
However, elasticity in the vertical plane should be limited to minimize 
vertical breast movement. Straps should have limited elasticity for the 
same reason. Fabric-stretch in multi-directions and frictional slippage 
generate pressure from a bra over the skin surface. Generally, the mechani-
cal properties of desirable bra fabrics are both lower tensile modulus with 
large deformation and effective elastic recovery, which can be regarded 
as the mechanical properties of material linearity but geometric 
non-linearity.

19.2 Biomechanical modeling

19.2.1 Mechanical interactions between breast and bra

To optimize sports bra design, a biomechanical model for numerical simula-
tion of mechanical interactions of bra and breast during wear was devel-
oped.6 Based on analyzing the mechanical characteristics of breast and bra, 
a mechanical model was developed based on the theory of contact mechan-
ics. The fi nite element method is used in the time domain for deriving a 
numerical solution of the dynamic contact model. A female wearing a bra 
and walking at a constant speed is simulated. During walking, breasts may 
bounce with each foot-strike, causing mechanical deformation in the breast. 
Meanwhile, mechanical interaction occurs at the contact surface between 
the breast and bra that supports and compresses the breasts. The external 
forces on an element of the breast involve gravity qg, the interactive contact 
force qc at the normal direction of the contact surface, the friction qf of the 
bra as it is slipping on the breast surface. Contact force qc and friction qf 
are interaction forces between breast and bra. The mechanical forces will 
cause the internal strain–stress and the inertia force qi within the breast and 
the bra respectively.

By analyzing the characteristics of the breast and bra, the authors devel-
oped a mechanical model to simulate the mechanical interaction as a female 
body wears a sport bra and walks at a constant speed Vz, which results in 
an up–down cycling motion of the body with speed Vy, according to analysis 
of the sports biomechanics during human walking.7

19.2.2 Model development

Model assumptions

On the basis of the analysis, the following assumptions are made:
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(i) The female body is assumed to be a bi-material body that consists of 
two material components within an object: elastic material for the 
breast part and rigid material for the other part.

(ii) The bra is considered as a thin elastic shell with material linearity and 
geometric non-linearity; the stress in the fabric thickness is assumed 
to be zero.

(iii) The body always keeps in contact with the highest point of the bra’s 
shoulder strap.

(iv) The contact between breast and bra is dynamic coordinated contact, 
due to the contact feature that the magnitude of the contact interface 
is comparable to the effective surfaces of the breast and bra.8

(v) The friction between the human body and the garment is neglected.

Model descriptions

Figure 19.1 shows the time-dependent contact system between the female 
human and the bra in a fi xed global coordinate system x (x1, x2, x3). In this 
system, the bra is regarded in a domain Ω1, and the human body in a domain 
Ω2 that consists of two connecting sub-domains of elastic breast Ωe

2 and 
rigid body Ωr

2, as shown in Fig. 19.1. At time t = 0, the bra and the human 
occupy domains 0Ω1 and 0Ω2 in their unreformed confi guration respectively. 
The human body and the bra are all simply connected so that there is no 
interior boundary in any of them, satisfying physical constraint:

tΩ1∩tΩ2 = � (t � 0),

where � denotes a null space, indicating that Ω1 and Ω2 do not penetrate 
each other.

19.1 Global coordinate system of the contact system.
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From time t = 0, the human body moves to occupy new domain tΩ2, 
contacting the domain tΩ1 of the bra at any time t > 0. The boundaries 
of tΩ1 and tΩ2 are denoted by tΓ1 and tΓ2, respectively, which consists of 
three components:

tΓn = tΓn
d ∪ tΓn

f ∪ tΓn
c n = 1,

where Γd denotes prescribed displacements boundary, Γf denotes prescribed 
load boundary, and Γc denotes the contact boundary where contact may 
occur, and ∪ denotes the union operator.

Governing equations

The motion equation of the bra at time t is:
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For the female body of bi-material, the motion equation is written in the 
two sub-domains of elastic breast Ωe

2 and rigid body Ωr
2 respectively:
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where t denotes time; x a position vector; a(x) the acceleration fi eld; tsij(x) 
is the Cauchy stress components that give the actual traction on an imagi-
nary plane at a point within an object; tqgi

(x) is the i-th component of the 
gravity tqg(x) on an object, r is the mass density of an object which is 
assumed constant, and ai(x) is the i-th component of the acceleration vector 
of a material particle within an object.

For the bra and the breast of linear elasticity, the stress–strain relation-
ship is given by the generalized Hooke’s law,9 i.e.,

tsij = cijkl 
tekl, on tΩ1 and tΩe

2, k = 1 to 3 and i = 1 to 3,

where cijkl are material constants; sij is a component of the second Piola–
Kirchhoff stress tensor that is related to the Cauchy stress component sij(x); 
ekl is a component of the Green–Lagrange strain tensor to describe the 
deformation of geometric non-linearity, which consists of linear and non-
linear components teij and thij:

teij = teij + thij

teij = (tui,j + tui,j)/2, thij = tuk,i 
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Various conditions
Initial speed: Initial speed is exerted on the rigid body part, which consists 
of two components: horizontal motion with speed Vz at x1-direction 
and up–down motion with speed Vy in x3-direction, which are pre-
sented as:

0 V1(x) = Vz and 0 V3(x) = Vy on t Γ2
d.

Displacement boundary condition: According to assumption (iii), the 
shoulder strap of the bra has the same movement as the body. The dis-
placement boundary conditions on these contact points are represented 
as follows:

tu1(x1) = tu1(x2), and tu3(x1) = tu3(x2), on t Γn
d, n = 1,2.

External force: Gravity exerted on the bra, the breast and the rigid body 
part is expressed as:

qn
g = rng, on tΩ1, tΩe

2, tΩr
2, where g is gravity acceleration.

Contact conditions: For the frictionless contact interfaces denoting the 
contact force qn

c, then by Newton’s third law, we have:

tqn
c1 = −tqc1

n+1, on t Γc
1∪ t Γ2

c, n = 1,

where tqn
c1 is the component of contact force tqn

c in the normal direction of 
contact points. The mechanical contact condition as a constraint on the 
normal contact force tqn

c1 is:

tqn
c1 ≤ 0, on t Γc

1∪ t Γ2
c, n = 1,2.

This means the interactive pressure is exerted on the object n against its 
normal direction of the contact boundary points.

19.2.3 Numerical simulation

3D geometrical models

The 3D geometrical models are described by B-spline surfaces. The 
Belytschko–Lin–Tsay shell element10 is used in the discretization of the 
3D surfaces of the female body and the garment. The bi-material model 
of the female body is constructed by tying the nodes of the elastic breast 
to the rigid chest. The total element number of the female body is 24790 
(5770 elements for the breast, 19120 for the rigid part), and 2386 for 
the bra.
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Material properties

The mechanical properties of the human body were estimated from the 
published data in the literature.7,11 The breast density was estimated from 
its weight and volume. The tensile modulus of the fabrics were tested on an 
Instron tensile machine and the Poisson’s ratio was estimated from the 
measurements of a Kawabata bi-tensile test. Table 19.1 shows the mechani-
cal parameters of the materials used in the computing.

Simulation conditions

In the simulation, it is assumed that the female model is walking at an initial 
speed Vz, which results in a cycling motion of the body in the y-direction 
with speed Vy. The Vz is specifi ed as 10 cm/s and Vy as 30 cm/s, and the time 
period of motion is 0.05 seconds. Thus, the movement amplitude of the 
human body in the y-direction is about 1.5 cm in the motion period. 
The time step size is 1.08E-4 second, which can be adjusted according to 
the needs of computing stability. The numerical computation is implemented 
by using the commercial fi nite element software, LS-DYNA.10

19.3 Biomechanical analysis

19.3.1 Breast bounce process

Simulation shows that during the dynamic deformation, the breast bounces 
with the body movement. The bra stretches to conform with the breast 
dynamic deformation. The displacements do not distribute uniformly over 
both breast and bra in the body movement.

Table 19.1 Mechanical parameters of the materials

The bone Density (kg/m3) *1579
 Compression *489000
 modulus (kg/m2)
 Poisson’s ratio 0.3
The breast Density (kg/m3) 2250
 Tensile modulus 2500
 (kg/m2)
 Poisson’s ratio 0.45
Bra Density (kg/m3) 455
 Tensile modulus 3500
 (kg/m2)
 Poisson’s ratio 0.32

* [11] and [7]
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19.3.2 Mechanical behavior of the bra

The displacement of the bra

A bra will accommodate the breast deformation by fabric stretch and 
recovery. Figure 19.2 shows the bra displacement of three nodes (A1, B1, 
C1). For node A1 at the shoulder strap, the displacement appears increasing 
linearly with the body movement until reaching a level of steady slow 
increase. For the nodes B1, C1, the displacements are zero at the initial stage 
of the body movement, which is related to the bra accommodating the 
upward movement of the body, the downward movement of the breast and 
the space allowance between the breast and the bra. Then, the displacement 
of node B1 is gradually increasing to accommodate the displacement of 
node B of the breast. The displacement of node C1 is decreasing to −1.8 mm 
then recovering to zero value, indicating the stretch and recovery pro-
perty of the bra in accommodating the bouncing process of node C of the 
breast.

Figure 19.3 shows the bra displacement of two nodes (at A position of 
right and left shoulder) in the shoulder straps’ x-direction. One positive 
value and one negative value in the x-direction means that the shoulder 
straps of the bra are slipping on the skin surface during the movement 
of the body. In the initial stage of body movement, the displacements 
of the two nodes are zero, indicating that no slipping occurs between 
the bra and the shoulder. Comparing them with the displacement in the 
y-direction of node A1, it is found that the slippage is a factor causing 
the slow displacement in the fi nal stage of the movement as shown in 
Fig. 19.2.

19.2 Bra displacement at three nodes in y-direction.
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Bra pressure

The stretch of the bra in multi-directions induces pressure on the human 
body. From a pressure contour plot, it could be seen that the pressure did 
not distribute uniformly over different parts of the bra. The pressure on 
most of the areas was in the range of 4 to 20 gf/cm2. When the breast was 
falling, high-pressure zones were observed in the lower part of the bra with 
a value of about 14 gf/cm2. When the breast was bouncing, high-pressure 
zones were observed in the upper part of the bra with a value of about 
20 gf/cm2.

Bra stress

Garment pressure is related to the strain–stress in the deformed fabric.12 
The effective stress is a scalar by integrating all the internal stress compo-
nents, such as tension, shearing and bending, which are shown by positive 
values. Simulation suggests that the garment pressure distributions are 
directly related to the effective stress distributions in the garments. The 
effective stresses in the bra vary from 0 to 12 gf/cm2 with the breasts falling, 
while with the breasts bouncing they vary in the range of 0 to 20 gf/cm2. For 
the three nodes, the maximum value is observed at node A1 with 18.7 gf/cm2, 
followed by node B1 and C1, indicating that the front straps are subject to 
the maximum strain–stress in a vertical direction.

19.3.3 Mechanical behavior of the breast

Responding to the dynamic movement and the bra pressure, there are 
stress–strain distributions in the breast. Simulation showed the distributions 
of effective stress in the breast during wearing the bra for the case of the 

19.3 Displacement of the shoulder strap in x-direction.
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breast falling and for the case of the breast bouncing. In the case of the 
breast falling, a higher value of stress is observed in the root area around 
the breast. When the breast is bouncing, a higher value of stress appears at 
the upper area of the breast. Many areas with effective stress of about 
1000 gf/cm2 are observed.

19.4 Validation of the model

To validate the model, the simulation results were compared with the meas-
urements from the experimental measurements of bra pressure reported 
by Makabe et al.1 In their experiment, pressures were measured at six points 
under the bras that were of four styles and different material compositions. 
Six points were then selected on the simulation model which corresponded 
to the points used in the experiment: point a under bust line and mammary 
line cross, b under bust line and anterior axially line cross (seam), c under 
bust line and scapular line cross, d at the lateral area of cup and ribcage 
band cross, e at ribcage band and anterior axially line cross (seam), f at strap 
and shoulder line cross.

The corresponding pressure changes are shown in Fig. 19.4. For the points 
of d, e and f at the lateral area of cup and strap of bra, good agreement is 
observed between the simulation and the experiment. For the points of a, 
b and c that are all at under-bust line, the simulated values appear to be 
much smaller than the experimental measurements. The major reason 
causing the deviation is due to the difference in bra-styles used in the 
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19.4 Pressure changes of the six measuring points on the bra.
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experiment and in the simulation. In Makabe’s experiment, the bra was of 
a very tight-fi tting style with a stiff ring along the underbust line, while in 
the current numerical model, only a one-piece style sportsbra can be simu-
lated. Therefore, the pressure under the under-bust line is predicted to be 
small. The prediction of bra pressure at the upper parts of the bra is close 
to the magnitude of the measurements from the experiments of bra pres-
sure, indicating that the model is able to predict and simulate bra pressure 
during wear with reasonable accuracy.

19.5 Conclusion

A 3D biomechanical model of a female body, which consists of an elastic 
breast and a rigid body, has been developed on the basis of analyzing the 
biomechanical characteristics of the human body. The bra is regarded as 
having material linearity and geometric non-linearity. The contact between 
the human body and the bra is modeled as a dynamic sliding interface based 
on the theory of contact mechanics. A fi nite element method is used in the 
time domain for deriving a numerical solution of the dynamic contact 
problem.

An example is presented to illustrate the simulation results of the com-
putational model: a female human model is walking at a constant speed 
when wearing a bra. The computational model can simulate and character-
ize the dynamical mechanical behavior of the breast and bra during the 
body movement with the breast falling and bouncing, in terms of the bra 
deformation, pressure and stress distributions and breast stress distribu-
tions. With the distributions of the variables, the effects of the bra on the 
dynamic deformation of the breast during the body movement can be 
studied. Compared with the quantity of measured garment pressure reported 
in the literature, the predicted pressure is close to the magnitude of experi-
mental measurements, indicating that the model is able to simulate bra 
pressure during wear with reasonable accuracy. The model can be used as 
an engineering design tool for optimizing the structure and material in the 
bra design process.
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20.1 Introduction

20.1.1  Bio-functional requirement and classifi cation of 
compression stockings

As introduced in Chapter 9, as a type of compression therapy, elastic 
compression stockings come into our daily life, and there is a wide range 
of them available commercially. Among them, Graduated Compression 
Stockings (GCSs), which provide graded compression with the greater pres-
sure applied distally, have been reported as more effective in enhancing 
venous return, reducing stasis, etc.1 Usually, the specifi cation of a GCS only 
describes a range for the pressure exerted at ankle level. However, the 
pressure profi le for a GCS has pressure ranges at several levels: ankle, calf, 
knee and maybe thigh. Figure 20.1 shows the pressure profi le for GCS 
proposed by the European Normalization Committee (CEN). Depending 
on the pressure exerted at the ankle, the GCS is then classifi ed into four 
compression classes, I being the weakest and IV the strongest. The choice 
of a stocking depends on both medical indication and the patient’s 
tolerance and acceptance. According to the European Standardization 
Commission, there are classifi cations and indications for GCS.1

Compression stockings are available as different styles: full-length, thigh-
length, and knee-length. Earlier research has shown that there is no increase 
in deep venous fl ow velocity when whole limb compression is applied, 
compared with below-knee compression.2,3 Moreover, since thigh or full 
length stockings are more diffi cult to put on and less tolerated than knee-
length ones, and maybe more easily ill-fi tted, they may actually be inferior 
to knee-length ones.4 So knee-length stockings are expected to replace 
thigh-length stockings for DVT treatment and prophylaxis, being equally 
effective, cheaper, more likely to fi t correctly and better tolerated by 
patients.
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20.1.2 Demand for a biomechanical model

GCS therapy has not been as effective in clinical practice as it has been in 
research studies, in part due to poor patient compliance due to painful, hot, 
and itchy reactions; and some potential complications such as impairment 
of subcutaneous tissue oxygenation, peroneal nerve damage, skin necrosis, 
pressure ulcer, induced arterial hypoxia, and even DVT.5 Some investiga-
tions show that poor fi t, and incorrect size are major causes for these nega-
tive effects.6 Stocking fi t is of utmost importance in order for the pressure 
gradient to be effective.

However, as a key factor in compression therapy, the pressure itself has 
not been investigated suffi ciently. The pressure exerted by a GCS may vary 
among individuals, different leg levels, and also different regions at the same 
level. The size selection based on the simple measurement of leg length and 
circumference is insuffi cient to evaluate the pressure exerted on an indi-
vidual leg. There are three major approaches for pressure determination of 
compression stockings. The early approach was to stretch a stocking on a 
tensile tester to a suitable size, and then calculate the pressure according to 
the fabric tension indirectly, based on Laplace’s law.7 Another approach is 
to determine pressure by using air-fi lled leg segments to counterbalance the 
stocking pressure.7 A more common approach is to measure pressure in 
situ, based on the insertion of a pressure sensor in the form of a fl uid or air 
fi lled balloon (connected to a manometer), or other pressure sensor.8–10 All 
these techniques have several intrinsic defects. As the limb dimensions of 
humans are infi nitely variable, the same stocking fi tted to various individu-
als results in different pressures. To obtain the pressure, the measurement 
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must be carried out on each individual body. Accuracy is also a problem 
because the pressure sensors may themselves distort the limb dimensions 
and produce incorrect pressure measurements. Only the pressures at several 
measured points are obtained, not the overall pressure distribution.

Based on the above considerations, a mathematical model to simulate 
the mechanical interaction between a leg and a stocking is necessary to 
theoretically evaluate the pressure in situ, and further to fundamentally 
understand the mechanism of the compression therapy exerted by stock-
ings. The design of GCS also demands a tool to evaluate what will be the 
overall pressure distribution exerted on a leg before the stockings are 
produced.

20.2 Biomechanical simulation

20.2.1 Mechanical modeling

A common way to obtain the fi nal leg-fi tting shape for a stocking is to 
simulate a dynamic wearing process. Two objects are involved in the simula-
tion; one is the leg, which is solid, and the other is the stocking, which can 
be regarded as a sheet material. It is too diffi cult to include the foot in the 
wearing simulation due to the complex defi nition of boundary conditions. 
Since the focus is to investigate the pressure exerted on the leg, only the 
process of putting the stocking on from ankle to knee, or upper part was 
simulated. As boundary conditions, the body is assumed to stand still; the 
top welt of the stocking moves upwards at a constant speed until it reaches 
a fi xed displacement. The dynamic contact takes place in a large space and 
period of the time domain. During the wear process, the stocking is slipping 
over the surface of the body with friction. To prevent the stocking inter-
penetrating the lower limb and generating a frictional effect, it is necessary 
to enforce a kinematical constraint in the normal direction as well as in the 
tangent direction of the contact surface. The simulation is performed using 
‘ABAQUS’, a commercial Finite Element Method (FEM) software from 
ABAQUS Inc., Pawtucket, RI, USA.

20.2.2 Numerical simulation

3-D geometric models of lower leg and stocking

The lower leg consists of bones, cartilages, ligaments, soft tissue (muscle, 
fat, and skin), etc. A simplifi ed model including soft tissue and two bones 
(the medial tibia and the lateral fi bula) is used to model a lower leg 
during standing. The surfaces of a lower limb and inner bones are recon-
structed from Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) coronal images, and 
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then the solid bone and soft tissue are created using ‘SolidWorks’, a 3-D 
draw ing tool.

Commercial knee-length stockings with medical effects to prevent and 
manage varicose veins were taken as samples and their dynamic wearing 
on a male and a female lower leg simulated. The stocking sizes were chosen 
properly according to the lower legs’ geometrical shapes. The legging of the 
stocking was of cylindrical shape. A cylindrical tube was built as the initial 
geometry of the stocking, its size being taken from the actual sample.

Material model

Even though both the materials for the lower limb and stockings may 
behave with material non-linearity when undergoing large deformation, to 
simplify the problem, it is assumed that there is material linearity for all 
materials involved. An assumption is made that the medial tibia and the 
lateral fi bula do not deform due to wearing the stockings, so the bones are 
assumed to be rigid. The soft tissue material is assumed to be homogeneous, 
isotropic and linear elastic. For the soft tissue, the Young’s modulus, Poisson 
ratio, mass density are taken as 0.01 MPa, 0.49, and 9.37 × 10−10 tonne/mm3, 
respectively.11,12

Since knitted fabrics often have signifi cantly different mechanical proper-
ties in the wale and course directions, the material properties for stockings 
are defi ned as orthotropic and linearly elastic. Different kinds of knit 
stitches are used for the ankle part and the calf part of the sample stockings. 
Hence the two parts have different mechanical properties. All the parame-
ters needed in the numerical analysis are listed in Table 20.1, where E1 and 
E2 denote the Young’s moduli in the course and wale directions respectively, 
G12 and v1 are the shear modulus and Poisson ratio, and t denotes the fabric 
thickness.

Finite Element Analysis

The Finite Element Method was used for numerical analysis of the model 
due to its unique capability to analyze structures of complicated shape, 
loading and material behavior. The model was elaborated using the ABAQUS 
6.4 FE software package (ABAQUS Inc., Pawtucket, RI, USA).

Table 20.1 Mechanical properties of the stocking materials

Part W (tonne/mm3) E1 (N/mm2) E2 (N/mm2) G12 (N/mm2) n1 t (mm)

Ankle 2.1E-10 0.098 0.147 0.052 0.113 0.8
Calf 2.0E-10 0.093 0.059 0.029 0.369 0.76
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Contact constraints: The interface between the stocking and the lower limb 
is considered as surface-to-surface contact; the surfaces can undergo fi nite 
sliding relative to each other. Finite sliding allows arbitrary motion of the 
surfaces forming the contact pair. A penalty method is employed to enforce 
a kinematical constraint that the slave surface nodes (inner surface of stock-
ing) do not penetrate the master surface (lower limb surface).

Boundary condition: Since the medial tibia and the lateral fi bula are 
assumed not to deform due to wearing the stockings, the displacements of 
all the nodes on the two bones are constrained in all directions as a bound-
ary condition in the simulation. Thus, for the stockings along the lower leg 
length direction, the displacements of both the top and the bottom lines are 
defi ned while in the cross-sectional plane they can deform freely according 
to the shape of the lower leg.

Numerical solution: The dramatic change in contact pressure that occurs 
when a contact condition changes from open (a positive clearance) to 
closed (clearance equal to zero), may make it diffi cult to complete contact 
simulations. The geometric non-linearity due to the large deformation of 
the stocking, and the boundary non-linearity due to the discontinuous 
contact constraints make the mechanical simulation complicated. A nonlin-
ear explicit dynamic analysis was performed for the numerical simulation 
using ABAQUS/Explicit.

20.2.3 Dynamic wearing simulation

The wearing simulation is set to complete within 10 seconds. Once the 
contact occurs, the interaction between the lower leg and the stocking 
stretches the stocking, meanwhile inducing pressure on the lower leg. As 
the contact area increases, the pressure also spreads. And as the stocking 
gets much more stretched, the pressure value increases. However, even at 
the fi nal state, the pressure does not distribute uniformly over all the lower 
leg. Due to the complicated geometrical features of the lower leg surface, 
the stocking is not in contact with the underlying body everywhere. Only 
the surface of convex curvature supports the stocking, and the surface of 
concave curvature does not come into contact with the stocking.

20.2.4 Model validation

To validate the model, the wearing of two stockings on two legs was simu-
lated respectively. Meanwhile, the two subjects whose lower limbs were 
scanned for the simulation participated in the wearing trial for pressure 
measurement. As with commercial stockings having medical effect to 
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prevent and manage varicose veins, the stocking sample used has a specifi ed 
pressure value. It has graduated compression on the lower leg, the highest 
pressure of about 15–19 mmHg (1995–2527 Pa) being at the ankle level, and 
then while moving upward, the pressure decreases. The pressure at the 
maximum calf level will decrease to 65% of the specifi ed value. The pres-
sure was measured by using apparatus developed in the laboratory of the 
Institute of Textiles and Clothing at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, 
in which the ‘Flexiforce Sensor Model A201’,13 a piezoelectric sensor, was 
used for the compression receptors. The sensor is shaped as a thin ribbon. 
Air- or fl uid-fi lled devices are not used because they may cause localized 
ballooning, raising the pressure spuriously.

The pressure was measured at the following positions, as illustrated in 
Fig. 20.2, showing where the maximum calf (Cf) contour is crossed by the 
front central line (F), inside line (I.S), back central line (B) and outside line 
(O.S) and where the minimum ankle (Ak) contour is crossed by F, I.S, B 
and O.S. The measurement results are given in Fig. 20.3, where ‘M’ and ‘S’ 
correspond to ‘measured’ and ‘simulated’, respectively. The peak pressures 
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for both the male (1960 Pa) and female (1896 Pa) cases are close to the 
lower limits of the specifi ed pressure ranges. And as the stocking moves 
upward, the pressure decreases. At the maximum calf level the peak pres-
sure is 1160 Pa, which is 59.2% of the respective one at the ankle for subject 
A; and 998 Pa, which is 52.6% of the respective one at the ankle for subject 
B. These results generally agree with the specifi cation for the stockings 
though the measured results are a little smaller than the specifi ed values. 
This indicates that the pressure measurement is successful. Comparing the 
measured pressure values with the respective simulated results, good agree-
ment is obtained as shown in Fig. 20.3a and b.

20.3 Analysis and discussion

20.3.1 Pressure induction

Figure 20.4 shows the dynamic changes of the mises stress and pressure of 
three nodes, which are at the top (995), middle (2478) and bottom (6554) 
on the front central line of the stocking. From these plots, observations and 
considerations were made as follows: (i) other than at the top node 995, 
which shows fabric stretch and recovery as it passes through the maximum 
calf, the stress curves show monotonic increases during the wearing process; 
(ii) the pressure curves show obvious rising and falling, due to the change 
of the contact interface; (iii) in Fig. 20.4b, for all the three curves, the peaks 

20.4 Dynamic changes of stress and pressure.
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occur in the middle rather than at the end of the simulation, indicating that 
the dynamic pressure value during the wearing process is higher than the 
fi nal values; this is consistent with our thoughts of compression perception 
when wearing stockings; (iv) as the stress increases, the respective pressure 
increases generally, indicating that the pressure is balanced against the 
fabric stretch in multi-directions; (v) when the wearing is complete, the 
stress at the bottom node 6454 is the highest; second is the middle node 
2478; and then the top node 995. Correspondently, this results in graduated 
pressure at the three nodes. 

20.3.2 Stress and pressure distributions

From the pressure and stress distributions resulting from the wearing simu-
lation on male and female legs, it was found that: (i) In the two cases, the 
pressures show signifi cant gradient distributions; from the ankle to the knee, 
the pressure value decreases; (ii) similar stress distributions in the two 
simulations indicate that the fabric stretch in the two stockings are roughly 
the same; (iii) the two pressure distributions differ from each other, the 
contact area on the female leg seems relatively larger than that on the male 
leg; therefore the pressure distributes more evenly on the whole lower leg 
of the female subject.
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20.5 Cross-sectional pressure distribution.
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In Fig. 20.5, the cross-sectional pressure distributions at the maximum 
calf and at the ankle of the two legs are looked into further. At the ankle 
level, for leg A, the highest pressure occurs at the front, and then at the 
back, fi nally, at the two sides; for leg B, the highest pressure occurs at the 
back, then at the front, and fi nally at the two sides. At the calf level, for leg 
A, the highest pressure occurs at the front, then at the inner side, then the 
outer side, fi nally at the back; however, for leg B, other than the pressure 
value at the inner side being a little higher than at other places, the pressure 
distributes evenly. These observations are consistent with the measured 
results shown in Fig. 20.3. It can also be seen that the curvatures of calf 
cross-sections agree well with the respective pressure distributions. This 
indicates that the curvature of the lower limb surface has signifi cant infl u-
ence on the pressure.

20.3.3 Pressure determination

As discussed, the graduated pressure is due to the graduated stress. Table 
20.3 lists the measured stretch in the cross-sectional direction at the 
maximum calf and at the ankle for the two subjects. The longitudinal 
stretch is very small for the two cases, and can be neglected. Although 
the stocking has a much larger stretch at the calf part than that at the 
ankle, the resulting stress at the calf is lower than that at the ankle. 
Referring to Table 20.2, it is known that this occurs due to the difference 
of mechanical properties of the materials for the calf part and the ankle 
part, especially the signifi cant difference between the Young’s modulus in 
the longitudinal directions. Therefore, the graduated pressure is created by 
using different materials (in this case, different stitches) for the ankle and 
the calf parts.

The above discussions make it clear that the pressure exerted on the leg 
by the stocking depends on the curvature of the leg surface and the stress 
rather than the stretch of the stocking, as has been indicated by the equation 
P = K1T1 + K2T2.14 Here, K1 and K2 are the curvature of the leg surface along 
the cross-section direction and the length direction; T1 and T2 denote the 
stress along the two directions, respectively.

Table 20.2 Stretch of the stockings

Subject Ankle Calf

Male 40% 70%
Female 38.5% 75%
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20.4 Investigation of the mechanism 

of compression therapy

20.4.1 Leg deformation

Fig. 20.6 shows the deformation at four feature nodes, front (196), inside 
(205), outside (269), and back (28) of the maximum calf contour. The 

20.6 Leg displacements.
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pressure plot shows that these nodes begin to be covered by the stocking 
at about 4.0 seconds. However, the displacements take place earlier than 
this, soon after that the stocking begins to come into contact with the leg. 
The displacements in the ‘3’ direction (vertical) at the four nodes increase 
rapidly, and then decrease, vibrate, and fi nally reaches positive values. This 
indicates that during the wearing process, the whole calf is shifted upwardly 
due to the compression force spreading from ankle to calf. And once the 
upper region of the four nodes is also compressed by the stocking, the 
upward shift begins to recover. However, the recovery is not completed; 
part of the shift displacements remain, especially at the inside (205) and the 
central back (28).

Due to the external pressure exerted by the stocking, the calf is com-
pressed at both sides; the displacement at the inside is greater than the 
outside due to the higher pressure, and both the front and the back nodes 
(196 and 28) are shifted toward the outside, maybe also due to the higher 
pressure at the inside. The displacement in the ‘2’ direction shows more 
complication. The calf at node 196 seems to be stretched before it is covered 
by the stocking, due to the shift mentioned above; soon after that, it is 
covered by the stocking, at a time of about 4.0 seconds; the displacement 
begins to turn to become positive, meaning it is being compressed, and 
increases rapidly due to the higher pressure at the front. The node 205 is 
shifted to the back due to the pressure. The node 269 is shifted backward 
and then forward; fi nally the shift deformation almost recovers. The calf at 
node 28 shifts backward at fi rst, due to the upward shifting, then recovers 
from the shift due to the stocking pressure; fi nally it turns to be shifted 
backward again. Since it is assumed that the soft tissue is incompressible in 
the simulation, the volume of the leg will remain constant during the 
dynamic wearing. The cross-section also tends to keep its area roughly 
constant. Therefore, when the calf is compressed at the front and both sides 
of the surface, the soft tissue is shifted toward the inner center until it 
reaches the fi xed bone surface, and then turns toward the back side, where 
there is no bone, and relatively smaller pressure is exerted. However, since 
the whole calf is shifted upward, especially at the back and the inside, the 
areas of the leg cross-sections reduce to some extent. The upward shift helps 
the calf muscles pump. The reduction of the cross-sectional area results in 
the narrowing of the vein, and improvement of coaptation of the valvular 
cusps, which have the major positive effects of accelerating the venous fl ow 
and reducing venous refl ux.

20.4.2 Pressure distribution along superfi cial veins

Venous diseases, such as varicose vein or edema, develop after long-periods 
of standing or sitting, due to an increase in hydrostatic pressure. One purpose 
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of wearing GCS is to add compression on superfi cial veins to bring 
the venous walls close together, and then to help the return of blood in the 
superfi cial venous system. Figure 20.7 shows the pressure distributions along 
the courses of the great and the small saphenous veins in the male and the 
female legs respectively. Figure 20.7b shows a trend that the pressure on the 
superfi cial veins decreases as the course goes upward from ankle to 
the calf. This is expected. However, in Fig. 20.7a, there is no such trend; the 
pressure distribution shows irregular variation. From Fig. 20.5, it can be 
learnt that leg B has more circular cross-sections, and is similar to a cylinder, 
so the gradient stress distribution in the stocking results in graduated 
pressure distribution on the leg surface. Leg A is of a much more irregular 
shape, hence the contact condition and curvature varies greatly along the 
vein paths from ankle to maximum calf due to the complicated geometry of 
the leg surface. For legs of very irregular shapes, to augment the local pres-
sure on the veins, some compression enhancers such as pads and rolls are 
added over the concave areas to change the local contact condition.15,16

20.4.3 Inner leg stress

Referring to the respective cross-sectional pressure distribution in Fig. 
20.5a, it is found that high pressure values induce high compression 
de formations (and therefore stresses) on the underlying leg surface. At 
the surface, normal pressure further transmits to the inner body; when 
going into the deeper layer of the leg, the stress decreases gradually. It is 
helpful to shift blood into the central compartment, and divert blood from 

20.7 Pressure distribution along great and small saphenous veins.
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superfi cial distended veins. Comparing the stresses at the calf and the ankle, 
it can be found that the stresses at the ankle are much higher than the 
respective ones at the calf. This indicates that the inner stresses decrease 
when going upward due to the graduated pressure distribution. The grad-
uated stress distribution will shift blood upward, hence helping blood fl ow 
back to the heart through the veins.

Pressure sores are one of the complications of wearing compression 
stockings. Early researchers have concluded that if the normal capillary 
pressure exceeds 32 mmHg (4230 Pa),17,18 ischemia will result, followed by 
occlusion or collapse of capillaries, leading to tissue destruction over a 
period of time. Although this limit value of 32 mmHg is questionable, and 
various higher or lower values have been established,19,20 it is still the gener-
ally accepted value for relevant products. Usually, tissue interface pressure 
(the normal surface pressure) must be lower than 32 mmHg to prevent 
pressure sores. However, it is seen in simulations that, as the bones are 
approached, the stress increases. If the Mises stress is looked at, which is 
the effective stress integrating all the stress components in the three direc-
tions, the concentration of high stress at the bone prominences is signifi cant. 
This is consistent with the former research fi ndings in buttock contact simu-
lation.21,22 It indicates that the interface pressure is not representative of the 
internal mechanical state of the soft tissues involved. Pressure sores may 
develop easily in the deep layer, especially near the bone prominences.

20.5 Conclusion

Simulation demonstrates that pressure exerted on the leg by a compression 
stocking is induced due to fabric stretch; its value depends on fabric tension 
and the curvature of the leg surface. Therefore, the pressure distribution on 
a leg is non-uniform. Even though at the same cross-section the fabric 
stretch is the same, due to the irregular non-circular shape the pressure 
varies at different points. With the stocking-wearing model, the overall pres-
sure distribution can be predicted in a quick and easy way. It is helpful in 
stocking size selection and it can aid the physician to know the inner 
mechanical state of leg subjected to stocking pressure. The model also 
enables parametrical design of gradient compression stockings.

The mechanism of compression therapy is discussed through investigat-
ing the lower leg deformation and its internal mechanical state. Reasonable 
correspondence between the mechanical state of the leg and the medical 
effects of compression exerted by the stockings is established. Since the 
mechanical properties of skin, fat, and muscle may vary greatly, a biome-
chanical leg model describing more details about the leg structure is neces-
sary to quantitatively investigate the internal mechanical state of the leg, 
thus to demonstrate the medical effects of GCS. Nonlinearity of knitted 
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materials as well as of the soft tissue of the leg should also be taken into 
account.
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21.1 Introduction

21.1.1 Foot lesions

The human foot is an immensely practical, beautifully designed structure 
built to bear many times its weight, thousands of times a day and bounce 
back ready for more. It has been suggested that an individual takes about 
8000–10 000 steps a day and in a day, the average walker generates about 
½ pint of moisture through foot perspiration.1 During walking, a foot rubs 
against its footwear and can be susceptible to malfunction. There are at least 
300 types of foot problem. Many of them result from poorly fi tting footwear. 
The most frequent foot problems are blisters, corns and calluses, and all of 
them are related to friction in shoes. Blisters are fl uid-fi lled sacs that develop 
between the top layers of skin after prolonged pressure or rubbing against 
the skin, which causes irritation. Blisters occur most often on the heel, the 
toe, and the ball of the foot. Corns normally occur over toe joints, when 
there is friction associated with localized pressure. Calluses appear as broad 
areas of hardened, sometimes yellow, skin on pressure points that develop 
after prolonged wear-and-tear or rubbing against a shoe. Calluses usually 
form on the ball of the foot, the heel, and the inside of the big toe.2

At times, such foot problems can have life-altering consequences, espe-
cially for people with diabetes. Diabetes patients may not be able to recog-
nize the painful event due to a condition called neuropathy. Diabetic 
neuropathy can cause insensitivity or a loss of ability to feel pain, heat, and 
cold. Diabetics suffering from neuropathy can develop minor cuts, scrapes, 
blisters, or pressure sores that they may not be aware of due to the insensi-
tivity. If these minor injuries are left untreated, complications may result 
and lead to ulceration and possibly even amputation. Fig. 21.1 illustrates 
the ulcer development. Calluses occur when there is intermittent pressure 
at some part of the foot. This causes the outer skin to thicken and become 
hard, as illustrated. During rubbing, the shearing forces rupture the fl esh 
under a callus, the outer skin becomes loose and fl uid collects beneath it, 
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forming a blister. If the pressure and shearing continue, the blister breaks 
down and bacteria invade. The necrotic area gets infected. Finally, a deeper 
cavity forms as an ulcer.3 It is reported that about 15% of diabetics will 
experience signifi cant foot problems during their lives, and each year 86 000 
will have a lower limb amputated because of foot complications.4

Foot lesions are common and costly complications in people with diabe-
tes.5 Most people with diabetes are beginning to understand the importance 
of protecting their feet. Bad footwear has been identifi ed as a major cause 
of ulceration in diabetes.6 In a European study, footwear was implicated as 
being contributory to 21% of all ulcers in a large survey.7 So an effective 
way to protect feet is to wear proper footwear. Actually, various preventive 
and therapeutic modalities, including shoes and insoles, have been devel-
oped for diabetics. Much research has been carried out to investigate the 
role of footwear in the prevention of foot lesions. Most of the researchers 
conclude that appropriate footwear helps to redistribute and reduce peak 
plantar pressure, which is a major cause of calluses, sores and ulcers.5,8–14 
Further research on foot care shows that good shoes and insoles are not 
enough, attention must also be paid to socks.3,15,16 People with diabetes are 
advised that they should never wear shoes without socks. Hosiery plays a 
number of roles: removing perspiration from the skin, helping regulate foot 
temperature, providing pressure relief by increasing thickness, and protect-
ing the skin from abrasion. However, except for a few research investiga-
tions into the effect of padded socks on plantar pressure,15,17 research has 
rarely focused on socks. The part socks play in foot care remains unclear.

21.1.2 Socks for foot care

Compared with shoes and insoles, socks are much simpler to apply and are 
less expensive. However, the questions to answer are: how do socks work, 
and what kind of socks should people with diabetes wear? Firstly, socks 
should be fi tted properly. Socks that are too large bunch up in the shoe; 
those that are too small squash the feet. During the wearing of a sock, the 
foot stretches the sock and, in return, the pressure induced from the sock 
deforms the skin and soft tissue. This mechanical interaction stimulates 
neurophysiological impulses of touch and pressure through the mechanical 
receptors in the deep layer of the skin,1 which further induces subjective 

21.1 Foot lesion development.
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perceptions and relevant pressure discomfort or more seriously, pain sensa-
tions. Sensitivity to pressure also differs in different small regions of the 
foot. For example, the absolute pressure thresholds at the hallux and the 
heel are higher than for the middle sole.18 Due to difference of skin thick-
ness, sensitivity to pressure should be higher at the instep than at the sole. 
However, suitable pressure is needed to keep close contact between the 
sock and foot. There should be no lumps or folds to irritate the foot. How 
to provide suitable pressure to the foot while not causing an uncomfortable 
compressive feeling is important in sock design and engineering.

Regarding sock materials, many people believe that natural fi bers, such 
as cotton, are better than synthetic fi bers.5 However, other researchers disa-
gree with this opinion. Although cotton absorbs water well, it retains it. 
Some researchers have found that the friction coeffi cients of many textile 
materials, especially natural fi bers (cotton and silk), increase along with 
increase in temperature and humidity.19 This may result in a more severe 
friction situation. Therefore, for sock materials, two aspects need to be con-
sidered. Firstly, wearing socks of good heat and moisture transfer, and 
moisture absorption properties, can help to keep the foot dry during the day, 
hence avoiding moist feet that tend to ‘stick’ to the shoe and exacerbate 
rubbing. Secondly, socks of low friction material can directly reduce friction. 
By imparting a low friction value to the contact areas, abrasion of the foot 
skin is diminished as well as the shearing between the contact interfaces. 
Friction-free technology is being developed in sock manufacture.20 Du Pont’s 
Tefl on fi bre of extremely low friction is now available for socks. How to 
utilize this technology in socks design for foot care is an important issue.

21.2 Biomechanical modeling

21.2.1 Model development

Various pressure measurement methods have been developed to measure 
static and dynamic plantar pressure.21 There are also biomechanical foot 
models built for predicting the plantar pressure to aid clinical practice.22,23 
However, unlike plantar pressure that can be measured directly, there are 
only a few experimental devices for shear measurement.24 Knowledge of 
shoe rubbing remains minimal. Since direct measurement of friction and 
shearing in situ is diffi cult, an approach is to build 3-D models to theoreti-
cally investigate the mechanical interactions in footwear. The focus is on 
normal walking rather than active sports. There is very little modeling work 
on foot–sock interaction reported in sock engineering. In the biomechanics 
research area, various 2-D and 3-D foot models using the Finite Element 
Method (FEM) approach have been developed, and the foot–insole inter-
face is modeled with the aim of investigating plantar pressure and stress in 
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the foot during various stance phases of gait. Gefen,25,26 Chen et al.,27 and 
Jacob and Patil28 developed 3-D biomechanical foot models consisting of 
bones, soft tissues, cartilage and ligaments and analyzed stress distribution 
in the foot during various stance phases of gait, mainly for clinical applica-
tions. Furthermore, Chen et al.,23 and Lemmon22 modeled the foot–insole 
interface to investigate the insole effect on the plantar pressure distribution. 
Some other researchers focused on the in-shoe pressure during walking, 
running or doing other sports, in order to provide guidance for sports shoes 
design.29,30 There is no report on modeling foot rubbing and slippage in 
shoes. And since the mechanical contact between a foot and a fl exible sock 
is diffi cult to model, there are also few 3-D sock models reported. A 3-D 
foot, sock and insole contact model has therefore been developed here to 
investigate the sock pressure exerted on the foot, stress in the sock, plantar 
pressure, plantar shearing force, and the forward slippage of the foot at 
push off.

21.2.2 Simulation of wearing a sock

Modeling of foot and sock interaction

Since the purpose of the foot–sock interaction model is to investigate the 
pressure and stress in the foot resulting from wearing socks, it is assumed 
that foot deformation is limited to soft tissue. Therefore, some reasonable 
simplifi cation was made: all the bones and cartilages were combined as a 
whole skeleton and the remaining parts of the foot were considered as soft 
tissue. The toes were also combined as a whole. The surfaces of the foot and 
inner skeleton were reconstructed from Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI) coronal images of a male in his twenties and a solid bone and soft 
tissue model was created. The bone and soft tissue materials were assumed 
to be homogeneous, isotropic and linear elastic. For bones, the Young’s 
modulus was taken as 7300 MPa, and Poisson ratio as 0.3, and for the soft 
tissue, the values were taken as 1 MPa and 0.49, respectively.28 Since a sock 
takes the shape of the foot surface when it is fi tted, the foot surface is used 
as the sock geometry. Knitted fabrics often have signifi cantly different 
mechanical properties in the wale and course directions, so the materials 
for socks were defi ned as orthotropic and linear elastic shell. Two cases of 
a sock of crew length, worn on a foot, using two materials, nylon and cotton, 
were simulated. The material parameters for the sock are listed in Table 
21.1, where E1 and E2 denote the Young’s moduli in the course and wale 
directions respectively, G12 and u1 are the shear modulus and Poisson ratio, 
W is the mass density and t is the fabric thickness.

The interface between sock and foot is considered as surface-to-surface 
contact; the surfaces can undergo relatively fi nite sliding in relation to each 
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other. A penalty method is employed to enforce the kinematical constraint 
that the slave surface nodes (inner surface of sock) do not penetrate the 
master surface (foot surface); friction between the two surfaces is also taken 
into account. The friction coeffi cient is set as 0.1 in the simulation. The sock 
welt is often made of tightly knitted fabric to prevent slipping, so it adheres 
to the underlying foot surface. A tie constraint between the sock welt and 
the surface of the ankle was defi ned.

Boundary condition: Since the purpose is to investigate the pressure 
exerted by the sock, pressure due to the supported body weight should be 
avoided. Therefore, the foot is simulated as ‘hung’ and has no contact with 
other objects except for the sock. It is assumed that the bone part of the 
foot does not deform due to the wearing of the sock, therefore the displace-
ments of all the nodes on the bone are constrained in all directions as a 
boundary condition in the simulation.

As the initial condition, the initial stress needs to be added to the sock, 
accounting for the sock deformation due to the wearing process. It is diffi cult 
to measure the stress in socks due to biaxial extension. However, with the 
Finite Element (FE) approach, the stress according to the stretch and 
the mechanical properties of the material can be predicted. The biaxial 
extension of a piece of fabric (5 cm × 10 cm rectangle) using a mesh of 
4-node quadrilateral shell elements, which is the same as the sock, was 

Table 21.1 Parameters of knitted fabrics

Sock E1 (N/mm) E2 (N/mm) G12 (N/mm) u1 t (mm)

Nylon 0.0446 0.061 0.02 0.195 0.5
Cotton 0.061 0.0728 0.028 0.155 0.85

Y

X

21.2 Biaxial extension of fabric.
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simulated. As illustrated in Fig. 21.2, displacements corresponding to the 
stretch in the wale and course directions are set to the nodes on the right 
and top edges, while the displacements of the nodes on the left edge are 
constrained in the X axis direction and those on bottom edge are constrained 
in the Y axis direction. The resulting stresses in the two directions are taken 
as initial stresses for the sock in the wale and the course directions. A non-
linear general static analysis is performed for the bi-extension simulation.

For each sock case, static general nonlinear analysis was performed in 
ABAQUS/Standard using the Newton–Raphson method.

Experimental results and discussions

Both of the two sock samples have foot-like shapes. Therefore, the sock 
model is divided into four parts and it is assumed that the fabric is evenly 
stretched in each part. Then, according to the sock sizes and the dimension 
of the subject’s foot, it is calculated that the fabric stretches in two directions 
for each part. The stress in the nylon sock is found to be higher than that 
in the cotton sock. Before numerical analysis, the sock is in an unbalanced 
state, but after the numerical analysis, the sock stress is balanced by the 
contact pressure and frictional force due to the interaction between sock 
and foot, and reaches a balanced redistribution.

The stress in the sock, pressure on the foot, and stress in the foot show 
signifi cantly different distributions. The Mises stress in the cotton sock 
varies from 0.0043 to 0.0347 MPa, and that in the nylon sock varies from 
0.00625 to 0.0399 MPa. This indicates that the sock is stretched everywhere 
and no part rests on the foot surface. Higher stress concentrates at the heel 
part. The stretched sock induces pressure on the underlying foot. From the 
pressure distributions, it was noticed that the pressure does not distribute 
uniformly over all the foot. The pressure range for the cotton sock was 0–
0.0039 MPa, and for the nylon sock 0–0.0046 MPa. Zero pressure indicates 
‘no contact’ between the foot and sock. Due to the complicated geometrical 
feature of the foot surface, as well as the tightly-stretched state of fabric, 
the sock is not in contact with the underlying foot everywhere: only the 
convex surface of positive Gaussian curvature supports the sock, and the 
concave surface of negative Gaussian curvature does not contact the sock. 
Moreover, high pressure occurs where the curvature of the foot surface is 
high, such as the end of the toes, and the two lateral sides of the foot. As a 
whole, the two socks result in similar pressure distributions. The pressure 
on the foot deforms the foot. The stress in the foot caused by the cotton 
sock ranged from 0–0.00299 MPa, and the nylon sock from 0 to 0.00399 MPa. 
High stress concentrates at the toe part.

Comparing the two socks, it was found that the stress in the nylon sock 
is higher than that in the cotton sock. As a result, it was found that the stress 
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and pressure in the foot for the nylon sock are also higher than those for 
the cotton sock, especially at the toe part. These distributions demonstrate 
that the pressure depends on the curvature of the body surface and the 
stress in the fabric. This observation has been confi rmed by Inoue et al.’s 
work,31 in which reasonable pantyhose pressure was predicted according to 
the body curvature and the biaxial extension of fabrics, and was compared 
with subjective test results. However, it is diffi cult to calculate the curvature 
of the body surface as it is often of complicated shape. Therefore, in that 
work, the thigh was simplifi ed as a cylinder and was focused upon.

Comparison with measured results

Pressure measurement was carried out by using an apparatus developed in 
the laboratory of the Institute of Textiles and Clothing at The Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University, in which the sensor ‘Flexiforce Sensor Model A201’32 
was used as a pressure receptor. According to reference 33, the pressure 
was measured at the following positions: Malleolus medialis (Mm), Malleolus 
lateralis (Ml), Instep (Ins), Ball of foot (Ba), facies mediales of the Digitus 
1 (D1), facies lateralis of the Digitus 5 (D5), facies mediales of the Planta 
(Pl), and facies posterior of the Calx (Ca). These points are the character-
istic points of the foot surface geometry; the curvatures at these points are 
relatively high. At these points, the pressure is the highest within the vicinity 
around them. The measured results are shown in Fig. 21.3, and ‘M’ and ‘S’ 
means ‘measured’ and ‘simulated’, respectively.

21.3 Pressure in the sock.
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Both of the socks showed the same trend of pressure change: the highest 
pressure occured at D1, then D5. These pressures were greater than the 
rest. This trend is consistent with that reported in references 33, 34. When 
comparing the two socks, it was found that the pressure in the nylon sock 
was signifi cantly higher than that in the cotton sock due to the higher strain, 
especially at D1. The simulated pressure results agreed roughly with the 
respective measured ones. The difference between the simulated and meas-
ured results, especially at the positions, where the pressure is low, is consid-
ered to be because the measure positions in simulation and in reality may 
not be exactly the same; and the measurement error also accounts for the 
difference. The error of stretch measurement for each sock part is also a 
main factor causing the difference between the simulation results and the 
actual state of the sock. The agreement between real measurement results 
and simulated ones confi rms that the model is useful in predicting the pres-
sure on the foot caused by wearing the sock. By using the model, not only 
the pressure values of several feature points, but also the overall pressure 
distribution in a sock of complicated geometry can be predicted.

Pressure control

To avoid causing uncomfortable compressive feelings, the high pressure at 
the toe part needs to be reduced. However, lumps or folds resulting from 
loose-fi tting socks may irritate the foot. A certain pressure is necessary to 
provide tight contact at the sole. However, both the socks show lower pres-
sure at the facies mediales of the Planta (Pl). An ideal design for a sock 
provides tight contact at the sole part and relatively loose contact at the toe 
part. Using higher Young’s moduli for the sole part and lower Young’s 
moduli for the toe part, and assuming the sock has uniform stretch, the 
initial stress distribution can then be obtained. After the numerical simula-
tion, the stress is redistributed so that the higher pressures concentrate at 
the sole and instep rather than the toe; stress in the toe part is also reduced. 
The simulation indicated that it is easy to predict the overall pressure dis-
tribution exerted by a sock assembled by various materials, by using the 
foot–sock contact model.

21.2.3 Dynamic walking simulation

Modeling of foot, sock and insole interaction

During walking, the gait cycle is usually subdivided into a stance phase and 
a swing phase. The swing phase is the period of time when the foot under 
consideration is not in contact with the fl oor. The stance phase is the period 
of time when the foot under consideration is in contact with the fl oor. The 
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stance phase can be further subdivided into fi ve stages: heel-strike (initial 
foot-fl oor contact), foot-fl at, mid-stance, push-off, and toe-off. According to 
our perception, slippage takes place easily when the phase turns from foot 
fl at to mid-stance, and then to push-off. Therefore, the phase transition from 
foot-fl at to push-off is simulated. Since the shoe is not the focus of this study, 
only a barefoot or a foot wearing a sock standing upon an insole lain over 
a supporter is simulated rather than in a shoe.

To allow bone deformation, proper partition is performed on the skele-
ton, and the thinner pieces between parts are defi ned as soft cartilages. The 
bone, cartilage, and soft tissue materials are assumed to be homogeneous, 
isotropic and linear elastic. The Young’s moduli, Poisson ratios, and mass 
densities for these materials are listed in Table 21.2.

For the loads on the foot, the loads at the mid-stance phase are used. 
According to reference 28, only ankle joint force and the forces of several 
major muscles are considered. The muscle forces include triceps surae (TS), 
reaction at the medial pulley due to the muscles fl exor hallucis longus 
(FHL), fl exor digitorum longus (FDL), tibialis posterior (TP), reaction at 
lateral pulley due to muscles peroneus longus (PL), peroneus brevis (PB), 
and fl exor hallucis longus (FHL).

Three computational experiments were carried out: one barefoot and two 
sock simulations. There are several objects involved in the mechanical 
system: bone, tissue, insole, support and in some cases, sock. In the barefoot 
simulation, there is only a pair of surfaces involved in the contact problem: 
the foot surface and the top surface of the insole. The friction coeffi cient is 
set as 0.5. In the sock simulation, there are two pairs of surfaces involved: 
the foot surface and the inside of the sock; and the outside of the sock and 
the top surface of the insole. It has been reported that the friction coeffi cient 
between skin and Tefl on fabric can be as low as 0.04 while that between 
skin and cotton fabric is as high as 0.54.35 These two friction coeffi cients are 
chosen in the simulation. Two cases differing in friction arrangements are 
simulated: in case I, the coeffi cient of the friction between sock and foot is 
set as 0.54, and that between sock and insole is set as 0.04; in case II, the 
two friction coeffi cients are arranged vice versa. Usually, the soft tissue 

Table 21.2 Material properties of foot and insole

Parameters Soft tissue Bone Cartilage Supporter Insole

Young’s modulus 1.0 7300 10 50 0.5
 (MPa)
Poisson ratio u1 0.49 0.3 0.4 0.36 0.85
Mass density (kg/m3) 9.37 × 103 1.5 × 103 2.0 × 103 5.0 × 103 2.0 × 103
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adheres tightly to the underlying bone; the two objects are not free from 
each other in motion. A tie constraint between the surface of the skeleton 
and the inside of the soft tissue model is defi ned, and also the interface of 
the insole and the supporter is defi ned as a tie constraint.

The simulation is divided into two steps: the fi rst step is to calculate the 
sock–foot interaction, and reach a stable mechanical state of sock on foot; 
the second step is to simulate the phase change from mid-stance to push-off. 
The time period is set as 0.5 second and 0.75 second for the two steps, 
respectively. To make the simulation results comparable, the step set for the 
bare foot simulation is the same as the one for the foot wearing the sock. 
During the fi rst step, no foot load is added, and the foot is fi xed at three 
points. At the end of this step, the initial stress is redistributed in the sock 
and is balanced by the contact pressure, indicating that the sock is worn on 
the foot. In this simulation, it is assumed that the fabric is stretched evenly 
all over the sock, and the obtained stresses in the wale and the course direc-
tions are 0.03 MPa and 0.04 MPa respectively. In the second step, the loads 
mentioned above are added to the foot to simulate the foot phase change 
from mid-stance to push-off. Since the stress distribution in the bones is not 
examined as in reference 28, to simplify the calculation the loads are applied 
at single points rather than in areas. The magnitudes of loads are listed in 
Table 21.3. To allow for the foot motion during the phase changing from 
mid-stance to push-off, the constraints on the foot length direction at the 
fi xed three points are released.

Simulation results

The frames taken from the bare-foot simulation were examined. The foot 
is fl attened and then turns to take off. There was a similarity between the 
stress distributions and the respective pressure, demonstrating that the high 
pressure induces high stress in the foot. However, the pressure only occurs 
where the foot sole comes into contact with the insole: the stress distributes 
on larger regions than the pressure does, indicating that the mechanical 
response to pressure spreads to large areas on foot.

The sock simulation at the end of the fi rst step was also examined. The 
uniform initial stress is redistributed in the sock and is balanced by the 
contact pressure. The pressure does not distribute uniformly; the pressure 

Table 21.3 Loads on foot skeleton

Positions L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

Load 1800 N 1200 N 850 N 200 N 100 N
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magnitude varies from 0 to 0.005 MPa. The foot displacement in the simula-
tion of foot wearing the sock I is compared with that in the barefoot simula-
tion. Signifi cantly, the foot wearing the sock slips to a larger distance upon 
the insole. In Fig. 21.4, it can be seen that the shearing force distributions 
in the two simulations are similar while the magnitudes of the shearing 
forces differ greatly. Fig. 21.4a shows the change of pressure on foot at two 
nodes, 651 at the heel, and 2587 at the forefoot; the pressure values peak in 
these vicinities. When the foot phase turns from mid-stance to push-off, the 
heel lifts up, only the forefoot is in contact with the insole, and the decrease 
of contact area leads to the increasing of pressure at the forefoot. The peak 
forefoot pressure is also higher than at the heel. It is consistent with many 
measurement results.36 Compare the two simulations: at the forefoot, the 
plantar pressure reduces for the foot wearing the sock while the situation 
is the converse at the heel. This observation needs to be confi rmed by 
further experimental measurement. Some former research has shown that 
a peak plantar pressure of larger than 12.3 kg/cm2(12.05 MPa)37 has the 
highest specifi city in identifying patients at risk of foot ulceration, while a 
recent piece of research regarded 6 kg/cm2(0.588 MPa) as a threshold.38 No 
matter what the exact value of the threshold is, the pressure change plot 
will be helpful in identifying the risk.

In the simulated distribution of the shearing force on the foot sole, the 
shearing force occurring accompanied by the pressure showed a signifi cant 
difference between the barefoot and the foot wearing the sock I. Both at 

21.4 Changes of pressure and shearing force at two foot nodes.
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the heel and at the forefoot, the shearing force reduces dramatically for the 
foot wearing the sock. Although the magnitude of the shearing force 
depends on the pressure, its change trend is not always the same as the 
pressure. Comparing Fig. 21.4a with b, at the heel node, the shearing force 
for the foot wearing the sock reduces signifi cantly while the pressure change 
increases.

In Fig. 21.5a, the two simulated results for the two socks are compared. 
The plots of plantar pressure are almost the same for the two cases, indicat-
ing that the difference in friction arrangements have no infl uence on the 
plantar pressure. Figure 21.5b shows that the shearing force for sock II is 
signifi cantly lower than that for sock I: at the heel, the peak shearing force 
reduces from 0.84 N to 0.71 N, and at the forefoot, it reduces from 1.09 N to 
0.78 N.

The change of foot and sock displacement is further looked into in Fig. 
21.6, which shows the changes of the displacements along the foot length 
direction of the forefoot node (2587) and the sock node (5050) initially 
close to it. In the two sock simulations, the foot has the same slippage dis-
tance of 9.8 mm, while the barefoot has a very smaller displacement 
(1.34 mm). The slippage difference is 8.46 mm. At the node 5050, sock I has 
the same displacement as the underlying foot node, indicating that the foot 
adheres to the sock due to the high friction (0.54), and they slip upon the 
insole together. However, sock II has no forward displacement, indicating 
that it sticks to the insole, and the foot slips in the sock due to the low fric-
tion (0.04). The different foot movement in the sock results in completely 

21.5 Comparison between two socks.
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different stress distributions in the two socks. Due to the high friction 
between the sock and the skin of the foot, sock I adheres to the underlying 
foot during the phase changing, and slips together with the foot upon the 
insole. Therefore, the differences of displacement for different regions of 
the sock sole are not signifi cant. The stress in the sock shows a similar dis-
tribution to that of the shearing force and the change of the stress in the 
sock also shows the same trend with the respective change of the shearing 
force, indicating that the sock stress is increased to balance the shearing 
force resulting from the friction against the foot as well as the insole. The 
situation for sock II is completely different. On the one hand, as demon-
strated in Fig. 21.6, the sock sticks to the insole at the metatarsal heads 
during the phase changing of the foot. On the other hand, pushed by the 
advancing toes of the foot sliding inside the sock during walking, the sock 
at the toe part is stretched. Hence, the stress of the sock toe increases, 
accompanying the foot slippage.

Plantar pressure measurement

Besides the numerical simulation, a plantar pressure measurement using 
the pedobarograph (Tekscan, Inc, Boston, USA) was carried out. The subject 
whose foot is used in the simulation walks on the sensor mat with bare feet 
or wearing polyester socks of lower friction. The plantar pressures of the 
bare feet were consistent with the patterns shown in the simulated values 

21.6 Displacement of foot and sock.
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while the magnitude was lower due to the sensor losing accuracy. The slip-
page distance of the foot was further investigated. A peak phase pattern 
was used to show the largest measured values of each sensing point. The 
pattern illustrates the accumulated contact area during walking. The differ-
ence in the length between the peak pattern of barefoot and that wearing 
the socks is taken as the difference of slippage distance between the two 
walking situations. The length is calculated through the ASCII data fi le, in 
which the pressure value of each sensing points is recorded in a fi xed rec-
tangular array. The range of the non-zero column is counted and converted 
to length. The resulted difference was 9.04 mm. It is close to the simulated 
results of 8.46 mm.

21.3 Implications in sock design

21.3.1 Sock pressure

In days gone by, socks were something that were kept going for as long as 
possible. Today, the main consumer purchasing considerations are fi t and 
comfort. For people with diabetes, socks are essential medical devices for 
foot care. We have seen some of the foot problems that may be caused by 
high sock pressure. To choose socks of the correct size and that fi t the feet 
properly is very important.

21.3.2 Plantar pressure and shearing force

Through the numerical experiment, it was demonstrated that high plantar 
pressure and shearing force occur at the forefoot and heel during walking. 
The magnitudes of the plantar pressure and shearing force are large at the 
forefoot as well as at the heel. Since the tissue thickness at the forefoot is 
smaller than that at the heel, blisters and ulcers form more easily at the 
forefoot. The shearing force distribution at the forefoot compares with the 
blister and ulcer areas. To avoid foot ulceration, reducing the plantar shear-
ing force is as important as reducing the plantar pressure. Soft and thick 
padded soles are often used to reduce the plantar pressure. To reduce the 
shearing force, an easy and effective approach is to wear socks of low 
friction.

The barefoot simulation demonstrated that high friction between the foot 
skin and the insole make the barefoot stick to the insole easily, and that this 
sticking leads to extremely high shearing forces. Due to the foot load, there 
is a potential for forward slipping in the shoe. If the slipping is completely 
resisted by rubbing against the insole and the shoe sides and tops, the high 
pressure and shearing force will soon results in calluses and blisters, espe-
cially at the forefoot. If the foot is allowed to slide upon the insole to a 
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certain distance, the shearing force will be reduced, hence reducing the 
potential for the formation of various foot lesions. This demands both a low 
friction and a certain space kept in the shoe to allow the foot to slide. 
Wearing a sock can reduce friction and allow the foot to slide upon the 
insole, hence reducing the shearing force.

Friction between the shoe insole and the sock or foot can infl uence a 
walkers’ defi nition of comfort and the risk of injury. If it is too low, the foot 
will move easily in the shoe. But excessive movement gives rise to a feeling 
of underfoot insecurity, and may well generate pressure and rubbing 
between the top and upper part of the foot and the shoe.39 Rubbing in the 
shoe includes friction between the foot and the inner surface of the sock, 
and that between the outer surface of sock and shoe. Friction that is too 
low in both of the interfaces may lead to excessive movement of the foot 
in the shoe, and cause discomfort and feelings of insecurity. An ideal way 
is to allow low friction on one side to allow foot sliding, and high friction 
on the other side to provide an appropriate level of resistance to avoid 
excessive movement. The numerical simulations demonstrated that this is 
more effective by reducing the plantar shearing force in the sock II simula-
tion with low friction set against the foot skin than that in the sock I simula-
tion with high friction set against the foot skin. This consideration has been 
confi rmed by the socks using the low friction Tefl on fi ber.20 By keeping the 
Tefl on fi ber against the skin to reduce rubbing between the foot and the 
sock’s inner surface, and using high friction to provide the required resist-
ance between the outside of the sock and the insole to prevent excessive 
movement of the foot in the shoe, the socks reduced the occurrence of 
blisters by around 90 percent in athletes.40 The benefi t of this technique in 
diabetic foot care needs to be confi rmed in clinical practice. However, 
as observed above, the toe part of sock II shows large alternating stretch 
and recovery due to the foot sliding inside the sock during walking. This 
deformation and recovery may cause the fabric at this part to get looser or 
wear out easily. So, in sock design using friction-free fi bres, a material of 
good elasticity and stretch recovery is necessary for the sock, especially at 
the toe.

21.3.3 Sock design

For different end uses, there are large variations of functional requirements. 
For each foot part, there are also different requirements. For normal use, 
the sole needs to be soft and durable; the instep of the sock can be loose-
fi tting to reduce the pressure where the skin is thin and the pressure thresh-
old is relatively lower. For athletes, it is important to reduce calluses and 
blisters, and prevent tendons from injury. Sports socks often have thick 
cushioned soles, and reinforced elastic material to fully encompass the arch 
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and instep for a snug fi t and support and also to protect the Achilles tendon. 
For diabetic patients, any tiny lesion will lead to ulceration. There should 
be no elastic or tight welt which can interfere with blood fl ow. There should 
also be no seam felt. Any holes in the sock can be a source of additional 
friction. There should be no lumps or folds to irritate the foot.

Regarding sock material, it must be able to wick moisture away from the 
foot leaving skin dry and reduce sticking. Materials such as CoolmaxTM have 
been used in sock manufacture. For the foot arch part, reinforced elastic 
materials such as LycraTM have been used to support and protect the foot 
arch. For the sock sole, soft and thick cushioning is necessary to reduce 
plantar pressure; ‘friction free’ construction, such as the use of Tefl onTM 
fi ber, needs to be imparted to the forefoot and heel to reduce rubbing. For 
the sock instep, loose fi t can help reduce the sock pressure for comfort.

The present biomechanical foot, sock and insole interaction model can 
help us to design a sock of complicated structure and material assembly, 
and predict the pressure and shearing. Further development of the model 
can be focused on sock thickness, to quantitatively investigate the effect of 
thickness on plantar pressure. Integration with the shoe model is also 
expected, in order to study the mechanical interaction of footwear 
systematically.
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22.1 Introduction

It is not very clear why or when humans started wearing footwear. Many 
scientists believe that the fi rst shoe, probably a bag-like wrapping made 
from animal skins,1–3 was used to protect against the cold temperatures 
during the Ice Age about 500,000 years ago.4 Ever since people started to 
wear footwear, there has been a constant progression in its use and design. 
The impact and infl uence of footwear have changed over the years. During 
the Stone Age, footwear was probably used to protect the feet against 
rocks, thorns, and harsh weather, whereas in the ancient Egyptian time, 
footwear depicted rank and was a status symbol.4 Initially, footwear pro-
duction was completely manual. Then, during the Industrial Revolution, 
the mechanization of the footwear industry started after the invention of 
sewing machines and equipment to roll sole-leather.5 From that time, the 
number and variety of footwear have drastically increased. Foot coverings 
have become increasingly specialized for a variety of tasks and functions. 
For example, nowadays it is not surprising to have more than 200 models 
of running shoes.6 Since footwear has become an integral part of our daily 
life, it is nearly impossible for many people to go out without footwear or 
even to stay in their room without some sort of foot covering.

During most of the early years of footwear development, style and fashion 
have played a huge part in the design of footwear. Since designs were based 
on aesthetic and sensual appeal rather than scientifi c studies, it is not sur-
prising to fi nd several examples of beautiful but ‘badly-designed’ footwear. 
In the Middle Ages, men were wearing long-toed footwear called poulaine 
to show their masculine sexuality;4 however, the toe extensions were so long 
that it made walking almost impossible. Similarly, during the fi fteenth century, 
beautifully decorated chopine footwear was designed to increase the height 
of ladies. It was short-lived because ladies could easy fall over while wearing 
it, resulting in miscarriages.4 Furthermore, chopine footwear caused changes 
in posture and eventually the start of medical interest in problems with 
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elevated footwear. Although we cannot fi nd chopine footwear today, a 
variation of it, the high heel, is widely available. As a result, there is still 
medical interest in elevated footwear. Of course, there are other parameters 
of footwear design that are of medical interest. Another classic example 
of ‘beauty footwear’ occurred during the tenth century (continuing until 
1911) in China. In the name of beauty, Chinese female children’s feet were 
bound with cloth to stop them from growing. The aim of the foot binding 
was to obtain feet resembling a ‘three-inch golden lotus’ and the women 
would be able to wear tiny footwear. Foot binding causes damage to the 
foot structure resulting in severe life-long disability for many elderly Chinese 
women.7 Today, there are no extreme cases of foot torture such as foot 
binding; however, the incompatibility of footwear and the feet usually 
causes some sort of foot injury and illness. This chapter provides some basic 
information on the feet and footwear, so that footwear is designed to have 
aesthetic as well as fi t, comfort, and functional design elements.

22.2 The human foot

Humans have evolved and have adopted an upright posture by walking on 
their hind-limbs and leaving the fore-limbs free for other uses. The develop-
ment into bipedalism was a major step in human evolution, as many things 
associated with being human became possible – including fi ne manipulation 
with the hands and more mobility.8 During the developmental stages, the 
foot lost the climbing ability and evolved into an organ of weight bearing, 
support, and locomotion. In early hominids or humans, the weight was 
carried along the side of the foot, while now the body weight is transmitted 
internally from the heel along the outside (lateral) of the foot. Also, in early 
hominids the body was pushed forward through the middle of the toes, 
while now the push-off is made generally by the big toe. This is a much 
more effi cient arrangement for striding.8 The detailed discussion of the 
development of hominids falls outside the scope of this chapter; instead, 
the foot structure of the ‘modern’ human foot is discussed in more detail.

22.2.1 Foot skeletal structure

The human foot (Fig. 22.1), an unsymmetrical object, comprises a complex 
arrangements of 26 bones, cartilage, muscles, tendons, ligaments, nerves, and 
blood vessels, and has evolved from a generalized grasping organ to an 
organ specialized in weight bearing, locomotion, and support.9 The 26 bones 
are divided into three major groups: hind-foot (tarsal), mid-foot (metatar-
sals), and fore-foot (phalanges). The hind-foot consists of seven short bones 
(calcaneus, talus, navicular, cuboid, medial cuneiform, lateral cuneiform, 
and intermediate cuneiform) as shown in Fig. 22.1. The calcaneus, also 
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known as the heel bone, carries a large proportion of the body weight. The 
talus is connected to the tibia and fi bula (leg bones), and helps to distribute 
the weight of the body on the foot. The mid-foot consists of fi ve metatarsals. 
The fi rst three metatarsals are joined to the cuneiform bones (lateral, 
medial, and intermediate), while the last two metatarsals are joined to the 
cuboid. The fore-foot consists of fourteen phalanges that form the toes. 
Even though the three-section classifi cation of the foot is more prevalent, 
some studies have separated the foot into four groups10 for biomechanical 
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purposes. The four foot sections are: hind-foot (calcaneus and talus); mid-
foot (navicular, cuboid, medial cuneiform, lateral cuneiform, and intermedi-
ate cuneiform); fore-foot (5 metatarsals); and phalanges (14 phalanges).

The bones are joined together at joints where some degree of motion 
is possible. The main foot joints are the ankle joint, the subtalar joint, 
the midtarsal joint, the metatarsal-phalangeal joint, and the phalangeal-
phalangeal joints. The ankle joint is between the tibia and the talus. The 
subtalar joint involves talus, calcaneus, and navicular bones, whereas the 
midtarsal joint involves the talus, calcaneus, and cuboid bones. The ankle, 
metatarsal-phalangeal joints (MPJ) and phalangeal-phalangeal are hinge-
type joints. At the joints, cartilage covers the ends of the bones and acts as 
a shock absorber. Cartilage also allows motion at the joints while being 
lubricated by synovial fl uid. In order to have movement at the joints, muscles 
attached to the bones by tendons are used to create the pulling force. These 
muscles are stimulated by nerve endings through voluntary, involuntary or 
refl ex actions. Ligament attaches a bone to another bone and thus restricts 
the bone motion resulting in enhanced support and locomotion. The complex 
arrangement of bones, muscles, ligaments, and other tissues are enclosed in 
a protective layer – the skin. The skin has nerve endings, blood vessels, 
sweat glands, and hair follicles, to enable its function of protection, tem-
perature control and the sense of touch. Due to the complexity of the foot 
structures, the human foot has wide variations in size, shape, and proportion, 
within and between persons under different conditions, which affect the 
foot wear fi t.11

Within-subject variation

For a given person, the feet are different between the right and the left foot. 
Individuals working with their right hand have the tendency to use the left 
foot as a support. Thus, some people assume that the left foot might be 
longer. Rossi12 reported that differences between the feet are prominent, 
based on a study using 6800 participants. Rossi states that ‘no individuals 
are likely to have two feet exactly alike in terms of size, shape or propor-
tions’. There are differences of 5 to 10% between the right and left foot. 
Similarly, several studies have found differences between the left and right 
foot of individual people; however, some people will have their right foot 
longer than their left foot and some vice versa. On average, there is no 
overall difference between right and left feet. Since previous studies have 
only considered length and width dimensions, more studies are required to 
look into the 3-D shape differences between the left and the right feet.

For an individual, in addition to differences in left and right feet, the feet 
undergo changes under different conditions such as loaded versus unloaded; 
functionality; and thermal conditions.12 The foot normally increases in shape 
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and size when moving from no-load to semi-load to full-load weight bearing. 
A no-load, unloaded or no-weight condition is when the foot does not carry 
any body weight. This situation can be obtained by sitting and removing all 
weight from the foot. The semi-load, half load or semi-weight bearing condi-
tion is when one foot carries half of the body weight. This situation occurs 
while standing normally. The full-load, loaded, or full-weight bearing situa-
tion is when the foot is subjected to the full weight of the body. This situa-
tion can be obtained while the person is standing on one foot.

When comparing both feet in a fully loaded state, one foot elongates 
more than the other for 80% of people.12 For example, this foot stretches 
half a shoe-size (1/6 inch) more than the other for about 85% of women, 
while it stretches 1 shoe-size (1/3 inch) or more for the rest. Since both the 
length and width increases in dimension under loading condition, fi tting 
trials must include wearing both shoes and testing the fi t under different 
weight-bearing conditions.13 The foot shape is also different under different 
functions.

The foot functions can be separated into two main conditions: static and 
dynamic. Previous sections have considered the foot in static conditions 
(standing and sitting). Dynamic conditions include walking, running, 
jumping, other such activities; and the foot shape is different depending on 
the functions. The foot shape is different due to several motions at the joints, 
notably the ankle, the sub-talar, the mid-tarsal, the metatarsal-phalangeal 
and the phalangeal-phalangeal joints. These joints allow a different range 
of motion and thus the foot shape changes. At the ankle joint, a hinge type 
mechanism allows dorsifl exion (upward movement) and plantarfl exion 
(downward movement) as shown in Fig. 22.2. The sub-talar and the mid-
tarsal joints, located below the ankle, play a major role in supination and 
pronation.14 Pronation is composed of three movements: eversion, abduc-
tion and dorsifl exion (Fig. 22.2), and it results in an upwards and inwards 
movement; while supination, the opposite of pronation, is composed of 
inversion, adduction and plantarfl exion, and it results in a down and out-
wards movement. Furthermore, the metatarsal-phalangeal joints (MPJs) 
and the phalangeal-phalangeal joints (PPJs) are hinge joints. The MPJ 
allows dorsifl exion and plantarfl exion of the toes, while the PPJ permits toe 
grasping. During any given dynamic condition, heat, friction, and sweat are 
produced which change the interior-shoe condition. The foot shape is also 
infl uenced by changes in environmental conditions.

The foot shape is affected by interior-shoe conditions such as heat, fric-
tion, humidity, and moisture. The foot volume changes by 5% at the end 
of the day compared to early morning, due to these thermal conditions.12 
Perspiration plays a major role in controlling body temperature. When the 
body becomes heated from muscular activity an even larger quantity of 
moisture is produced.14 During perspiration, the sweat glands produce half 
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22.2 Foot dynamics.
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a pint of moisture, salts, and acid into the shoes each day, changing the 
interior-shoe conditions drastically. So far the inter-subject variations have 
been considered: in contrast the between-subject variations are larger.

Between-subject variation

There are variations between people depending on gender, age, and race.14 
The mean length of the female foot is about 92% of the mean length of the 
male foot, while the mean volume of the female foot is about 81% of 
the mean volume of the male foot.15 Even when comparing children between 
the ages of 6 to 11, boys have consistently a larger foot length and foot 
breadth than girls.16 As far as the age variation is concerned, the foot stops 
growing after 14 years in boys and 13 years in girls even though the height 
is still increasing.15 Dahlberg and Lander1 studied men’s feet as they aged 
between 17 and 47, and found that there were no differences in 18 foot-
measurements showing that the feet had stopped growing. It is very evident 
that the foot size (length and width) changes for children, but does the foot 
shape change proportionately? This remains to be seen. In addition to 
gender and age, the feet are also different among different races.

Cheskin14 grouped the feet into 3 main groups: Negroid foot; Oriental 
foot; and Caucasian foot. The Negroid foot is broad at the forepart and 
narrow at the heel. The oriental foot is short and broad in the forepart and 
heel. The Caucasian foot is broad with straight toes. There have been several 
studies on age and gender; however, studies on racial differences are few. 
Thus, a comprehensive study to quantify the racial differences would be 
useful.

22.2.2 Foot classifi cation

Human feet have wide variations and, in order to simplify analysis, feet have 
often been classifi ed according to arch height;14,17,18 fl are angle;19,20 rear foot 
position21 and big toe length.17

Arch height

When considering arch height, the foot can be grouped as high arched (Pes 
Cavus), normal arched and low arched (Pes Planus) as shown in Fig. 22.3. 
Figure 22.3 also shows typical plantar pressure distribution for feet with 
different arch heights. Pes Cavus and Pes Planus (fl at foot) are developed 
when the balance between the muscles and ligaments of the foot is somehow 
disrupted.18 In the high arched foot, the forefoot and the heel generally 
carry more weight, while for the normal arched foot the body’s weight is 
distributed evenly throughout the foot.14 However, in the low arched foot, 
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the weight is distributed over the total area of the foot. This causes extra 
pressure on the outside border areas, especially the medial side of the foot, 
resulting in pain, discomfort and decrease in function. The percentage of 
different arch types may vary between races but all types are found in all 
races.14 The arch height can be determined from footprints. The various 
stages of the development of the Pes Cavus and Pes Planus are also shown 
in Fig. 22.3. Since Pes Cavus and Pes Planus feet are structurally weak, there 
have been several methods developed to quantify the percentage or degree 
of fl at footedness. A simple method involves measuring the arch height22 
while others involve taking measurement from the plantar pressure prints.23 
The results obtained from the measurement techniques can vary for differ-
ent conditions, e.g. static and dynamic; or loaded versus unloaded. In other 
words, an accurate method for quantifi cation of fl at footedness should 
account for age, gender, race, and different conditions, and existing results 
should be used with caution.

Pes Cavus

Pes Planus

22.3 Classifi cation based on arch height.
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Foot fl are

The foot can be classifi ed as based on foot fl are, which is a measure for the 
planter curvature of the foot similar to last fl are (discussed in later sections). 
In order to calculate the amount of foot fl are, we need to defi ne a fl are axis. 
For the purpose of calculating foot fl are, the heel center line has been used. 
Freedman et al. (1946) have defi ned foot fl are as the ratio of the horizontal 
distance between the heel center axis and the medial ball point to the foot 
width (horizontal distance between the heel center axis and the medial ball 
point + horizontal distance between the heel center axis and the lateral ball 
point). According to this defi nition, a straight foot is one which has a ratio 
of 50%, an out-fl ared foot is one which has a ratio of less than 50%, and 
an in-fl ared foot is one which has a ration greater than 50%. Goonetilleke 
and Luximon20 used principal component analysis and found that the foot 
center is located at approximately 52% of the foot length, and that Hong 
Kong males have a mean in-fl are of 3.2 degrees (standard deviation 2.73). 
According to Goonetilleke and Luximon’s method, a negative angle value 
shows in-fl are, while positive values show out-fl are. Their method has higher 
sensitivity and is highly correlated with Freedman’s ratio measure.

Rear foot position

Nigg21 classifi ed the foot according to rear foot position (Fig. 22.4). If the 
foot rear position is 0° to 6° toward the medial side, it is called a normal 
foot. If the foot is inclined more than 6° toward the medial side, it is called 
Pes Valgus. It is called Pes Varus if it is inclined toward the lateral side. In 
most cases, Pes Valgus occurs in combination with Pes Planus; thus some 

Normal Pes Varus Pes Valgus

22.4 Classifi cation based on rear foot position.
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people use the measurement of the rear foot angle to quantify the degree 
of fl at footedness.

Toe length

Feet can be classifi ed in terms of big toe length, as shown in Fig. 22.5.24 If 
the big toe length is the longest compared to the other toes, then the foot 
is called an Egyptian foot. If the second toe is the same length as the big 
toe, then the foot is called a Square foot. However, if the second toe is 
longer than the big toe, the foot is called a Greek foot. Kaplan25 has attrib-
uted the differences in toe length to genetics, with long toe lengths being 
recessive. Due to the different toe lengths, the walking pattern and foot 
pressure of these different types changes. Figure 22.5 shows the typical 
pressure print of the three types of feet. For extreme cases of Greek feet 
(i.e. when the second toe are signifi cantly longer), plantar pressure is higher 
at the second MPJ location. This might result in pain, discomfort, and skin 
break down.

22.2.3 Human gait

After considering the variation in feet and foot classifi cation, the foot 
primary function is now considered. The foot is used primarily for walking 
and the human walking gait is very important. Foot, limb, and other muscu-

Greek foot Square footEgyptian foot

22.5 Classifi cation based on toe length.
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loskeletal problems can be identifi ed by gait cycle evaluation. The gait cycle 
begins when one foot touches the ground and ends when the same foot 
touches the ground again (Fig. 22.6). The gait cycle is divided into two main 
phases, the stance phase and the swing phase. The stance phase is when the 
foot is touching the ground, while the swing phase is while the foot is not 
touching the ground and is in motion. The stance swing phase starts when 
the foot touches the ground, usually at the heel (heel strike), and ends when 
the foot leaves the ground, usually at the toe (toe off). During the stance 
phase, three periods can be identifi ed: initial double limb support, single 
limb support, and terminal double limb support. Each double limb support 
period accounts for about 10% of the gait cycle (20% total), while the single 
limb support is 40% of the gait cycle. During the double limb support, the 
two limbs usually do not share equal load. There is always a shift of load 
from one foot to the other during the gait cycle. The swing phase for the 
same limb is the remaining 40% of the gait cycle. For different walking 
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speeds, there are slight variations in the percentage of stance and swing 
phases. Also, when changing from walking to running, the duration of 
double limb support decreases until it is eliminated while running. A stride 
or gait is the interval between sequential initial fl oor contacts by the same 
limb (Fig. 22.6). A step is recognized as the interval between sequential fl oor 
contacts; thus, two steps make up each gait cycle.

22.3 Footwear

In today’s society, footwear has become increasingly specialized for a variety 
of tasks and functions. There are shoes for most sports, ranging from running 
to golf. Footwear design and manufacture have been infl uenced by function 
but also by fashion and technology. In the following sub-sections, the main 
components of footwear (Fig. 22.7) and footwear manufacturing will be 
discussed.

22.3.1 Anatomy of footwear

Shoe upper

The shoe upper includes toe box, vamp, tongue, lining, collar, and fastening 
mechanisms (lacings, zipper, etc). The toe box covers the toe region and 
affects the fi t at the toes. The function of the toe box is to protect the toes, 

22.7 Anatomy of footwear.
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allow their movement, and retain the shape of the shoe around the toe. 
The toe box may include a metal toecap in order to protect the toes 
against injury, especially in working boots. The vamp covers the dorsum 
of the foot including the tongue piece and superior aspects over the toes. 
This section is reinforced to give the shoe its shape as well as protection. 
The vamp is often made of more than one piece, creating a decorative 
pattern. There are various types of vamps suited for different styles of 
shoes.

The construction of shoe upper depends on style and fashion; however, 
the shoe last, a 3-D mould that represent the foot shape, determines the 
shape of the shoe upper. The uppers are made with leather or synthetic 
materials such as polyurethane-coated fabrics (PUCFs), polyvinyl chloride 
coated fabrics (PVC-CFs) or leather-like materials called poromerics. 
Leather, due to its inherent properties such as plasticity and breathability, 
is a better choice for the shoe upper and has been used through the ages. 
Leather can easily take the shape of the foot after sometime in use. It can 
also absorb perspiration and allow air-fl ow from the surrounding. This pro-
vides good aeration and can keep a suitable climate inside the shoe. Even 
though leather seems to be the perfect choice for shoe upper, PUCF, PVC-
CF, and poromerics are also used because of cost and fashion trends. 
Synthetic uppers are cheaper and are used in most mass-produced foot-
wear. PUCF is soft, light and comfortable to wear, but not so durable. PVC-
CF is cheap, easy to clean, durable, but not breathable and does not change 
shape to fi t the foot. Poromerics, even though synthetic, have leather-like 
properties. They are used widely as a leather substitute.

Shoe sole

The main components of the bottom are the outsole, the mid-sole, and the 
insole. The outsole is designed to give durability and traction but also con-
tributes to shock absorption. The mid-sole is designed exclusively for shock 
absorption. Sometime a wedge is added at the heel for shock absorption 
and heel lift. The insole board is covered with a thin layer of material called 
a ‘sock-liner’ or an insole. This provides some cushioning, but its importance 
is during lasting (pulling the upper part of the shoe on the last and sticking 
on the insole board). Since many sports movements produce forces of con-
siderable magnitude, most sports footwear has some sort of cushioning 
mechanism making use of air or gel.

Common soling materials are leather, rubber, polyvinyl chloride (PVC), 
ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA), and polyurethane (PU).26 EVA is light weight 
and has good cushioning abilities. PU is heavy and infl exible, though it is 
more durable than EVA and still has cushioning abilities.
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22.3.2 Shoe last

The word last (Figure 22.8) comes from the old Anglo-Saxon word laest, 
meaning a footprint or foot track. While shoemaking is an age-old craft rich 
in tradition, heritage and prestige, the foundation of shoes – the last – has 
been recognized as an important fashion and health factor only within the 
past few decades.5 The last is the very heart, the single most important 
element, of the shoe.12 It is the most scientifi c and complex part of the whole 
shoemaking process and it is the foundation upon which much shoe-related 
foot health depends.27 It is responsible for the size, fi t, shape, feel, wear, style, 
tread, and even the making of the shoe.28

The last is a reproduction, generally in maple wood, of the approximate 
shape of the human foot over which a shoe is produced which, when prop-
erly constructed, furnishes support and protection without undue pressure, 

22.8 Ladies shoe-last with basic last measurements.
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binding or constriction at any point.5 The fi rst last maker in the USA whose 
name is on record was William Young of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, who 
was granted a patent for a minor last improvement in the year 1807. In 1840, 
lasts were slightly improved. By adding a pad over the front of the shoe 
they created two sizes called ‘slim’ and ‘fat’. Now, shoes are made on lasts 
graded in width from AAA (small) to EE (large) (The widths are AAA, 
AA, A, B, C, D, E, EE).

During the 19th century until about the time of the American civil war, 
the same wooden last was used in the construction of both right and left 
shoes. The lasts were straight in shape with no allowance for the foot 
contour. The shoes could be swapped from left to right. Before 1880, shoes 
were made in full sizes and seldom more than three widths. After 1880, half 
sizes were introduced. In the twentieth century, quarter sizes were intro-
duced but were unsuccessful due to inventory costs.

In 1815, Thomas Blanchard, Sutton, Massachusetts invented a lathe for 
the turning of irregular shaped objects. It was fi rst used for turning out 
gunstocks but was later adopted for lasts. The Gilman lathe, now used 
throughout the last industry, was an improvement on the Blanchard lathe. 
By reason of the fact that no feet are exactly alike, one can readily appreci-
ate the necessity of making shoes on scientifi cally designed lasts – lasts that 
will conform to the great majority of feet of any given type.5

Even after 60 years, most master lasts are still made by a master last 
maker, who uses his/her artistic skills to generate a last using few foot 
parameters. Currently, wood, aluminum, or plastic (high density poly-
urethane) are used for shoe lasts. The wooden last, which has a high price 
and low durability, is the traditional material for last making. It has the dis-
advantage of changing its shape due to temperature and humidity. Currently, 
it is usually used for the model, master or designer’s last. However, the 
plastic last is widely used. It has a medium durability, but it is diffi cult to 
handle due to its heavy weight. Aluminum lasts are relatively cheap and 
have high durability, however, their shape is temperature dependent.

Difference between foot and last

It is essential to understand the difference between a last and a human foot. 
The last has a smooth surface to enhance the appearance of the shoe and 
enable the upper to be moulded more easily to shape. The surface of the 
foot is irregular and varies with individuals. The outline of a last is regular 
and continuous with a sharp featheredge around the seat and forepart to 
assist lasting and give a clear defi ned edge to the fi nished shoe. The foot has 
no featheredge. The last is hard and fi rm, while the foot is softer and more 
fl exible. The foot has separate toes, while the toe end of a last is solid. The 
heel curve is greater on the last to help the shoe grip the foot. Heel pitch 
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is present in the last but not on the foot. The front part of the last is thinner 
to help the shoe to grip the foot around the quarters. The last length is 
greater than the foot to prevent pressure on the foot. Toe spring is not 
present on foot but is on the last. Girth and size intervals are regular on 
lasts but irregular on feet. The dimensions are identical on a pair of lasts 
but rarely identical on a pair of feet. At the toes, the last increases gradually 
in height from the feather line, but not in the foot. The last is for shoe 
making while the foot is used for weight bearing and locomotion.

Basic last measurements

The American Footwear Manufacturers Association (AFMA) defi nes as 
many as 61 terms related to last dimensions. However, there is no direct 
mapping from the foot to the last. The model maker rarely starts from 
scratch. A previous last is used as a starting point, and thus foot studies have 
little impact on last making.17 Although the last is a complex 3-D shape with 
no straight lines on it, the last maker fi rst marks the four points vamp, instep, 
ball break, and heel point as the reference points17 as shown in Fig. 22.8. 
Then only six dimensions are used to guide the last maker in the last making 
process. Five of the six measures are circumference measures: ball girth, 
waist girth, instep girth, long heel girth, and short heel girth. The fi nal meas-
urement is the overall heel-to-toe length on the last, which is also called 
stick length. The model maker shapes, sands and fi les until the six measure-
ments match and the model ‘looks right’.17 The way the model has been 
sanded will affect the fi t. The last making is evolved on a man’s size 9D last 
or a woman’s size 7D last. The other sizes are generated by a procedure 
known as grading.28

It is important to note that the stick length used in last making is depend-
ent upon heel height, toe spring, and toe style. The degree of toe spring in 
a last depends on several factors, namely the heel height, the shoe style, the 
upper material and the general fl exibility of the shoes. When the heel height 
is high, the toe spring is lower. Stiff upper material requires more toe spring. 
Furthermore, toe spring depends on the purpose of the footwear. Normally, 
walking shoes need more toe spring than dress shoes, while ballet shoes do 
not have toe spring.

Sizing and grading

Sizing basically involves the construction of footwear of different sizes in 
order to fi t the selected population. A last is measured by the ‘stick length’ 
shoe size. The exact sizing of footwear in order to have perfect physical fi t 
is complicated since there is a large range of variations in the dimensions 
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of the human foot. In order to make the sizing simple, a combination of 
foot length and foot width is used. However, the size markings are rarely 
exact.26 Foot length is measured as the maximum distance from the heel 
point to the toes. Foot measuring devices such as the Brannock, the Ritz 
stick, and the Scholl have concentrated on two areas by measuring the 
length along the foot and the maximum width around the MPJ joint area.

In the US and British systems, the shoe size length changes by 1/3″ (8 mm) 
per size and the girth by 1/4″ (6 mm) per size. In addition there is an increase 
in 1/4″ (6 mm) between different width grades. For example, from shoe size 
9D to shoe size 10D the length will increase by 1/3″ (8 mm) while the girth 
will increase by 1/4″ (6 mm). However, from shoe size 9D to shoe size 9E 
the girth increases by 1/4″ (6 mm) while the length is not increased. Apart 
from the US and British systems, most European countries use the French 
system, also known as the continental system or the Paris points. The ratio 
of length increase to girth increase is the same as in the other two systems. 
However, the metric increment is not the same. The length grade is 2/3 cm 
and the girth grade is 1/2 cm between sizes. The Mondopoint system is a 
foot sizing system proposed by the International Standards Organization 
(ISO). This uses the metric system for sizing the length and the width 
dimensions.29 Different from the other system, the projected length of a 
foot, around which the shoe should fi t, is used for sizing.

There are three types of grading system: the arithmetic grade, the geo-
metric grade, and the proportional grade. In an arithmetic grade, the incre-
ment of a dimension per increase in foot size is a constant.28 The arithmetic 
grade is currently used for US and British shoe standards. In the geometric 
grade, the increment per size and/or width of any dimension is a specifi ed 
percentage of the dimension. Proportional grading is a system in which the 
increments of all dimensions per size within a size run are a constant.

Different last shape

There are an enormous number of shoes, but most of them can be classifi ed 
into six toe types. These are square, oblique, round, circle, oval and crescent 
(Fig. 22.9). Moving from round to crescent passing through circle and oval, 
the toe shape becomes more pointed. The square shape shoe last, as the 
name suggests, does not have a rounded toe box. The oblique toe box pro-
vides more space at the big toe and less space at the fi fth toe. If properly 
designed, it can provide the best comfort. In addition, the shoe-last can be 
different based on different toe heights, as shown in Fig. 22.9. Due to the 
shape of the last, especially at the toe, shoes of the same size may not have 
the same length and width. As a result, shoes manufactured with different 
shoe-last do not have the same fi t.
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Curve and straight last

In addition to last shape, shoe-lasts can have different plantar curvature 
(Fig. 22.10). The shoe ‘curvature’ or fl are can be seen while looking at the 
shoe outsole or the bottom of a last. The fl are can be quantifi ed as an 
angular measure,19 ratio,30 or an angular measure with a center.20 Most lasts 
have a distinct inward turn towards the medial side of the foot and are 
known as curved, racing or infl ared lasts. Most shoes have a 6 degrees 
infl are.31 The fl are angle, which is typically 3 degrees for a straight last, can 
be up to 12 degrees.17 Different shoe manufacturers build-in different fl ares 
in their shoes (Fig. 22.10); thus different shoes with the same size can have 
different fi ttings.

22.3.3 Footwear manufacturing

SATRA26 provides 12 simple steps to make footwear. The fi rst step in shoe 
production is to have a shoe last. The last is covered with paper tape and a 
pattern is drawn on it. The tape is then removed from the last. Various 
allowances are added. The patterns are then encoded into knives and cutters. 
This can be used in a press to cut the leather or synthetic material. After 

Square Oblique Round Circle Oval Crescent 

(a) Different toe shape  

(b) Different toe height  

Pointed Bump  

22.9 Shoe-last shapes.
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the upper material is cut, it is stitched together to form the upper part of 
the shoe. The upper part may include toe puffs and heel stiffeners. The 
insole is attached to the last. The upper part is lasted. Lasting is basically 
the pulling of the upper part and sticking in on the insole attached to the 
last. The sole unit is attached. In some cases the sole and heel are attached. 
The shoe is cleaned and sprayed. The shoe is checked and dispatched. This 
procedure is for the cemented shoe construction method, the most common 
shoe manufacturing method (Table 22.1). There are different types of shoe 
construction based on shoe style, cost and quality.32

Shoe classifi cation

There are numerous shoe styles and new styles of footwear are created every 
day. Independent of the number of shoes in the market, there is a fi xed shoe 

22.10 Shoe-last with different curvatures.
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classifi cation system. In general, seven categories are used, except in Hong 
Kong where ten categories are used for footwear classifi cation. The catego-
ries, as shown in Fig. 22.11, are Oxford, pump, boot, sandal, mule, clog, moc-
casin, infant (Hong Kong classifi cation), children (Hong Kong classifi cation), 
and sports (Hong Kong classifi cation). Figure 22.11 also provides a simple 
drawing for each shoe category. Traditionally, Oxford was worn by men only; 
however, this trend has changed. Now even ladies wear Oxford shoes. Pump, 
mule and clog are usually worn by ladies, while Oxford, boots, moccasin, 
sports shoes, and sandals are worn by both ladies and gentleman. Babies’ 
and children’s footwear need to have allowance for foot growth and should 
also include attractive components (lights, sounds, and attractive colors).

Table 22.1 Type of shoe construction

Name Construction method

Cemented Most shoes are constructed using this method.
 – The insole is attached using staples or adhesives to the
  last bottom.
 – The shoe upper is placed on top of the last.
 – The free ends of the upper are pulled, turned on the insole
  and glued.
 – The outsole is cemented to the bottom of the lasted shoe
  upper.
 – The heel is attached if needed.
Veldtschoen The upper is fl anged outwards and stitched to the insole. The
 stitch down  outsole is cemented to the lasted shoe.
Welted A special insole with a rib or wall is used. The upper is
  attached to the ribs usually by wires or staples. The sole is
  then stitched to the upper. This method is usually used to
  make better grade men’s dress shoes and requires high
  skills, especially if manual.
Slip-lasted The last is placed inside after the upper has been stitched with
  the insole and a sock or cover. Most infant shoes and
  slippers are constructed using this method.
String lasted A strong string is used to stitch the edge of the upper. The
  upper is fi tted to the last and then the string is drawn and
  its ends tied. Then the soles are attached.
Vulcanized Usually the upper is made of canvas and the insole is attached
  to the canvas by sewing.
 – The last is forced inside the upper.
 – The sole and mud-guard rubber foxing are attached.
 – The shoe is vulcanized (placing the lasted shoe in a
  vulcanization tank which is set to a temperature of 150 °C,
  pressure 3 kg/cm3 for about 50 minutes.)
 For some shoes, such as work shoes and outdoor boots, the
  outsole is directly vulcanized and moulded to the shape of
  the sole.
Injection Soles are directly heat-sealed to the upper by machine.
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22.4 Foot and footwear interface

The interface between the foot and the shoe determines the footwear fi t 
and comfort. When there is a mismatch between the foot and the shoe, the 
foot is deformed resulting in injury and foot-related illness. It has often been 
stated that babies are born with perfect or near perfect feet, and many of 
the foot deformities are due to ill-fi tting footwear.

22.11 Shoe classifi cation.

Oxford

Boot

Moccasin

Sandal

Pump

Mule These are shoes without a back strap and slippers with or without 
heel. 

Clog Clogs are shoes with thick wooden soles.

Infant

Children

Sport

For many people, Oxford shoes are basically dress shoes and are 
worn by men, ladies and children. Oxford shoes can be sub-
categorized into Balmoral Oxford, Blucher Oxford, Saddle Oxford, 
Derby, Work shoe, Loafer, and Monk shoe. 

Worn by men, ladies, children and infants. This footwear covers the 
ankle and was designed for industrial and military work, and 
outdoor activities. These days, it is worn for all purposes. Boots can 
be further categorized into Desert boot, Wellington boot, Work 
boot, Military boot and Cowboy. 

Shoe constructed with leather wrapped around the last to form the 
bottom, sides and upper. Include Deck shoes.

Sandals are worn by men, ladies and children. Sandals are open 
shoes which consists of a decorative or functional arrangement of 
straps. These include Casual sandals, Sport sandals and Thong 
sandals.

Pumps are ladies’ shoes. They include Pump, Sling-back court, 
Open Shank court, Open back court, Open toe court, and Platform 
court. 

Shoes designed for young children. These are soft, with lots of 
room for the foot to move and grow. 

These shoes may have special design for beauty and fun such as 
sounds and lights. 

There are more and more specific shoe designs for different sports 
such as Badminton, Baseball, Basketball and others. Since these 
sports have different dynamics, the shoes are designed to enhance 
performance and reduce injury, as well as to provide comfort. 
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22.4.1 Foot problems

Some of the foot deformities related to footwear are hallux valgus, ankle 
valgus, hallux rigidus, lesions, corns, calluses, blisters, chilblains. Hallux 
valgus is associated with abnormal pressure at the MPJ joint of the great 
toe.33 The joint is enlarged and there may be formation of a bursa sac of 
fl uid at the joint. In advanced cases, the fi rst toe can overlap or underlay 
the second toe and the fi rst metatarsal may be defl ected away from the 
other metatarsals. In addition, the MPJ may dislocate and the metatarsal 
head can be exposed. Moreover, the bursa can be infl amed and it is then 
known as a bunion. Hallux valgus is caused by footwear that is too narrow 
or too short. The footwear squeezes the toes together. Ankle valgus (pes 
valgus) may not be painful in itself. It is caused by the inward rotation of 
the back of the foot such that the body weight falls on the inner side of the 
foot, causing the arch to fl atten. The condition is self-aggravating, since the 
more the foot twists the more the weight is on the inner side of the foot. 
Hallux rigidus include deformities such as hammer toe, clawed toe, retracted 
toe, mallet toe. It occurs when the footwear is too short and thus limits the 
movement of the toe at the joints. Calluses, corns, blisters and chilblains 
belong to the deformities known as lesions. Calluses occur when there is 
intermittent pressure on some part of the foot. This causes the outer skin 
to thicken and become hard. Usually, there is pain and a burning sensation 
when the calluses are under pressure. Corns normally occur over toe joints, 
when there is friction associated with localized pressure. Blisters are caused 
by friction. During friction, the outer skin becomes loose and fl uid collects 
beneath it. If the friction continues, the blister breaks, causing an infl amed 
area. This occurs normally at the back of the heel due to heel slip. Chilblains 
are caused by pressure, normally at the back of the heel in cold weather.

Many deformities can be eliminated if the offending footwear is 
discarded early enough. For mild cases, custom insoles, wide toe-box 
shoes, and arch supports can be used, while surgery might be needed for 
severe cases.

22.4.2 Consumer consideration

Several surveys have shown that footwear fi t is a very important factor 
when purchasing footwear. The characteristics that may affect the choice of 
footwear depend upon footwear related factors (material, weight, quality, 
durability, fl exibility, traction, shock resistance, etc.), society related factors 
(fashion, style, brand, store, peer pressure, self esteem, etc.), and foot related 
factors (comfort, fi t, function, softness, cushioning, perceived fl exibility, 
breathability, etc.).33 Furthermore, subjects rate fi t, minimal perspiration, 
good thermal insulation, sole fl exibility, upper fl exibility, and protection 
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against the elements as the main elements of comfort (Bolanger, 1974, cited 
in reference 17). According to Clarks,28 major consumer needs are appear-
ance and fashion content, fi t and comfort, price, quality and store. Chong 
and Chan,2 in a footwear survey using 70 subjects, required the subjects to 
rank the importance of six factors (attractive style, function, affordable 
price, famous brand, material quality, and comfort) when buying a pair of 
shoes. 27.8% of the subjects gave the highest rating to comfort. When com-
puting the weighted average from Chong and Chan’s study,2 Luximon and 
Goonetilleke34 found that comfort was rated higher than quality, price, func-
tion, and brand. Since comfort is affected by fi t, it can be deduced that fi t is 
an important factor. The footwear fi t can be quantifi ed using dimensional 
differences between footwear and foot.34 Fit is just one of the consumer 
considerations; the whole footwear has to be assessed to select a proper 
choice for a given function.

22.4.3 Footwear assessment

Experienced fi tters check 14 points when fi tting footwear.11 Most of the fi t 
trials show that the toes and the ball areas are the most critical to an indi-
vidual’s perception of fi t. In addition to footwear fi t, comfort, fl exibility 
and cushioning have also been evaluated subjectively and objectively.35 
Luximon33 has considered comfort and fi t at the toe box, waist, instep 
region, and heel region. Table 22.2 shows the different parameters and the 
footwear regions that can be used to assess footwear comfort, fi t, and 
function.

Table 22.2 Footwear assessment

Footwear region Parameters

Toe region Width Height Volume
or toe box
MPJ region Width Height Girth
Instep region Width Height Girth
Arch Height
Topline or Collar Height Comfort
Heel Width Back curve Heel cup fi t
Sole Flexibility Flexion point Tread pattern
 Overall Cushioning Cushioning
  cushioning  at heel  at forefoot
 Traction Comfort
General Flexibility Material Construction
 Overall comfort Fastening mechanism Stability
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22.5 Biomechanical model

Due to the advancement of technology, it is possible to generate a complex 
3-D biomechanical model of the foot including its structures. Generally, the 
3-D model of the human foot and ankle is generated from coronal sections 
of MRI images. Zhang et al.36 used MRI images at 2 mm intervals to create 
a 3-D geometrical accurate ankle–foot model using MIMICSTM (Materialise 
Inc., Leuven, Belgium) and SolidWorks 2001TM (SolidWorks Corporation, 
Massachusetts). Then, ABAQUSTM (ABAQUS Inc. Pawtucket: Rhode 
Island, USA), a Finite-Element (FE) analysis software, was used for FE 
mesh generation and subsequent FE analysis.36 The FE model consisted of 
28 distinct bony segments and all major ligaments embedded in homoge-
nous soft tissue.37 In order to simplify, as well as to have computational 
convergence, all elements had homogeneous, isotropic, and linearly elastic 
material properties. The bony structure had a Young’s modulus of 10 000 MPa 
and the Poisson ratio was 0.34, while the plantar soft tissues had a Young’s 
modulus ranging from 0.05 MPa to 0.3 MPa and a Poisson ratio of 0.49.38 
The foot biomechanical model, together with mechanical models of insole,39 
last, and footwear,40 can be used to evaluate internal stresses/strains of the 
ankle–foot complex. FE analyses can be used effi ciently to determine design 
parameters of footwear without the need for expensive experimental study. 
In addition, the material properties of the insole and foot model can be 
varied to study the impact on the foot.

22.6 Conclusion

Footwear has become an integral part of our life and it will remain so for 
many years to come. Although, footwear has become very sophisticated, 
footwear comfort and fi t has often been neglected. This might be due to the 
wide variation in feet and the cost of production. It is very expensive to 
produce individual footwear, so footwear is produced in different sizes. In 
addition, shoes are produced in different styles depending on fashion. This 
might further aggravate footwear comfort and fi tting. As people become 
more health conscious, more research is being undertaken into understand-
ing the human foot and its biomechanics. Several biomechanical models are 
being constructed to help design better footwear. In addition, advancement 
in technologies will reduce the cost of production; thus perfect fi tting foot-
wear will be possible. In conclusion, footwear design should consider fashion 
and style as well as fi t, comfort, and function.
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23.1 Introduction

In relation to clothing construction, Kirstein et al.3 stated that the term ‘fi t’ 
means to adjust the measurements of a garment to those of the body. Zhang 
et al.15 stated that garment pressure is closely related to the space allowance 
between the body and the garment during body movement. When a garment 
girth measurement is smaller than the human body, the space allowance 
between body and garment is less than or equal to zero, hence pressure is 
generated. Skin is extremely sensitive to pressure and, under ideal condi-
tions, skin displacement that is less than 0.001 mm can result in a sensation 
of pressure or touch.9 Denton2 found the level of clothing pressure discom-
fort to be in the range 20 to 40 g/cm2, depending on the individual and the 
part of the body concerned. According to Pratt and West,8 there are three 
factors infl uencing the pressure exerted by garments: (i) shape of the body 
parts, the greater the degree of curvature, the greater the pressure exerted; 
(ii) type of fabrics used; and (iii) design and fi t of the garment. A badly 
designed garment may lead to the body suffering by perceiving unnecessary 
pressure.

In general, investigations of pressure distribution on the human body can 
be classifi ed into two categories: experimental and numerical. The experi-
mental category, can be divided into psychological and physical sections. 
Morooka et al.7 found that perception of clothing pressure of females in 
their forties was twenty percent less than for females in their teens and 
twenties. Furthermore, the infl uence of leg circumference on the clothing 
pressure tended to become lower with increasing age. Zhang et al.11–14 
carried out a series of investigations in relation to pressure by using the 
force–deformation of relationship fabric bagging – a planar fabric being 
forced to conform to a spherical surface. Mitsuno et al.6 used a hydrostatic 
pressure-balanced method to measure clothing pressure qualitatively. 
Makabe et al.5 investigated clothing pressure developed by a girdle. They 
found that subjects perceived pressure discomfort mainly on the front waist 
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line and the thigh base. They also noticed that when clothing pressure 
reached more than 30 to 40 mm Hg, subjects began to complain of pressure 
discomfort. The previous chapter investigated the psychological pressure 
perception of tight-fi tting sportswear in young adults.10 A group of subjects 
wearing different sets of tight-fi tting sportswear and required to perform 
different postures gave scores at nine pressure points on the perception of 
pressure comfort on the body after each posture. The results show that 
subjects perceived most pressure discomfort around the thigh. We also 
carried out a physical pressure distribution investigation, when fi ve female 
subjects participated in a wear trial.10 Each subject was connected to nine 
pressure sensors, which were placed between the subject’s skin surface and 
the inner layer of the garment at nine different body locations. By assuming 
different postures, the results show that subjects perceived most pressure 
at the side waist while they were standing, arm-lifting and stretching. 
However, subjects perceived most pressure at the front waist while they 
were curling-up their legs.

Although these experimental results indicate that there are differences 
in the pressure perception, they do have disadvantages, including: (i) many 
subjects have to be used in order to obtain a reliable result, (ii) subjective 
judgments may be infl uenced by many psychological factors, which vary 
from person to person, and (iii) the variations in subjects’ body curvatures 
infl uence the placement of pressure sensors. Cheng et al.1 stated that the 
distortion degree of sensor insertion and the degree of accuracy of the 
sensor used were found to be important factors infl uencing the measured 
level of garment pressure. These experiments provide evidence and clues 
on what factors infl uence the garment pressure and the perception of 
pressure comfort. However, they cannot explain the physical mechanisms 
involved.

Theoretical investigations can be carried out to develop an understanding 
of the mechanisms by establishing mechanical–mathematical models on the 
basis of physical laws. The models can be solved by numerical computation, 
and can be used for numerical simulation of the wear process. In the 
numerical simulation, the 3D human body model can be generated through 
a commercially available virtual human model or a scanned human body, 
and pressure distributions of a garment can be predicted on the basis of 
fabric properties. A series of biomechanical models have been developed 
by Zhang et al.15 and Li et al.4 to investigate the dynamic interactions 
between the human body and garments in various wear situations, such as 
a bra and tight-fi tting trousers, by considering the biomechanical structures 
of the human body, and the contact mechanics between body, garment and 
3D garment constructions.

In this chapter, a theoretical investigation of garment pressure comfort 
is conducted by applying a dynamic model for the numerical simulation of 
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pressure in tight-fi tting garments during wear. By analyzing the contact 
characteristics between a human body and a tight-fi t garment, the process 
of a female body wearing three well-fi tting tight-fi t garments, which have 
the same design but are made from different fabric, is simulated. The pre-
dicted pressure distributions are compared with the objective garment pres-
sure measurements and psychological pressure perception ratings.

23.2 Biomechanical modeling

Clothing pressure is a combination of garment, human body and the 
mechanical interactions between them. Denton2 stated that true fi tting to 
the body shape can only be achieved by the use of stretch fabrics that can 
expand and contract without buckling or wrinkling to accommodate body 
movement. Zhang et al.15 held that garment pressure is closely related to 
the space allowance between body and garment when the body is moving. 
Furthermore, Zhang classifi ed garment into three categories on the basis 
of space allowance.

Therefore, the assumption of stretch-to-fi t garment is to be a thin elastic 
shell with material linearity and geometric non-linearity, and the human 
body to be a rigid body. The stress in the direction of fabric thickness is 
assumed to be zero. This simulation only considers the female body in a 
steady standing state. All the garments have the same style but are made 
of different materials.

Figure 23.1 shows the model developed by Zhang et al.,15 which describes 
the interaction between human body and a tight-fi t garment. During wear, 
mechanical interaction occurs at the contact areas between the body and 
the garments. The fi gure shows the external forces on the tight-fi t shorts 
during wear, including an interactive contact force qc in the normal direc-
tion to the contact surface, the friction qf as the garment slips on the surface 
and the gravity qg on the garment. The external forces will be balanced by 
fabric internal stresses (tension, shearing and bending) and the inertia force 
qI of the garment during a dynamic deformation process.

In the simulation of a human body, three major components (skin, soft 
tissue and bone) were considered. A human body is constructed from a 
skeleton covered by a layer of skin, which is the largest organ in a human. 
Between the skeleton and skin is a layer of tissue. A 3D fi nite element 
model of a female human body was developed on the basis of a commer-
cially available virtual human model.

The process of a female human body wearing a pair of tight-fi t shorts 
from the foot level to the waist was simulated. The process was divided into 
three steps: (i) the waistline of the garment just reaching the subject’s shank; 
(ii) the waistline of the garment reaching the subject’s pelvis; and (iii) the 
garment completely fi tted to the subject. In practice, a human’s body and 
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legs are moving continuously during the wearing process. This might cause 
external force to be applied to the shorts, which begin to deform. As the 
amount of force acting on the shorts is unknown, therefore, the female body 
was assumed to remain still in the standing position throughout the wearing 
process. It was also assumed that the frictional force between body skin and 
the shorts is negligible.

23.3 Physical properties of aerobic wear

The physical properties of the two tight-fi t garments used in this study are 
shown in Table 23.1. Two fabrics made of different fi bres with completely 
different mechanical properties were selected in order to study the infl u-
ence of the garments on dynamic clothing pressure distribution. Each fabric 
sample was kept in a conditioned room for more than 24 hours with tem-
perature and humidity of 20 ± 2 °C and 65 ± 3%, respectively. In order to 
test the mechanical properties of the garments, which relate to the develop-
ment of the numerical model, the KES tensile and shear tester, KES-FB-1, 
was used. The mechanical parameters of both tests were modifi ed from the 

23.1 External forces on tight-fi t shorts during wear.

Contact
 force qc

Friction qf

Gravity qg

Inertia
force qI

Shearing

Tension

Bending
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original setting of the machine. The maximum force was set at 50 gf/cm, the 
sensitivity was 5 × 5, the tensile speed was 0.1 mm/sec, and the size of 
the fabric was 20 × 20 cm2. The characteristic property values and the 
measurement conditions for these parameters are listed in Table 23.2.

23.4 Biomechanical simulation

23.4.1 Simulated pressure changes at measured body 
locations

Dynamic pressure changes of two garments, C98L2 and P98L2, at seven 
pressure points during the wearing process were simulated. A positive pres-
sure value indicates the force in the garment moving towards the skin when 
the garment does not contact the body at a particular point. A negative 

Table 23.1 Basic description of selected garments

Garment Thickness Weight Fibre content (%) Construction
 (mm) (g/m2)

C98L2 0.73 179.00 Cotton (98) & Lycra™ (2) Plain knitted
P98L2 1.27 220.00 Polyester (98) & Lycra™ (2) Rib knitted

Table 23.2 Tensile and shear properties of selected garments

Property Symbol Unit Garment

   C98L2 P98L2

Tensile LT –  0.83 ± 0.15  0.78 ± 0.11
 WT gf/cm · cm2  3.76 ± 1.62  6.28 ± 1.58
 RT % 57.26 ± 12.17 54.02 ± 15.10
 EMT % 24.56 ± 6.12 56.40 ± 37.90
Shear G gf/cm · degree  0.77 ± 0.02  0.46 ± 0.10
 2HG gf/cm  2.21 ± 0.14  1.47 ± 0.18
 2HG5 gf/cm  2.47 ± 0.22  1.57 ± 0.19

LT = Linearity of load–extension curve
WT = Tensile energy
RT = Tensile resilience
EMT = Tensile strain
G = Slope measured between f = 0.5 and 5.0 degrees
2HG = Hysteresis of Fs at f = 0.5 degrees
2HG5 = Hysteresis of Fs at f = 5.0 degrees
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pressure value indicates that pressure on the body is induced by the garment. 
The pressure distribution at individual pressure points among the two 
garments was similar. For the pressure points on the waist girth, the pressure 
changes had an increasing trend until the garment passed through the hip 
and the trend began to decrease until the garment was totally fi tted onto 
the body. On the other hand, the changes of pressure on garment side pelvis 
and thigh girth points had relatively fl at and stable trends, which began to 
increase when the garment passed through the hip. The maximum pressures 
on the waist were 29 and 30 gf/cm2 for garments C98L2 and P98L2, 
respectively.

23.4.2 Maxima of the predicted garment pressure 
measurements

Figure 23.2 compares the maxima of the predicted garment pressure meas-
urements at different locations on the two garments. The general patterns 
of the two garment trends are similar. It appears that the maximum garment 
pressure of C98L2 is greater than P98L2 for most of the body locations 
except back waist. C98L2 has a lower value of tensile strain than P98L2, 
suggesting that more force has to be applied in order to put on C98L2 
during the wear process, especially when the waist girth of the shorts passes 
through the pelvis of the simulated body.
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23.4.3 Simulated pressure distribution in 3D

The simulated pressure distributions of C98L2 and P98L2 from the front 
and back in the fi tted position were determined. Based on the contour plot, 
the simulated pressure acting on the subject body was not uniformly dis-
tributed and was within the range of 6 to 30 gf/cm2. High-pressure zones 
were observed on the waist girth for both garments, with a range between 
18 and 30 gf/cm2.

23.5 Validation of the model

23.5.1 Objective measurements of pressure distribution

Figure 23.3 compares the objective pressure measurements for the two 
tight-fi t garments. Among the three pressure locations on the waist girth, 
back waist has least pressure for both garments. The subjects perceived sig-
nifi cantly greater pressure at the front waist with C98L2 than P98L2. On 
average, the pressure at the waist girth is greater than at the thigh girth. 
ANOVA shows that there is a signifi cant difference (p < 0.05) between pres-
sure measurements of the two garments, suggesting that these two garments, 
which were made of different type of fabrics, provided signifi cantly differ-
ence objective garment pressure to the wearers. In Chapter 6, the detailed 
ANOVA table shows that garments have a signifi cant infl uence on garment 
pressures. Location also has a signifi cant (p < 0.05) infl uence on this.
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23.5.2 Subjective assessments of pressure distribution

Figure 23.4 compares the subjective pressure comfort rating of two tight-fi t 
garments. It is obvious that subjects are more comfortable with C98L2 
than with P98L2 when comparing the pressure comfort rating around the 
thigh girth. The subjective clothing pressure comfort rating and objective 
clothing pressure measurement have relatively larger variations at the front 
and side waist than other body locations. This might be explained by 
the variation of the subjects’ waist measurements. In other words, the dif-
ference in waist measurement is larger than thigh measurement for the 
objective clothing pressure measurement. Furthermore, the skin sensitivity 
also has to be taken into account for the subjective clothing pressure 
comfort rating.

23.5.3 Comparison between experimental and simulated 
pressure distribution

The experimental and simulated pressure distributions of both garments 
were compared at seven pressure points. The trends of experimental 
and simulated pressure distributions are similar for both garments over 
the seven body locations except at the back waist. At the back waist, 
predicted garment pressure was higher than the measured values for 
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both garments. This might be explained by the difference in the geometric 
contours between the simulation and the experiment. Practically, there 
is a hollow place between the skin and garment at the back waist, the 
depth of which varies from person to person. Hence, the contact force 
and area between skin and garment are expected to be small. However, 
the simulated body has no such variation, as the depth is small and 
garment is closely contacted with skin. Therefore, the predicted garment 
pressure was greater than experimental garment pressure measurement 
in both garments. In C98L2, both subjective pressure perception rating 
and predicted garment pressure measurement peaked at the front 
waist, followed by the points at the side waist. On the other hand, 
subjective pressure perception rating and predicted garment pressure 
measurement of P98L2 peaked at the side waist and the back waist, 
respectively.

23.5.4 Relationship between subjective garment pressure 
perception and predicted garment pressure 
measurement

Figures 23.5 and 23.6 illustrate the relationship between subjective pressure 
perception ratings and predicted garment pressures. Positive linear relation-
ships between subjective rating and predicted pressure distribution are 
observed for both garments. For the garment made of cotton and Lycra™ 
(C98L2), the correlation between the two sets of data has r = 0.90, signifi -
cant at the 0.05 level. For the garment made of polyester and Lycra™ 
(P98L2), the correlation between the two has r = 0.78 at a signifi cance level 
of 0.05. This suggests that the predicted pressure of C98L2 has a slightly 
closer linear relationship with the subjective pressure perception rating 
than the predicted pressure measurement of P98L2.

The gradients of two slopes is different due to the fact that the garments 
are made of two different types of fabric, the mechanical properties of 
which are different, although the design and size are the same for both 
garments in the wear trial and simulation process. This suggests that the 
mechanical properties play an important role in clothing pressure. The 
measuring conditions and physical parameters of the two garments are 
shown in Table 23.2.

The signifi cant relationship between subjective pressure perception and 
predicted pressure shows: (i) theoretical modeling is effective for prediction 
of pressure comfort; (ii) the physical mechanisms developed in the model 
are valid for the description of the perception of pressure comfort; and (iii) 
fabric mechanical properties infl uence the garment pressure distribution, 
and thus the subjective pressure comfort perceptions.
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23.6 Conclusion

Clothing pressure distributions of two sets of tight-fi t sportswear have been 
investigated by theoretical modeling and simulation. In the numerical simu-
lation of clothing pressure, we found that pressure increased more at the 
waist girth than at other body locations. The pressure begins to decrease 
when the waist girth passes through the pelvis. Meanwhile, pressure at side 
pelvis and thigh girth begins to increase during the wearing process. Based 
on the pressure contour plot on the subject body, pressure was not uni-
formly distributed and a high-pressure zone was found on the waist girth 
for both garments. Garments made from different fi bres have different 
pressure distributions during wear and pressures are signifi cantly different 
at different body locations. Good correlations were observed between sub-
jective pressure perception rating and predicted garment pressure, indicat-
ing that the physical mechanisms proposed in the model are valid in 
describing the dynamic mechanical interaction between body and garments 
so as to predict garment pressure comfort. Fabrics with different mechanical 

23.5 Relationship between subjective pressure perception rating and 
predicted garment pressure (cotton/Lycra™ garment).
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properties infl uence the dynamic pressure distributions at contacts with the 
body during wear. Good agreement was found between predicted and 
measured garment pressure.
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and fi bers 29–30, 173– 4
and garment slip 152
and skin 233–5
and sock material 349, 361
and yarns 37–8

friction spinning 178, 179
frontal plane 92
functional fabrics 200
fundamental frameworks 11–14

garment modeling 6, 77–88, 284
garment prototypes 10 –11, 13, 245, 284
garment size and fi t 151
garment weight 150
GCS (Graduated Compression Stockings) 

see compression stockings
geometric collision responses 141–3

geometric data 263
geometric detection of collision 135–8
geometric-mechanical models 59–62, 69
geometrical discretization 285–7, 291
geometrical models 68 –9, 244–5, 283– 4

of bras 325
of compression stockings 334–5
visualization 298 –300

geometry 9
glands 99
graphs 297, 298
gravimetric measurement method 170
Greek feet 374
Green-Lagrange strain 79
grid subdivisions 131

hairy skin 107
hallux valgus 386
hands 96
heart 98 –9
heart-loop test 86
hierarchical data models 267
hierarchical subdivisions 131
hierarchy trees 134
high-performance fi bers 169
history

of biomechanics 5–8
of footwear 365–6
of shoe lasts 378 –9

homopolymers 24
Hooke’s law 31, 32
horizontal plane 91–2
human body

breast characteristics 321, 326, 328 –9
breast-bra interactions 322
comfort and body movement 151–2
data requirements 265, 277
models 244–5, 284–5
ROM (range of motion) 101
temperature regulation 101–8
walking 354–60, 369, 374–6
see also anatomy and physiology; feet; 

skin
human factors engineering 8 –9
humidity 108

immune system 99–100
impact tests on skin 231–3
in vitro skin tests 223– 4
in vivo skin tests 223, 225–33
indentation tests 229–31
indentometers 230 –1
infl ammation 148
infl ammatory system 100
inhomogeneous behaviour of skin 112
inner leg stress 343– 4
integration of simulations 250 –2
inter-fi ber stress 40
ischemia 344
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isostrain models 30
isostress models 30
itchiness 148, 149–50
iterative design procedures 9–10

Jacquard fabric 199
Japanese females anthropometry 

values 104–5
Japanese males anthropometry 

values 102–3
jeans 307–18

biomechanical modeling 308, 309–13
contact modeling 252–3, 311–12
deformation 314
and human body characteristics 308
material properties 313
mechanical behaviour 314–16
model validation 317–18
preferences in wearing 308 –9
pressure comfort 308 –9, 315–16, 318
sensory perceptions 308 –9
simulations 252–3, 307–8, 310

joints 97, 368

Kansei-engineering 5
Kelvin model 117–19
KES-F system 153, 208 –13
kinematics of contact 126 –8
knitted fabrics 66 –9, 199

double knits 199
loop units 66 –7
modeling 68 –9, 244
stitch density 67
structure 66 –7
warp knits 66, 68, 200
weft knits 66, 199
see also fabrics; mechanical behaviour of 

fabrics

lace 200
Lagrange equations 78 –9, 249
last see shoe last
lateral strain 39
leather 377
legs see lower limbs
length

of fabrics 201
of fi bers 22, 163, 171

Leno fabric 199
ligaments 95, 365
load conditions 289, 291
loop units 66 –7
loose garments 12, 75
lower limbs 96 –7, 148, 308, 334–5, 341–2

foot lesions 347–8
inner leg stress 343– 4
see also feet

Lycra 168, 362
lymphatic disorders 156 –7
lymphatic system 100

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 284
Martindale Fabric Abrasion Tester 196
mass-spring models 83– 4
material modeling 245–7, 335
material properties

of bras 326
of jeans 313
and simulations 287–8
of yarns 37–9

materials
for footwear 377
for shoe lasts 379
for socks 349, 362

Maxwell model 31–2, 117
MayaCloth 7
Mazda Company 5
measurement

of fabrics 53, 201
of fi bers 170 –2
of yarns 182–6, 190
see also pressure measurement

mechanical behaviour of clothing see 
clothing mechanics

mechanical behaviour of fabrics
bagging 58, 66, 220
bending 56 –7, 60 –1, 204–5, 210
bi-extension properties 214–15
buckling 58, 64–5, 215–16
compression 206
drape 216
formability 215–16
friction 208
knitted fabrics 67–8

modeling 68 –9, 244
rheological behaviour 58, 65–6
shear properties 55–6, 203– 4, 209–10
strength 218 –19
stretch and recovery 217–18
surface properties 208, 211–13
tensile properties 54–5, 202–3, 209
twist 57, 205–6
woven fabrics 54–8

modeling 58 –64, 244
mechanical behaviour of fi bers 24–30

bending 27–8, 33, 172–3
compression 29, 173
friction 29–30, 173– 4
modeling 30 –3, 244
shear deformation 28, 173
tensile properties 25–7, 172
testing 172– 4
torsional rigidity 28, 173
twisting deformation 28

mechanical behaviour of skin 111–16
modeling 116 –23

mechanical behaviour of yarns 190 –5
bending 193–5
modeling 35– 49, 244
tensile properties 40, 190 –2
tensile torsional model 44–6, 48
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torsional properties 43– 4, 192–3
twist measurement 190, 201

mechanical collision responses 140 –1
mechanical modeling 10, 243, 247–9, 334
mechanical simulations see simulations
mechanoreceptors 147
median plane 91
Meissner corpuscles 147
mental comfort, and status 145–6
Merkle receptors 147
meta-aramid fi bers 169
micellar models 30 –1
micro-fi bers 168 –9
micro-particle models 69
microstructure of fi bers 22–3
migration theory 36, 186 –7
model validation 48 –9

aerobic sportswear 397– 400
bras 329–30
compression stockings 336 –8
jeans 317–18

modeling
contact models 12–13, 252–3, 311–12
fi bers 30 –3, 244
garments 6, 77–88, 284
geometric-mechanical models 59–62, 

69
human body 244–5, 284–5
knitted fabrics 68 –9, 244
materials 245–7, 335
mechanical models 10, 243, 247–9, 334
and simulations 243
skin behaviour 116 –23
woven fabrics 58 –64, 244
yarns 35– 49, 244
see also biomechanical models; 

geometrical models
moisture effects on fi bers 27
molecular models of fi bers 31
Mondopoint system 381
morphological structural models 31
morphology of fi bers 21– 4
motion equations 253
MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) 284
multidimensional visualization 299
muscles 94–5, 97–8, 100
musculoskeletal system 97–8

natural fi bers 163–5
nervous system 100
nets 200
network data models 267
neuro-physiology 9
neuropathy 347
Newton’s Law 31
nociceptors 147
Nomex 169
numerical solutions 250 –3, 254–5, 336

see also simulations
nylon 166

object subdivisions 132
optical fi ber diameter analyzer (OFDA) 171
organs 94

packing density distribution 181–6
para-aramid fi bers 169
particle models 84–5, 86
patterns 260
penalty force 140
penetration detection 135–7
perceptions 14, 146 –8, 308 –9
perfect fi tting garments 12, 75
perspiration 369–71
Pes Cavus feet 371–3
Pes Planus feet 371–3
physiological comfort factors 146
physiology see anatomy and physiology
Piola-Kiechhoff stress 79
plantar pressure 359–61
plastic behaviour of skin 114–15
plate and shell theory 78 –9
polyester 167
polygonal meshes 133–5, 138 –9
polymers 23– 4

shape memory polymers 169
polyolefi n fi bers 168
poroelastic model 121–3
position correction 143
post-processing procedure 300 –3
poulaine footwear 365
preconditioning skin 115
pressure comfort 146 –8

aerobic sportswear 391–2, 395– 400
bras 328
jeans 308 –9, 315–16, 318
socks 360 –1
tactile-pressure 148 –52

pressure distributions
aerobic sportswear 391–2, 395– 400
compression stockings 339– 40, 342–3
on skin 316

pressure garments 7–8, 154–8
classifi cation 154–6
clinical effectiveness 155–6
and compression therapy 156 –7
functional requirements 154–6
wound care 154
see also compression stockings

pressure measurement
aerobic sportswear 397
compression stockings 333– 4
socks 349, 353– 4, 359–60

pressure sores 344
prickle sensations 148, 149
product specifi cation 10
project data management 264, 280
property data 263
prosthetic devices 234
prototypes 10 –11, 13, 245, 284
proximity detection 137–8
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proximity tracking techniques 132–3
psychological comfort factors 145–5

QAS (Question Answering Systems) 63

ramie 165
Raschel knits 200
rayon 165
rear foot position 373– 4
regenerated fi bers 165–6
relational data models 267
rendering 299
reproductive system 100
resilience of fi bers 27
respiratory system 101
rheological behaviour of fabrics 58, 65–6
ribs 96
ring spun yarns 35–7, 178, 179–80
ROM (range of motion) 101
rotor spinning 178, 179
roughness 148, 150
Runge-Kutta method 84, 85, 251

sagittal plane 91
scar tissue 154
scratchiness 148
seams 77, 87–8

failure 77
strength tests 219

second-order differential equations 82
self twist yarn models 35–7
self-collision detection 134–5
self-locking structure of yarns 180
sensorial comfort 146 –8, 153– 4
sensory perceptions 11, 14, 146 –8, 308 –9
sensory receptors 147
sensory-engineering 5, 8 –9
sewing 77, 87–8, 219
shape memory polymers 169
shear properties

of fabrics 55–6, 203– 4, 209–10
of fi bers 28, 173

shearing force distribution 360 –1
shell theory 78 –9
Shirley fi neness and maturity tester 

(FMT) 170
shoe last 378 –82

difference between foot and last 379–80
dimensions 380
history 378 –9
materials 379
plantar curvature 382
sizing of footwear 380 –1
stick length 380
toe boxes 381
see also footwear

shoe sizes 380 –1
shoe sole 377
shoe uppers 376 –7

shortest path analysis 39– 40
silk 163– 4
simulations 243, 243–56, 260, 283–95

ABAQUS software package 290 –2, 
301–2

aerobic sportswear 392, 395–7
analysis types 289
AT715 software package 292–5
boundary conditions 289, 291, 336, 351
bras 325–6
compression stockings 334–6
constraints 289
contact interactions 288 –9
contact mechanics 125–6
dynamic systems 250, 289
environment parameters 288
equation system 248 –50, 253– 4
Finite Element (FE) software 

packages 252–5, 290 –2
geometrical discretization 285–7, 291
initial conditions 289
integration methods 250 –2
of jeans 252–3, 307–8, 310
load conditions 289, 291
material properties 287–8
nonlinear problems 250
numerical solutions 250 –3, 254–5
preparations 283–7
results analysis 302–3
skirt simulation system 255–6
of socks 350 – 4
system components 243–8
of walking 354–60
see also visualization

size
of feet 381
of fi bers 21–2, 163, 170 –2
of garments 151
of shoes 380 –1

skeletal system 95–7, 366 –71
skin 111–23, 223–35

anisotropic behaviour 113
biomechanical testing 223–33
collagen fi bers 112, 113
compressibility 115
constituents 111–12
creep 115
dermis 107, 147
displacement 316
elastin fi bers 112, 113
epidermis 107, 147
frictional properties 233–5
ground substance 112
hairy skin 107
inhomogeneous behaviour 112
mechanical behaviour 111–16

modeling 116 –23
nonlinear behaviour 114, 116 –17
plastic behaviour 114–15
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poroelastic model 121–3
preconditioning 115
pressure distributions 316
scar tissue 154
sensory receptors 147
site dependent behaviour 112
strain-energy function 116 –17
stress relaxation 115
subcutaneous layer 107
and temperature regulation 101–8
viscoelastic behaviour 115, 117–19

quasi-linear 120 –1
skirt simulation system 255–6
skull 95
sliding contact interactions 288 –9
smart fi bers 169
sock material 349, 361
socks 347–62

biomechanical modeling 349–60
boundary condition 351
design 361–2
for foot care 348 –9
foot-sock interaction 350 –2, 354–5
foot-sole interaction 349–50, 354–5
materials 349, 362
pressure comfort 360 –1
pressure control 354
pressure measurement 349, 353– 4, 

359–60
shearing force distribution 360 –1
simulations 350 – 4

of walking 354–60
sports socks 361–2
stress distribution 352–3

sole of shoes 377
Solospun yarn 180, 186
space subdivision of collision 130 –1
Spandex 154–5, 168
speed correction 143
spinning methods 178 –80
sportswear see aerobic sportswear; bras
staple yarns 37, 39, 44
stiffness 22, 204–5
stitch density 67
storage and retrieval of data 258
strain-energy function of skin 116 –17
strain-energy models 62–3
strength of fabrics 218 –19
stress analysis of yarns 40
stress distributions

bras 328
compression stockings 339– 40
socks 352–3

stress relaxation and skin 115
stress-strain curves 25–6, 172
stretch 76 –7, 82–3, 217–18

and bras 322
and comfort 151–2

structure of fi bers 21– 4

subcutaneous layer 107
submicroscopic structure of fi bers 23
supramolecular models of fi bers 31
surface contour of fi bers 22
surface properties of fabrics 208, 211–13
synarthrosis joints 97
synovial joints 97
synthetic fi bers 166 –8

tactile-pressure comfort 148 –52
tangential contact of 3D bodies 127–8
tearing strength tests 219
temperature

and body comfort 146
body regulation of 101–8
effects on fi bers 27

tendons 95
tensile properties

of fabrics 54–5, 202–3, 209
of fi bers 25–7, 172
of yarns 40, 190 –2

tensile tests 225–9
tensile torsional model 44–6, 48
tex units 21
textile material modeling 12
thermo-physiological reactions 146
thermo-receptors 147
thickness of fabrics 53, 201
thighs 97
thoracic cage 96
tied contact interactions 288
time-dependent properties of fi bers 27, 

30 –3
tissues 92, 94, 111, 156
toe boxes 381
toe length 374
torsion meters 47
torsional properties

of fi bers 28, 173
of yarns 43– 4, 192–3

total Lagrangian formulation 78 –9
touch sensations 147–8
toughness of fi bers 26
transverse plane 91–2
triceps 98
tricot knits 200
Tubigrip 154–5
TUPS (Tissue Ultrasound Palpation 

System) 231
twist 86

of fabrics 57, 205–6
of fi bers 28
of yarns 190, 201

twistometers 225–7

ulceration in diabetes 348
upper limbs 96
uppers of shoes 376 –7
urinary system 101
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vector fi elds 299–300
veins 99

venous disorders 156 –7, 342–3
verifi cation of models 48 –9

see also model validation
vertebral column 95–6
vicinity maps 132
virtual fashion systems 7
viscoelasticity 27, 31–3

of skin 115, 117–19
quasi-linear 120 –1

visualization 296 –303
3D surfaces 299
animation 300
charts and graphs 297, 298
contour maps 298 –9
geometrical models 298 –300
multidimensional 299
post-processing procedure 300 –3
rendering 299
vector fi elds 299–300
volume visualization 299

Voigt-Kelvin model 31–2
volume collision detection 130
volume visualization 299
Voroni domain 132

walking 354–60, 369, 374–6
warp knits 66, 68, 200
wearer-trials 13, 153
weave repeat 53
weft knits 66, 199
weight

of fabrics 53, 201
of garments 150

width of fabrics 53, 201
windy environments 108
Wira measurement machine 171
wool 163
work of recovery 27
work of rupture 26
wound care 154
woven fabrics 52–66, 199

back 53
balance 53

basic weave 199
bias direction 52
deformation 54–8
equilibrium formula 61
fabric count 53
face 53
modeling 58 –64, 244
rheological behaviour 58, 65–6
structure 52–3
weave repeat 53
see also fabrics; mechanical behaviour of 

fabrics
wrap spun yarn 36

yarns
abrasion resistance 196 –7
compression tangent compliance 39
continuous fi lament yarns 37
continuum analysis 40 –2
count 201
cross-section analysis 181
deformed structure 39– 40
discrete fi ber analysis 42–3
experimental verifi cation of models 48 –9
fi ber distribution 37
fi ber interlacing 186 –9, 196 –7
fi ber mass compression equation 38
fi ber path 35–7, 180 –1
frictional forces 37–8
lateral strain 39
material properties 37–9
measurement methods 182–6, 190
mechanical properties see mechanical 

behaviour of yarns
modeling 35– 49
packing density distribution 181–6
self-locking structure 180
shortest path analysis 39– 40
spinning methods 178 –80
staple yarns 37, 39, 44
stress analysis 40
structure 178 –90
surface length 187–8

Zweigle bagging test 220
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